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PREFACE

The main attention in this collection of scientific papers is focused on 
recent theoretical and practical advances in polymers and nanocompos-
ites. It consists of two parts: the first is devoted to fundamental theoretical 
investigations concerning the conformational and deformational demon-
strations of polymers into solutions and melts, and the second is dedicated 
to some of the newest practical achievements in the fields of polymers, 
nanocomposites, and nanoparticles.

Conformation is the statistical property of macromolecules consisting 
of a number of N structural units, links, and position of which in a space 
one relative to the other is not inflexibly fixed by chemical bonds and as-
sumes the possible random configurations. The number of possible configu-
rations at N > 1 is so great that it permits the use of statistical methods at 
their analysis. That is why the conformation is a result of statistical aver-
aging on all possible configurations of the macromolecule. For a long time 
it was noted and confirmed by computer modeling that the conformation 
of polymeric chain should to be described by self-avoiding random walks 
statistics (SARW) but not Gaussian random walks statistics assuming the 
phantom behavior of polymeric chains. Nevertheless, Gaussian statistics 
is dominating at the analysis of thermodynamic, dynamic, and kinetic 
staining’s of the macromolecules conformation. Undoubtedly, the works 
of Kuhn, Flory, de Jennes, Kirkwood, de Clause, and other researchers 
are and remain as fundamental and basic for understanding the theoretical 
sense and logical development of physical chemistry of polymers. How-
ever, the starting point of these works in a view of the Gaussian statistics, 
even in context of new a scaling idea, does not give the adequate quantita-
tive description of the conformation properties of macromolecules that do 
not permit in full measure to estimate their role in different equilibrium 
and nonequilibrium processes. Development of the self-avoiding random 
walks statistics (SARW) and its application to the analysis of thermody-
namic, dynamic and kinetic staining’s of the confirmative properties of 
macromolecules in solutions and melts is the “know-how” presented 
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Chapters 1–6. According to the SARW statistics presented in these chap-
ters, the macromolecules’ conformation possesses all thermodynamic 
properties: entropy, free energy, volume, pressure, etc. At the same time 
it is important to note that the contribution of the conformation in general 
entropy of random walks is negative. In this sense the macromolecules 
conformation is a form of its self-organization. As equilibrium property, 
the conformation is resistant to transition from more probable state into 
the less probable one. Hence, there are elastic properties of conformation, 
the measure of which is not only the pressure, but also the deformation’s 
modules, namely Young’s modulus and sifting’s module. Introduction of 
free conformation energy into the structure of chemical potential of mac-
romolecules gives a general approach to the analysis of the conformation 
role into equilibrium processes. Dynamic properties of the macromole-
cules described in these chapters are determined first of all by the repta-
tion mechanism of their translational and rotation movement of the base 
of which is segmental movement, which is ordering to SARW statistics. 
Taking of the above-said into account permits obtaining the expressions 
for the diffusion coefficient of macromolecules into solutions and melts, 
which are quantitatively agreed with the experimental data. Additionally 
taking into account the elastic properties of the conformation in a form 
of equilibrium shifting module and peculiarities of kinetics of shear de-
formation gave the possibility to obtain the expressions for viscosity of 
polymeric solutions and melts and to describe its gradient dependence.

Chapters 7–12 are dedicated to some of the newest practical achieve-
ments in the field of polymers and nanocomposites and are covered by the 
different branches of knowledge: from the obtaining of nanoparticles with 
the use of new synthetic techniques to application of the obtained nano-
materials and nanocomposites in different fields of industry. For example, 
composites of conducting polymer and inorganic oxides are very attractive 
and are prospective materials for different branches of science, namely, 
for chemistry, physics, electronics, photonics, etc., due to synergetic effect 
which arises under the integration of the properties of oxide and conducting 
polymer. At present the titanium (IV) oxide (rutile and anatase crystalline 
modifications) is one among widely used inorganic oxides, which is ap-
plied for the chemical synthesis of such nanocomposites. The combina-
tion of the properties of nаnо-ТіО2 and polyaniline helps to solve problems 
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successfully in the chemistry, physics, and electronics. Specific electronic 
structures of the nаnо-ТіО2 (as the n-type semiconductor) and polyani-
line (as the electron’s conductor in majority of the cases and as a р-type 
semiconductor under certain conditions) give the possibility to design the 
systems for different applications. Therefore, the main aim of the inves-
tigations presented in Chapter 7 was the synthesis and study of physico-
chemical properties of such composite materials.

One way to extend the functionality of the organic materials with elec-
tronic conductivity is a chemical or electrochemical copolymerization of 
different classes of compounds, such as naphthalene derivatives and aro-
matic and heterocyclic monomers. In synthesis the nanocomposites based 
on the conduct of polymer and organic supramolecules, such as hetero-
polyacids or aminonaphthalene sulphonic acids acting both as molecular 
dopants and surfactants, attracts a rising interest because of the possibility 
to the nanotubes or nanofibers and polymer nanodispersions during po-
lymerization. However, the results of the connection between structure and 
properties of copolymers of aniline with other type of aminonaphthalene 
sulphonic acids were sufficiently received. Chapter 9 deal with the studies 
of the amino naphthalene sulfonic acid nature effect on the structure and 
physical properties of their copolymers with aniline; namely, the authors 
studied the physical properties and structure of the copolymers based on 
polyaniline (PANI) and amino naphthalene sulfonic acids (ANSA) with 
different mutual position of substituents in naphthalene ring, namely, 
1-аmino-naphthalene-4-sulfonic acid (1,4-АNSA), 1-amino-naphthalene-
8-sulfonic acid (1,8-ANSA), 1-amino-naphthalene-5-sulfonic acid (1,5-
ANSA) and 1-amino-2-naphthol-4-sulfonic acid. It is shown that struc-
ture of isomeric amino naphthalene sulfonic acids has a significant effect 
on the thermal stability, magnetic susceptibility, and conductivity of the 
PANI-ANSA systems. The field dependence of magnetization confirms 
that obtained copolymers are the typical paramagnetic materials.

Chapter 8 is devoted to the simulation of corrosive dissolution of Pt 
binary nano-cluster in acid environment, of polymer electrolyte membrane 
fuel cells. It is well known that under the present catalytic electrode pro-
duction for low temperature fuel cell, it is necessary to reduce their costs by 
the proposal of binary platinum nanoclusters PtnXm (where X are the transi-
tion metals Cr, Fe, Co, Ni, Ru), while such nanoparticles may possess high 
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catalytic properties. However, in practice any nanocatalyst effective work 
period undergoes the sufficient reduction as a result of its degradation dur-
ing the corrosive dissolution in the acid environment. Thus, despite the 
enhanced catalytic properties of the binary nanoclusters, their stability and 
the corrosive resistance obey to be reduced for the prolonged work. The 
stored experimental results need an interpretation on atomic and molecu-
lar level in frames of different models, as a sequence of peculiarities of 
reaction ways on nanoparticles and under the influence of size effects in 
nanosystems. Meanwhile, the known theoretical approaches in such simu-
lations lead to indefinite information, while the methods used on the basis 
of these approaches are unable for adequate description of the nanoparticle 
properties, because the lack of quantum behavior understanding during 
the interactions in such nanosystems. In Chapter 8, a model is proposed 
describing the corrosive dissolution of binary nanocluster surfaces for Pt-
nXm with core shell structure in acid environment of low temperature fuel 
cells in the presence of molecules and ions H2O, Cl–, OH–, H3O

+, which is 
based on calculations of the adsorption properties during the interaction of 
environment components with the surface as well as the activation barri-
ers of platinum atoms dissolution by means of DFT methods. The model 
includes the surface structure, sizes, and forms of nanoclusters, including 
their chemical composition, which is able sufficiently to change catalytic 
activity, stability, and corrosive resistance of the nanocatalysts.

An exponential growth in the field of the fundamental and applied sci-
ences connected with a synthesis of the nanoparticles of noble metals, 
and studies of their properties and practical application is observed for 
the last decades. Such rapid development of the scientific investigations 
in the above-said fields is caused first of all by the development of the in-
strumental and synthetic methods of obtaining and investigations of such 
materials in connection with their wide use in microelectronics, optics, 
catalysis, medicine, sensory analysis, etc. Silver nanoparticles are charac-
terized by unique combination of the important physical-chemical proper-
ties, namely by excellent optical characteristics, by the ability to amplify 
the signal in spectroscopy of the combination dispersion, and also by high 
antibacterial properties. Among all the metals possessing the characteristic 
phenomenon of the surface plasmon resonance exactly, silver is character-
ized by the greatest efficiency of the plasmon’s excitation that leads to the 
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abnormally high value of the extinction coefficient of silver nanoparticles. 
Under conditions of modern tendency to the miniaturization and the neces-
sity to improve the technological processes of the obtaining of new materi-
als based on silver nanoparticles, there is a problem of their identification, 
which involves the cost of equipment and causes a search for alternative 
ways to find their average size and size distribution determination by other 
methods, in particular, by calculated ones with the use of the empirical 
equations and dependencies which are based on the property of the ad-
sorption of the electromagnetic irradiation in UV/visible diapason by the 
sols of silver nanoparticles. In Chapter 10, on a basis of the comparative 
analysis of the references, the correlated dependencies between the optical 
characteristics of aqueous sols of spherical nanoparticles and their diame-
ter have been discovered. As a result, the empirical dependencies between 
the values of the square wave frequency in the adsorption maximum of the 
surface plasmon resonance and average diameter of the nanoparticles were 
determined as well as between the values of the adsorption bandwidth on 
half of its height and silver nanoparticles distribution per size. Proposed 
dependencies are described by the linear equations with the correlation 
coefficients 0.97 and 0.84, respectively.

The metals, which are used by humanity in different fields of industrial 
production and technology, and different prefabricated metals are always 
corroded, since there are factors in the environment which accompany the 
corrosion processes, in particular, the oxygen of air, humidity, dust, etc. 
One among widely distributed methods of the metals and also the different 
prefabricated metals protection from the corrosion is an application of the 
anticorrosive coatings. Chapter 11 presents new methods of the nanosized 
inhibited pigments synthesis which have been developed based on the zinc 
phosphate and/or (poly)phosphate. This permits the creation of new com-
petitive materials for their application in the paint and varnish industry 
under industrial conditions. It was shown that the acrylic monomers can 
be used as effective modifiers of the zinc phosphate nanoplates surface. 
Studying of the monomer nature and its concentration influence on a size 
and on a form of the obtained nanoplates, it was determined that at butyl 
methacrylate using as the surface’s modifier the plates by the average size 
200 ± 70 nm and by the thickness < 20 nm can be obtained.
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There are a number of methods for the synthesis of different nanopar-
ticles and nanomaterials; however, the kinetic peculiarities and regulari-
ties of the formation (nucleation and propagation) of nanoparticles are 
studied insufficiently. The aim of the studies presented in Chapter 12 was 
to investigate the kinetic regularities of the silver nanoparticles synthesis 
via reduction reaction of silver nitrate by hydrazine in the presence of so-
dium citrate depending on the concentration of the hydroxide ions and of 
the silver ions. As a result, the spherical silver nanoparticles (NPs) were 
obtained by silver ions reduction with hydrazine in the presence of sodium 
citrate as a stabilizer. The kinetic regularities of the silver NPs nucleuses 
formation and their propagation depending on the starting concentration 
of the hydroxide ions and silver ions were investigated. It investigated 
the influence of the synthesis conditions on the average diameter of the 
obtained silver NPs. It showed the dependence of the obtained silver NPs 
on kinetic parameters of the process.

In Chapter 13, several case studies on nanopolymers and their chemi-
cals complexity are presented in detail. New approaches, along with their 
limitations and control, are discussed in detail.

This book will be useful first of all for scientists who are engaged in 
physical chemistry of polymers and their solutions as well as in nano-
chemistry and nanotechnologies. It will be helpful also for engineers and 
postgraduate training students interested in the progress of recent theoreti-
cal and practical advances in polymers and nanocomposites.
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2 Functional Polymer Blends and Nanocomposites

SUMMARY

Within the frame of the self-avoiding random walks statistics (SARWS), 
the derivation of the internal n-link (1 < n < N) distribution of the polymer 
chain with respect to the chain ends is suggested. The analysis of the ob-
tained expressions shows, that the structure of the conformational volume 
of the polymer chain is heterogeneous; the largest density of the number of 
links takes place in conformational volumes nearby the chain ends. It can 
create the effect of blockage of the active center of the growing macroradi-
cal and manifest itself as a linear chain termination. The equation for the 
most probable distance between two internal links of the polymer chain 
was obtained as well. The polymer chain sections, separated by fixing the 
internal links, are interactive subsystems. Their total conformational vol-
ume is smaller than the conformational volume of undeformed Flory coil. 
Therefore, total free energy of the chain sections conformation equals to 
free energy of the conformation of deformed (i.e., compressed down to the 
total volume of the chain sections) Flory coil.

1.1 INTRODUCTION

In Gaussian random walks statistics, the mean-square end-to-end distance 
R for a polymer chain, as well as mean-square distance between two not 
very closely located internal links obey general dependence [1]:

 1 2R an=  n> 1   (1)

where a is the mean length of the chain link according to Kuhn [2]; n is 
the chain length or the length of a given chain section, expressed by the 
number of links in it.

Self-avoiding random walks statistics (SARWS) determines the con-
formational radius RN,f of the undeformed Flory coil as the most probable 
end-to-end distance of the polymer chain [3, 4]:

 
( )3 2

,
d

N fR aN +=   (2)
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where N is the total chain length, d is the Euclidian space dimension.
According to Eq. (2), Flory coil is a fractal, that is, an object, possess-

ing the property of the scale invariance in dimensionality space ( 2) 3fd d= + .
At derivation [3] of Eq. (2), however, the distribution of the internal 

polymer chain links in its conformational space remains unknown, there-
fore, it can not be indicated in advance that the distances between the ter-
minal and internal chain links or between the internal ones obey the same 
dependence (Eq. 2) at the value of N as the length of the selected section of a 
polymer chain.

Study of the problem of internal polymer chain links’ distribution is 
based mainly on the analysis [5, 6] of the scale distribution function Pij(r) 
of distance r between two links with ordinal numbers i and j:

 
( ) ( )/d

ijP r i j f r i j− υ υ= − −
  (3)

Function ( ) ( )/f r i j f xυ− =  is usually written in the form of power or expo-
nential dependence on the only variable x:

 f(x) ~ xθ at x < 1, 

 f(x) ~ exp{-xδ} at x > 1.  (4)

Studying the correlations between two arbitrary points i and j of a poly-
mer chain, Des Cloizeaux [7] suggested dividing the scale function Pij(r) 
into three classes, that describe the distribution of distances between two 
terminal points of a polymer chain (P(о)

ij(r) with exponents θо and δо at i 
= 1, j = N), between the initial and internal points (P(1)

ij(r) with exponents 
θ1 and δ1 at i = 1, 1 < j < N) and between two internal points (P(2)

ij(r) with 
exponents θ2 and δ2 at 1 < i < j < N), respectively.

Using the method of the second order ε-expansion within the range x 
< 1 for the space d = 3, Des Cloizeaux [7] has obtained in particular: θо = 
0.273, θ1 = 0.459, θ2 = 0.71.

To evaluate the exponents θi and δi some other methods were used as 
well. Let us present some of the obtained results: [8] θо = 0.27; [8, 9, 10] 
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θ1 = 0.55, 0.61, 0.70; [8, 9] θ2 = 0.9, 0.67; [8, 11] δо = 2.44, 2.5; [8] δ1 = 
2.6; [8] δ2 = 2.48.

In spite of the spread in exponent values, they unambiguously indicate 
(especially when comparing the values of θо, θ1 and θ2), that distribution 
function Pij(r), retaining their scale universality, quantitatively significant-
ly depends on whether we consider the distance between terminal points, 
a terminal and internal one or between two internal points of a polymer 
chain. Whereas the proposed methods of analysis establish this fact, they 
however do not reveal the reason of the above-mentioned difference. Ref-
erence to strengthening the effects of the volume interaction between the 
internal links of a polymer chain can not be absolutized, since these effects 
can not be taken into account at computer simulation of self-avoiding ran-
dom walks, but the results of the calculations according to them give the 
same estimations of exponents θi and δi as the analytic methods that take 
into account the volume interaction.

The shortcoming of the proposed approaches is also the fact that the 
scale distribution function Pij(r) is approximate and does not enclose the 
most significant region of parameter x changing between x < 1 and x > 1, 
where Pij(r) takes on maximal values. Finally, it should be noted that the 
role of the length of the second section of a polymer chain (at evaluating θ1 
and δ1 the length of the second section is extrapolated to ∞) or the lengths 
of its two sections (at evaluating θ2 and δ2) is outside of the analysis.

Hence, the suggested approaches do not allow solving the problem of 
the internal links distribution for a polymer chain completely. In the pres-
ent work we propose its analytic solution in terms of SARW strict statistics, 
that is, without taking into account of the so-called volume interaction.

1.2 INITIAL STATEMENTS

Preliminary let us briefly introduce the main statements of SARW sta-
tistics that are necessary for the subsequent analysis [3, 4]. The Gaussian 
random walks in N steps are described by the density of the Bernoulli 
distribution:

 ( ) ( )
!1

( , )
2 / 2 ! / 2 !

N
i

i i i ii

n
N s

n s n s
 ω =       + −   

∏   (5)
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where n i  is a number of the random walk steps in i-direction of d-di-
mensional lattice space with the step length a, which is equal to the statisti-
cal length of Kuhn link; is  is the number of effective steps in i-direction: s
i  = s i

+–s i
–, where s i

+, s i
– are numbers of positive and negative steps in 

i-direction. Numbers of n i  steps are limited by the following correlation:

 

i
i

n N=∑  (6)

The condition of self-avoidance of a random walk trajectory on d-dimen-
sional lattice demands the step not to fall twice into the same cell. From 
the point of view of chain link distribution over cells it means that every 
cell cannot contain more than one chain link. Chain links are inseparable. 
They cannot be torn off one from another and placed to cells in random 
order. Consequently, the numbering of chain links corresponding to wan-
dering steps is their significant distinction. That is why the quantity of 
different variants of N distinctive chain links placement in Z identical cells 
under the condition that one cell cannot contain more than one chain link 
is equal to Z!/(Z–N)!

Considering the identity of cells, a priori probability that the given cell 
will be filled is equal to 1/Z, and that it will not be filled is (1–1/Z). Re-
spectively, the probability w(z) that N given cells will be filled and Z–N 
cells will be empty, considering both the above mentioned condition of 
placement of N distinctive links in Z identical cells and the quantity of its 
realization variants will be determined by the following expression

 ( ) ( )
! 1 1

1
!

N Z NZ
Z

Z N Z Z

−   ω = −      −   (7)

Probability density )N(ω of the fact that random walk trajectory is at the 
same time SARW statistics trajectory and at given Z, N, ni will get the last 
step in one of the two equiprobable cells, which coordinates are set by 
vectors s = (s i ), differentiated only by the signs of their components si, is 
equal to

 ( ) ( ) ( , )N Z N sω = ω ω  (8)
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Let us find the asymptotic limit (Eq. 8) assuming Z > 1, N > 1, ni > 1 under 
the condition si < ni, N < Z. Using the approximated Stirling formula ln x! 
» x ln x – x + ln (2p)1/2 for all x > 1 and expansion ln(1–1/Z) » −1/Z, ln(1–
N/Z) » –N/Z, ln(1±si/ni) » ±si/ni – (si/ni)

2/2, and assuming also N(N – 1) we 
will obtain [3, 4]:

 
2 2( ) exp{ / (1 / 2) / }i i

i
N N Z s nω = − − ∑  (9)

Transition to the metric space can be realized by introduction of the dis-
placement variable

 
1/2

i ix a s d=   (10)

and also the parameter iσ  – the standard deviation of Gaussian part of 
distribution (9):

 
2 2
i ia n dσ =  (11)

Then

 2 2 2
i i i is n x= σ ,  (12)

 
d

i
i

Z x a= ∏   (13)

and for the metric space Eq. (Eq. 9) becomes:

 
22

2
1

( ) exp
2

d
i

i ii
i

xa N
N

x

 
 

ω = − − 
σ 

 

∑∏   (14)

Here i
i

x∏  is the volume of conformational ellipsoid with the semi-axes of 
xi, to the surface of which the states of the chain end belong.

A maximum of ( )Nω  at the set values of iσ  and N corresponds to the 
most probable, i.e., equilibrium state of the polymer chain. From the 
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condition of ( ) 0iN Xω ∂ =  at 0
i iX X=  we find semi-axes x 0

i  of the equilib-
rium conformational ellipsoid [3]:

 
1 ( 2)0 2( ) dd

i i i
i

x a N += σ σ∏   (15)

In the absence of external forces, all directions of random walks of the 
chain end are equiprobable, that allows to write:

 
in N d= ,  (16)

  NaNi
222  . (17)

The substitution of Eqs. (17) into (15) makes the semi-axes of the equi-
librium conformational ellipsoid identical and equal to the undeformed 
Flory coil radius: f,Ni Rx =0 . Let us underline two important circumstances. 
First, SARW statistics leads to the same result, that is, to Eq. (2), that Flory 
method, which takes into account the effect (repulsion) of the volume in-
teraction between monomer links in the self-consistent field theory. How-
ever, as it was explained by De Gennes [6], accuracy of Eq. (2) in Flory 
method is provided by excellent cancellation of two mistakes: top-heavy 
value of repulsion energy as a result of neglecting of correlations and also 
top-heavy value of elastic energy, written for ideal polymer chain, that is 
in Gaussian statistics. Additionally, one must note, that Eq. (2) is only a 
special case of Eq. (15), which represents conformation of polymer chain 
in the form of ellipsoid with semi-axes xi

o ≠ Rf allowing to consider this 
conformation as deformed state of Flory coil.
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FIGURE 1 The scheme, explaining the necessity to enter new conformational volume Z’ 
at fixing of the position of the polymer chain internal n-link.

Second, obtained Eq. (14) for density of distribution of the end links of 
polymer chain is not only more detailed but also more general than scale 
dependencies (4) at θo and δo, which are approximately correct only at the 
limits xi / Ri < 1 and xi / Rf > 1.

Free energy FN of the equilibrium conformation is determined by the 
expression

  at  )N(lnkTFN  0
ii xx    (18)

From here for undeformed Flory coil we have:

 
 221 )R(kT)d(F Nf,Nf,N  .  (19)

For the deformed one-

  vf,NN FF  , (20)

where vλ  is the repetition factor of Flory coil’s volume deformation:
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  ∏∏
i

i
i

d
fiv Rx   0 , (21)

where λi is a repetition factor of linear deformation,

 /o
i i fx Rλ = . (22)

At any deformations the conformational volume diminishes, therefore in 
general case .

1.3 SARW STATISTICS FOR THE INTERNAL LINKS OF A CHAIN

The internal n-link (1<n<N) divides polymer chain into two sections with 
the lengths of n and N–n links, respectively. This situation is illustrated 
with high quality in Fig. 1.

Let us assume, as it is shown in Fig. 1, that the most probable position 
of n-link with respect to the chain end is the surface of sphere with radius 
R n  and chain’s n-link accidentally appeared at point O n  on this sphere. 
Then with respect to this point N-link of the chain over N–n steps with 
the highest probability should appear on the surface of sphere with radius 

.
As it can be seen from Fig. 1, d d d

n Nnn NR R R+ <  Consequently, fixing of 
n-link position diminishes the polymer chain’s conformational volume re-
gardless of where specifically point O n  is situated on the surface of sphere 
with radius R n .

This means that for the analysis of SARW statistics of the chain’s in-
ternal links in the lattice space, a new number of cells Z’ < Z needs to be 
introduced. Then the probability density of the random walk trajectory’s 
self-avoiding for the polymer chain with fixed position of the internal link 
can be described by the Bernoulli distribution in the same form (Eq. 7), but 
with a new value of cells number:

 ( ) ( )
! 1 1

1
!

N Z NZ
Z

Z N Z Z

−′′    ω = −′       −′ ′ ′
 (23)

The Gaussian random walks in n and N–n steps of the first and second 
chain sections can be described thereby by the Bernoulli distribution (Eq. 
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5), but here in expressions for the distribution density ω (n, s) for the first 
chain section and ω (N–n, s) for the second one, respectively, the follow-) for the second one, respectively, the follow-
ing conditions of normalization must be implemented:

 
i

i

n n=∑   (24)

 i
i

n N n= −∑  (25)

and in place of the factor (1/2)N factors (1/2)n and (1/2)N–n, respectively 
should be used.

As )Z( ′ω  applies to the whole polymer chain, the distribution densities 
ω(n) and ω(N–n) of the SARW statistics trajectories for the first and second 
chain sections can be determined by the following expressions:

 ( ) ( ( )) ( , )n Nn Z n sω = ω ω′ , (26)

 ( )( ) ( ( )) ( , )N n NN n Z N n s−ω − = ω ω −′  (27)

In an asymptotic limit the Eqs. (26) and (27) can be written:

 
2 2( ) exp{ (1 2) }i i

i
n N Z s nω = −a −′ ∑ , (28)

 
2 2( ) exp{ (1 ) (1 2) }j j

j
N n N Z s nω − = − − a −′ ∑   (29)

The lengths of every section fractions of the total chain length are intro-
duced here as:

 1 ( )N n N− a = −  (30)

Defining the variables of the metric displacement of ix  and iy  in the form 
Eq. (10) and standard deviations i,nσ  and i,nN−σ  of the Gaussian part of 
distribution Eqs. (28) and (29) in the form Eq. (11), instead of Eqs. (28) 
and (29) we obtain:
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 2 2 2
,( ) exp{ (1 2) }i n i

i
n N Z xω = −a − σ′ ∑ , (31)

 
2 2 2

,( ) exp{ (1 ) (1 2) }i N n i
i

N n N Z y −ω − = − − a − σ′ ∑  (32)

Owing to the normalization Eqs. (24) and (25) we have:

 ( )2 2 2 2
, ,,n i N n i

i i
a nd a N n d−σ = σ = −∑ ∑  (33)

The values  and  are the volumes of the conformational ellipsoids 
with the semi-axes x i  and y i  of the first and second sections of the poly-
mer chain, respectively. Hence, as laid down earlier Eq. (13), it is possible 
to write:

  (34)

Entering the volume fractions of the proper conformational ellipsoids

   (35)

we obtain:

 2 2 2
,( ) exp{ (1 2) }d

i i n i
i i

n a N x xω = − aβ − σ∏ ∑ ,  (36)

 2 2 2
,( ) exp{ (1 )(1 ) (1 2) }d

i i N n i
i i

N n a N y y −ω − = − − a − β − σ∏ ∑  (37)

These expressions are sought densities of distribution of internal links of 
the chain from its ends. Parameter β will be determined later.

The most probable states of the polymer chain sections meet the con-
ditions ix)n( ∂∂ω =0 at x o

ii x= , )nN( −∂ω / iy∂ =0 at y i =y o
i . Using them 

and assuming that values β  and 1- β  do not depend on specific realiza-
tions of x i  and y i , that is, these are functions of n and N–n only, we find

  (38)
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 1 ( 2)0 2
, ,( (1 )(1 ) / ) dd

i N n i N n i
i

y a N +
− −= σ − a − β σ∏ . (39)

In the absence of external forces, all directions of random walks are equi-
probable; therefore, according to Eq. (31) it is possible to write:

 
2 2 2 2

,n i n Na nσ = σ = = σ a  (40)

 
2 2 2 2

, ( ) (1 )N n i N n Na N n− −σ = σ = − = σ − a  (41)

Using Eqs. (40) and (41) in (38) and (39), we will obtain expressions for 
the equilibrium conformational radii of both polymer chain sections:

 2 ( 2) 1 ( 2)
,

d d
n N fR R + += a β , (42)

 2 ( 2) 1 ( 2)
, (1 ) (1 )d d

N n N fR R + +
− = − a − β . (43)

The conformational volumes here are equal to ∏ −=
i

d
nNi Ry¡Ç

i

d
ni ,Rx =  ∏ −=

i

d
nNi Ry , there-

fore Eq. (35) may be rewritten in the form

 d
nN

d
n R/R)( −=− ββ 1  (44)

From (42) – (44) it follows:

 / (1 ) 1 (1 ) / (1 )d d d d d d   β = a a + − a − β = − a a + − a      (45)

Excepting β  from Eqs. (42) and (43), we get finally

 
1 ( 2)

, / (1 )
dd d

n N fR R
+ = a a + − a  , (46)

 1 ( 2)
, (1 ) / (1 )

dd d
N n N fR R

+
−  = − a a + − a 

  (47)

Eqs. (46) and (47) together determine the most probable, that is the equi-
librium distances of the internal link from the polymer chain ends.

As one can see, although between R n  and R nN−  a simple correlation 
/ (1 )n N nR R a a− = −  is observed, each of these values depends by com-
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plicated way not only on its own section length but also on the length of 
another one.

Eqs. (46) and (47) are correct at 4d ≤ [2], including at d = 1. For one-
dimensional space from Eqs. (46) and (47) follows physically expected 
result nR an= , ( )N nR a N n− = − .

1.4 STRUCTURE OF THE POLYMER CHAIN 
CONFORMATIONAL SPACE

From Eqs. (46) and (47) follows that ,n N fR R a≥  and a−≥− 1f,NnN R/R , 
and signs of equality are achieved only on the chain ends, that is, at 1a =  
and 0a = , respectively. This gives evidence to heterogeneity of the poly-
mer chain conformational volume. In addition, because of interconnection 
between nR  and nNR − , both chain sections are not fractals. Let us comment 
both circumstances, confronting the values 

nR  and nNR −  from Eqs. (46) 
and (47) with those values of f,nR  and f,nNR − , which these chain sections 
would have, if they were free and submitted to fractal correlation of the 
type (Eq. 2):

 ( ) ( )3 2 3 2
, ,

d d
n f N fR an R+ += = a , (48)

 ( ) ( )3 2 3 2
, ,( ) (1 )d d

N n f N fR a N n R+ +
− = − = − a   (49)

From comparison of Eqs. (46)–(49) it follows:

 1 ( 2)( 1)/( 2)
, / (1 )

dd d d d
n n fR R

+− +  = a a + − a 
 (50)

 
1 ( 2)( 1) ( 2)

, (1 ) / (1 )
dd d d d

N n N n fR R
+− +

− −  = − a a + − a    (51)

Dependencies of Eqs. (50) and (51) are illustrated on Fig. 2 for the option 
of d = 3.
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FIGURE 2 Ratios f,nn RR  and f,nNnN RR −−  calculated on the Eqs. (50) and (51) 
depending on a and 1–a.

As one can see, only in the area a>0.5 and correspondingly 1–a>0.5, 
ratios f,nn RR  and f,nNnN RR −− , though are more than 1, but insignifi-
cantly. It allows to consider of these chain sections as the fractals objects 
with a small error and to describe them by fractal dependences (48) and 
(49). However, for short chain sections, that is, at a<0.5 or 1-a<0.5 ra-
tios f,nn RR  and f,nNnN RR −−  become less than 1 and sharply diminish 
towards the chain ends, which indicates the compression of the conforma-
tional volume space nearby the ends of a chain.

Yet even more evidently heterogeneity of the structure of polymer 
chain’s conformational volume becomes apparent at the analysis of vol-
ume density ρ , that is, the numbers of links in the unit of conformational 
volume for the given chain section. Let us be limited to considering only 
the first chain section n in length, for which

  (52)

Using (46), we get
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 ( 2) 1(1 ) /
d dd d d

n N
+ − ρ ρ = a + − a a 

, (53)

where d
f,NN R/N=ρ  is an average links’ density in conformational volume 

of the whole polymer chain.
The correlation between local and average density of the chain links 

is illustrated on Fig. 3 at d = 3. Evidently, ratio Nn ρρ  in the range of 
a<0.2 at 0a →  sharply increases, and for example at a = 0.01 achieves 
the value of 10 4 order. As the dependence of the ratio NnN ρρ  is similar, 
but asymmetric, it can be concluded that the conformational volumes near 
the chain ends are strongly compressed, so that the density of links in them 
considerably exceeds the average one over the conformational volume of 
the whole chain. With some caution one can suppose that the conforma-
tional volumes near the chain ends have a globular structure.

FIGURE 3 Ratio between local density of polymer chain link ρn and average one ρN 
depending on a calculated on Eq. (53).

To support this point, we propose also considerations based on experi-
mental research of dymethacrylates post-polymerization kinetics, that is, 
dark, after turning off UV irradiation, process of polymerization [4]. It was 
found, that the chain termination is linear, and its kinetics submits to the 
law of stretched Kohlrausch exponent:
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 { }0( ) exp /t g t t γψ = − . (54)

where g and 0 < γ  ≤  1 are constants; t 0  is characteristic time of linear 
chain termination.

A theoretical derivation [12] was based on the idea, that linear chain 
termination is the act of “self-burial” of macroradical’s active center and 
manifests itself as the act of chain propagation, leading into a trap. Taking 
into account the fractal properties of polymer chain and assuming that a 
set of traps in its conformational volume is a fractal as well, we obtain the 
expression similar to Eq. (54):

 { }1/
0( ) exp ( / )p mt g t

ξξψ = − τ ρ ρ  (55)

where pτ  is characteristic time of chain propagation act, mρ  and 0ρ  are 
monomer and traps concentrations in the macroradical’s conformational 
volume, respectively.

According to the derivation of Eq. (55)

  (56)

where 32)d(df +=  and Ld  are fractal dimensions of the conformational 
volume of macroradical and a set of traps in it. From experimental data the 
value of 601 .== ξγ , so we can accept fd=ξ . Then for the dimension of the 
traps set fractal the Eq. (57) follows from Eq. (56):

 
2 1

2 3
f

L
d d d

d
+ += =  (57)

which not only satisfactorily coincides with experimental value of Ld  at d 
= 3, but also presents physically justified value of 1=Ld  at 1=d .

Correlation of Eq. (57) shows that ddd Lf << . Therefore, in the reac-
tion zone of growing macroradical, there are both “strange” traps formed 
by polymer chains, external for given macroradical, with fractal dimen-
sion close to d and “own” ones with fractal dimension of polymer chain 

( ) 32+= ddf .
This derivation in Ref. [12] is based only on kinetic researches of dy-

methacrylates post-polymerization, but, apparently, it coordinates well 
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with the results of present work, according to which “own” traps for a 
growing macroradical are caused by high density of links in the conforma-
tional volumes near the polymer chain ends, that can screen or even block 
up macroradical active center.

1.5 FREE ENERGY OF CONFORMATION OF POLYMER CHAIN 
SECTIONS

Let us determine free energies Fn and FN–n of the conformation of polymer 
chain sections, separated by fixing of internal n-link, on type (Eq. 18) by 
expressions:

 ( )lnnF kT n= − ω  at xi = xi
o (58)

 ( )lnN nF kT N n− = − ω −  at yj = yj
o. (59)

For the equilibrium state in the absence of external forces, i.e., at all 
ni Rx =0  and nNi Ry −=0 , using Eqs. (36) (37) (45)–(47) in Eqs. (58) and 

(59), we get

 ( )
( )2 2

, 1
ddd

n N fF F
+ = a a + − a  

 (60)

 ( ) ( )
( )2 2

, 1 1
ddd

N n N fF F
+

−
 = − a a + − a    (61)

From here it follows:

 ( )
( )2 2

, 1
ddd

n N n N fF F F
+

−
 + = a + − a    (62)

Hence, ,n Nnn N fF F n F+ ≥ . It is related to the fact that two chain sections 
are thermodynamic subsystems, which interact with each other. Thus, fix-
ing the position of a polymer chain internal link increases its negative 
entropy and positive free energy of conformation due to diminishment of 
the polymer chain conformational volume. Therefore the sum nNn FF −+  of 
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free energies of the chain sections conformation must be compared not to 
fNF , , representing free energy of undeformed Flory coil conformation 

with the volume of d
f,NR , whereas for free energy of conformation NF  of 

the Flory coil deformed to the volume d
nN

d
n RR −+ , determined by the Eq. 

(20). 
As the multiple (repetition factor) of the volume deformation Vλ  here 

is equal to

 ( ) ( )
( )2 2

, 1
ddd d d d

V n N n N fR R R
+

−
 λ = + = a + − a    (63)

we have identically

 ,n N n N f VF F F−+ = λ  (64)

It is now possible to accomplish the reverse transition and write the ex-
pression

 ( ) ( ) ( )Vn N n Nλω ω − = ω  
, (65)

which was not obvious in the beginning.

1.6 THE MOST PROBABLE DISTANCE BETWEEN TWO 
INTERNAL LINKS OF A POLYMER CHAIN

If two internal links of a chain are selected according to the condition 1 < 
k < n < N, the polymer chain is divided into three sections with the lengths 
of k, n-k and N–n, to which the fractions of the total chain length k k Na =  , 

( ) /n k n k Na − = − correspond.
Let us suggest that 31,j =  are numbers of sections with quantities of 

links k, n – k and N – n, to which fractions α1 = k / N, α2 = (n-k) / N and α3 
= (n-k) / N from general number N of links in a chain are corresponded.

Extending the above-mentioned procedure of analysis of two chain 
sections to three sections, we get the general expression for the distribu-
tion density of the end of the given section regarding to its beginning:
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 2 2 2 2( ) exp{ (1 2) }d
j j ji ji ji

i i
j a N x xω = − a β − σ∏ ∑  (66)

where: βj is a fraction of conformational volume of the given section in the 
sum of conformational volumes of all sections; xji d,i 1=  are semi-axes of 
conformational ellipsoid j with center in the beginning of the given sec-
tion. The surfaces of this section involve the states of its end. 

The square deviations σji of Gaussian part of distribution (Eq. 66) obey 
the normalization conditions of the form:

 
2 2
ij j

i
a Ndσ = a∑  (67)

At equiprobability of walks in all directions of d-dimensional space we 
have:

 2 2 2
0ij j ja Nσ = σ = a  (68)

In this case the most probable distance between the beginning and the end 
of the chain in the given section will be equal to: 

 

,
1/( 2)( )

N f j
j d d

j
j

R
R +

a
=

a∑  (69)

and for βj the following expression will be correct:

 
d
j

j d
j

i

a
β

a
=

∑  (70)

According to Eq. (69) the value of Rj depends not only on the length of 
the given chain section but also on where this section has been chosen. 
Thus, we can note again that selected three sections of polymer chain are 
not independent, but are interactive subsystems. Therefore, total free en-
ergy of conformation of the chain three sections exceeds free energy of 
conformation of undeformed Flory coil. But the following equality holds 
identically:

 ,k n k N k N f vF F F F− −+ + = λ , (71)
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where the multiplicity of Flory coil’s volume deformation at the division 
of the chain into three sections is determined by the expression:

 ( ) ,
d d d d

v k n k N n N fR R R R− −λ = + +  (72)

1.7 CONCLUSIONS

Fixation of the position of polymer chain internal links separates its con-
formational volume into interacting subsystems. Their total conformation-
al volume is smaller, and free energy is larger than the conformational vol-
ume and free energy of Flory coil, respectively. From expressions, which 
determine the probable distance between the polymer chain’s internal link 
and its ends, as well as between any internal links, it follows that the struc-
ture of the polymer chain conformational volume is heterogeneous: the 
largest density of the number of links is observed near the chain ends. This 
can result in blockage of the macroradical’s active center and appear as a 
linear chain termination. 
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SUMMARY

It was proposed the self-avoiding random walks statistics for polymer-
ic similar starts in diluted and concentrated solutions. On a basis of the 
proposed statistics the equilibrium thermodynamical properties (namely, 
volume, pressure, free energy) of the conformational state of polymeric 
stars and their transformation under the action of external forces have been 
described. It were determined the elastic properties (Yung’s modulus and 
modulus of shearing) of the conformational volume of polymeric starts 
and also obtained the expressions for the main forces and for the deforma-
tion work. The dynamical properties of polymeric starts, in particular their 
characteristic times of translational and rotational motions, on a basis of 
which the coefficients of diffusion and elastic component of a viscosity 
determined have been studied. In concentrated solutions all the thermo-
dynamic and dynamical properties expressed not only as the functions on 
a length and on a number of rays, but also on the concentration of the 
polymeric stars.

2.1 INTRODUCTION

Polymeric stars attract the attention not only due to the own technological 
properties [1−3], which can be varied by a length N of the rays and by their 
number s, but also as the complicated and interesting object of the statisti- s, but also as the complicated and interesting object of the statisti-, but also as the complicated and interesting object of the statisti-
cal physics of polymers.

Experimental data concerning to the properties of the polymeric stars 
are not numerous [4-7] and doesn’t give the sufficient well-defined pic-
ture. In particular, an investigation of the low−angle scattering of the neu-
trons [5, 6] for the diluted solutions of the star-like polybutadienes with 3, 
4, 8 and 12 rays, one among which is deuterated, points on the fact, that 
the gyration radius of the tagged ray is increased at the number of the rays 
growing, but at this in diluted solutions the gyration radius is more, than 
in a melt.

Rheological investigations [7] of the regular polystirene starts which 
are differed by a number of the rays (6, 12 and 22) and by the structure 
of the branching center (one or two covalently connected molecules of 
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fullerene) also give the contradictory results: the characteristic viscosity 
of their solutions in chloroform is weakly increased at the molar mass of 
the star growing (with index a  = 0.2 in MKH equation [ ] ah M= ), whereas 
it is decreased in tetrahydrofurane, in other words, has the negative index 
a  = −0.06.

Theoretical analysis of the polymeric stars in Daud-Cotton’s model [8], 
which considered them as spherical polymeric brushes in quasi−plate ap-
proximation [9−12] leads to the dependence of the conformational radius 

sR  of polymeric star on a number of rays s and their length N in a form (d 
- is dimensionality of a space):

 
3/( 2) 1/( 2)d d

sR aN s+ += , (1)

The Eq. (1) has an essential lack: at s = 2, that is, under condition of the 
polymeric star degeneracy into the linear chain by 2N length, it wrongly 
illustrates of this situation.

Besides, the experimental value of the so-called branching index g R , 
determining by ratio

 2 2
R s fsg R R= ,  (2)

where Rfs is the conformational radius of the linear polymeric chain con-
taining as same as the star of sN links,

 3/( 2)( ) d
fsR a sN += , (3)

is disagreed with the theoretical values Rg , calculated accordingly to Eqs. 
(1)-(3).

In statistical physics like to the linear chains for polymeric stars two 
main tasks are solved. First is the estimation of a number of allowed con-
figurations L with the calculation of indexes γ  and sγ  in the scaling expres-
sions by following type [13]:

 
1−≈ γNzL N

 (4)

for linear chain and
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 1ssN
sL z N γ −≈  (5)

for the star.
In Eqs. (4) and (5) z is not strictly determined; at the scaling approach 

the effective coordination number of d−measured lattice, parameters γ  
and sγ  are assumed as universal scaling indexes.

For linear chain at d = 3 the value γ  = 1.1596 ±  0.002 was obtained 
[14] using the method of a group of the field theory renormalization. Index 

sγ  for polymeric star calculating by several methods including the groups 
of the field theory renormalization [15−18], methods of molecular dynam-
ics [19−20] and Monte-Carlo’s method [21−23] is sharply decreased at 
the s growing, taking more negative values even at s > 8 (for example, at 
s = 32 an estimation with the use of Monte-Carlo’s method [23] gives the 
value −=sγ 29); this prejudices the universality of this scaling index.

Theoretical calculation of the L and L s  in statistics of the self-avoiding 
random walks (SARW) is represented in Chapter 4 of this collection book. 
Here let’s consider the second main task, which consists in the estimation 
of the distribution function of the end of a chain from its beginning.

More often the distribution function P(N) of the distance r between 
the ends of the linear chain by the N length is written in the scaling form 
[24−25]:

 )/()( f
d

f RrRNP ϕ−= , (6)

In which R f  is the conformational radius of Flory

  (7)

Function )/( fRrϕ  represented by two asymptotes:

 
θϕ xx ≈)( at х < 1 (8)

 }{ δϕ xx −≈ exp)(  at x>1 (9)
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with indexes, for example, θ  = 0.273 [26] and δ  = 2.5 [27].
The same scaling ratios of Eqs. (6) (8) and (9) are used for the poly-

meric starts, but the indexes θ  and δ  are the functions on the number of 
rays.

Let’s note, finally, that the scaling approach to the description of the 
distribution function in a form (Eq. 6) in spite of its universality is ap-
proximate and limited. In particular, it not covers the most important field 
of the parameter x in (8) and (9) between x < 1 and x > 1 change, in which 
P(N) takes the maximal values corresponding to the most probable con-
formational state of the polymeric chain. That is why, even the calculation 
of the indexes θ  and δ  doesn’t give the possibility to describe the ther-
modynamical properties of the conformational state of polymeric chains 
and their transformation, for example at the deformation; this is not allow 
strictly to estimate the elastic properties of the conformational volume.

Exact form of the distribution function and following from it thermo-
dynamical properties of linear polymeric chain conformation are strictly 
determined in the SARW statistics for ideal diluted [28] and concentrated 
[29] solutions. Here this approach is spread on the regular polymeric stars 
in diluted and concentrated solutions with the description of their thermo-
dynamical and dynamical properties.

2.2 DILUTED SOLUTION OF POLYMERIC STARS

2.2.1 SELF-AVOIDING RANDOM WALK STATISTICS

Let polymeric star with the s rays by the same length N is inserted into 
d-measured lattice space with the parameter of a cubic cell equal to the 
statistical length of a monomeric link of the rays of star, and let Z is the 
number of cells of the lattice space, in which there are the all sN links of a 
star. We will be neglect by the effects of interactions, assuming that all the 
possible configurations of polymeric star are energetically equal.

Let mark any undefined pair of rays and will be considered it as the lin-
ear polymeric chain by length of 2N. Let fix its one end as the referenced 
position of the Gaussian phantom walks of the second end. Let define via 
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in  steps of walks the end of the marked chain relatively it’s beginning 
along the i directions of d-measured lattice space, limited by the condition 
of the normalization

 ∑ =
i

i Nn 2  (10)

The number of methods for the realization of walks along the i direction is 
equal to !!/! −+

iii nnn , where the numbers of the steps into positive +
in  and 

into negative −
in  directions connected via the ratio iii nnn =+ −+ . Since 

the a priori probability of a choice of the positive or negative direction for 
every step is the same and is equal to 1/2, the probability of ( )inω  that 
under given in  will be done of +

in  positive and −
in  negative steps, will be 

determined by the Bernoulli’s equation:

 ( ) !!/!
2
1 −+





= iii

n

i nnnn
i

ω  (11)

Inputting the numbers of the resulting steps via the ratio −+ += iii nns , we 
have ( ) 2/iii snn +=+ , ( ) 2/iii snn −=− . Then the Eq. (11) can be rewrit-
ten as follow:

 ( ) ( )1/ 2 !/ (( ) / 2)!(( ) / 2)!in
i i i i i in n n s n sω = + −  (12)

For the walks along the all directions of the d-measured space we have

 ( ) (1/ 2) !/ (( ) / 2)!(( ) / 2)!N
i i i i i

i

n n n s n sω = + −∏  (13)

The condition of the absence of self-intersection trajectories of walks re-
quires from the point of view of the links of star per cells distribution that 
in every cell of the lattice space should be exist not more than one link 
of a star. The links of a polymeric chain are continuous; they cannot be 
separated one from other and located upon the cells into the undefined 
order. Therefore, the number of a links in a chain is its essential distinctive 
feature. The links of the different rays are also distinguishable. That is why 
the number of different methods location of sN distinguishable links of a 
star per Z similar cells under condition that in every cell cannot be more 
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than one link is equal to !/ ( )!Z Z sN− . Due to the identity of the cells, a 
priori probability of fact that the presented cell will be occupied by a link 
is equal to Z/1 , will be not occupied - )/11( Z− . Therefore, the probability 

)(zω  of sN distribution of the distinguishable links of a star per Z identical 
cells under condition, that in every cell can be not more than one link, will 
be determined by the Bernoulli’s distribution:

 
! 1 1( ) ( ) (1 )

( )!
sN Z sNZz

Z sN Z Z
ω −= −

−  (14)

Distribution Eq. (13) describes the trajectory of the walks of undefined 
marked linear chain by the length 2N, whereas the Eq. (14) determines 
the distribution of the all sN links of a star upon the Z identical cells. That 
is why the probability )2( Nω  of the common fact consisting in that the 
trajectory of the random walk for the chosen chain by the 2N length is the 
trajectory without the self-avoiding is equal

 )())(()2( /2 nZN sωωω =  (15)

Here the index 2/s is the result of the division of 2N on sN,
Using the Stirling’s formula by the following type ln ! lnN N N N≅ −  

at N > 1, Z sN>> , N > 1, ni > 1 and decomposition ZZ /1)/11ln( −≅− , 
ln(1 / 2 ) / 2sN Z sN Z− ≅ − , 2/)/(/)/1ln( 2

iiiiii nsnsns −±≅±  in accordance 
with the condition si < ni, and assuming N(N−1) = N 2 , we will obtained 
the asymptotic form (Eq. 15) with the accuracy to the constant multiplier 
neared to the one:

 
22( / 2)(2 ) 1(2 ) exp

2
i

ii

ss NN
Z n

ω
  = − − 
  

∑  (16)

The transition to the metric d-measured space is possible via the intro-
duction of the variable of the displacement ix  along the i direction of the 
end of a chain from its beginning,

 
2/1|| dsax ii = , (17)

and also of the standard deviation iσ  of the Gaussian part in Eq. (16)
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 dna ii
22 =σ  (18)

Accordingly to the condition of the normalization (10) the following rela-
tionship is superposed on the value iσ :

 2 2 2i
i

a Ndσ =∑  (19)

The Eq. (16) is true for any undefined chosen pair of the rays representing 
by itself the linear chain by the length 2N. Therefore, for the all of them 
Z is general parameter characterizing in metric space the conformational 
volume of polymeric star:

 
d

i
i

Z x a= ∏  (20)

So, taking into account the Eqs. (17)-(20), a distribution (Eq. 16) can be 
rewritten as follow:

 2 2 2(2 ) exp ( / 2)(2 ) / (1/ 2) /d
i i i

i i

N a s N x xω σ
  = − − 
  

∏ ∑  (21)

Distribution (Eq. 21) in metric space determines the probability (2 ) i
i

N dxω ∏  
of fact that the trajectory of the self-avoiding walk of any undefined pair 
of rays representing by itself the linear chain by 2N length, under the given 
values of s, N and iσ  will be finished into elementary volume i

i

dx∏ , locating 
on the surface of ellipsoid with the semi-axes x i , i = 1,d.

2.2.2 THERMODYNAMICS OF CONFORMATION AND 
DEFORMATION OF POLYMERIC STARS

Without taking into account of the energetic effects of the interactions, the 
main factor determining the thermodynamic properties of the conforma-
tional state of polymeric star is the entropy of the self−avoiding random 
walks, which accordingly to the Boltzmann is determined by the thermo-
dynamical probability of a state, that is by the number of methods of its 
realization; such methods are the trajectories of the self−avoiding random 
walks or configurations.
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A connectedness of the links in polymeric chain imposes the first and 
essential limitation on the trajectories of walks – an inhibition of the step 
backwards. Consequently, the number of variants of a step of walk trajec-
tory cannot be more than 2d−1. Only the first step has 2d variants of the 
motion. This means, that the maximal number maxL  of the trajectories of 
walk for undefined pair of rays will be equal

 2
max (2 / (2 1))(2 1) NL d d d= − −  (22)

If the presented state is realized by L methods, then its probability is equal 
to max/ LL , that is why let determine the number L(2N) of configurations for 
the undefined chosen pair of the rays via expression:

 max(2 ) (2 ) /N L N Lω =  (23)

It’s follow from this:

 2(2 ) (2 / (2 1))(2 1) (2 )NL N d d d Nω= − −  (24)

For polymeric star the number of independent pairs from s rays is equal to 
s(s−1)/2. That is why, the number of methods L(sN) for the realization of 
conformational state of polymeric star will be equal:

 ( ) ( 1)/2( ) (2 ) s sL sN L N −=  (25)

Therefore, in accordance with Boltzmann, the general entropy 0 ln ( )S k L sN=  
of the conformational state of polymeric star can be represented as two 
components:

 2
0

( 1) 2 ( 1)ln (2 1) ln (2 )
2 2 1 2

Ns s d s sS k d k N
d

ω− −
= − +

−  (26) 

The first term is positive and is more than the second one; it takes into 
account the all trajectories of walk with imposed on them singular limita-
tion of the connectedness of the links into a chain, and doesn’t accept the 
reverse step. The second term is negative ( 1)2( <Nω ); it takes into account 
the additional limitations on the trajectories of walk by requirement of 
their self-intersection absence. At this, the first term at given data s, N, d is 
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the constant value, whereas the second term via )2( Nω  is the function on 
the conformational state. That is why let assume only the second term in 
Eq. (26) as the entropy S of the conformational state of a polymeric star:

 ( ( 1) / 2) ln (2 )S k s s Nω= −  (27)

Negative value of determined in such a way entropy of the conformation 
permits to consider the conformation as the statistical form of the self-
organization of polymeric stars, and the numerical measure of this self-
organization is entropy accordingly to Eq. (27).

Free energy of the conformational state without taking into account of 
the energetic effects is equal to ( )F x TS= − . By combining of Eqs. (21) and 
(27), we will obtain:

 
22

2
( 1) ( / 2)(2 ) 1( )

2 2

d
i

ii i
i

xs s a s NF x kT
x σ

 
 −

= + 
 
  

∑∏  (28)

Next, among all the possible conformational states let mark the most prob-
able or thermodynamically equilibrium conformational states, to which 
the maximum S and the minimum F correspond in accordance with the 
condition 0/)( =∂∂ ixxF  at ii Xx = . By differing of Eq. (28), we have

 
2

2
( 1) ( / 2)(2 )( ) /

2

d
i

i
ii i

i

xs s a s NF x x kT
x x σ

 
 −

∂ ∂ = − + 
 
  

∏  (29)

By equaling of the right part to zero and solving the system consisting 
of the algebraic equations for the all i, we will find the most probable or 
equilibrium values of iX , which are the semi-axes of the equilibrium con-
formational ellipsoid:

 
1/( 2)

2( / 2)(2 ) /
d

d
i i i

i

X a s Nσ σ
+ 

=  
 

∏  (30)

Under the absence of the external forces and into the ideal solution the all 
directions of the walk are equiprobable accordingly to condition dNni /2= ; 
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that is why parameters iσ  in accordance with the Eq. (18) take the same 
value equal to:

  (31)

The substitution of values 0σσ =i  in (30) based on Eq. (31) makes the 
semi-axes of the equilibrium conformational ellipsoid the same and equal 
to the conformational radius of the polymeric star:

 
3/( 2) 1/( 2)(2 ) ( / 2)d d

sR a N s+ +=  (32)

Let’s estimate the branching index Rg  determined by the ratio (Eq. 2) with 
the use of the Eq. (3) for fsR  and Eq. (32) for sR :

  (33)

Calculations accordingly to Eq. (33) for variant d = 3 at s = 3 and s = 12 
give the values equal to 0.73 and 0.24 respectively, which are good agreed 
with the experimental data 0.78 and 0.24 [31].

Under the action of external forces along the axes of d-measured space 
appearing in particular at the transition of polymeric star from the ideal 
solution into the real one, 

0σσ ≠i
 and spherical conformational space of the 

polymeric star is deformed into the ellipsoid with the semi-axes 
iX  accord-

ingly to Eq. (30), equilibrium as to iσ . We assume the following variables 
as a measure of the conformational volume deformation:

 /i i sX Rλ =  (34)

 / d
v i s i

i i

X Rλ λ= =∏ ∏ , (35)

which represent by themselves the multiplicities of linear and volumetric 
deformation respectively.

In accordance with the condition of normalization (Eq. 10) the values 
of iλ  cannot accept the undefined values. Let’s determine the relationship 
between them by introducing the secondary parameters:
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0/σσϕ ii =  (36)

It is follows from the determinations of iσ  from Eq. (18) and of 0σ  from 
Eq. (31):

 
2
i

i

dφ =∑  (37)

Bu substitution of the values 0σϕσ ii =  in Eq. (30) and taking into account 
(Eq. 34) we will find

 

1/( 2)d

i i i
i

λ φ φ
+ 

=  
 
∏  (38)

Therefore,

 
2/( 2)d

v i i
i i

λ λ φ
+ 

= =  
 

∏ ∏ , (39)

so

 
1/2

i i vφ λ λ=  (40)

Accordingly to Eqs. (37) and (40) we have

 
2 /i v

i

dλ λ=∑  (41)

An analysis of Eq. (41) shows, that under any deformation of the spheri-
cal conformational volume of polymeric star, to which the values of 

dii .1,1 ==λ  and 1=vλ  correspond, into the conformational ellipsoid, 
the multiplicity of the volumetric deformation is decreased ( 1≤vλ );, that 
means the compaction of the conformational volume of polymeric star.

Next, let’s determine a free energy )(λF  of the equilibrium conforma-
tional ellipsoid by substitution in Eq. (28) of values isii RXx λ== :

 
2

0

2 ( 1)( ) /
2 2

s
v

Rd s sF kTλ λ
σ

 + −
=   

 (42)
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Here

 ( ) ( )(4 )/( 2) 2/( 2)2
0( / ) 2 / 2d d d

sR N sσ − + +=  (43)

That is why it can be also written:

 ( ) ( ) ( )(4 )/( 2) ( 4)/( 2)( ) (( 2) / 2) 2 / 2 1 /d d d d
vF kT d N s sλ λ− + + += + −  (44)

For strainless state 1=vλ , that is why a work of its transition into a de-
formed state in the system of the mechanics signs will be equal:

 
2

0

2 ( 1) 1 1
2 2

s
def

v

Rd s sF kT
σ λ

  + −
∆ = −     

 (45)

Such work is positive, that is in the system of the mechanics signs it’s real-
ized under the system. If, however, the conformational volume is changed 
from the one deformed state with '

vλ  into another deformed one with "
vλ , then 

the deformation work will be equal to:

 

2

'' '
0

2 ( 1) 1 1
2 2

s
def

v v

Rd s sF kT
σ λ λ

  + −
∆ = −       (46)

and can be characterized by any sign.
Let’s determine the pressure of conformation Р of polymeric star via 

usual thermodynamic expression

 ( ) /F V Pλ∂ ∂ = −  (47)

as a measure of relationship between free energy and volume of conforma-
tion. Since the conformational volume is equal to v

d
sRV λ=  we have

 ( ( ) / ) / d
v sP F Rλ λ= − ∂ ∂  (48)

By differing the Eqs. (42) and (44) upon vλ , respectively, we will obtain:

 
2

2

0

2 ( 1)
2 2

ds
s v

Rd s sP kT R λ
σ

 + −=   
, (49)
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 ( ) ( ) ( )4(1 )/( 2) 4/( 2) 22 2 / 2 1 /
2

d d d
vd

kT dP N s s
a

λ− + ++= −  (50)

It’s follows from the comparison of Eqs. (42) and (49), that the pressure 
of conformation numerically is equal to density of free energy: VFP /)(λ=
. Next, by multiplying of this expression on ( )22

v
d
sRV λ=  and taking into ac-

count the Eqs. (42) and (49), we will find the equation for the conforma-
tion state of the polymeric star in a form

 
2PV FV const= =  (51)

where

 сonst = 
2

0

2 ( 1)
2 2

ds
s

Rd s skT R
σ

 + −
  

 (52)

So, the values 2PV FV=  are integrals of the process of equilibrium defor-
mation of the conformational volume of polymeric star.

2.2.3 MODULUS OF ELASTICITY

Under approximation of the isotropy of conformational volume of poly-
meric star its relative deformation ii xx /∂  in i direction of d-measured 
space under the action of the all main forces if  let’s express via the dif-
ferential form of the Poisson’s equation:

 ji i

i j kj i
j i k j

fx f
Y

x x x
γ

≠
≠ ≠

∂∂ ∂
= + ∑∏ ∏

 (53)

where: Y is the Young’s modulus, γ  is the Poisson’s coefficient, 
Ii xxY /∂  is 

the tension in (d−1)-measured plate normal to the i direction; ∏
≠ij

jx  and ∏
≠ jk

kx  
are values of the areas which are normal to the forces if  and jf , respec-
tively.

Let’s rewrite Eq. (53) to the Young’s modulus:
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2

i j ji i

i i i ij i
i i

x x fx f
Y

x x x x≠

∂∂= + γ
∂ ∂∑∏ ∏  (54)

In the system of the mechanics signs ii xxFf ∂∂= /)( , that permits to use 
the Eq. (29). Under equilibrium values 

ii Xx =  these forces (but not their 
derivatives) are equal to zero. That is why by differing of Eq. (29) upon ix  
and jx , and next by substituting of the equilibrium values isii RXx λ==  
we will obtain

 
2 2
0/ 3 ( 1) / 2i i i vf x kTs s σ λ λ∂ ∂ = − , (55)

 
2
0/ / ( 1) / 2i j j i i j vf x f x kTs s σ λ λ λ∂ ∂ = ∂ ∂ = −  (56)

By substituting of these derivatives in Eq. (54) with change of ix  on the 
equilibrium values iX  we will find

 ( )( )2 2
0

( 1)3 ( 1) /
2

d
s s v

s sY kT d R Rγ σ λ−= + −  (57)

Comparing the Eqs. (57) and (49), we find the relationship between the 
Young’s modulus and the pressure of conformation:

 ( )2 3 ( 1) / ( 2)Y d P dγ= + − +  (58)

From the other hand, in general case of the d-measured space the relation-
ship between Y and P can be expressed via the volumetric modulus

 /E VdP dV= −  (59)

by the ratio

 / (1 ( 1))E Y d d= − γ −  (60)

It’s follows from the determination of Eq. (59) and the equation of state 
(Eq. 51):

 E = 2P (61)
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Substituting of Eqs. (61) into (60) we will obtain another equation of rela-
tionship between Y and P:

 PddY ))1(1(2 −−= γ  (62)

Comparing the Eqs. (62) and (58) we find the expression for the Poisson’s 
coefficient:

 
2( 3) / ( 1)d dγ = + +  (63)

Next, we determine the shear modulus via the Young’s modulus and the 
Poisson’s coefficient for d ≥  2-measured space

 / ( 1)(1 )Y dµ = − + γ  (64)

which is also the function on the pressure of conformation:

 
2(3 ( 1))

( 2)( 1)(1 )
d P

d d
γµ

γ
+ −

=
+ − +  (65)

2.2.4 MAIN FORCES AND THE WORK OF DEFORMATION

It follows from the determination of the main forces ii xxFf ∂∂= /)(  in accor-
dance with the Eq. (29) that at the equilibrium values ii Xx =  these forces 
are equal to zero. That is why let’s determine the main forces as those, 
which should be applied to the strainless conformational volume d

sR , for 
which the conformational radius is equilibrium, with respect to 0σ , in or-
der to transform it into the deformed state of the conformational ellipsoid 
with the semi-axes iX , equilibrium with respect to iσ . This determination 
means, that in Eq. (29) parameter iσ  should be replaced on 0σ , and values 

ix  should be replaced on iX . Then we will obtain:

 
2

2
0

( 1) ( / 2)(2 )
2

d
i

i
i i

i

Xs s a s N
f kT

X X

 
 −= − + σ 
 

∏
 (66)
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Substituting of isi RX λ=  in Eq. (66) we will obtain:

 
2

2
0

1( 1)
2

s i v
i

i v

Rs s
f kT

λ λ −−=
λ λσ

 (67)

It follows from this, that in the accepted system of the mechanics signs the 
positive forces correspond to the stretching along i axe ( 12 >vi λλ ), and the 
negative forces correspond to the compression ( 12 <vi λλ ). That is why the 
main forces of deformation cannot be undefined, but they are ordered to 
the equation of the relationship (as it is following from the Eqs. (67) and 
(41)):

 0i i
i

f λ =∑  (68)

A work of the deformation under the action of the all main forces le’s de-
scribe by the expression:

 
s i

s

R

def i i
i R

A f dx
λ

= ∑ ∫  (69)

Using of the ratio (Eq. 67) and

 
/ /v v i i

i
d dλ λ = λ λ∑  (70)

after the integration of Eq. (69) we will obtain the expression

 Adef = 

2

0

2 ( 1) 1
1

2 2
s

v

Rd s s
kT

   + − −  σ λ  
 (71)

which is wholly identical to the obtained earlier (Eq. 45). This proves the 
correctness of the determination of the main forces accordingly to Eqs. 
(66) and (67).
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2.2.5 DYNAMICAL PROPERTIES

2.2.5.1 CHARACTERISTIC TIME OF THE TRANSITION AND THE 
COEFFICIENT OF DIFFUSION

Characteristic time of the translational motion ∗
tt  of the strainless poly-

meric star (here we will be specialized on the analysis only of this situa-
tion) let’s determine as a time needed for the transfer of its equilibrium fro-
zen conformation on the characteristic distance sR . At the transfer of sN 
of the links on a distance sR  it is necessary to do ( )/sR a sN  steps, every 
of which is realized for a time τ , which can be called as the characteristic 
time of the segmental motion.

Thereby,

 ( / )t st R a sN∗ = τ  (72)

Substituting the Eq. (32) for sR  in Eq. (72) we will obtain

 
( 5)/( 2) ( 3)/( 2)(2 ) ( / 2)d d d d

tt N s∗ + + + += τ  (73)

As it was shown in Ref. [32], the diffusion coefficient D  at multivariate 
random transfer of the macromolecule is determined via expression:

 2
0 / 2 tD t∗= σ  (74)

which is the analog of the Einstein’s equation τ2/2aD =  for low-molecular 
substances.

At the analysis of the directed transfer of macromolecule along i direc-
tion of the d-measured space, for example, under the action of gradient of 
chemical potential, it is necessary to use other determination of the diffu-
sion coefficient:

    (75)

Substituting the Eqs. (73) and (31) in (75), finally we will obtain for the 
strainless polymeric star:
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2

3/( 2) ( 3)/( 2)(2 ) ( / 2)
2

d d d
i

aD N s
d

+ + +=
τ

 (76)

2.2.5.2 CHARACTERISTIC TIME OF THE ROTATIONAL MOTION 
AND THE COEFFICIENT OF THE ELASTIC COMPONENT OF 
VISCOSITY

Viscous-elastic properties of the polymeric solutions suppose [32] the 
presence both of the frictional and elastic components of the measured 
effective viscosity. The elastic component of the viscosity is gradiently 
dependent value, depends also on a composition of the solution and on the 
coefficient of the elastic component of viscosity, which is determined via 
expression:

 0 *
e rth = µ  (77)

where: µ  is the determined earlier shear modulus; ∗
rt  is the characteristic 

time of the rotational motion.
As the characteristic time of the rotational motion let’s assume a time 

during which the strainless polymeric star into the frozen equilibrium 
conformational state will be rotated around any axis on the characteristic 
angle, equal to the one radian. Accordingly to this determination, the links, 
allocated from the rotation axis on a distance r, pass a way r for r/a steps 
and for time (r/a)τ . Since the allocation of the all sN links in d-measured 
space is unknown, we use the following approach [33] for the estimation 
of ∗

rt .
Let’s design on the (d−1)-measured rotation plate the all sN links of the 

polymeric star. Conformational radius of the rotation plate is equal to sR
, but the numbers of the projections should accept such acceptable values 
N’ and s’, that to provide the value sR  in (d−1)-measured space. Then sub-
stituting the values d−1, N’ and s’ in Eq. (32) for sR  instead of d, N and s 
correspondingly, we will obtain

 , 3/( 1) ' 1/( 1)(2 ) ( / 2)d d
sR a N s+ +=  (78)
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From the comparison of Eqs. (32) and (78) we will find the acceptable 
values of N’ and s’ in the rotation plate

 , ( 1)/( 2) , ( 1)/( 2)2 (2 ) , / 2 ( / 2)d d d dN N s s+ + + += =  (79)

Let’s select on the rotation plate the linear polymeric chain by 2N’ length, 
consisting of the pair of rays from the s’. Let n is the number of the link of 
presented given undefined chain from the rotation axis. Let’s assume, that 
the distance nr  of this link from the rotation axis is ordered to the same 
distribution (Eq. 78), that is:

 3/( 1) , 1/( 1)( / 2)d d
nr an s+ +=  (80)

Although for the internal links of a chain this expression in not quite cor-
rect (see Chapter 1), but the following integration shows, that the main 
endowment into characteristic time of the rotation has the links with the 
numbers neared to 2N’.

Under the plane of rotation turn on the one radian, the links with the 
numbers of n tract a way nr  for nr /a steps and for time τ)/( arn . For all 
s’N’ links, distributed upon s’/2 linear chains, the rotation time will be 
equal to ,( / 2)( / )ns r a τ . At the change of n on dn an increment of time 
consists of:

 ,( / 2)( / )r ndt s a r dn∗ = τ  (81)

After the integration of Eq. (81) via the limits from n = 1 till n = 2N’ with 
taking into account of Eq. (78) we will obtain

 , ( 4)/( 1) , ( 2)/( 1)(( 1) / ( 4))(2 ) ( / 2)d d d d
rt d d N s∗ + + + += + + τ  (82)

By change of N’ on N and s’ on s accordingly to Eq. (79), we finally find

 * ( 4)/( 2)1
(2 )

4 2
d d

r
d s

t N
d

+ ++= τ
+  (83)

Next, using the Eqs. (65) and (50) for shear modulus of unstrained poly-
meric star vλ  = 1, we have
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 4(1 )/( 2) 4/( 2)( / )(2 ) ( / 2) ( 1)d d d dkT a N s s− + +µ = χ −  (84)

Here: ( )( ) ( )( )3 1 / 1 1d dχ γ γ= + − − +

Combining the Eqs. (83) and (84) for determination of the coefficient 
of elastic component of viscosity in Eq. (77) we finally find accurate with-
in a multiplier neared to the one:

 0 (8 3 )/( 2) ( 6)/( 2)( / )(2 ) ( / 2) ( 1)d d d d d
e kT a N s s− + + +h ≅ − τ  (85)

Let’s comment the obtained Eq. (76) for iD  and Eq. (85) for 0
eh , compar-

ing them with the same expressions for iD  and 0
eh  of linear polymeric 

chains, consisting the same number of sN links. For this purpose let in-
troduce the branching indexes upon Eq. (2) type in form /D i iLg D D=  and 

0 0/e eLgh h h= . For linear polymeric chains containing the sN links we have

 ( )
2

3/( 2)

2
d

iL
aD sN
d

+=
τ

 (86)

 ( )(8 3 )/( 2)0 d d
eL d

kT
sN

a
− +h ≅ τ  (87)

Comparing the Eqs. (85) and (87) and also Eqs. (76) and (86) we have 
( ) /( 2)/ 2 d d

Dg s − +=  and ( ) ( )2(2 1)/( 2)/ 2 1d dg s sh
− += − .

Thereby, at the same number of links, the polymeric stars are less mo-
bile ( 1<Dg ), but have considerably more coefficient of the elastic com-
ponent of viscosity ( )1>hg , than the linear chains.

2.3 POLYMERIC STARS IN CONCENTRATED SOLUTION

2.3.1 SELF-AVOIDING RANDOM WALKS STATISTICS

In concentrated solution the conformational volumes of polymeric stars 
are overlapped in accordance with the condition ∗> ρρ , in which ρ  is 
a density of the solution upon polymer, ∗ρ  is the critical density corre-
sponding to the start of the conformational volumes overlapping. Due to 
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the polymeric star cannot be considered as an independent subsystem, it is 
necessary to consider the all set of the polymeric stars in conformational 
volume of the separated system.

Let’s introduce the screen cubic d-measured space containing of m 
intertwining between themselves uniform polymeric stars. Let’s separate 
from them any undefined star, and in it – any undefined pair of rays, form-
ing the linear chain by 2N length. Its phantom Gaussian walks are ordered 
to the same distribution law (Eq. 13) with the same normalization condi-
tion (Eq. 10).

However, the probability )(zω  of the msN differed links distribution 
upon Z identical cells at the condition, that in every cell there is not more 
than one link, will be determined by a new expression:

 
! 1 1

( ) ( ) (1 )
( )!

msN Z msNZ
z

Z msN Z Z
−ω = −

−  (88)

It follows from this, that the probability of the self-avoiding walks for 
undefined chosen pair of rays will be equal:

 ( )2/(2 ) ( ) ( )msN Z nω = ω ω  (89)

Here the index 2/ms was obtained as the ratio 2N/msN. Combining the 
Eqs. (13) and (88) into (89) and using as same principles as at the deriva-
tion of the Eq. (16), we will obtain into the asymptotic limit from Eq. (89):

 
22( / 2)(2 ) 1

(2 ) exp
2

i

ii

sms N
N

Z n

  ω = − − 
  

∑  (90)

The transition to the d-measured space is realizable with the use of the 
same previous Eqs. (17)–(20), accordingly to which

 
22

2
( / 2)(2 ) 1

(2 ) exp
2

d
i

i ii
i

xa ms N
N

x

 
 

ω = − − 
σ 

 

∑∏
 (91)

This distribution is true for any undefined pair of rays of any undefined 
star in general space ∏=

i

d
i axZ / .
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2.3.2 THERMODYNAMICS OF CONFORMATION AND 
DEFORMATION OF THE INTERTWINING POLYMERIC STARS

The numbers of configurations for pair of rays, polymeric star and m in-
tertwined between themselves in m-ball polymeric stars let’s determine, 
correspondingly, by the expressions:

 max(2 ) (2 ) (2 )L N L N N= ω  (92)

 ( ) ( 1)/2( ) (2 ) s sL sN L N −=  (93)

 ( ) ( 1)/2( ) (2 ) ms sL msN L N −=  (94)

Therefore, in accordance with Boltzmann, general entropy of the self-
avoiding walks of the intertwined polymeric stars in m-ball will be equal:

 ( ) ( )0 max( 1) / 2 ln (2 ) ( 1) / 2 ln (2 )S k ms s L N k ms s N= − + − ω  (95)

As same as earlier, only the second term in Eq. (95) we accept as the 
entropy of the conformation of m-ball of polymeric stars or as entropy of 
their self-organization:

 ( )( 1) / 2 ln (2 )S k ms s N= − ω  (96)

At the absence of the energetic effects, a free energy of the conformation 
will be equal to:

 
22

2
( 1) ( / 2)(2 ) 1

( ) exp
2 2

d
i

m
i ii

i

xms s a ms N
F x kT

x

 
 −= + 

σ 
 

∑∏  (97)

From the all possible states of the polymeric stars in m-ball let’s choice 
the most probable or thermodynamically equilibrium states in accordance 
with the condition im xxF ∂∂ /)(  = 0. Differentiating of Eq. (98), we will 
obtain:
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2

2
( 1) ( / 2)(2 )

( ) / exp
2

d
i

m i
i i i

i

xms s a ms N
F x x kT

x x

 
 −∂ ∂ = − + 

σ 
 

∏  (98)

Equaling the right parts of Eq. (98) to zero for all i = 1,d and solving 
the obtained system of the algebraic equations, let’s find the equilibrium 
semi-axes of the conformational ellipsoid, general for any pair of rays, any 
polymeric star and m-ball in the large:

 

1/( 2)
2( / 2)(2 )

d
d

i i
i

i

a ms N
X

+ 
 

= σ  σ 
 

∏
 (99)

At the equiprobability of walks upon the all directions of d-measured 
space that is reflected by the condition of 0σσ =i  accordingly to Eq. (31), 
we have the spherical conformational volume with the radius:

 ( ) ( )3/( 2) 1/( 2)2 / 2d d
mR a N ms+ +=  (100)

Deformation of the m-ball at its transition from the spherical (unstrained) 
conformational state into the ellipsoid with the semi-axes iX  let’s express 
via the multiplicities of the linear iλ  and volumetric vλ  deformation via 
ratios:

 / , d
i i m v i m i

i i
X R X Rλ = λ = = λ∏ ∏  (101)

which are also ordered to the relationship of Eq. (41).
Next, substituting the equilibrium values imi RX λ=  in Eq. (97) we will 

find the equilibrium free energy of the strained m-ball:

 
2

0

2 ( 1)
( ) /

2 2
m

m v
Rd ms s

F kT
 + −λ = λ σ   (102)

It follows from this, that in the system of the mechanics signs a work of the 
transition of the unstrained m-ball with 1=vλ  into the deformated state of 
the conformational ellipsoid with vλ  < 1 will be equal to:
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2

0

2 ( 1) 1
1

2 2
m

def
v

Rd ms s
F kT

   + −∆ = −  σ λ  
 (103)

Next, determining the conformation pressure via the same thermodynamic 
ratio (Eq. 47), in which the conformational volume of m-ball in general 
case is equal to v

d
mRV λ= , we find

 
2

2

0

2 ( 1)
2 2

dm
m v

Rd ms sP kT R
 + −= λ σ   (104)

Again we have VFP /=  and the equation of the conformational state of 
m-ball for intertwined polymeric stars:

 2PV FV const= = , (105)

 const = 
2

0

2 ( 1)
2 2

dm
m

Rd ms s
kT R

 + −
 σ   (106)

2.3.3 MODULUS OF ELASTICITY OF M-BALL FOR 
INTERTWINING POLYMERIC STARS

An equation of the deformation for the m-ball of the intertwined polymeric 
stars we write in the same general differential form (Eq. 53) and transform 
it relatively to the Young’s modulus into the form (Eq. 54). Corresponding 
derivatives we find via the differencing of (98) with the following substi-
tution of the equilibrium values imii RXx λ== :

 2 2
0/ 3 ( 1) / 2i i i vf x kTms s∂ ∂ = − σ λ λ , (107)

 
2
0/ / ( 1) / 2i j j i i j vf x f x kTms s∂ ∂ = ∂ ∂ = − σ λ λ λ  (108)

Substituting of these expressions in Eq. (54), we will obtain:
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 ( )
2

2

0

( 1)3 ( 1)
2

dm
m v

R ms sY kT d R
  −= + γ − λ σ 

 (109)

Comparing of Eq. (109) with the Eq. (104) for Р, we have the relationship 
between Y  and Р:

 ( )2 3 ( 1) / ( 2)Y d P d= + γ − +  (110)

From the other hand, determining of Y via the volumetric modulus Е = 
2Р by the ratio (Eq. 60), we will again obtain the relationship by Eq. (62) 
type, comparing of which with the Eq. (110), we will obtain the expres-
sion for the Poisson coefficient in the well-known form Eq. (63). So, the 
Poisson coefficient both for the linear chains and for the polymeric stars 
in diluted and concentrated solutions is the universal function only on the 
Euclidian space.

Using the Eq. (64), let’s express the shear modulus µ  of the m-ball 
of the intertwined polymeric stars via the conformation pressure in the 
known form:

 2(3 ( 1))
( 2)( 1)(1 )

d
P

d d
+ γ −µ =

+ − + γ
 (111)

2.3.4 MAIN FORCES AND A WORK OF THE DEFORMATION 
OF M-BALL OF THE INTERTWINING POLYMERIC STAR

The main forces of the deformation let’s again determine as the forces, 
which should be applied to the m-ball, in order to transfer it from the un-
strained state equilibrated with respect to the 0σ , into the deformated 
state, equilibrated with respect to the iσ . That is why it is necessary again 
to substitute instead of iσ  the value 0σ  in the expression imi xFf ∂∂= /  
accordingly to (98), and ix  to change on iX , that is

 
2

2
0

( 1) ( / 2)(2 )
2

d
i

i
i i

i

Xs s a m s N
f kTm

X X

 
 −= − + σ 
 

∏  (112)

After the substitution imi RX λ= , we have
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2

2
0

1( 1)
2

m i v
i

i v

Rms s
f kT

λ λ −−=
λ λσ

 (113)

Describing the deformation work of the m-ball by the same equation of 
mechanics (Eq. 69) with the use of the Eq. (113) for the main forces, we 
will obtain again the expression defdef FA ∆=  in accordance with the Eq. 
(103).

2.3.5 DETERMINATION OF m , mR , mF  AND Р AS THE 
EXPLICIT FUNCTIONS S, N AND CONCENTRATION ρ  OF 
POLYMERIC STARS IN SOLUTION

Concentration (density of solution upon polymer) of polymeric stars in 
concentrated solution is equal to

  (114)

where 0M  is the molar mass of a link. At m = 1 we have the critical con-
centration, to which the beginning of the polymeric stars conformational 
volumes overlapping corresponds:

  (115)

From the comparison of Eqs. (114) and (115) follows

  (116)

Determining the density in the volume of a link via expression

  (117)

we find

  (118)

This permits to write for m and mR  the expressions
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 ( ) ( ) ( )( 2)/21 1
02 / / 2ddm N s+− −= ρ ρ , (119)

 ( )( )1/2
02 /mR a N= ρ ρ . (120)

via substituting of which in Eqs. (102) and (104), we will find

 ( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( 4)/2
0( ) 2 / 2 2 / 1 /dd

m vF d kT N s+λ = + ρ ρ − λ  (121)

 ( )
2

2

0

2
1 /

2 vd
d kT

P s
a

 + ρ= − λ ρ 
 (122)

We can easy find the explicit functions of the modulus of elasticity on N, s 
and ρ  via Р in accordance with (122).

2.3.6 A WORK OF THE INTERTWINING OF POLYMERIC 
STARS

A change of free conformation energy at the transition of the m polymer-
ic stars from the diluted solution into the concentrated one is equal to 

m sF mF− . In calculation per one polymeric chain we have:

 ( ) /p m sF F mF m∆ = −   (123)

In a system of the mechanics signs this value determines a work of the 
polymeric stars intertwining as a work of the polymeric star transfer from 
the diluted solution in concentrated one. After the substitution in Eq. (123) 
of the expressions Eqs. (42), and (102) we will obtain:

 ( )
2

2/( 2)

0

2 ( 1)
1

2 2
ds

p
Rd s s

F kT m + + −∆ = − σ 
 (124)

where ∗+ = ρρ /)2/(2 dm . From the other hand, expressing the conformational 
volumes of polymeric chains in diluted solution d

s sV mR= , and in concen-
trated d

mm RV = , we have

 
2/( 2)/ d

v m sV V m− +λ = =  (125)
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Therefore, a work of the polymeric stars overlapping into the m-ball rep-
resents by itself a work of the conformational volume compression at the 
transfer of the star from the diluted solution into the concentrated one:

 ( )
2

0

2 ( 1)
1 / 1

2 2
s

p v
Rd s s

F kT
 + −∆ = λ − σ 

 (126)

2.3.7 DYNAMICAL PROPERTIES OF POLYMERIC STARS IN 
CONCENTRATED SOLUTION

2.3.7.1 CHARACTERISTIC TIME OF THE TRANSITION AND A 
DIFFUSION COEFFICIENT

Characteristic time of the translational motion of polymeric stars in con-
centrated solution let’s determine as a time mtt∗ , for which the m-ball of the 
intertwined polymeric stars with the frozen equilibrium conformation will 
be displaced on the effective distance mR  consequently of the random 
walks upon the all d directions of space. The next expression corresponds 
to this determination:

 ( )/mt mt R a msN∗ = τ  (127)

in which as before τ  is the characteristic time of the segmental motion. 
Substituting in this expression the Eqs. (119) and (120), determining the m 
and mR , we will obtain:

 ( ) ( )( 3)/21
02 / dd

mtt N ++∗ = ρ ρ τ  (128)

A diffusion coefficient for the chosen direction, determined earlier by the 
Eq. (75), will be described via expression:

 ( ) ( )
2

( 3)/2
02 /

2
dd

i
a

D N
d

− +−= ρ ρ
τ

 (129)
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2.3.7.2 CHARACTERISTIC TIME OF THE ROTATIONAL MOTION 
AND THE COEFFICIENT OF THE ELASTIC COMPONENT OF 
VISCOSITY

Characteristic time mrt∗  of the rotational motion of the m-ball of the inter-
twined polymeric stars let’s determine as a time, needed for the turn of the 
frozen equilibrium conformation of m-ball on the elementary angle equal 
to the one radian.

Let’s select the rotation plate by dimensionality d–1 with the same con-
formational radius mR  and blueprint on it the all msN links of the m-ball. 
Obtained projections N’, s’ and m’ are ordered to the SARW statistics, that 
is why the conformation radius in d–1 plate can be write as follow:

 ( ) ( )
3/( 1) ,, 1/( 1)2 ( / 2 )

d d
mR N ms

+ +=  (130)

Comparing the Eq. (130) and (100), we determine the relationships

 , ( 1)/( 2) , ( 1)/( 2)(2 ) (2 ) , ( ) ( )d d d dN N ms ms+ + + += =   (131)

Let’s select a chain by the 2N’ length from the general numbers of the pro-
jections. Assuming that the internal links of this chain with the numbers 
of n from the rotation center are ordered to the same regularity (Eq. 130), 
their rotation radius will be expressed via ratio:

 ( )( )1/( 1),3/( 1) / 2
dd

nr an ms
++=  (132)

At the turn on an angle by the one radian these projections with the num-
bers n from the rotation center pass the distance nr  for nr /a steps and for 
time ( nr /a)τ . At the change of n on dn an increment of time consists of 

1 ( / )r ndt r a dnτ∗ = . By integrating of this expression from n = 1 till n = 2N’, 
we will obtain:

 ( )
1/( 1),( 4)/( 1),

1
1 ( )

2
4 2

d
d d

r
d ms

t N
d

+
+ +∗  += τ +  

 (133)
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For the all ( ) '/ 2ms  chains we have ,
1 ( ) / 2mr rt t ms∗ ∗= . Taking into account 

of the Eq. (131) we finally find:

 ( )
( 2)/2

2/( 2)

0

1
2

4

d
d d

mr
d

t N
d

+
+ +∗  + ρ= τ + ρ 

 (134)

We determine the coefficient of the elastic component of viscosity of con-
centrated solution of polymeric stars 0

me mrth µ ∗=  via the characteristic 
time mrt∗  and the shear modulus µ . Using the Eqs. (111) and (122) at vλ
=1 for µ  and Eq. (134) for mrt∗ , we find:

 ( ) ( )
( 6)/2

2/( 2)0

0
2 1

d
d d

me d
kT

N s
a

+
+ +  ρh = χ − τ ρ   (135)

where: the value ( 1)(3 ( 1)) / ( 4)( 1)(1 )d d d dχ γ γ= + + − + − +  for d = 3 space 
neared to the one, that is why it can be written:

 ( )3,40 4,5
3

0
2 ( ) ( 1)me

kT N s
a

ρh τ
ρ

≅ −  (136)

2.4 CONCLUSION

Self-avoiding random walks statistics completely describes the thermody-
namic and dynamic properties of the polymeric stars in diluted solutions 
as the function on a length and the number of rays; in concentrated solu-
tions additionally as the function on the concentration of polymer.
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SUMMARY

The number of configurations L of the linear polymeric chain accurate 
within the constant multiplier neared to unit is unambiguously determined 
via the average variance z of the step of SARW trajectory: L ≈ zN. Proba-
bilistic analysis of the SARW trajectories leads to the expression z = (2d 
- 1) (1 - p), in which p is the average upon the all SARW trajectories prob-
ability to discover the neighboring cell by occupied. The SARW statistics 

leads to the ratio 






 +−−= θ

2
212 dexp)d(z , in which θ is an average 

occupancy cell upon the conformational volume. From the comparison 
of these expressions the next relationship follows: 







 +−−= θ

2
21 dexpp . 

The three last expressions are retained for the linear chains and polymeric 
stars into diluted and concentrated solutions, ideal and real ones. The num-
ber of configurations L2N for any pair of rays of the polymeric star with the 
s rays by the N length is determined by the expression L2N = z2N, and for 
the whole star LsN = zs(s–1)N.

3.1 INTRODUCTION

The number of configurations L of a polymeric chain is one among meth-
ods of its conformational state realization. Under this sense L is the statis-
tical analog of the important thermodynamical characteristic of the confor-
mational state of a polymeric chain, namely its entropy S: S = klnL, where 
k is the Boltzmann’s constant.

The first results of the numerical estimation L for linear polymeric 
chain at little values of number of its inks N with the use of the Monte-
Carlo method were interpreted in a form of the scaling dependence [1, 2]:

 1−≈ γNzL N  (1)

Parameter z was determined as un-universal constant or effective coor-
dinating number of d-measured cubic lattice, in space of which the tra-
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jectory of self-avoiding random walks (SARW) of the polymeric chain is 
constructed; γ  is the universal scaling index, depending only on the di-
mension d of the screen space.

The first estimations of values z = 4.68 and γ  = 1.16 at d = 3 later were 
made more exact: z = 4.6853 [3], γ  = 1.1596 [4].

For polymeric star consisting of s rays by equal length N, the number 
of configurations is also postulated by the scaling expression of type (1) 
[5, 6]:

 1ssNL z Nγ −≈  (2)

With the use of the calculations performed by the methods of group renor-
malization of field theory [7] and by the Monte-Carlo method [8−10] it 
was shown, that the scaling index sγ  of the polymeric star very nontrivi-
ally depends on the number of the rays: under the s increasing the index sγ  
firstly slowly is decreased to zero (at s ~ 7), and after that under s > 7 it’s 
sharply decreased taking the negative values up to sγ  = −29 at s = 32 [8]. 
Such values are badly agreed with the physical interpretation of the scal-
ing index. Probably, this caused by the absence of numerical estimations 
of z parameter and its possible dependence on s and N.

In connection with this fact let us note, that the both Eqs. (1) and (2) 
represent the number of the configurations of polymeric chain as two co-
factors, absolutely different upon its “weight”. Let us estimate of their 
weights accordingly to the Eq. (1) for linear polymeric chain using the 
presented above values z = 4.68 and γ  = 1.16 for the reference point. At 
N = 50 we will obtain: L = 4.6850 500,16 = (3.3 1033)(1.9). So, the main fac-
tor determining the value L, is the co−factor zN, against the background of 
which the co-factor 1−γN  has an insignificant role. This is visualized also 
under the comparison of their endowment into the entropy of conforma-
tion which is proportional to Nlnz = 77.1 and ( )1−γ lnN = 0.6 correspond-
ingly. As we can see, these endowments are differed on two orders; under 
the N increasing the difference will be just only increased.

That is why in the presented paper the all attention will be paid into the 
analysis of z parameter of linear chains and polymeric stars into diluted 
and concentrated, ideal and real solutions.
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3.2 AN AVERAGE VARIANCE OF TRAJECTORIES STEP OF SARW 
AND THEIR NUMBER

Any random configuration of the polymeric chain can be considered as the 
trajectory of SARW in N steps into the d-measured screen space with the 
size of the cubic cell, which is equal to the length of the monomeric link of 
a chain. The connectedness of the monomeric links into a polymeric chain 
makes the first and very important contingency on the trajectory of the 
SARW, namely the prohibition of step backwards [8]. That is why only the 
first step has the 2d methods or variants of transition into the neighboring 
cells; the second and the following steps can to have not more than 2d−1 
variants of the transition. If among 2d−1 of the neighboring cells the n are 
occupied, then the number of the variants of transition on presented step 
is equal to the number of unoccupied or empty cells, that is 2d−1−n. The 
number n can be changed via the limits from 0 to 2d−1. The last means 
that the trajectory of SARW finds oneself into the trap with the absence 
of variants of the transition into the neighboring cells. This case is very 
interesting for the kinetics of the macroradical propagation at the polym-
erization, since represents by itself the monomolecular chain termination 
[11]. Under analysis of the number of configurations of polymeric chain 
the value n can be limited by a number of 2d−2 which makes the following 
step by monovariant, and therefore, by possible.

Let introduce the average probability pn of that the n of the neighboring 
cells occupied. Then the average variance of step zp for the all trajectories 
of SARW will be equal:

 ∑
−

=

−−=
22

0
)12(

d

n
np pndz  (3)

Every step of the SARW trajectory represents by itself the 2d−1 indepen-
dent tests on occupancy of the neighboring cells and random transition 
into the one among free cells. Therefore, in accordance with the theorem 
about the repeated tests the average probability of that among of 2d−1 of 
the neighboring cells exactly n will be occupied, and 2d−1−n will be va-
cant, is ordered to the binomial distribution law:
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 ndnn
dn ppCp −−

− −= 12
12 )1(  (4)

Here the binomial coefficients are described by the expressions:

 )!12(!/)!12(12 ndndCn
d −−−=− , (5)

р is the mathematical expectation or the average upon the all SARW trajec-
tories probability of the occupancy of the one cell.

Combining the Eqs. (3) and (4), we will obtain:

 ∑
−

=

−−
− −−−=

22

0

12
12 )1()12(

d

n

ndnn
dp ppCndz  (6)

Due to the probabilistic or stochastic character of the SARW trajectories 
the Eq. (6) is true only at d ≥  2. For the one-dimensional space only the 
first step has the variance 2d, the rest of N−1 steps determined, in other 
words are not stochastic, and that is why cannot be described by the Eq. 
(6).

Since in accordance with the determination of Eq. (6) zp is the average 
variance of the step of trajectories in N−1 steps, and the first step has the 
2d variants, a general number Lp of different trajectories or configurations 
of polymeric chain upon the property of the multiplicatively will be equal 
to:

 
N
p

p
p z

z
dL 2=  (7)

The Eq. (6) permits to analyze the endowments of steps with the variance 
2d−1−n into the average variance of step zp of SARW trajectories. Let us 
illustrate of this fact on the example of d = 3 space, for which the Eq. (6) 
takes the form:

 5 4 2 3 3 2 45(1 ) 20(1 ) 30 (1 ) 20 (1 ) 5 (1 )pz p p p p p p p p= − + − + − + − + −  (8)

Under two random values p1 = 0.1 and p2 = 0.01 we have correspondingly:

 1 2,9525 1,3122 0,2187 0,0162 0,0004 4,50pz = + + + + ≅
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5 7

2 4,7549 01921 0,0029 2 10 5 10 4,95pz − −= + + + • + • ≅

Here the first terms give the endowment into zp steps with n = 0, the second 
ones – with n = 1, etc. As we can see, under the p decreasing the average vari-
ance of a step is increased at the expense of the sharp steps endowment de-
creasing with n ≥  1 and sharp increasing of the steps endowment with n = 0.

However, if don’t use of this detail information, but to be concentrat-
ed only on the value zp, it can be find without taking into account of the 
binomial distribution law. Really, since the p is an average upon the all 
trajectories probability to discover the occupied cell, the mathematical ex-
pectation of the number of occupied cells at 2d−1 independent tests will 
be equal to (2d−1)p. Correspondingly, the mathematical expectation of 
the number of empty cells under the same 2d−1 independent tests will be 
equal to (2d−1)(1−p).

Exactly this number determines the average variance of a step of the 
SARW trajectories:

 (2 1)(1 )pz d p= − −  (9)

By substituting in this expression the previous undefined values p1 = 0.1 
and p2 = 0.01, we will again obtain zp1 = 4.5 and zp2 = 4.95.

At p < 1 the Eq. (9) can be written in the form

 
)exp()12( pdzp −−=

 (10)

As we can see from the Eqs. (9) and (10), at p = 0 the average variance of 
a step of the SARW trajectories takes its maximal value: zp = 2d−1. Corre-
spondingly, the maximal number of the SARW trajectories or the configura-
tions of polymeric chain replies to a case p = 0:

 ( )Nd
d

dL 12
12

2
max −

−
=  (11)

Condition p = 0 points on the single contingencies, superposed on the 
SARW trajectories: any among their steps cannot be returned due to the 
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connectedness of the monomeric links into the chain. The remaining con-
tingencies of the self-avoiding random walks lead to the condition p > 0.

Performed analysis shows, that the average variance of a step of the 
SARW trajectories is the universal function only on two parameters, name-
ly d and p. However, into presented approach the parameter p is not deter-
mined. Evidently, it should be depending on the type of a polymeric chain 
(e.g., linear or star-like), the length of a chain or the rays and their num-
ber, the concentration of a polymer into solution and its thermodynamical 
properties (ideal or real). An analysis of the influence of these factors on 
parameter p let’s carried out within the strict SARW statistics [12, 13], 
which considers the conformation of a polymeric chain as the result of the 
statistical average upon the all possible configurations with taking into ac-
count the probability of their realization.

3.3 AN AVARAGE VARIANCE OF THE STEP IN THE SARW 
STATISTICS

3.3.1 LINEAR POLYMERIC CHAINS

3.3.1.1 DILUTED SOLUTIONS, IDEAL AND REAL ONES

The SARW statistics of linear polymeric chain into diluted solution de-
termines [12] the density of distribution ( )λω , to which corresponds the 
probability ( ) iidλλω Π  i = 1, d of that the SARW trajectory by its last step 
hits into the volume of the elementary layer ii

d
f dR λΠ  on the surface of the 

equilibrium conformational ellipsoid with the semi-axes’s Xi = Rf iλ , in a 
form

 


















+

Π





−= ∑

i
i

ii

fR 2
2

0 2
11exp)( λ

λσ
λω  (12)

where: Na22
0 =σ  is the root-mean-square deviation of the Gaussian part 

(Eq. 12); Rf is the most probable radius of the polymeric chain conforma-
tion into the ideal diluted solution or the radius of the un-deformated Flory 
ball:
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 ( )
3

2d
fR aN +=  (13)

It follows from this

 
( ) )2/()4(2

0/ +−= dd
f NR σ

 (14)

Parameters iλ  are the multiplication factors of a linear deformation of the 
Flory ball along the corresponding axis’s of d-measured space; vii λλ =Π  
is the multiplication factor of the volumetric deformation. For a polymeric 
chain into the ideal solution the all iλ  = 1 and vλ  = 1. Under any deforma-
tions of the Flory ball its conformational volume is decreased, that is why 
in the real solution vλ  < 1.

Parameters iλ  cannot take the unconditioned values, since they are 
connected via the ratio

 ∑ Π=
i

iii d λλ /2
 (15)

This permits to write the Eq. (12) in more convenient form for the follow-
ing analysis:

 
















+
−= v

fRd λ
σ

λω /
2

2
exp)(

2

0
 (16)

Since the density of distribution represents the result of the statistical aver-
age upon the all possible configurations of a polymeric chain with taking 
into account of the probability of their realization, it can be considered as 
the ratio of number ωL  of the SARW trajectories, realizing the presented 
conformational state, to the maximally possible number of the trajectories 
which limited only by the connectedness of the links into a chain:

 ( ) max/ LLωλω =  (17)

Taking into account the Eq. (11), it follows from this:
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 ( ) ( )λωω
Nd

d
dL 12

12
2 −

−
=  (18)

By substituting of the Eqs. (14) and (16) into Eq. (18), we will obtain

 ( )
N

v
ddNdd

d
dL 











 +−−

−
= +− λω /

2
2exp12

12
2 )2/()1(2 . (19)

This permits to write

 Nz
d

dL ωω 12
2

−
= , (20)

where ωz  is an average variance of a step in the SARW statistics:

 






 +−−= +−

v
ddNddz λω /

2
2exp)12( )2/()1(2  (21)

Next let’s introduce an average occupancy of a cell into the conforma-
tional volume of a polymeric chain via the ratio

 
v

d
f

d

R
Na
λ

θ =  (22)

from which with taking into account of Eq. (13) follows

 
2(1 )/( 2) /d d

vN − +θ = λ  (23)

Comparing the Eqs. (21) and (23), we find

 





 +−−= θω 2

2exp)12( ddz
 (24)

Definitionally on Eq. (22) θ  is the probability to discover the cell oc-
cupied into conformational volume of linear polymeric chain, and under 
this sense it could be equated to p. However, such assumption doesn’t take 
into account, that the Eq. (22) into the evident form supposes the uniform 
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distribution of the links of a chain into its conformational volume. Any 
among SARW trajectories cannot be uniformly distributed upon the whole 
conformational volume and that is why due to the local character of the 
SARW trajectories the condition p > θ  should be performed. Comparing 
the Eqs. (9) and (24) and taking into account that the both of them should 
represent the same physical value zzzp == ω , in general case we obtain 
the following relationship:

 






 +−=− θ

2
2exp1 dp  (25)

the partial case of which under p < 1 and θ  < 1 is the ratio

 θ
2

2+= dp  (26)

Let’s note that although the SARW statistics is based on the indispensable 
condition N > 1, both conditions p < 1 and θ  < 1 can simultaneously and 
exactly don’t perform. That is why more general Eq. (25) will be used into 
the following calculations.

In accordance with the Eqs. (7) and (20) under condition zzzp == ω  
between pL  and ωL  the difference in co-factors 2d/zp and 2d/(2d−1) 
neared to 1 and having a little significance at the co-factor zN is kept. That 
is why without a great error it can be taken that Lp = ωL  = L, and L can be 
expressed via the ratio

 
NzL ≅  (27)

and finally the average variance of a step of trajectories of linear polymer-
ization for a chain in the SARW statistics can be determined via expression

 






 +−−= θ

2
2exp)12( ddz . (28)

For illustration of the dependence of θ , p and z on N, d and vλ  in Table 1 
there are their calculated values upon the Eqs. (23), (25) and (28).
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TABLE 1 Calculated values of an average part of the configurational volume on 
conformational one under different variants.

N
d = 2, 1=vλ d = 3, 1=vλ d = 3, 5,0=vλ d = 4, 1=vλ

θ p z θ p z θ p z θ p z

20 0.224 0.361 1.918 0.091 0.203 3.982 0.182 0.367 3.172 0.05 0.139 6.025

50 0.141 0.246 2.261 0.044 0.103 4.482 0.087 0.197 4.018 0.02 0.058 6.592

100 0.1 0.181 2.456 0.025 0.061 4.694 0.05 0.118 4.402 0.01 0.029 6.793

103 0.032 0.061 2.816 0.004 0.010 4.951 0.008 0.020 4.901 0.001 0.003 6.979

104 0.010 0.020 2.941 0.001 0.003 4.992 0.001 0.003 4.984 - - 6.988

As a short comment to the Table 1, let’s note, that at the chain length 
propagation an average variance of a step of the SARW trajectories is in-
creased, in the limit N → ∞  tending to the value 2−1; deformation of the 
Flory ball for example, under converting of the polymeric chain of the 
ideal solution into the real one or under the action of the external forces, 
in particular of the shear ones under the gradient rate of the hydrodynamic 
flow, increases of θ  and p and decreases z, sharply decreasing the number 
of the configurations realizing the presented conformational state.

As it was note earlier, an average probability p to discover of cell oc-
cupied due to local character of the SARW trajectories is more than the 
average occupation θ  of the cell into the conformational space of a poly-
meric chain. This permits us like to the determination of θ  accordingly to 
Eq. (22), to express of p via the average configurational volume Vc, which 
consists of a part of the conformational volume V = d

fR
vλ :

 c
d VNap =  (29)

Comparing the Eqs. (22) and (29), we will obtain

 pVVc // θ=  (30)

In Table 2 there are calculated values of an average part of the configura-
tional volume on conformational one under different variants.
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TABLE 2 Calculated values of an average part of the configurational volume on 
conformational one under different variants.

N
Vc/V =θ /p

d = 2, 1=vλ d = 3, 1=vλ d = 3, 5,0=vλ d = 4, 1=vλ
20 0.620 0.448 0.496 0.359

50 0.574 0.424 0.444 0.344

100 0.551 0.413 0.425 0.339

1000 0.516 0.402 0.400 0.333

10,000 0.500 0.400 0.400 0.333

As we can see, the configurational volume occupies a great part of the 
conformational volume, testifying to “smeared” SARW trajectory into the 
space of a walk. At the length of a chain propagation the part Vc/V is de-
creased and in a range N ∞→  is stabilized by the ratio:

 )2/(2/ += dVVc  (31)

3.3.1.2 CONCENTRATED SOLUTIONS AND MELTS

In accordance with the conclusion done from the Eq. (9), which deter-
mines an average variance of a step of the SARW trajectories for the lin-
ear polymeric chain via average probability to discover the occupied cell, 
it kept true for any polymeric chain into the concentrated solutions and 
melts, but at this the p value should be additionally depended on the con-
centration of polymer. Let us show also, that the main Eqs. (25) and (28) 
for the concentrated solutions are kept in the previous form (for short the 
term “melt” will be used as the need arises).

The SARW statistics [13] of the linear polymeric chains into the con-
centrated solutions is based on the notion of m-ball of the intertwined be-
tween themselves linear polymeric chains by the same length N with the 
conformational radius Rm:
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)2/(1 += d

fm mRR  (32)

Number m of the chains into the m-ball depends on the concentration of 
polymer in the solution:

 ∗+ = ρρ /)2/(2 dm  (33)

where: ρ  is the density, and ∗ρ  is the critical density of the solution upon 
polymer, to which corresponds the start of the Flory balls conformational 
volumes overlapping. It is determined by the expression:

 
d
fARNNM /0=∗ρ , (34)

in which M0 is the molar mass of the link of a chain; NA is the Avogadro 
number.

By introducing the density 0ρ  into a volume of the monomeric link ad 
via the ratio

 
d

AaNM /00 =ρ , (35)

the Eq. (34) can be rewritten in a form:

 
)2/()1(2

0
+−∗ = ddNρρ  (36)

An average occupancy of the cell θ  into the conformational volume v
d
mR λ  

of m-ball can be determined standardly

 /d d
m va mN Rθ = λ  (37)

Here, as before, the vλ  parameter is the multiplicity of the volumetric de-
formation of the m-ball; into the ideal solution and melt vλ  = 1, into the real 
concentrated solutions vλ  < 1.

With taking into account of the previous Eqs. (32)-(36) It’s follows 
from the Eq. (37)
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 vλ
ρ
ρθ /

0

=  (38)

So, an average occupancy of the cell θ  into the concentrated solutions is 
the linear function of the concentration of polymer and should be weakly 
depend on the length of a chain only via parameter vλ , which can slightly 
decreased in the real solutions at the N propagation [14].

The density of probability ( )λω  for any linear polymeric chain into 
m-ball is described by the expression like to Eq. (16), but via the confor-
mational radius of the m-ball:

 

















+−= v
mRd λ

σ
λω /

2
2exp)(

2

0

 (39)

Here as same as earlier, 2
0 aNσ = ; that is why from the determination of 

Rm accordingly to Eq. (32) and following Eqs. (33)-(36) follows:

 ( ) NRm
0

2
0/

ρ
ρσ = , (40)

This permits to rewrite the Eq. (39) in the next form:

 ( )






 +−= vNd λ

ρ
ρλω /

2
2exp

0
. (41)

By substituting of the Eq. (41) into determination Eq. (18) the numbers 
L of the SARW trajectories for any linear polymeric chain into m-ball, we 
will obtain:

 ( )
N

v
dd

d
dL 















 +−−

−
= λ

ρ
ρ /

2
2exp12

12
2

0
. (42)

This implies the expression for average variance of the step of SARW 
trajectories of the linear polymeric chain into concentrated solutions and 
melts:
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 +−−= v

ddz λ
ρ
ρ /

2
2exp)12(

0
, (43)

which in turn with taken into account of the Eq. (38) takes a form

 






 +−−= θ

2
2exp)12( ddz  (44)

So, the difference between z for diluted and concentrated solutions is deter-
mined by the expressions of numerical estimation of θ . Therefore, the rela-
tionship between p and θ  for concentrated solutions is kept in the previous 
form (Eq. 25), which for more convenience can be rewritten as follows

 






 +−−= θ

2
2exp1 dp  (45)

Let us demonstrate as the illustration in Table 3 the numerical estimations 
of θ , p and z, and also the ratios mc VVp // =θ  in which Vm is the confor-
mational volume, and Vc is the configurational volume of polymeric chain 
into m-ball, at different N and ρ . Calculated done for variant d = 3, vλ  
= 1 on example of polystirene for which M0 = 104.15 g/mole, a = 1.86 × 
10–10 m; that is why in accordance with Eqs. (35) and (36) we have 0ρ  = 
26.9 × 106 g/mole and ∗ρ  = 0.6757 and 0.1071 g/mole at N = 102 and N = 
103, respectively.

TABLE 3. Numerical estimations.

∗ρ
ρ

N = 100 N = 1000

1 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.554 1 2 3 4 9.804

0/ ρρθ = 0.025 0.028 0.030 0.033 0.039 0.004 0.008 0.012 0.016 0.039

p 0.061 0.067 0.073 0.078 0.093 0.001 0.020 0.029 0.039 0.093

z 4.696 4.666 4.638 4.608 4.535 4.951 4.901 4.853 4.805 4.535

θ /p 0.413 0.414 0.415 0.416 0.420 0.402 0.404 0.406 0.408 0.420

The values ∗ρρ /  = 1.554 and = 9.804 correspond to the polystirene melts.
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As we can see from the Table 3, at the chosen values N the ratio θ /p 
is near to the limited one 2/(d + 2) = 0.4. Thus, even into the concentrated 
solutions the configurational volume, which is an average volume of the 
SARW trajectories, consists of the great part of the conformational volume 
that assumes a strong interweaving of the polymeric chains into m-ball. 
At the polymer concentration increasing at ∗ρρ / >1 an average variance 
of the SARW trajectory is visibly decreased that corresponds to the sharp 
decreasing of the number of configurations L, realizing the conformational 
state of the polymeric chain into m-ball. An Independence of the presented 
calculated parameters on the length of a chain is good shown upon their 
similar values for the melts.

3.3.2 POLYMERIC STARS

3.3.2.1 DILUTED SOLUTIONS

Let the polymeric star consists from the s rays equal to N length. For any 
pair of rays forming the linear chain by 2N length, the SARW statistics [15] 
determines the density of distribution by the expression:

 ( )

















+−= v
sRd λ

σ
λω /

2
2exp

2

0

, (46)

in which Na 222
0 =σ , and Rs is the conformational radius of any un-

defined chosen pair of rays, determining also the general conformational 
volume v

d
sR λ  of the polymeric star:

 ( ) ( ) )2/(1)2/(3 2/2 ++= dd
s sNaR . (47)

It follows from this

 ( ) ( )






 +−= ++−

v
ddd sNd λλω /)2/(2

2
2exp )2/(2)2/()4(   (48)
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By substituting of this expression into determination of L accordingly to 
Eq. (18), we will obtain

 ( )
N

v
ddd sNdd

d
dL 











 +−−

−
= ++− λ/)2/(2

2
2exp)12(

12
2 )2/(2)2/()1(2  (49)

that gives the possibility to express an average variance of a step of the 
SARW trajectories for any pair of rays of the polymeric star:

 






 +−−= ++−

v
ddd sNddz λ/)2/()2(

2
2exp)12( )2/(2)2/()1(2  (50)

An average occupancy of a cell into conformational volume of the poly-
meric star we find from the expression:

 
v

d
s

d

R
sNa
λ

θ =
d

d
s v

a sN
R

θ =
λ , (51)

which can be rewritten in a form

 ( ) v
ddd sN λθ /)2/(2 )2/(2)2/()1(2 ++−=  (52)

Comparing Eqs. (50) and (52), we have again

 






 +−−= θ

2
2exp)12( ddz . (53)

Therefore, the Eq. (24) is kept also for the polymeric star. 
The numbers of configurations for pair of rays forming the linear chain 

by 2N length, and for the whole polymeric star taking into account that the 
number of the independent pairs consisting of s rays equal to s(s – 1)/2, 
will be equal correspondingly:

 
2 ( 1)

2 , ,N s s N
N sNL z L z −= =  (54)

For demonstration of the dependence of θ , p and z parameters on the 
number of rays s in polymeric star in Table 4 presented their values at 2N 
= 100, d = 3, vλ  = 1.
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TABLE 4 Selected Parameters Dependencies.

s 2 3 6 9 12 15 18 21

θ
0.0251 0.0295 0.0390 0.0458 0.0514 0.0562 0.0605 0.0643

p 0.0608 0.0712 0.0929 0.1083 0.1207 0.1312 0.1403 0.1486

z 4.6956 4.6441 4.5357 4.4585 4.3966 4.3442 4.2982 4.2571

θ /p
0.413 0.415 0.420 0.423 0.426 0.429 0.431 0.433

3.3.2.2 CONCENTRATED SOLUTIONS AND MELTS

SARW statistics of the polymeric stars into the concentrated solutions, as 
same as the linear chains, is based on the conception of the m-ball of in-
tertwining between themselves polymeric stars. For any pair of rays into 
undefined star of the m-ball the density of distribution is as follow:

 
2

0

2
( ) exp /

2
ms

v
Rd  + ω λ = − λ  σ   

 (55)

Here Na 222
0 =σ , and msR  is the conformational radius of the m-ball of 

polymeric stars:

 
3/( 2) 1/( 2)(2 ) ( / 2)d d

msR a N ms+ +=  (56)

From the determination

 /d d
ms va msN Rθ = λ  (57)

with taking into account of the ratios ∗+ = ρρ /)2/(2 dm , 

( ) ( )2(1 )/( 2) 2/( 2)
0 2 / 2d d dN sρ ρ − + +∗ =  it can be written
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 vλ
ρ
ρθ /

0

=  (58)

So, into the concentrated solutions of polymeric starts the value θ  does 
not depend on the length and the number of rays, but only on the concentra-
tion of polymer into solution.

Next, using the developed algorithm and the Eqs. (55)-(58), the stan-
dard expression for z type Eqs. (24) (44) and (53) can be again obtained.

3.4 CONCLUSION

The number of configurations L for linear polymeric chain in d ≥  2 mea-
sured lattice space accurate within multipliers 2d/z or 2d/(2d−1), neared to 
unit, is unambiguously determined via the average variance of the step z 
of the SARW trajectories:

 NzL ≅  (59)

The probabilistic analysis of the SARW trajectories determines z as the 
mathematical expectation of the number of free among 2d−1 neighboring 
cells via average upon the all SARW trajectories probability p to discover 
the occupied cell. It leads to the expression:

 (2 1)(1 )z d p= − − , (60)

in which, however, the value p is kept indeterminate.
SARW statistics, which considers the conformation of polymeric chain as 

the result of the statistical average upon the all its possible configurations with 
taking into account of the probability of their realization, leads to the ratio:

 






 +−−= θ

2
2exp)12( ddz , (61)

in which θ  is an average upon the conformational volume occupancy of cell 
or probability to discover the cell occupied into the conformational volume.

From the comparison of Eqs. (60) and (61) the next relationship fol-
lows:
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 +−−= θ

2
2exp1 dp  (62)

On the basis of values p and θ  it can be determined the ratio of the aver-
age local volume of configuration Vc to the conformational volume V of 
polymeric chain:

 pVVc // θ=  (63)

At the N increasing this ratio is tended to its limit

 / 2 / ( 2)p dθ → +  N ∞→  (64)

pointing on the great smeared upon the average of the SARW trajectory 
into conformational volume of the polymeric chain.

The Eqs. (59)-(63) are universal in sense that they are true for any 
linear polymeric chain, including the superposed from undefined pair of 
rays of polymeric star, in diluted and concentrated, ideal and real solu-
tions. Into diluted solutions θ , p and z depend on the length of a chain, 
and correspondingly on length and number of rays in polymeric star; in 
concentrated solutions these parameters are function only on the concen-
tration of polymer.
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SUMMARY

A conception about volumetric form of the adsorption of polymeric chains 
has been used accordingly to which their “anchor” fit on the surface of the 
adsorbent is realized by a little number of the end links forming the Lang-
muir connection with the active centers of the adsorbent. On a basis of the 
self-avoiding random walks statistics developed earlier for the solutions, 
the expressions for the conformational radiuses and for the free energies 
of polymeric chains in adsorptive diluted and concentrated layers were 
obtained. Free energy of the conformation included in the determination 
of the chemical potential of the polymeric chain in solution and adsorption 
layer. On its basis it was obtained a general expression for the adsorption 
isotherm, which contains a change of the free conformation energy under 
transition of a chain from the solution into the adsorptive layer. The par-
tial variants of the general adsorption isotherm were analyzed and it was 
shown that they give a true description of typical experimentally observed 
adsorption isotherms.

4.1 INTRODUCTION

An adsorption of the polymeric molecules at an interface layer of liquid 
and solid phases essentially changes energy and the entropy of the interfa-
cial interaction. That is why it widely used in many practical applications, 
in particular, for the improvement of the properties of composite materials 
by functionalization of the filler’s surface, for the stabilization of nanopar-
ticles in solutions [1–3] and for the giving of property of the biological 
compatibility to the (bio)artificial organs in medicine [4]. The scientific 
interest to the problem of the polymers adsorption is determined also by 
the variety of factors having an influence on its equilibrium value and 
dynamics, namely: an availability, number and nature of the functional 
groups in molecule of polymer, its length N and conformation, thermody-
namical quality of the solvent and nature of the adsorptive (active) centers 
of the surface of solid.

In accordance with the earlier model [5–9] of the separate molecule of 
polymer ad-sorption, on the surface of the adsorbent the polymeric chains 
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having the conformation of balls in solution are straighten up and form the 
plate although “diffusive”, that is with loops and tails layer by h thickness, 
which is considerably less than the conformational radius Rf of the Flory 
ball in solution: h < Rf. An essential argument for benefit of this model is 
fact, that it supposes a considerable energy of the Langmuir interaction of 
active centers of the adsorbent with more number of polymer’s links. It 
seems, that the investigations [10–11] with the use of the IR-spectroscopy 
confirm of this fact indicating on the great part (from 0.2 till ~ 1) con-
nected with the active centers of monomeric links of a chain.

However, the modern experimental methods, in particular, an ellip-
sometry and the neutron reflection [12], give the values of the adsorption 
layer thickness h neared to the sizes of the Flory ball in solution, h ≈ Rf, 
that points on the volumetric character of the polymer adsorption but not 
on the plate one.

These and others experimental facts have been theoretically analyzed 
with the use of the methods of the self-consistent field and scaling [13–
17]. The results of an analysis can be lined in the following simplified 
model: in the flocculent adsorption layer (a distance between the centers 
of the adsorptive molecules l ≥ 2Rf, the polymeric chain is in practically 
the same conformational state as in the solution; in dripless adsorptive 
layer (l < 2Rf) an interaction between the adsorbed chains compresses the 
polymeric balls in the adsorption plate and stretches them in a form of the 
chain by blobs [16], cylinders [13] or rotation ellipsoids [18] along the 
normal to the surface.

Presented model doesn’t not take into account that the interaction of 
polymeric chains in the dripless adsorptive layer can leads to the overlap-
ping of their conformational volumes with the formation of physical net-
work of the intertwined between themselves polymeric chains.

A model of flocculent and dripless adsorptive layers also is good 
agreed with the experimental ellipsometric data on kinetics of adsorption 
of different upon nature and length polymeric chains and also on number 
and distribution in them of the functional groups [19–23]. It is follows 
from these references that the kinetic curves of adsorption of the poly-
meric chains from the diluted solutions consist of two sections: the first 
is starting – quick and short with the characteristic time by 102 s order 
and the second one (final) – slow and long with the characteristic time 
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~ 103 s. It was notified in Ref. [19–23], that the kinetic constant of quick 
and slow process, the capacity of flocculent and dripless adsorptive layers, 
practically (that is via the measurements error limits), do not depend on 
the nature, number and type of the functional groups location in polymeric 
chain, but depend considerably on its length and consequently, on its con-
formational state.

Thereby, a question about the conformational state of the polymeric 
chain in the adsorptive layer consists in the following: what is the more 
advantageous from the point of view of the free energy (Helmholtz): the 
plate (h < Rf) form of an adsorption (to which a high energy of the Lang-
muir interaction “adsorbate–adsorbent” and low entropy of the confor-
mation of the adsorbed polymeric chain correspond), or the volumetric 
(h ≈ Rf) form of an adsorption (at which a loss of the part of energy of 
Langmuir interaction can be compensated by a high entropy of the confor-
mational state of the polymeric chain in the adsorption layer).

In the presented paper we will be started from the imagination about 
the volumetric form of the polymeric chains adsorption assuming that the 
“anchor” fit of the polymeric chain on the surface of adsorbent is realized 
via little number of z (z < N, where N is a general number of links of the 
polymeric chain) of the end links forming the Langmuir connection with 
the active centers of adsorbent. In spite of fact, that the presented model, 
as it was mentioned earlier, in detail was analyzed with the use of the 
methods of self-consistent field and scaling, but it was not obtained its 
thermodynamical evolution.

Here the thermodynamical analysis of the polymeric chains adsorption 
will be based on the full taking into account of free energy of confor-
mation of polymeric chains in solution and adsorptive layer. The notions 
“flocculent and dripless adsorptive layers” will be substituted on thermo-
dynamically more determined notions of diluted and concentrated adsorp-
tion layers.
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4.2 CONFORMATION AND FREE ENERGY OF 
CONFORMATION OF THE LINEAR POLYMERIC CHAINS IN 
ADSORPTIVE LAYER

4.2.1 DILUTED ADSORPTIVE LAYER

Equilibrium conformational state and its free energy for linear polymeric 
chains in adsorptive layer let’s determine starting from the following char-
acteristics of the diluted solution in which r ≤ r*, where r and r* are den-
sity and critic density of the solution upon polymer, corresponding to the 
beginning of the polymeric chins conformational volumes overlapping.

Self-avoiding random walks statistics (SARWS) [24] for diluted solu-
tion determines the distribution density w (x, N) of the end of a chain from 
its beginning in d-measured space via expression:
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( , ) exp
2

d
i

i iii

xa N
x N

x

  ω = − − Π σ  
∑ , i = 1, d  (1)

where: а is a linear size of the link of a chain, хi is the displacement of 
the end of a chain from its beginning along the i direction, si is the mean 
square deviations of the Gaussian part of the distribution (Eq. 1), con-
nected via the ratio:

 2 2
i

i
a Ndσ =∑ , i = 1, d (2)

Among the all-possible states of the polymeric chain let’s choice the most 
probable or thermodynamically equilibrium in accordance with the condi-
tion:

 ( ), 0iõ N x∂ω ∂ =  at ii Xx =  (3)

This leads to the determination of the equilibrium semi-axes of the confor-
mational ellipsoid of the polymeric chain in the real solution:
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In the ideal solution the all directions of the chain’s end walk are equiprob-
able, that leads to the condition resulting from the Eq. (2):

 2 2 2
0i a Nσ = σ =  (5)

By combining the Eqs. (4) and (5) we find the conformational radius of 
the polymeric chain in the ideal solution or the radius of the un-deformed 
Flory ball:

 ( )3 2d
fR aN +=  (6)

In the real solution the Flory ball is deformed into the rotation ellipsoid, 
compressed or elongated along the axe connecting the beginning and the 
end of a chain. The semi-axes Хi of the conformational ellipsoid can be 
expressed via the Rf and vie the multiplicities li of the linear deformation:

 i f iX R= λ  (7)

The volumetric deformation we determine via the ratio:

 
d

i f i
i i

X RΠ = Πλ
 (8)

in which

 
vii

λλΠ =

is the multiplicity of the volumetric deformation.
The multiplicities of the linear and volumetric deformation are not un-

defined and are connected via the ratio [24]:

 
2
i v

i
dλ = λ∑  (9)

As the analysis in Ref. [24] shows, at any deformations of the Flory ball 
the conformational volume is decreased d

fii
RX <Π , that is why 1<νλ . 

Thereby, in general case 1≤νλ , and the sign “=” corresponds to the ideal 
solution, and the sign “<” corresponds to the real solution.
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An entropy S and free energy F of the equilibrium conformational state 
of polymeric chain let’s determine via the expressions:

 ( ) ( )ln , , ln , at i iS k x N F kT x N x Xω ω= = − =  (10)

It is follows from the determination of Eq. (10) and from the Eqs. (1) and 
(7) for the real solution:
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for the ideal one
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Here

 ( ) ( ) ( )2 4 2
0

d d
fR N − +σ =  (13)

Accordingly to the formulated above starting positions the distribution 
density ωs (x, N) of the end of a linear polymeric chain from its beginning 
in the adsorbed layer can be written in the same form (Eq. 1), but with 
the correction that due to the presence of reflecting surface a half of the 
d-measured volume becomes inaccessible for the displacements хi of the 
end of a chain. That is why an expression for ωs (x, N) we will obtained 
from the Eq. (1) by the substitution 2ii

xΠ  instead of ii
xΠ . So, we 

will obtain:
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  ω = − − Π σ 
∑  (14)

Using the conditions of Eq. (5) we find the equilibrium values Хsi of the 
semi-axes of conformational ellipsoid of polymeric chain in the real ad-
sorption layer:
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For the ideal adsorptive layer accordingly to the Eq. (5) we have:

 ( ) ( )3 2 1 22d d
sR aN + +=  (16)

So, in adsorption layer the conformational radius of the polymeric 

chain is even more, than in the solution: ( )1 22 d
s fR R += . This is con-

nected with fact that the demand of the absence of the self-avoiding walks 
trajectories at the inaccessibility of the volume under the reflecting surface 
leads to the capture of more volume above the reflecting surface.

We will obtain the expressions for the free energy Fs equilibrium to 
the conformation of polymeric chain in the real adsorption layer from the 
determination of Eq. (10) with taking into account of Eqs. (7) (8) (15) and 
(16):
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and in the ideal one
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Here sv sii
λ λ= Π  is the multiplicity of the volumetric deformation of con-

formational volume in real adsorbed layer connected with the multiplici-
ties of the linear deformations λsi via the ratio similar to Eq. (9).

It is follows from the Eqs. (6) and (9):

 ( ) ( ) ( )22 2 2
0 0 2 d

s fR R +σ = σ  (19)

That is why it can be written instead of the Eq. (18) with taking into ac-
count of Eq. (12):

 ( )2 20 02 d
sF F +=  (20)

So, at the transition of a polymeric chain from the ideal diluted solution 
into the ideal one-adsorption layer the change of the free energy of confor-
mation 0 0

sF F F∆ = −  will be positive and will be as follow:
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F kT R ++∆ = σ −  (21)

4.2.2 CONCENTRATED ADSORPTION LAYER

As same as earlier, the discussion let’s start from the concentrated solution, 
in which accordingly to condition ∗≥ ρρ  the conformational volumes of 
the polymeric chains are overlapped. That is why, an object of the SARW 
statistics in this case is some volume of the d-measured space, in which 
there are m intertwined between themselves polymeric chains. It is follows 
from the analysis [25] that the distribution density of the end relatively the 
beginning for any undefined chosen from the m-ball of polymeric chain 
will be determined by the expression:
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We find from this accordingly to the same condition (Eq. 3) the equilib-
rium semi-axes of the conformational ellipsoid in the real concentrated 
solution:
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and in accordance with the condition Eq. (5) the conformational radius of 
any undefined chain and m-ball in wholly in the ideal concentrated solu-
tion will be equal:

 ( ) ( )3 2 1 2d d
mR aN m+ +=  (24)

At this, it can be again written

 mi m iX R= λ  (25)
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X RΠ = λ  (26)
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where iiv λΠλ =  is the multiplicity of the volumetric deformation of the m-
ball. The values λi and λv are connected as before by the Eq. (9).

From the determination of Eq. (10) after the substitution in Eq. (22) of 
the equilibrium values i mix X=  accordingly to Eq. (23) with taking into 
account of Eqs. (25) and (26) we will obtain the expression for free energy 
of conformation Fm for any undefined chain in m-ball in concentrated solu-
tion: real
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and ideal
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Here accordingly to Eq. (24)

 ( ) ( ) ( )222
0

2
0

+= d
fm mRR σσ  (29)

Let’s transfer the obtained ratios into concentrated adsorptive layer. From 
the considerations above presented a distribution density in concentrated 
adsorption layer takes a form:
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  ω = − − Π σ  
∑  (30)

Therefore, we have for the real concentrated adsorptive layer:
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for ideal

 ( ) ( ) ( )1 23 2 2 dd
sm sR aN m ++=  (32)
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Here ms is a number of the chains in ms-ball of the adsorption layer.
Free energy of conformation for any undefined chain in the ms-ball in 

concentrated adsorbed layer is determined by the expressions: for real

 ( )2
0

2
2sm sm sv

d
F kT R

+= σ λ  (33)

for ideal

 ( )20
0

2
2sm sm

d
F kT R

+= σ  (34)

where again sv sii
λ λ= Π  is the multiplicity of the volumetric deformation 

of ms-ball in real concentrated adsorbed layer.
From the comparison of Eqs. (32) and (6) follows

 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )22 2 2
0 0 2 d

sm f sR R m +σ = σ  (35)

That is why it can be also written:

 ( ) ( )2 20 0 2 d
sm sF F m +=  (36)

So, at the transfer of polymeric chain from the ideal concentrated solution 
into the ideal concentrated adsorption layer a free energy of conformation 
increases on the value:

 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )2 22 2 2
0

2
2

2

dd
f s

d
F kT R m m

+++  ∆ = σ −    (37)

The values m and ms depend on the concentration of polymer in solu-
tion and in the adsorption layer correspondingly. Let’s determine of their 
dependence on a density upon polymer of the solution r and adsorption 
layer ρs. In concentrated solution and in adsorption layer the density upon 
polymer in the conformation volumes m- and ms-ball is the same as in the 
whole volume of the solution and in the whole volume of the adsorption 
layer. That is why:

 0
d

A mM mN N Rρ =  (38)
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02 d

s s A smM m N N Rρ =  (39)

Here М0 is a molar mass of the link of a chain. In Eq. (39) the number 2 
was appeared in order to take into account that at presence of the reflecting 
surface, the conformational volume of the polymeric chain in the adsorp-
tion layer is equal to 2d

smR .
At the value m = 1 we have fm RR = , and ∗= ρρ  is the critic concentra-

tion of the polymeric chains in the solution corresponding to the beginning 
of their conformational volumes overlapping:

 0
d

A fM N N R∗ρ =  (40)

Similarly, at ms = 1 we have sm sR R= , and 
∗= ss ρρ , where

 02 d
s A sM N N R∗ρ =  (41)

From the comparison of Eqs. (38) and (40) (39) and (41) with taking into 
account of the expressions for Rf, Rm, Rs and Rsm accordingly to Eqs. (6) 
(24) (16) and (32) we find

 *)d(m ρρ=+22  (42)

 ∗+ = ss
)d(

sm ρρ22 . (43)

Critical concentrations of the beginning of the polymeric chains con-
formational volumes overlapping in solution r* and in adsorption layer ρs

* 
can be expressed in the form of clear dependence on the length of a chain:

 ( ) ( )212
0

+−∗ = ddNρρ  (44)

 
( ) ( ) ( )22212

0 2 ++−∗ = ddd
s Nρρ  (45)

where
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d

AaNM00 =ρ  (46)

is per sense the density in the volume of the monomeric link.

4.3 ADSORPTION ISOTHERM OF THE POLYMERIC CHAINS

4.3.1 OVERALL VIEW OF THE ADSORPTION ISOTHERM

At the adsorption of polymeric chains from the solution the dislodgment 
of the molecules of a solvent from the active centers of adsorbent takes 
place; that is why the adsorption process can be considered as quasi-chem-
ical reaction by the following view [3]

 ΒΡΒΡ zz ss +=+  (47)

Here: P and B, Ps and Bs are a polymer and a molecule of the solvent into 
solution and into adsorption layer correspondingly.

A condition of the adsorbed equilibrium Eq. (47) has the following 
standard view

 ∑ =
i

ii 0µυ , (48)

where µi and υi are the chemical potential and the stoichiometric coeffi-
cient of the i participant in Eq. (47).

Chemical potentials of the polymeric chains in the solution µp and in 
the adsorbed layer µps we will determine with taking into account of their 
free energy of conformation via the following expressions:
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*lnp p kT F
ρµ = µ + +
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As it can be seen, the values µp
0 and µps

0 were determined by the choice 
of the standard states of the solution at r = r* and of the adsorption layer 
at ρs = ρs

*.
Next we will be suppose that even in concentrated solution and in ad-

sorption layer accordingly to conditions r > r* and ρs > ρs
* the molar part of 

the solvent considerably more than the molar part of the polymeric chains. 
That is why taking into account also the position z < N, it can be assumed, 
that at the adsorption of polymer the change of the molar part of the mol-
ecules of the solvent in solution and in adsorption layer will be little and 
it can be neglected. That is why, chemical potentials of the solvent in the 
solution and in the adsorption layer we will determine by the expressions

 0
ΒΒ µµ ≅ , (51)

 0
sΒΒ µµ ≅ , (52)

in which µв
0 and µвs

0 are standard chemical potentials of the solvent in 
solution and in adsorption layer.

Let’s rewrite the condition of chemical potential of the equilibrium Eq. 
(47) as follows:

 000 =−+− spps zz ΒΒ µµµµ . (53)

Let’s note

 ( )0 0 lnps p pz kT K− µ − µ =  (54)

 ( )0 0 lns kT KΒ Β Β− µ − µ =  (55)

where Kp and KB are equilibrium constants of the Langmuir interaction of 
polymeric chain and molecule of the solvent with one active center of the 
adsorbent correspondingly.

It is follows from this that the equilibrium constant K of the displacing 
adsorption of polymer accordingly to Eq. (47) will be equal to
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 ( )zp KKK Β=  (56)

Using the determinations Eqs. (54)-(56) and the Eqs. (49) and (52) in (53) 
we will obtain the overall view of the adsorption isotherm of polymeric 
chains:

 { }* * exps

s
K F kT

ρ ρ= − ∆
ρ ρ

 (57)

where sF F F∆ = −  is a change of a free energy of conformation of poly-
meric chain at its transfer from the solution into the adsorption layer.

Since the value DF can depends on the ratio of the concentrations of 
polymer in solution and in adsorption layer at r ³ r* and ρs ³ ρs

*, the overall 
Eq. (Eq. 57) can be filled by the essentially different content.

An analysis of the partial forms of the adsorption isotherms let’s carry 
out under the approximation of the idealness of the solution and of the 
adsorption layer. Peculiarities of the adsorption polymer from the real so-
lution let’s discuss on the qualitative level.

4.3.2 PARTICULAR FORMS OF THE ADSORPTION 
ISOTHERM

4.3.2.1 HIGH AFFINITY OF POLYMER TO THE ACTIVE CENTERS 
OF ADSORBENT: K > 1

а)	 Solution and adsorption layer are diluted accordingly to condition 
1≤∗ρρ , 1≤∗

ss ρρ .
In this variant the change of a free energy of conformation at the trans-

fer of the polymeric chain from the solution in the adsorption layer is 
determined by the Eq. (21), which let’s rewrite taking into account of Eq. 
(13) for real d = 3 space:

 ( )1 5 2 55
2 1

2
F kTN∆ = −  (58)

Therefore, the adsorption isotherm takes a following view:
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 ( )1 5 2 5
* *

5
exp 2 1

2
s

s
K N

ρ ρ  = − − 
 ρ ρ

 (59)

This expression describes the initial linear section of the dependence 
ρs / ρs

* on r / r*, as it was shown on the Fig. 1а and b at three values of K 
and two values of N. As we can see, at K > 1 the ratio ρs / ρs

* achieves the 
value, equal to 1, earlier than the ratio r / r*. That is why the next section 
of the adsorption isotherm is characterized by the condition.

b) Solution is diluted 1≤∗ρρ , adsorption layer is concentrated 
1≥∗

ss ρρ

FIGURE 1 Calculated adsorption isotherms of linear polymeric chains at different values 
of K and N in coordinates ρs / ρs

* – r / r*.

In the presented variant free energy of conformation of polymeric 
chain in solution is determined by the Eq. (12), in the adsorption layer by 
the Eq. (34) or (36) with taking into account of Eq. (42). Combining them 
we will obtain:

 ( ) ( )2 2 2
0 *

2
2 1

2
d s

f
s

d
F kT R + ρ+∆ = σ − 

ρ 
 (60)

An adsorption isotherm takes a view:
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As we can see from the Eqs. (60) and (61), at the transfer of polymeric 
chain from the diluted solution into the concentrated adsorption layer at 
ρs / ρs

* increasing the value ∆F is sharply increased that gives a strong 
counteracting to the following adsorption effect. That is why the second 
section of the adsorption isotherm is characterized by a great decelera-
tion of the adsorption value with the growing of polymer concentration 
in solution and gives the visibility of the going out on plateau (see Fig. 
1). Determined on the basis of this quasi-plateau value of adsorption ρs is 
insignificantly more than ρs

* and weakly depends on the equilibrium con-
stant K of the displacing adsorption: thus, at the transition from the curve 2 
to the curve 4 on Fig. 1 the constant K is increased on two orders, whereas 
the value of adsorption on ~20%. At the growth of the length of chain N 
the value of adsorption on the quasi-plateau is decreased.

Presented section of the adsorption isotherm is continued till the value 
1=∗ρρ . Thus, the next third section of the adsorption isotherm is char-

acterized by the transition of polymeric chains from the concentrated solu-
tion in the concentrated adsorption layer.

с) Concentrated solution and adsorption layer: 1≥∗ρρ , 1≥∗
ss ρρ

In accordance with the previous analysis in the presented variant ∆F 
is determined by the Eq. (37), which with taking into account of Eqs. (42) 
and (43) can be written as

 ( ) ( )2 2 2
0 * *

2
2

2
d s

f
s

d
F kT R + ρ+ ρ∆ = σ − 

ρ ρ 
 (62)

Using the Eq. (62) and taking into account of Eq. (13) in general Eq. (57), 
at d = 3 we will obtain
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* * * *
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exp 2
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s s

s s
K N

  ρ ρρ ρ = − −  
ρ ρ ρ ρ   

 (63)

Therefore, at transition in a field of the concentrated solution, as it was il-
lustrated by numerous calculations on Fig. 1, the adsorption of polymer is 
sharply increased forming the third practically linear section of the adsorp-
tion isotherm. Comparing of these sections at different equilibrium con-
stants K of the displacement adsorption (curves 2, 3 and 4) it can be note 
again that the main factor determining the rate of the adsorption change 
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on this section is not the constant K, but the change of a free energy of 
conformation.

Calculated adsorption isotherms (curves 2 – 4 on Fig. 1) are typical 
at the considerable affinity of a polymer to the adsorbate. Let’s consider, 
however, the view of the adsorption isotherm with relatively weak affinity 
of a polymer to the adsorbate.

4.3.2.2 WEAK AFFINITY OF A POLYMER TO ADSORBATE 
ACCORDINGLY TO CONDITION K ≤ 1

In this case some previous variants are also possible but in other sequence 
and in a new quality.

а) Diluted solution and adsorption layer: 1≤∗ρρ , 1≤∗
ss ρρ .

In presented concentration interval a change of a free energy of confor-
mation ∆F is described by the Eq. (58), and the adsorption isotherm by the 
Eq. (59). Therefore, presented section of the adsorption isotherm is linear, 
but with very little angle of inclination (see Fig. 1, curve 1 at K = 1), that 
cannot permit experimentally find it. As we can see, at low values of K the 
critical concentration of polymer is achieved earlier than in the adsorbed 
layer. That is why the second section of the adsorption isotherm is charac-
terized by the condition:

b) Concentrated solution and diluted adsorption layer: 1≥∗ρρ , 
1≤∗

ss ρρ .
In this variant an expression for ∆F of the polymer adsorption we will 

obtain by the combination of the Eqs. (20) (28), and (29) with taking into 
account of Eq. (42):

 ( ) ( )2 2 2
0 *

2
2

2
d

f
d

F kT R + + ρ∆ = σ − ρ   (64)

It’s follows from this
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  ρ ρ ρ = − −  ρ ρ ρ   
 (65)
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Accordingly to Eqs. (64) and (65) in presented concentration interval 

1≥∗ρρ  and 1≤∗
ss ρρ  up to the value 1=∗

ss ρρ  with growth of 
the concentration of polymer in solution ∆F is decreased, that sharply, 
practically exponentially increases of the polymer adsorption (see Fig. 1, 
curve 1). At the achievement of critical concentration of polymer in the 
adsorption layer the third section of the adsorption isotherm is started cor-
responding to the condition 1≥∗ρρ , 1≥∗

ss ρρ . It is wholly identical 
to the considered above and is described by the same Eq. (63), but at little 
values of K. At this, comparing the presented on Fig. 1 adsorption iso-
therms (curves 1–4), it can be again noted that on the third section of the 
isotherm the rate of the adsorption growth, that is ρρ ∂∂ s , is practically 
the same in spite of the difference between the constants K on four orders.

4.4 CONCLUSIONS

Usually the experimental values of the adsorption of polymer are described 
not in the coordinates ρs / ρs

* – r / r*, but in coordinates As – ρ, where As 
is a mass of the adsorbed polymer, referred to the unit of the surface of 
adsorbent. Let’s determine the relationship between As and ρs. Since As = 
mass / s, ρs = mass / sRs, where s is the value of the surface of adsorbent, 
for diluted adsorption layer we have

 sss RA ρ=  at 1≤∗
sρρ  (66)

In concentrated adsorption layer

 s s sA Rρ=  at 1≥∗
sρρ  (67)

Critical value of the adsorption As
*, corresponding to the beginning of the 

polymeric chains conformational volumes overlapping in the adsorption 
layer will be equal:

 
s s sA Rρ∗ ∗=  (68)
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Using the Eqs. (16) (45), and (46) we will obtain the clear form of the 
dependence of As

* on the properties of polymeric chain:

 
3 5 1 50

22s
A

M
A N

N a
∗ −=  (69)

A view of the calculated adsorption isotherms in coordinates As – ρ is shown 
on Fig. 2. They keep the same peculiarities as the presented on Fig. 1.

FIGURE 2 Calculated adsorption isotherms for linear polymeric chains at different 
values of K and N in coordinates As – ρ.

Comparing of these calculated adsorption isotherms and experimental 
ones, additionally let’s note.

1.  At the growth of the length of a chain N, the work, that is the value ∆F 
of the polymeric chain transfer from the solution into the adsorption 
layer is increased and the value of adsorption is decreased that is in 
good agreement with the experimental data, obtained with the use of 
the ellipsometric methods on the ideally smooth surfaces of the adsor-
bent. However, the experiments concerning to the adsorption of poly-
mers on the porous adsorbents indicates sometimes on the increasing 
of the values of adsorption on the quasi-plateau of the isotherm at the 
growth of the molecular mass of the polymer. From our point of view, 
this is not the contradiction with the theoretical analysis of the present-
ed work. Evidently that the adsorption of polymeric chains in the pores 
of adsorbent can characterized by the peculiarities depending on ratio 
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of the sizes of pores and on the conformational volume of polymeric 
chains. It is not excluded that in this case the equilibrium constant K 
of the displacing adsorption of polymer can depend on the molar mass 
of the polymer at the expense of the additional Langmuir interaction 
of monomeric links with the active centers of adsorbent on the walls 
of the pores, that is at the expense of the z increasing. The behavior 
of polymeric chains in the pores of adsorbent having the size of the 
pores commensurable with the conformational volume of the chains 
needs more detailed analysis. However, let us note that the growth of 
the K on some orders weakly increases the value of the adsorption 
of polymer on quasi-plateau; that is why the influence of the molar 
mass of the polymer on values z and correspondingly K, will be also 
small visualized on the value of the adsorption on quasi-plateau, that 
is observed in the experiments. An absence of the visible influence of 
nature of the ω-functional groups of polymer on the value of adsorp-ω-functional groups of polymer on the value of adsorp--functional groups of polymer on the value of adsorp-
tion on quasi-plateau is also explained by these reasons.

2.  The numerous experimental data indicates that at the growth of the 
polymeric chains hardness and at the impairment of the thermody-
namic quality of the solvent the adsorption of polymer is increased. 
We combine of these variants comparing the adsorption of polymer 
from the ideal and from the real solutions limiting concretely by 
the field of the quasi-plateau, in which at K > 1 the solution is di-
lute, and the adsorption layer is concentrated.

In this variant for the estimation of ∆F it is needed to use the Eq. (33) 
for Fsm in a case of the real concentrated adsorption layer and to use the 
Eq. (11) for F in a case of the real diluted solution. By combining of them 
we will obtain:

 ( ) ( )2 2 2
0

2 12
2

d s
f sv

vs

dF kT R
ρσ λ

λρ
+

∗

 +
∆ = −  

 (70)

where λsv and λv are multiplicity of the volumetric deformation and confor-
mational volume of polymeric chain in the real adsorption layer and in the 
solution correspondingly.

In accordance with general Eq. (57), we find
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1 5 2 5

* *
5 1exp 2
2

s s
sv

vss
K N

ρ ρρ λ
λρρ ρ ∗

   = − −     
 (71)

At the transfer of the polymeric chain from the ideal into the real solu-
tion its conformational volume is deformed with the transformation of the 
spherical Flory ball into the conformational ellipsoid elongated or flat-
tened along the axis connecting the begin and the end of a chain [26], that 
leads to decrease of the conformational volume and accordingly to the Eq. 
(8) to decrease of λv: at any deformations of the Flory ball λv became less 
than the one. That this why the effects related with the notions “hardness of 
the polymeric chain” and “the thermodynamic quality of the solvent” can 
be quantitatively estimated via the multiplicity of the volumetric defor-
mation λv ≤ 1. The indicated effects are visualized in the adsorption layer 
weaker than in the solution: firstly, because the conformational volume in 
the adsorption layer equal to Rs

d/2, is less, than in solution. This increases 
the elastic properties of the conformational volume of polymeric chain 
and thereafter increases the deformation work. Moreover, the concentrated 
adsorption layer corresponding to the quasi-plateau on the adsorption iso-
therm is more near to the ideal than the diluted real solution. That is why 
under other equal conditions λsv > λv. This means, that the adsorption of poly-
mer from the real solution is more than from the ideal one.
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SUMMARY

Starting from the general phenomenological determinations of the sub-
stance flow under the action of chemical potential gradient and from the 
analysis of shearing forces and corresponding strains appearing into the 
flow it was determined that the viscosity coefficient of the pure liquid is 
ordered to the ratio 3 /RT Vh τ=  and the expression 3 /i i iRT Vh τ=  is correct 
for the component of the solution. The preexponential factor τ0 under ex-
pression of the characteristic time t of the viscous flow is determined not 
only by the frequency of the fluctuating motion of the particles in quasi-
lattice but also by the entropic factor. Obtained expression for the activa-
tion entropy ∗∗∗ = T/HS ∆∆  explains the low values 0 2 /h kTτ <<  for the 
associated liquids and the antibate relationship between τ0 and the acti-
vation energy for the viscous flow. It was proposed the expressions per-
mitting to calculate the coefficients of the self-diffusion and the diffusion 
upon corresponding coefficients of the viscosity for pure liquids and solu-
tions. An analysis of the Maxwell’s equation and also of the deformation 
rates of the conformational volume of polymeric chains and their rotation 
permitted to mark out the frictional and elastic coefficients of the viscosity 
of high molecular one component liquid. It was shown, that exactly elastic 
coefficient of the viscosity is the gradient dependent value.

5.1 INTRODUCTION

The temperature dependence of the viscosity coefficient for the low-molecular 
elementary liquids is good described by the Arrhenius’ empirical equation:

 0 exp{ / }E RTτ = τ   (1)

where: Е is the activation energy of the viscous flow. However, the theo-Е is the activation energy of the viscous flow. However, the theo- is the activation energy of the viscous flow. However, the theo-
retical interpretation of the preexponential factor А is struck against the 
appreciable difficulties which were not overcame to the present time.

Among the molecular-kinetic theories of low-molecular liquids sub-
mitting to the Newton equation, let us mark out two main formulated by 
Frenkel [1–2] and by Eyring [3–5].
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In accordance with the Frenkel’s theory under the presence of a shear strain 
σ the rapid layer of liquid entrains the slow one with the velocity rate ϑ∆ :

 2ϑσδ∆ =  (2)

Here u is the mobility of particle and δ is the interparticle distance.
Substituting of ϑ∆  on d

dy
ϑ δ , where d dyϑ  is the velocity gradient of 

the hydrodynamic flow along y axis, which is normal to the flow, and using 
the Newton’s equation in a form d

dy
ϑh σ= , it was obtained the following 

ration by Frenkel:

 1−= )u( δh  (3)

The substitution of the Einstein’s equations into Eq. (3)

 /u D kT= , (4)

 2 / 6D = δ τ  (5)

leads to the final result

 36 /kTh = τ δ  (6)

Here D is the coefficient of the diffusion; t is the characteristic time of the 
particles transport from the one equilibrium state into other, which can be 
also called as the characteristic time of the viscous flow.

Accordingly to Frenkel t is determined by the oscillation frequency 
into the quasi-lattice of liquid and by the probability of the whole forma-
tion, i.e., corresponding free volume needed for the particle transport:

 0 exp{ / }E RTτ = τ  (7)

Thereby, here τ0 is the characteristic time of the oscillating movement of a 
particle into the quasi-lattice of liquid; E is an energy of the whole forma-
tion or of the free volume into liquid, which is necessary in order to pass 
the particle from the one position of equilibrium into another one.
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After the integration of Eqs. (6) and (7) the Frenkel’s equation becomes 
as follows

 03
6

exp{ / }
kT

E RTh = τ
δ

 (8)

Under the calculations it was assumed by Frenkel 13
0 10 sτ −=  that is equal 

to the determination

 0 /h kTτ = . (9)

However, the calculations of the preexponential multiplier in Eq. (8) 
sometimes give the values exceeding the experimental ones on 2–3 or-
ders. These divergences were explained by Frenkel with dependence of E 
on temperature; however, such phenomenon is observed utmost seldom.

In molecular-kinetic theory of Eyring the starting principle consists in 
fact, that the action of force causing the liquid flow, decreases the height 
of the energy barrier at the movement of particle into forward direction 
and increases it into back direction. The rate constant k of the particle’s 
transfer via the potential barrier is described by the standard equation of 
the theory of absolute rates of chemical reactions

 exp{ / }kT Q E RT
h Q

κ
∗

= −  (10)

where Q and Q* are the statistical sums of the particle per unit of volume 
in main and activated states respectively.

Under great following simplifications the force of shift disappears 
from the equation of transfer. As a result, the expression for the viscosity 
coefficient accordingly to Eyring becomes as follows

 exp{ / }AhN Q
E RT

V Q∗h =  (11)

where: V is the molar volume of liquid.
Assuming, that the statistical sum Q* of particle into the activated state 

devoid of one freedom degree of the transitional movement, Eyring writes:
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1/2

1/3(2 )
f

Q mkT
hQ∗

π= υ  (12)

where υf is free volume per one particle.
Let’s note, however, that in accordance with the starting Eq. (10) Q* is 

already devoid of one freedom degree of the oscillating movement, other-
wise the co-multiplier kT h  would be not appeared in Eq. (10). To de-
void of once more freedom degree, namely, transitional one is physically 
absolutely unjustified.

Although the Eq. (12) in the presented case is the fitting of theory un-
der the result, let us use it for the determination of characteristic time of 
the translational movement 

 
1/2

1/3
0

2
f

m
kT
π τ = υ  

 (13)

By combining of Eqs. (12) and (13) into (11) it can be obtained

 0 exp{ / }AkN T
E RT

V
h = τ  (14)

In accordance with the Frenkel’s Eq. (7) such expression can be written 
as follows:

 /RT Vh = τ  (15)

If to assume 3δ  as the volume falling per one particle, we will obtain from 
the Eq. (6) the equation analogous to Eq. (15) one:

 6 /RT Vh = τ  (16)

Thus, in spite of the difference in molecular-kinetic approaches of Fren-
kel and Eyring to the analysis of the viscosity coefficient for simple liq-
uids, they lead to the ratios containing the same phenomenological value 

/RT Vτ . The difference between Eqs. (15) and (16) is visualized in nu-
merical coefficient and physical interpretation of 0τ  determined by the 
Eqs. (9) and (13). This difference is quite substantially, since 0τ  of the 
translational movement is on two orders higher than the 0τ  of the oscillat-
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ing movement. At the analysis of the solution viscosity Eyring and Frenkel 
do not use the notion “a coefficient of viscosity of solution component”, 
preferring to describe the viscosity of solution via the coefficients of vis-
cosity for pure liquids. At this, it is assumed that the viscosity of solution 
can be described by the equations analogous to Eqs. (8) and (11), but, at 
the same time, a free activation energy (accordingly to Eyring) or an ac-
tivation energy (accordingly to Frenkel) is declared as the function of the 
solution composition. This leads of Eyring to the equation:

 1 1 2 2ln ln lnN Nh = h + h  (17)

which was proposed by Arrhenius and Kendall earlier [6].
It was proposed more complicated equation for the binary solution by 

Frenkel

 2 2
1 1 2 2 1 2 12

1 1
ln ln ln ln

2 2
N N N Nh = h + h + h . (18)

In these equations Νi is molar part of the component; ηi is its coefficient 
of viscosity in pure liquid state; η12 is additional viscosity, which, in ac-
cordance with Frenkel, reflects the difference in energies of interaction 
of particles by the first and the second kinds between themselves and be-
tween the particles of the same kind.

In conclusion of the presented short review let us note, that the molec-
ular-kinetic analysis of Frenkel and Eyring as to viscosity coefficients for 
pure liquids leads to the Eqs. (15) and (16) containing the general phenom-
enological factor /RT Vτ , which requires the substantiation from more 
general considerations. Coefficients of viscosity of the solution compo-
nents in this approach don’t reveal. The characteristic time of the viscous 
flow is remained undefined. We will be solving of these problems in the 
following chapters.
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5.2 COEFFICIENT OF VISCOSITY FOR LOW-MOLECULAR PURE 
LIQUID

Phenomenological determination of the stationary flow Ј of substance, the 
moving force of which is the gradient of the chemical potential μ [7, 8], 
let us accept ad the starting position for the analysis. Let us write of these 
flows along the direction of the x and y axis:

 ,x y
L L

J c J c
RT x RT y

∂µ ∂µ= − = −
∂ ∂   (19)

where L is the transfer coefficient having the dimension of the diffusion 
coefficient; с is the molar-volumetric concentration of particles.

For pure liquid at Т = const the chemical potential μ is the function 
only on pressure Р. That is why it can be written as / /n nx VnP nxµ =
, where V is a molar volume. Since Vc = 1, instead of the Eq. (19) we will 
writing

 x y
L P L P

J J
RT x RT y

∂ ∂= − = −
∂ ∂  (20)

The flows can be expressed also via the transfer rate u and concentration c: 
i iJ cu= . Then, with taking into account of the Eq. (20) we have

 ,x y
LV P LV P

u u
RT x RT y

∂ ∂= − = −
∂ ∂  (21)

By differentiating of ux upon y, and uy upon x, we will obtain

 
2

2yx uu LV P
y x RT x y

∂∂ ∂+ = −
∂ ∂ ∂ ∂

 (22)

If η is the coefficient of the liquid viscosity, then accordingly to the New-
ton’s equation

 yx
xy yx

uu
y x

∂ ∂h + = σ = σ ∂ ∂ 
 (23)
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where xy yxσ σ=  are the shift components of the stress tensor; the first index 
points out direction of the component of force, and the second one points 
out direction of the normal to the plate of the application of force.
It’s follows from the comparison of Eqs. (22) and (23):

 
2

2 xy yx
LV P
RT x y

∂− h = σ = σ
∂ ∂

 (24)

Next, in liquid let us separate the elementary cube with the edges δ. The 
sectional elevation of this cube by the plate ху is shown on Fig. 1а.

FIGURE 1 Scheme of the formation of shear forces Fxy and tensions σxy under dependence 
of normal force Fxx on coordinate y.

Let in center of cube the gradient of pressure in direction х is equal to 
x/P ∂∂− .

Since x/P ∂∂−  is the force acting on unit of the volume of liquid, 
full force Fxx, acting on the whole volume 3δ  of cube in direction of the 
х axe will be equal to

 3( 0, 0)xx
P

F x y
x

∂= = = − δ
∂

 (25)

Tangential or shear forces are appeared as a result of the dependence of Fxx 
on y. Let write the new forces Fxx at x = 0 as 

2
δ=y  and 

2
δ−=y :
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2

' 3 40, / 2
2xx

P P
F x y

x x y
δ ∂ ∂ = = = − δ − δ   ∂ ∂ ∂

,   (26)

 
2

'' 3 40, / 2
2xx

P P
F x y

x x y
δ ∂ ∂ = = − = − δ + δ   ∂ ∂ ∂

.   (27)

The difference in these forces creates the shear forces Fxy, applied to the 
top and the bottom of cube faces, normal to the axe у (see Fig. 1а):

 
2

' '' 40,
2xy xx xx

P
F x y F F

x y
δ ∂ = = = − = − δ   ∂ ∂ , (28)

 
2

'' ' 40,
2xy xx xx

P
F x y F F

x y
δ ∂ = = − = − = δ   ∂ ∂

.  (29)

These forces create the shear tensions 2/xy xyFσ δ= : on the top face

 
2

2
xy

P
x y

∂σ = − δ
∂ ∂  (30)

and on the bottom face

 

2
2

xy
P

x y
∂σ = δ
∂ ∂  (31)

It is follows from this, that under the chosen direction of force Fxx

 
2

2
xyP

x y
σ∂− =

∂ ∂ δ
 (32)

The stress tensor is symmetrical, that can be easy demonstrated by the 
analogous analysis of force Fyy depending on х, that is why xy yxσ σ= , as 
it is shown on Fig. 1b.

By substituting of Eq. (32) in (24), we will obtain

 21
2

RT
LV

h = δ  (33)
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Next using the Einstein’s ratio for the transfer coefficient

 
2 6L = δ τ   (34)

which takes into account the randomness of the particle wandering upon 
the all three directions of space, we finally find:

 3 /RT Vh = τ  (35)

5.3 PARTIAL COEFFICIENTS OF VISCOSITY OF THE LOW-
MOLECULAR SOLUTION COMPONENTS

The flows of i-component of the solution along х and у axis let determine 
accordingly to the Eq. (19):

  
i i

ix i
L

J c
RT x

∂µ= −
∂ , 

i i
iy i

L
J c

RT y
∂µ= −
∂    (36)

Due to the difference in the transfer coefficients Li of the solution’s com-
ponents it can be formally supposed that into the hydrodynamic flow it 
can be appeared the conditions like to the components separation in the 
baromembrane process [8]. In the last case these conditions are realized at 
the expense of a high gradient pressure upon membrane’s layer and a great 
difference in transfer coefficients Li and Lj via the membrane.

We, however, will be suppose, that at the viscosity change the hydro-
dynamic flows are enough weak and the effect of the components separa-
tion can be neglected. Consequently, a liquid solution is homogeneous 
upon composition and the all derivatives by dci/dx type are equal. Then, 
although the chemical potential μi is the function on the solution com-
position via the thermodynamic activity of component, the derivatives 

/i x∂µ ∂  are the function only on the gradient of pressure. So, at Т = const 
and presented composition of solution, / /i ix V P x∂µ ∂ = ∂ ∂ , where 

iV  is the 
partial-molar volume of i component of solution. Since

 i i ic V = φ  (37)
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where φi is the volumetric part of presented component, the Eq. (36) 
can be written as

 i
ix i

L P
J

RT x
∂= − φ
∂

 i
iy i

L P
J

RT y
∂= − φ
∂

. (38)

Stating of these flows in a form , and taking into ac-
count Eqs. (37) and (38) it can be obtained:

 
2

2iyix i iuu L V P
y x RT x y

∂∂ ∂+ = −
∂ ∂ ∂ ∂  (39)

Since nP nx  is a force applied to the unit of the volume of solution, then 
i P xφ ∂ ∂  is a force, applied to the presented component into unit of the 

volume. Thereby, it can be supposed, that the endowment of the presented 
component into general viscosity of solution η depends not only on the 
partial coefficient of viscosity ηi but also on volumetric part φi. That is 
why we postulate the dependence:

 i i
i

h = h φ∑  (40)

Thus, the endowment of i component into the viscosity of solution is de-
termined by the value iiϕh , that is why, the Newton’s equation for each 
component of the solution is necessary to write as

 
iyix

i i ixy iyx
uu

y x
∂ ∂h φ + = σ = σ ∂ ∂   (41)

where iyxixy σσ =  is the endowment of i component into corresponding full 
shear stresses xy yxσ σ= , like this

  (42)

It is following from the comparison of Eqs. (39) and (41)
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2

2 i i
i i ixy iyx

L V P
RT x y

∂h φ = σ = σ
∂ ∂  (43)

Let us again refer to the elementary cube by volume δ3 (Fig. 1). In the 
center of this cube the force into direction of x axe acts on the presented 
component; this force, as it was noticed, is equal to xPi ∂∂−ϕ . Taking into 
account the volume of cube, we have

 3( 0, 0)ixx i
P

F x y
x

∂= = = −φ δ
∂

.  (44)

The force Fixx depends on coordinate у, that is why we write the new forces 
at х = 0, but at у = δ/2 and у = – δ/2

 
2

3 4( 0, ) / 2
2ixx i i

P P
F x y

x x y
δ ∂ ∂= = = −φ δ − φ δ

∂ ∂ ∂
 (45)

 
2

4( 0, ) / 2
2ixx i i

P P
F x y

x x y
δ ∂ ∂= = − = −φ + φ δ

∂ ∂ ∂  (46)

The difference in these forces creates the shearing forces Fixy, applied 
to the cube faces, normal to у axis, which determine the shear stresses 

2δσ /Fixyixy = . In particular, into direction of Fixx the shear stress on the 
top face of cube will be equal to:

 
2

2
ixy i

P
x y

∂σ = −φ δ
∂ ∂

 (47)

Using of this ratio in Eq. (43), we will obtain:

 
21

2i
i i

RT
L V

h = δ . (48)

Expressing the transfer coefficient Li via corresponding Einstein’s ratio 
ii /L τδ 62=  we will finally obtained:

 3 /i i iRT Vh = τ  (49)
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Thus, postulated dependence (Eq. 40) leads to the Eq. (49) for the coef-
ficient of the viscosity of solution in the same form as for the pure liquid. 
However, the viscosity coefficient ηi is the function on a composition of 
the solution.

The substitution of Eq. (49) into (40) with taking into account of Eq. 
(37) permits to express the viscosity of solution by more convenient from 
the practical point of view ratio

  (50)

For binary solution it can be written:

 1 2 1 1 2 23 ( )( )RT c c N Nh = + τ + τ  (51)

where Ni is molar part of the component.
Since 1

21
−=+ Vcc , where V is a molar volume of the solution, equal to 

ρ/)NMNM( 2211 + , it’s follows from the Eq. (51) that

 ( )1 2 2 1
1 1 2 2

3 ( )RT N
M N M N

 ρh = τ + τ − τ + 
 (52)

where Mi are molar masses of components, ρ is a density of solution at 
presented composition.

An Eq. (52) permits to find the numerical values of τi and their depen-
dence on composition of the solution based on the experimental values of 
viscosity η.

5.4 CHARACTERISTIC TIME OF THE VISCOUS FLOW

As it can be seen from the phenomenological Eqs. (35) and (49), the main 
problem at the viscosity coefficient calculation is the determination of the 
characteristic time t of the viscous flow. In accordance with the Frenkel t 
can be described by the Eq. (7), in which τ0 is determined either by vibra-
tion freedom degree of liquid’s particles or by the translational one, in 
others words by the Eqs. (9) or (13), respectively.
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In order to compare the experimental values of τ0 with the calculated 
ones accordingly to Eqs. (9) and (13), we described the temperature de-
pendence of viscosity for a series of the n-alkanes and n-alcohols, and 
also for water on the basis of referenced data via the Arrhenius equation 
in form:

 ln lnA E RTh = +  (53)

Coefficients of this equation are represented in Table 1. On the basis of 
viscosity values at temperature 293 К, it were calculated accordingly to 
Eq. (35) the values τ293, and after that accordingly to Eq. (7) the values τ0. 
The results of calculations are represented in Table 1.

At Т = 293 К the characteristic time of the oscillating movement is equal 
to 131.63 10h kT −= ⋅ s, and of the translational motion 1/2 1/3(2 ) fm kTπ υ  is 
approximately on two orders more.

TABLE 1  Referenced and calculated data concerning to the viscosity of some liquids.

Liquid M, g/
mole

ρ,

106 g/
m3

∆Hev, 
kJ/
mole

η293К,

10–3Pа·s

-lnA

(Pа·с) R
E , К

τ293К,

10–12 s

τ0 ,

10–13 s R
S∗∆ Т*, 

К
D·109,

м2/s

Pentane

С5H12

72 0.626 26.43 0.229 11.29 851 3.61 1.98 0.50 — 15.4

Hexane

C6H14

86 0.655 31.55 0.320 11.12 900 5.75 2.67 0.20 — 10.6

Heptane

C7H16

100 0.684 36.55 0.409 11.10 970 8.21 3.04 0.07 — 8.0

Octane

C8H18

114 0.702 41.48 0.540 11.19 1070 12.03 3.10 0.05 — 5.8

Nonane

C9H19

128 0.718 39.92 0.710 11.32 1195 17.37 2.94 0.11 — 4.3

Methanol

CH3OH
32 0.793 38.45 0.584 11.83 1285 3.23 0.40 2.10 612 8.6

Ethanol

C2H5OH
46 0.789 42.01 1.190 12.63 1725 9.52 0.26 2.53 682 3.7

Propanol

C3H7OH
60 0.804 48.12 2.256 13.38 2135 23.10 0.16 3.02 707 1.8
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Buthanol

C4H9OH
74 0.810 52.3 2.950 13.74 2315 37.00 0.14 3.15 735 1.3

Pentanol

C5H11OH
88 0.814 56.94 4.140 15.88 3045 61.42 0.019 5.15 591 0.9

Water

H2O
18 0.997 40.66 1.005 13.22 1865 2.49 0.043 4.33 431 6.5

That is why, the experimental values 1/2 1/3
0 (2 ) fm kTτ π υ<< . At the 

same time, for the n-alkanes τ0 is some more /h kT , although is by the 
same order, but for the associated liquids, n-alcohols and water, τ0 is con-
siderable lesser /h kT . Besides, in a series of the n-alcohols it is observed 
a well-defined slope opposition of the dependence between the activation 
energy of the viscous flow and τ0: the more is Е, the lesser is τ0. Both 
factors, that is, 0 /h kTτ <<  and observed slope opposition compensation 
effect, cannot be explained via the approximations of Eyring and Frenkel.

In the Eyring’s theory of the absolute reactions rates there are three es-
sential lacks: а) the concentration of the activated complexes can be found 
from the consideration of condition of their equilibrium with the initial 
(or final) substances; b) the activated complex devoided of one freedom 
degree along the coordinate of the reaction; с) the transmission coefficient 
is the empirical co-multiplier.

The approach keeping the main advantages of the theory of absolute 
reactions rates but eliminating the listed above lacks is described in detail 
in Ref. [9]. Here let us limit only by its short description with the specific 
aim of analysis of characteristic time of viscous flow.

Let the elementary reversible reaction

 A B
κ

κ
→←


  (54)

proceeds via the activated complex С, general for initial and final sub-С, general for initial and final sub- general for initial and final sub-
stances. Then it can be written as:

 
1 2

1 1

v

v
A C B

κ

κ
→ →← ←  (55)
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In accordance with Eq. (55), the activated complex С has a right to roll 
back from the top of the potential barrier into the both potential holes with 
the frequencies ν1 and ν2, which aren’t the activated parameters. Param-
eters к1 and к2 are activate, in other words, they depend on the value of the 
potential barrier, and determine the frequencies of the activated complexes 
formation from the initial and final substances, respectively.

Let а, b and с are the concentrations А, � and С. The rate of the el-с are the concentrations А, � and С. The rate of the el- are the concentrations А, � and С. The rate of the el-А, � and С. The rate of the el-, � and С. The rate of the el-� and С. The rate of the el- and С. The rate of the el-С. The rate of the el-. The rate of the el-
ementary reaction (Eq. 54) accordingly to the law of mass action:

 a bυ = κ − κ
 

 (56)

Is strictly defined, in others words has the physical sense, only under con-
dition / 0dc dt = , to which the stationary concentration of activated com-
plexes сs corresponds:

 1 2 1 2( ) / ( )sc a b= κ + κ ν + ν . (57)

In this case, in accordance with the scheme (Eq. 55),

 1 1 2 2s sa v c v c bυ = κ − = − κ  (58)

By substituting of Eq. (57) into Eq. (58), we will obtain

 
1 1 2 1

1 2 1 2

v v
a b

v v v v
κ κυ = −

+ +  (59)

If into the system an equilibrium Maxwell–Boltzmann distribution of the 
energy between the particles and their freedom degrees is kept, then in 
accordance with the law of mass action the following ratios should be 
performed:

 1 1 1/ Kκ ν = ,  2 2 2/ Kκ ν =  (60)

where K1 and K2 are equilibrium constants of the activated complexes for-
mation from the initial and final substances, respectively.
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By substituting of these ratios in Eq. (59) and comparing them with Eq. 
(56), we will obtain for the constants rates of direct and reverse elementary 
reaction (Eq. 54) the following expressions:

 
1 2

1
1 2

v v
K

v v
κ =

+


, 
1 2

2
1 2

v v
K

v v
κ =

+


. (61)

As to the analysis of the characteristic time of viscous flow the constant 
rate к of the particles transfer via the potential barrier can be presented by 
analogous (Eq. 61) expression:

 
1 2

1 2

v v
K

v v
∗κ =

+  (62)

where K* is the constant of equilibrium of activated complex with particles 
into the main state. It can be described by usual thermodynamical ratio via 
the standard entropy ΔS* and enthalpy ΔH* of activation:

 { } { }exp / exp /K S R H RT∗ ∗ ∗= ∆ −∆ , (63)

Let the seaward run of the activated complex into the both directions of 
the transfer is determined by the oscillating freedom degree in such a way 
that 1 2 /kT hν ν= = . Then:

 { } { }1
exp / exp /

2
kT

S R H RT
h

∗ ∗κ = ∆ −∆   (64)

Here well defined the value of the transmission coefficient. Characteristic 
time of the transfer is inversely proportional to к that is why

 { } { }2 exp / exp /
h

S R H RT
kT

∗ ∗τ = −∆ ∆ ,  (65)

and for τ0 we have the following expression:

 
{ }0 2 exp /

h
S R

kT
∗τ = −∆

.  (66)
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In accordance with the data of Table 1, the experimental values of τ0 for 
n-alkanes are practically agreed with the value 132 / 3.27 10h kT −= ⋅ s.

For the associated liquids 0 2 /h kTτ <<  that points on essentially more 
value of positive entropy of activation ΔS*. These values ΔS*/R, calculated 
accordingly to Eq. (66), represented in Table 1. For the homologous series 
of the n-alcohols is accurate observed the symbate dependence of ΔS* on 
Е. For the n-alkanes such relationship isn’t observed, since the values of 
ΔS* for them are little and remain via the ranges of the inaccuracy of their 
determination based on experimental values τ0.

In accordance with the conclusion (Eq. 62) the activated complex has 
not only the same number, but also the same freedom degree as the par-
ticles into the main state. That is why in the presented case it cannot be 
obtain the ΔS* > 0 at the expense of the freedom degrees redistribution at 
the transfer of particle from the main state into the activated one. Since 
at given Р and Т the activation is accompanied by the energy increasing, 
also the entropy should be increased like to the fact that the entropy is in-
creased at the phases transition by the first kind at ΔН > 0.

Thus, we suppose, that via the activation process at viscous flow of 
liquid the change of ΔS* can be expressed via ΔH* as same as at the phase 
transition by the first kind. Activation process at given Р and Т is non-
equilibrium, however theoretically it can be always found at given Р such 
hypothetic temperature Т*, at which the activation transition will be equi-
librium. Therefore, at this temperature Т*

 /S H T∗ ∗ ∗∆ = ∆  (67)

Then the Eq. (66) can be rewritten as:

 0 2 exp
h H

kT RT

∗

∗

 ∆ τ = − 
  

. (68)

Calculated values of Т* accordingly to Eq. (67) for the n-alcohols and 
water are represented in Table. For homological series of n-alcohols the 
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values of Т* are not strongly differed one from other, and exactly this ex-
plains the experimentally observed the slope opposition dependence of τ0 
on EH ≈∗∆ .

In conclusion of the presented chapter it is necessary to note, that the 
activation entropy by Eq. (67) type occurs also in chemical processes as 
one among terms of the general activation entropy. This fact is proved 
both by rapidly observed compensation effects in a range of the single-
type chemical reactions, and by the presence of so-called quick reactions, 
description of which is not kept within the Eyring’s theory.

5.5 CALCULATION OF THE DIFFUSION COEFFICIENTS BASED 
ON THE COEFFICIENTS OF VISCOUSITY

Experimental determination of the diffusion coefficients D is enough com-
plicated and labor intensive process, whereas the experimental determina-
tion of the coefficients of viscosity doesn’t strike the great complications.

Established long ago the empirical Walden’s rule

 D consth ≈  (69)

doesn’t give the estimation of the value const and is approximate, but 
points on the possibility of D calculation based on the experimental values 
η.

For pure liquids the relationship between the transfer coefficient L or 
coefficient of self-diffusion D is determined via the ratio (Eq. 33), which 
can be rewritten in a form of the Walden’s rule (L=D)

 21
2

RT
D

V
h = δ  (70)

Expressing the transfer area δ2 via the molar volume of liquid

 
2 2/3( / )AV Nδ = , (71)

for the coefficient of the self-diffusion we will obtain the expression:
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1/3

2/3
1
2 A

RT
D

MN
ρ =   h  (72)

The calculated values of D accordingly to Eq. (72) with the use of ex-
perimental data of η at Т = 293 К are represented in Table 1. As we can 
see, the calculated data of D have a typical order for the liquids by similar 
kind, well defined reflect the dependence of D on molar mass in presented 
homolytical range and on nature of homolytical range.

For the solutions the determination of coefficients of diffusion of com-
ponents upon the viscosity is more complicated task. In accordance with 
Eqs. (48) and (71) we have

 
1/3

1
2i

i i A

RT V
D

V N
 

=  h    (73)

Here V is a molar volume of the solution, so /V M= ρ , i i
i

M M N= ∑
 
is a 

molar mass of the solution.
As we can see, the calculation of the coefficient of diffusion of the 

solution’s component accordingly to Eq. (73) needs the knowledge, first 
of all, the coefficient of the viscosity of the presented component and its 
partial-molar volume.

5.6 FRICTIONAL AND ELASTIC COEFFICIENTS OF VISCOUSITY 
OF HIGHMOLECULAR LIQUIDS

In contrast to the low-molecular liquids the high-molecular ones, namely 
polymeric solutions and melts, are called by “viscoelastic”. This means 
that the measured or effective viscosity of the polymeric solutions should 
has the frictional component, caused by the forces of friction between the 
layers of liquid, which are moving under the action of gradient rate of the 
hydrodynamic flow with different rates, and the elastic component, caused 
by the property of conformation of polymeric chain to do the resistance 
to the shear strain. Such fact, that a so-called anomalous behavior of the 
polymeric solutions, that is the dependence of their effective viscosity on 
gradient rate of the hydrodynamic flow is not properly for the low-molecular 
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liquids, permits to assume, that exactly the elastic component of the vis-
cosity of polymeric solutions is gradiently depended value.

Let consider of this problem for the single-component high-molecular 
liquid, for example for polymeric melt [10].

The Newton’s equation in a form (Eq. 23) in this case will be determine 
the shear stress only via the frictional coefficient of viscosity fh :

 
yx

xy yx f
uu

y x
∂ ∂σ = σ = h + ∂ ∂ 

, (74)

With taking into account of the elastic properties of conformation of poly-
meric chains the shear stress should be described by the Maxwell’s equa-
tion

 yx
xy yx f xy

uu
y x

∂ ∂σ = σ = h + + µθ ∂ ∂ 
 (75)

Here: xyθ  is an angle of shear in the plane xy, µ  is the shear module, 
determined in Refs. [11, 12] for the diluted and concentrated polymeric 
solutions and melts.

Let input the gradient rate of the hydrodynamic flow

 yx uu
g

y x
∂∂= +

∂ ∂
. (76)

and let rewrite the Eq. (75) in more simple form

 f gσ = h + µθ
 (77)

Thus, the shear stress calculated during the experiment, is determined both 
by the shear of liquid’s layers one relatively other and by the deformation 
shear of the conformational volumes of polymeric chains. However, the 
measured shear stress is correlated with the known gradient of rate of the 
hydrodynamic flow in a form of the Newton’s Eq. (74), but not in a form 
of the Maxwell’s Eq. (75):

 gσ = h .  (78)
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Therefore, in Eq. (78) h  is the measured effective viscosity. Comparing 
the Eqs. (77) and (78), for the effective viscosity we will obtained the 
equation

 f gh = h + µθ   (79)

Usually the Maxwell’s model is represented as sequentially combined the 
elastic spring and damper, corresponding respectively for the second and 
for the first terms in Eq. (79). As to the polymeric solutions this model has 
two essential lacks. First is the fact that it supposes that the spring instanter 
responses on the external action, whereas the polymeric chain has enough 
more relaxation time and its response on the external action is extended 
via time. Secondly, in contrast to the spring into the Maxwell’s model, the 
polymeric chain into the solution under the action of the gradient of rate 
of the hydrodynamic flow is not only deformated but also is rotated. This 
leads to fact that the shear forces act for the all time on the different sec-
tions of the conformational volume. Therefore, the value of shear defor-
mation of the conformational volume of polymeric chain will be depend 
not only on the applied shear forces, but also on the rotation rate of the 
polymeric ball. Taking into account of the above-said, the gradient rate of 
the hydrodynamic flow g let input as two parts, first of which determines 
the rate of the deformation shear gs of the conformational volume of poly-
meric chain, and the second determines an angle rate of its rotation gr, at 
which the frozen equilibrium conformational state of the polymeric chain 
is retained, as it is formulated for example in the model of the hard bended 
Kuhn’s wire [13]:

 s rg g g= + . (80)

Let sθθ =  is a limiting or stationary value of the shear angle correspond-
ing to the presented external action gs at infinite time of action. Then the 
rate of shear can be described by simple kinetic equation

 ( )s s s
d

g k
dt
θ= = θ − θ . (81)
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The value inverse to the constant of the shear rate is the characteristic time 
of shear: 1−= s

* kt  . That is why let rewrite the Eq. (81) as

 *
1

( )s
d
dt t
θ = θ − θ  (82)

Integrating the Eq. (82) via the limits from θ  = 0 at t = 0 till the value θ , 
achieved at t = tv, where tv is the characteristic time of the external action, 
we will obtained

 *1 exp v
s

t
t

  θ = θ − −    
 (83)

It follows from this, that sθ → θ  at vt → ∞ , since t ∗  is the property of the 
polymeric chain does not depending on time of the external action.

Combining the Eqs. (82) and (83), we will obtained the expression for 
the rate of shear deformation:

 * *exps v
s

t
g

t t
θ  = − 

   (84)

Let suppose [10] that the rotation and shear deformation of the confor-
mational volume of polymeric chains inherently have the same reparation 
mechanism [14], which is realized via the segmental movement. In such 
a case the angular rotation rate has the same characteristic time t ∗ , but at 
this it does not depend on the current rotation angle. That is why it can be 
accepted as equal to the initial rate of shear at t = 0 and respectively 0θ = . 
This means accordingly to Eq. (84), that

 *
s

rg
t
θ

= . (85)

Combining the Eqs. (84) and (85) into (80), we will obtain

 * *1 exps vtg
t t

 θ  = + −      (86)

Next, by substituting the Eqs. (83) and (86) in (79), we will found
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{ }
{ }

*
0

*

1 exp

1 exp

v
f e

v

t t

t t

− −
h = h + h

+ −
. (87)

Here

 
0 *
e th = µ  (88)

depends only on the properties of the macromolecule that is why it rep-
resents by itself the coefficient of the elastic component of viscosity, the 
endowment of which into the effective viscosity, however depends on the 
gradient rate of the hydrodynamic flow. The value

 
{ }
{ }

*
0

*

1 exp

1 exp

v
e e

v

t t

t t

− −
h = h

+ − . (89)

can be named by the effective coefficient of the elastic component of the 
viscosity of polymeric melt or, in general case, by the single-component 
macromolecular liquid.

In accordance with the Eqs. (84)–(86) the following conditions should 
be performed:

 0g → , vt → ∞  and g → ∞ , 0vt → ,   (90)

at which from the Eq. (87) two asymptotic limits for the effective viscosity 
respectively follow: 

 0
f eh = h + h , (91)

and

 fh = h . (92)

So, accordingly to Eq. (91) a so-called “maximal Newton viscosity” [15] 
at g → 0 is not as such, since is represented by a sum of the frictional 
(Newton) and of the elastic (Maxwell) components. On the contrary, at 
g → ∞  the shear deformation of the conformational volume of polymeric 
chain hasn’t time is visualized and the endowment of the elastic compo-
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nent of the viscosity becomes as zero; so, the effective viscosity is wholly 
determined by the frictional component.

Due to the volumetric character of the shear forces the Eq. (40) for 
the polymeric solution as a function of its composition is retained in the 
previous form

 i i
i

h = h φ∑ . (93)

But at this, the viscosity coefficient of polymer in Eq. (93) should be pre-
sented with taking into account the frictional and elastic components that 
is in a form of Eq. (87). Besides, it is necessary to take into account that 
the properties of polymeric chains, in particular, the module µ  and the 
characteristic time ∗t  of shear, essentially depend on fact, if the polymeric 
solution is diluted or concentrated accordingly to the conditions ∗≤ ρρ  
or ∗> ρρ , in which ρ  is the density, and ∗ρ  is the critical density of the 
solution upon polymer, which corresponds to the beginning of the poly-
meric chains conformational volumes overlapping.

These and others nuances of the Eq. (93) application to the analysis of 
the effective viscosity of polymeric solutions will be in detail discussed 
in two following articles with the using of more statistically significant 
experimental data concerning to the viscosity of the polystyrene solutions 
and melts.

5.7 CONCLUSIONS

An analysis of the molecular-kinetic theories of Frenkel and Eyring leads 
to the expressions for the coefficients of viscosity of low-molecular pure 
liquids, containing of the ratio RT Vτ . From the general phenomenologi-
cal determinations of the substances flow under the action of the gradient 
of chemical potential and analysis of the appearing into the flow of the 
shear forces and corresponding tensions it was proved, that the viscosity 
coefficient of the pure liquid is ordered to the ratio 3 /RT Vh = τ , and in a 
case of the component of solution it is ordered to the ratio 3 /i i iRT Vh = τ .
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A comparison of the experimental values of the characteristic times t 
of the viscous flow and the calculated ones shows, that the preexponential 
multiplier τ0 is determined by not only the frequency of the oscillating 
movement of the particles into the quasi-lattice of the liquid but also by 
the entropy factor. This leads to the conclusion that the activation entropy 
at the viscous flow of the liquid can be found via the same expression, as 
in a case of the entropy at the phase transition by the first kind. Obtained 
expression for the activation entropy /S H T∗ ∗ ∗∆ = ∆  permits to explain the 
low values of 0 2 /h kTτ <<  for the associated liquids and the observed 
slope opposition for the dependence between τ0 and the activation energy 
of the viscous flow.

It were proposed the expressions accordingly to which it can be cal-
culated the coefficients of the self-diffusion and diffusion based on cor-
responding coefficients of the viscosity of low-molecular pure liquids and 
melts.

An analysis of the Maxwell’s equation and the deformation rates of the 
conformational volumes of polymeric chains and their rotation permit-
ted to separate the frictional and elastic coefficients of the viscosity of 
high-molecular single-component liquid. It was shown, that exactly the 
elastic coefficient of the viscosity is gradiently depended value. At this, 
a so-called maximal Newton viscosity at 0g →  indeed is not such and it 
is represented by a sum of the frictional and elastic components. On the 
contrary, at g → ∞  the effective viscosity is wholly determined only by the 
frictional component.

KEYWORDS

 • characteristic time of the viscous flow 

 • chemical potential 

 • frictional and elastic components of the viscosity of high molecular 
liquid

 • viscosity of pure liquids 
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SUMMARY

A gradient dependence of the effective viscosity η for the concentrated 
solutions of the polystyrene in toluene at three concentrations ρ = 0.4×105; 
0.5×105; 0.7×105 g/m3 correspondingly for the fourth fractions of the poly-
styrene with the average molar weights М = 5.1×104; 4.1×104; 3.3×104; 
2.2×104 g/mole respectively has been experimentally investigated. For every 
pair of the values ρ and М a gradient dependence of the viscosity was 
studied at four temperatures: 25, 30, 35 and 40°С. An effective viscosity 
of the melts of polystyrene was studied for the same fractions, but at the 
temperatures 190, 200 and 210 °С. The investigations have been carried out 
with the use of the rotary viscosimeter “Rheotest 2.1” under the different an-
gular velocities ω of the working cylinder rotation. An analysis of the depen-
dencies η(ω) permitted to mark the frictional ηf and elastic ηe components of 
the viscosity ant to study their dependence on temperature Т, concentration ρ 
and on the length of a chain N. It was determined, that the relative movement 
of the intertwined between themselves polymeric chains into m-ball, which 
includes into itself the all possible effects of the gearings, makes the main 
endowment into the frictional component of the viscosity. The elastic com-
ponent of the viscosity ηе is determined by the elastic properties of the con-
formational volume of the m-ball of polymeric chains under its shear strain. 
The numerical values of the characteristic time and the activation energy of 
the segmental movement were obtained on the basis of the experimental data. 
In a case of a melt the value of E and RS *∆  are approximately in two times 
more than the same values for the diluted and concentrated solutions of the 
polystyrene in toluene; this means that the dynamic properties of the poly-
meric chains in melt are considerably near to their values in polymeric matrix 
than in solutions. Carried out analysis and generalization of the obtained ex-
perimental data show that as same as for low-molecular liquids the studying 
of the viscosity of polymeric solutions permits sufficient adequate to estimate 
the characteristic time of the segmental movement accordingly to which the 
coefficients of polymeric chains diffusion can be calculated in solutions and 
melt, in other words, to determine their dynamic characteristics.
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6.1 INTRODUCTION

The viscosity h of polymeric solutions is an object of the numerous ex-
perimental and theoretical investigations generalized in Refs. [1-4]. This 
is explained both by the practical importance of the presented property 
of polymeric solutions in a number of the technological processes and 
by the variety of the factors having an influence on the h value, also by 
a wide diapason (from 10–3 to 102 Pa.s) of the viscosity change under 
transition from the diluted solutions and melts to the concentrated ones. 
The all above said gives a great informational groundwork for the testing 
of different theoretical imaginations about the equilibrium and dynamic 
properties of the polymeric chains.

It can be marked three main peculiarities for the characteristic of the 
concentrated polymeric solutions viscosity, namely:

1.  Measurable effective viscosity h for the concentrated solutions is 
considerable stronger than the h for the diluted solutions and de-
pends on the velocity gradient g of the hydrodynamic flow or on 
the shear rate.

It can be distinguished [4] the initial η0 and the final h∞ viscosities 
(η0 > h∞), to which the extreme conditions g → 0 and g → ∞ correspond 
respectively.

Due to dependence of η on g and also due to the absence of its theoreti-
cal description, the main attention of the researches [4] is paid into, so-
called, the most newton (initial) viscosity η0, which is formally determined 
as the limited value at g→0. Exactly this value η0 is estimated as a function 
of molar mass, temperature, and concentration (in solutions).

The necessity of the experimentally found values of effective viscosity 
extrapolation to “zero” shear stress doesn’t permit to obtain the reliable 
value of η0. This leads to the essential and far as always easy explained 
contradictions of the experimental results under the critical comparison of 
data by different authors.

2.  Strong power dependence of h on the length N of a polymeric 
chain and on the concentration r (g/m3) of a polymer in solution exists: 

βaρh N~  with the indexes α = 5 ̧  7, b = 3.3 ¸ 3.5, as it was shown by 
authors [4].
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3.  It was experimentally determined by authors [1, 5] that the vis-
cosity h and the characteristic relaxation time t* of the polymeric 
chains into concentrated solutions and melts are characterized by 
the same scaling dependence on the length of a chain:

 ~ ~t N∗ βh  (1)

with the index b = 3.4.
Among the numerous theoretical approaches to the analysis of the 

polymeric solutions viscosity anomaly, that is, the dependence of h on 
g, it can be marked the three main approaches. The first one connects the 
anomaly of the viscosity with the influence of the shear strain on the po-
tential energy of the molecular kinetic units transition from the one equi-
librium state into another one and gives the analysis of this transition from 
the point of view of the absolute reactions rates theory [6]. However, such 
approach hasn’t take into account the specificity of the polymeric chains; 
that is why, it wasn’t win recognized in the viscosity theory of the poly-
meric solutions. In accordance with the second approach the polymeric so-
lutions viscosity anomaly is explained by the effect of the hydrodynamic 
interaction between the links of the polymeric chain; such links represent 
by themselves the “beads” into the “necklace” model. Accordingly to this 
effect the hydrodynamic flow around the presented “bead” essentially de-
pends on the position of the other “beads” into the polymeric ball. An 
anomaly of the viscosity was conditioned by the anisotropy of the hydro-
dynamic interaction, which creates the orientational effect [7, 8]. High val-
ues of the viscosity for the concentrated solutions and its strong gradient 
dependence cannot be explained only by the effect of the hydrodynamic 
interaction.

That is why the approaches integrated into the conception of the struc-
tural theory of the viscosity were generally recognized. In accordance with 
this theory the viscosity of the concentrated polymeric solutions is de-
termined by the quasi-net of the linkages of twisted between themselves 
polymeric chains and, therefore, depends on the modulus of elasticity E of 
the quasi-net and on the characteristic relaxation time t* [1−2]:

 *E th = ⋅   (2)
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It is supposed, that the E is directly proportional to the density of the link-
ages assemblies and is inversely proportional to the interval between them 
along the same chain. An anomaly of the viscosity is explained by the link-
ages assemblies’ density decreasing at their destruction under the action of 
shear strain [9], or by the change of the relaxation spectrum [10], or by the 
distortion of the polymer chain links distribution function relatively to its 
center of gravity [11]. A gradient dependence of the viscosity is described 
by the expression [11]:

 ( ) ( ) ( )0 f gt∗
∞ ∞h − h h − h =  (3)

It was greatly recognized the universal scaling ratio [1, 5]:

 ( )0 f gt∗h = h ⋅  (4)

in which the dimensionless function ( )* ( )f gt f x=  has the asymptotes f(0) 
= 1, f(x)x>1 = x–g, g = 0.8.

Hence, both Eqs. (3) and (4) declare the gradient dependence of h by 
the function of the one nondimensional parameter gt*. However, under the 
theoretical estimation of h and t* as a function of N there are contradictions 
between the experimentally determined ratio (1) and b = 3.4. Thus, the 
analysis of the entrainment of the surrounding chains under the movement 
of some separated chain by [12] leads to the dependencies 53,N~h  but 

54,* N~t . At the analysis [13] of the self-coordinated movement of a chain 
enclosing into the tube formed by the neighboring chains it was obtained 
the 3N~h , 4N~t* . The approach in Ref. [14], which is based on the con-
ception of the reputational mechanism of the polymeric chain movement 
gives the following dependence 3Nt~ *h . So, the index b = 3.4 in the ratio 
(Eq. 1) from the point of view of authors [2] remains by one among the 
main unsolved tasks of the polymers’ physics.

Summarizing the above presented short review, let us note, that the 
conception about the viscosity-elastic properties of the polymeric solu-
tions accordingly to the Maxwell’s equation should be signified the pres-
ence of two components of the effective viscosity, namely: the frictional 
one, caused by the friction forces only, and the elastic one, caused by 
the shear strain of the conformational volume of macromolecules. But in 
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any among listed above theoretical approaches the shear strain of the con-
formational volumes of macromolecules was not taken into account. The 
sustained opinion by authors [3-4] that the shear strain is visualized only 
in the strong hydrodynamic flows whereas it can be neglected at little g, fa-
cilitates to this fact. But in this case the inverse effect should be observed, 
namely an increase of h at the g enlargement.

These contradictions can be overpassed, if to take into account [15, 
16], that, although at the velocity gradient of hydrodynamic flow increas-
ing the external action leading to the shear strain of the conformational 
volume of polymeric chain is increased, but at the same time, the char-
acteristic time of the external action on the rotating polymeric ball is de-
creased; in accordance with the kinetic reasons this leads to the decreasing 
but not to the increasing of the shear strain degree. Such analysis done by 
authors [15−17] permitted to mark the frictional and the elastic compo-
nents of the viscosity and to show that exactly the elastic component of the 
viscosity is the gradiently dependent value. The elastic properties of the 
conformational volume of polymeric chains, in particular shear modulus, 
were described early by authors [18−19] based on the self-avoiding walks 
statistics (SAWS).

Here presented the experimental data concerning to the viscosity of 
the concentrated solutions of styrene in toluene and also of the melt and it is 
given their interpretation on the basis of works [15−19].

6.2 EXPERIMENTAL DATA AND STARTING POSITIONS

In order to obtain statistically significant experimental data we have stud-
ied the gradient dependence of the viscosity for the concentrated solution 
of polystyrene in toluene at concentrations 0.4×105; 0.5×105 and 0.7×105 
g/m3 for the four fractions of polystyrene characterizing by the apparent 
molar weights M = 5.1×104; M = 4.1×104; M = 3.3×104 and M = 2.2×104 
g/mole. For each pair of values r and M the gradient dependence of the 
viscosity has been studied at fourth temperatures 25°C, 30°C, 35°C and 
40°C.

The viscosity for the polystyrene melt were investigated using the 
same fractions at 210°C. Temperature dependence of the polystyrene melt 
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was investigated for the fraction with average molecular weight M = 2.2× 
104 g/mole under three temperatures, namely 190, 200 and 210°C.

The experiments have been carried out with the use of the rotary vis-
cometer RHEOTEST 2.1 equipped by the working cylinder having two ro-
tary surfaces by diameters d1 = 3.4 × 10–2 and d2 = 3.9 × 10–2 m in a case of 
the concentrated solutions of polystyrene investigation and using the de-
vice by “cone−plate” type equipped with the working cone by 0.3° angle 
and radius r = 1.8×10−2 m in a case of the polystyrene melt investigation.

6.3 CONCENTRATED SOLUTIONS

6.3.1 INITIAL STATEMENTS

Typical dependences of viscosity η of solution on the angular velocity w 
(turns/s) of the working cylinder rotation are represented on Figs. 1−3. 
Generally it was obtained the 48 curves of h(w).

For the analysis of the experimental curves of h(w) it was used the 
expression [15, 20]:

 { }( ) { }( )1 exp 1 expf e b bh = h + h − − ω + − ω  (5)

in which η is the measured viscosity of the solution at given value ω of the 
working cylinder velocity rate; ηf, and ηe are frictional and elastic compo-
nents of η;

 / /v mb t t∗ ∗ω =  (6)

where ∗
mt  is the characteristic time of the shear strain of the conforma-

tional volume for m-ball of intertwined polymeric chains; ∗
vt  is the char-

acteristic time of the external action of gradient rate of the hydrodynamic 
flow on the m-ball.

The notion about the m-ball of the intertwined polymeric chains will 
be considered later.
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FIGURE 1 Experimental (points) and calculated in accordance with the Eq. (5) (curves) 
dependencies of the effective viscosity on the rotation velocity of the working cylinder: ρ 
= 4.0×105 g/m3, M = 4.1×104 g/mole, T = 25 ÷ 40°C.

FIGURE 2 Experimental (points) and calculated in accordance with the Eq. (5) (curves) 
dependencies of the effective viscosity on the rotation velocity of the working cylinder: ρ 
= 5.0×105 g/m3, M = 5.1 ÷ 2.2×104 g/mole, T = 25°C.
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FIGURE 3 Experimental (points) and calculated in accordance with the Eq. (5) (curves) 
dependencies of the effective viscosity on the rotation velocity of the working cylinder: ρ 
= 4.0×105 ¸ 7.0×105 g/m3, M = 3.3×104 g/mole, T = 25°C.

The shear strain of the conformational volume of m-ball and its rota-
tion is realized in accordance with the reputational mechanism presented 
in Ref. [2], that is, via the segmental movement of the polymeric chain, 
that is why *

mt  is also the characteristic time of the own, that is, without 
the action g, rotation of m-ball [17].

The Eq. (5) leads to the two asymptotes:

 ef hhh +=  at 1/ >>ωb

 fhh =  at 1/ <<ωb

So, it is observed a general regularity of the effective viscosity dependence 
on the rotation velocity ω of the working cylinder for diluted, concentrated 
solutions and melts. Under condition, that 1/ >>ωb , that is at 0→ω , 
the effective viscosity is equal to a sum of the frictional and elastic com-
ponents of the viscosity, and under condition ∞→ω  the measurable vis-
cosity is determined only by a frictional component of the viscosity.
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In accordance with Eq. (5) the effective viscosity h(w) is a function on 
three parameters, namely fh , eh  and b. They can be found on a basis of 
the experimental values of h(w) via the optimization method in program 
ORIGIN 5.0. As an analysis showed, the numerical values of fh are easy 
determined upon a plateau on the curves h(w) accordingly to the condi-
tion 1<<ω/b  (see Figs. 1−3). However, the optimization method gave 
not always the correct values of eh  and b. There are two reasons for this. 
Firstly, in a field of the 0→ω , the uncertainty of h(w) measurement is 
sharply increased since the moment of force registered by a device is a 
small. Secondly, in very important field of the curve transition h(w) from 
the strong dependence of h on w to the weak one the parameters eh  and 
b are interflowed into a composition eh b, that is, they are by one param-
eter. Really, at the condition 1<<ω/b  decomposing the exponents into 
Eq. (5) and limiting by two terms of the row 

ωω
bbexp −≈







− 1 , we will 

obtained 2/bef hhh += . Due to the above-mentioned reasons the optimi-
zation method gives the values of eh  and b depending between themselves 
but doesn’t giving the global minimum of the errors functional. That is 
why at the estimation of eh  and b parameters it was necessary sometimes 
to supplement the optimization method with the “manual” method of the 
global minimum search varying mainly by the numerical estimation of eh .

As we can see from the Figs. 1−3, calculated curves η(ω) accordingly 
to the Eq. (5) and found in such a way parameters ηf, ηe and b, are de-
scribed the experimental values very well.

The results of ηf, ηe and b numerical estimations for the all-48 experi-
mental curves η(ω) are represented in Table 1. The mean−square standard 
deviations of the ηf , ηe and b calculations indicated on the Figs. 1–3.

A review of these data shows that the all three parameters are the func-
tions on the concentration of polymer into solution, on the length of a 
chain and on the temperature. But at this, the eh  and fh  are increased at 
the r and M increasing and are decreased at the T increasing whereas the b 
parameter is changed into the opposite way. The analysis of these depen-
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dencies will be represented in Chapter 3 (Section 3.2 and 3.3). Here let us 
present the all needed for this analysis determinations, notifications and 
information concerning to the concentrated polymeric solutions.

Investigated solutions of the polystyrene in toluene were concentrated; 
since the following condition was performing for them:

 ∗ρ ≥ ρ  (7)

where ∗ρ  is a critical density of the solution per polymer corresponding to 
the starting of the polymeric chains conformational volumes overlapping 
having into diluted solution ( )*ρρ ≤  the conformation of Flory ball by the 
radius

 3/5
fR aN= , (8)

where a is a length of the chain’s link. It’s followed from the determination 
of *ρ

 * 3 3
0/ /A f A fM N R M N N Rρ = =  (9)

where M0 is the molar weigh of the link of a chain. Taking into account the 
Eqs. (8) and (9) we have:

 
* 4/5

0N−ρ = ρ , (10)

where

 3
0 0 / AM a Nρ =  (11)

can be called as the density into volume of the monomeric link.

TABLE 1 Optimization parameters ηf, ηe and b in Eq. (5).

ρ×10–5, g/m3 4.0 5.0 7.0

T , 
°C

M×104

g/mole
5.1 4.1 3.3 2.2 5.1 4.1 3.3 2.2 5.1 4.1 3.3 2.2
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25

ηf×, Pa×s 0.35 0.19 0.16 0.06 1.11 0.69 0.43 0.36 6.50 2.66 2.64 0.86

ηe, Pa×s 1.40 0.73 0.33 0.09 2.50 1.10 0.87 0.35 7.60 3.75 2.37 1.50

b×103, s–1 1.15 3.37 4.20 32.3 1.66 1.02 2.91 7.31 0.36 0.76 1.50 2.44

30

ηf×, Pa×s 0.31 0.17 0.14 0.05 1.00 0.62 0.36 0.24 4.95 2.11 2.03 0.68

ηe, Pa×s 0.95 0.57 0.25 0.06 1.30 0.76 0.52 0.32 4.05 2.21 1.86 1.00

b×103, s–1 1.38 4.30 5.90 35.0 2.23 1.80 3.14 8.69 0.72 0.83 1.70 2.65

35

ηf×, Pa×s 0.19 0.13 0.11 0.04 0.68 0.50 0.26 0.19 4.07 1.85 1.45 0.43

ηe, Pa×s 0.60 0.39 0.21 0.05 0.90 0.35 0.23 0.22 3.50 1.80 1.59 0.79

b×103, s–1 3.67 5.80 6.37 49.0 2.41 3.56 4.60 9.10 0.88 0.96 1.93 3.20

40

ηf×, Pa×s 0.17 0.12 0.10 0.04 0.56 0.42 0.22 0.17 2.91 1.46 0.98 0.27

ηe, Pa×s 0.40 0.19 0.13 0.03 0.65 0.29 0.15 0.12 2.01 1.39 1.19 0.57

b×103, s–1 5.35 6.60 6.90 73.9 2.67 5.60 5.60 16.8 1.33 1.41 2.27 4.24

In accordance with the SARWS [19] the conformational radius Rm of 
the polymeric chain into concentrated solutions is greater than into diluted 
ones and is increased at the polymer concentration ρ  increasing. More-
over, not one, but m macromolecules with the same conformational radius 
are present into the conformational volume 3

mR . This leads to the notion 
of twisted polymeric chains m-ball for which the conformational volume 

3
mR  is general and equally accessible. Since the m-ball is not localized with 

the concrete polymeric chain, it is the virtual, that is, by the mathematical 
notion.

It is followed from the SARWS [19]:

 
1/5

m fR R m= ⋅  (12)

 ( )1 21 5m ∗= ρ ρ  at
∗ρ ≥ ρ , (13)
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thus, it can be written

 ( )1 2
0mR aN= ρ ρ  (14)

The shear modulus µ  for the m-ball was determined by the expression 
[19]:

 

2

3
0

1.36
A

RT
N a

 ρµ =  ρ   (15)

and, as it can be seen, doesn’t depend on the length of a chain into the 
concentrated solutions.

Characteristic time *
mt  of the rotary movement of the m-ball and, re-

spectively its shear, in accordance with the prior work [17] is equal to

 

2.5
3.4

0

4
7m m mt N L∗  ρ= τ ρ   (16)

Let us compare the *
mt  with the characteristic time *

ft  of the rotary move-
ment of Flory ball into diluted solution [17]:

 
1.44

7f f ft N L∗ = τ . (17)

In these expressions mτ  and fτ are characteristic times of the segmental 
movement of the polymeric chains and mL  and fL are their form factors 
into concentrated and diluted solutions respectively. Let us note also, that 
the Eqs. (16) and (17) are self-coordinated since at *ρρ =  the Eq. (16) 
transforms into the Eq. (17). The form factors mL  and fL  are determined 
by a fact how much strong the conformational volume of the polymeric 
chain is strained into the ellipsoid of rotation, flattened or elongated one as it 
was shown by author [21].
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6.3.2 FRICTIONAL COMPONENT OF THE EFFECTIVE 
VISCOSITY

In accordance with the data of Table 1 the frictional component of the vis-
cosity fh strongly depends on a length of the polymeric chains, on their 
concentration and on the temperature. The all spectrum of fh dependence 
on N, ρ  and T we will be considered as the superposition of the fourth 
movement forms giving the endowment into the frictional component of 
the solution viscosity. For the solvent such movement form is the Brown-
ian movement of the molecules, i.e., their translation freedom degree: the 
solvent viscosity coefficient sh  will be corresponding to this translation 
freedom degree. The analog of the Brownian movement of the solvent 
molecules is the segmental movement of the polymeric chain, which is 
responsible for its translation and rotation movements and also for the 
shear strain. The viscosity coefficient msh  will be corresponding to this 
segmental movement of the polymeric chain.

Under the action of a velocity gradient g of the hydrodynamic flow the 
polymeric m-ball performs the rotary movement also giving the endowment 
into the frictional component of the viscosity. In accordance with the super-
position principle the segmental movement and the external rotary movement 
of the polymeric chains will be considered as the independent ones. In this 
case the external rotary movement of the polymeric chains without taking into 
account the segmental one is similar to the rotation of m-ball with the frozen 
equilibrium conformation of the all m polymeric chains represented into m-
ball. This corresponds to the inflexible Kuhn’s wire model [22]. The viscosity 
coefficient pmh  will be corresponding to the external rotating movement of 
the m-ball under the action of g. The all listed movement forms are enough 
in order to describe the diluted solutions. However, in a case of the concen-
trated solutions it is necessary to embed one more movement form, namely, 
the transference of the twisted between themselves polymeric chain one re-
spectively another in m-ball. Exactly such relative movement of the polymeric 
chains contents into itself the all-possible linkages effects. Accordingly to the 
superposition principle the polymeric chains movement does not depend on 
the above-listed movement forms if it doesn’t change the equilibrium confor-
mation of the polymeric chains in m-ball. The endowment of such movement 
form into fh  let us note via pzh .
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Not all the listed movement forms give the essential endowment into 
the fh , however for the generality let us start from the taking into account 
of the all forms. In such a case the frictional component of a viscosity 
should be described by the expression:

 ( )(1 )f s sm pm pzh = h − φ + h + h + h φ , (18)

or

 ( )f s sm pm pz sh − h = h + h + h − h φ , (19)

where ϕ  is the volumetric part of the polymer into solution. It is equal to 
the volumetric part of the monomeric links into m-ball; that is why it can 
be determined by the ratio:

 3
A mVN N Rφ = , (20)

in which 
−
V  is the partial-molar volume of the monomeric link into solu-

tion.
Combining the Eqs. (9)–(14) and Eq. (20) we will obtain:

 0V Mφ = ρ . (21)

The ratio of 
−
VM 0  should be near to the density mρ  of the liquid mono-

mer. Assuming of this approximation, mV/M ρ≈
−

0  we have:

 0 / mM V
−

≈ ρ . (22)

At the rotation of m-ball under the action of g the angular rotation rate for 
any polymeric chain is the same but their links depending on the remote-
ness from the rotation center will have different linear movement rates. 
Consequently, in m-ball there are local velocity gradients of the hydrody-
namic flow. Let mg  represents the averaged upon m-ball local velocity 
gradient of the hydrodynamic flow additional to g. Then, the tangential or 
strain shear σ  formed by these gradients mg  and g  at the rotation move-
ment of m-ball in the medium of a solvent will be equal to:
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 ( )s mg gσ = h + . (23)

However, the measurable strain shear correlates with the well-known ex-
ternal gradient g that gives another effective viscosity coefficient:

 pmgσ = h
 (24)

Comparing the Eqs. (23) and (24) we will obtain

 /pm s s mg gh − h = h . (25)

Noting

 
0 /pm s mg gh = h ⋅  (26)

instead of the Eq. (19) we will write

 ( )0
f s sm pm pzh − h = h + h + h φ  (27)

The endowment of the relative movement of twisted polymeric chains in 
m-ball into the frictional component of the viscosity should be in general 
case depending on a number of the contacts between monomeric links 
independently to which polymeric chain these links belong. That is why 
we assume:

 2~pzh φ . (28)

The efficiency of these contacts or linkages let us estimate comparing the 
characteristic times of the rotation (shear) of m-ball into concentrated so-
lution *

mt  and polymeric ball into diluted solution *
ft  determined by the 

Eqs. (16) and (17).
Let’s note that in accordance with the determination done by author 

[17] *
mt  is the characteristic time not only for m-ball rotation, but also for 

each polymeric chain in it. Consequently, *
mt  is the characteristic time of 

the rotation of polymeric chain twisted with others chains whereas *
ft  is 
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the characteristic time of free polymeric chain rotation. The above-said 
permits to assume the ratio *

f
*
m t/t  as a measure of the polymeric chains 

contacts or linkages efficiency and to write the following in accordance 
with the Eqs. (16) and (17):

 ( ) ( )2.5* * 2
m 0~tpz f m ft N L Lh = ρ ρ  (29)

Taking into account the Eq. (22) and combining the Eqs. (28) and (29) into 
one expression we will obtain:

 

2.5 2
0 2

0
pz pz

m
N

   ρ ρh = h   ρ ρ    (30)

Here the coefficient of proportionality 0
pzh  includes the ratio ffmm L/L ττ , 

which should considerably weaker depends on ρ  and N that the value 
pzh .

Substituting the Eqs. (30) into (27) with taking into account the Eq. 
(22) we have:

 

2.5 2
0 0 2

0
f s sm pm pz

m m
N

    ρ ρ ρ h − h = h + h + h   ρ ρ ρ    
 (31)

Let us estimate the endowment of the separate terms in Eq. (31) into fh . In 
accordance with Table 1 under conditions of our experiments the frictional 
component of the viscosity is changed from the minimal value » 4×10–2 Pa⋅s 
to the maximal one » 6.5 Pa⋅s. Accordingly to the reference data the viscos-
ity coefficient sh  of the toluene has the order 5×10–4 Pa⋅s. The value of 
the viscosity coefficient msh  representing the segmental movement of the 
polymeric chains estimated by us upon fh  of the diluted solution of poly-
styrene in toluene consists of the value by 5×10–3 Pa⋅s order. Thus, it can 
be assumed smh , fs hh <<  and it can be neglected the respective terms in 
Eq. (31). With taking into account of this fact, the Eq. (31) can be rewritten 
in a form convenient for the graphical test:
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2.5 2

0 0 2

0

m
f pm pz

m
N

   ρ ρ ρh = h + h   ρ ρ ρ  
. (32)

On Fig. 4, it is presented the interpretation of the experimental values of 

fh  into coordinates of the Eq. (32). 
At that, it were assumed the following values: M = 104.15 g/mole, a 

= 1.86×10–10 m under determination of 0ρ  accordingly to Eq. (11) and 
60,906 10mρ = ⋅  g/m3 for liquid styrene. As we can, the linear dependence 

is observed corresponding to Eq. (32) at each temperature; based on the 
tangent of these straight lines inclination (see the regression equations on 
Fig. 4) it were found the numerical values of 0

pzh , the temperature depen-
dence of which is shown on Fig. 5 into the Arrhenius’ coordinates.

It is follows from these data, that the activation energy pzE  regarding to 
the movement of twisted polymeric chains in toluene is equal to 39.9 kJ/
mole.

It can be seen from the Fig. 4 and from the represented regression 
equations on them, that the values 0

pmh  are so little (probably, 0 0,1pmh <<  
Pa⋅s) that they are located within the limits of their estimation error. This, 
in particular, didn’t permit us to found the numerical values of the ratio 

g/gm .
So, the analysis of experimental data, which has been done by us, 

showed that the main endowment into the frictional component of the ef-
fective viscosity of the concentrated solutions “polystyrene in toluene” 
has the separate movement of the twisted between themselves into m-ball 
polymeric chains. Exactly this determines a strong dependence of the fh  
on concentration of polymer into solution ( )55,

f ~ ρh  and on the length of a 
chain ( )2N~fh .
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FIGURE 4 An interpretation of the experimental data of ηf in coordinates of the Eq. (32).

FIGURE 5 Temperature dependence of the viscosity coefficient 0
pzh  in coordinates of 

the Arrhenius equation.
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6.3.3 ELASTIC COMPONENT OF THE EFFECTIVE VISCOSITY

It is follows from the data of Table 1, that the elastic component of viscos-
ity eh  is a strong increasing function on polymer concentration ρ , on a 
length of a chain N and a diminishing function on a temperature T. 

The elastic properties of the conformational state of the m-ball of poly-
meric chains are appeared in a form of the resistance to the conformational 
volume deformation under the action of the external forces. In particular, 
the resistance to the shear is determined by the shear modulus µ , which 
for the m-ball was determined by the Eq. (15). As it was shown by author 
[17], the elastic component of the viscosity is equal to:

 e m mt L∗h = µ . (33)

The factor of form mL  depends on the deformation degree of the confor-
mational volume of a ball [17, 21].

Combining the Eqs. (15) and (16) into (33) and assuming 4
1,36 1

7
⋅ ≈  we 

will obtain

 

3.5
3.4

0 0
e m m

RT
N L

M
 ρh = ρ τ ρ  . (34)

Comparing the Eqs. (16) and (34) we can see that the known from the 
reference data ratio 43,*

me N~t~h  is performed but only for the elastic 
component of a viscosity.

It is follows from the Eq. (34), that the parameters mL  and mτ  are in-
separable; so, based on the experimental values of eh (see Table 1) it can 
be found the numerical values only for the composition mmL τ⋅ . The results 
of ( )hτ mmL  calculations are represented in Table 2. In spite of these nu-
merical estimations scattering it is overlooked their clear dependence on 
T, but not on ρ  and N.
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TABLE 2 Calculated values Lτ, τ/L, τ and L based on the experimental magnitudes ηe and b.
ρ×10–5, g/m3 4.0 5.0 7.0

τ·1010, s 
LT , 

°C
M×104,

g/mole
5.1 4.1 3.3 2.2 5.1 4.1 3.3 2.2 5.1 4.1 3.3 2.2

25

(Lτ)
ηe×1010, s

2.63 3.14 2.72 2.99 1.71 1.72 2.61 4.25 1.15 1.29 1.57 4.00

(τ/L)
b×1010, s 3.25 1.81 2.54 0.89 1.17 3.43 1.91 2.06 1.98 1.86 1.38 2.29

τ×1010, s 2.92 2.38 2.63 1.63 1.41 2.43 2.23 2.96 1.51 1.61 1.47 3.03 2.19

L 0.90 1.32 1.03 1.83 1.21 0.71 1.17 1.44 0.76 0.86 1.07 1.32 1.13

30

(Lτ)
ηe×1010, s 1.75 2.41 2.03 1.96 0.88 1.17 1.54 3.83 0.60 0.75 1.21 2.63

(τ/L)
b×1010, s 2.10 1.56 1.81 0.82 0.87 1.94 1.39 1.73 1.00 1.62 1.22 2.11

τ×1010, s 2.17 1.94 1.92 1.27 0.88 1.51 1.46 2.57 0.78 0.98 1.21 2.56 1.59

L 0.81 1.24 1.00 1.55 1.00 0.78 1.05 1.49 0.78 0.60 1.00 1.12 1.04

35

(Lτ)
ηe×1010, s 1.09 1.62 1.67 1.61 0.60 0.53 0.67 2.58 0.51 0.60 1.02 2.04

(τ/L)
b×1010, s 1.01 1.16 1.67 0.59 0.79 0.98 1.21 1.65 0.81 1.35 1.09 1.75

τ×1010, s 1.05 1.37 1.67 0.97 0.70 0.72 0.90 2.06 0.64 0.90 1.05 1.89 1.16

L 1.04 1.18 1.00 1.65 0.87 0.73 0.74 1.25 0.79 0.67 0.97 1.08 1.00

40

(Lτ)
ηe×1010, s 0.72 0.78 1.03 0.96 0.43 0.44 0.43 1.40 0.29 0.46 0.75 1.46

(τ/L)
b×1010, s 0.70 1.01 1.54 0.39 0.73 0.62 1.00 0.90 0.54 0.92 0.91 1.31

τ×1010, s 0.71 0.89 1.26 0.61 0.56 0.52 0.66 1.12 0.40 0.65 0.83 1.38 0.80

L 1.01 0.88 0.82 1.57 0.77 0.84 0.66 1.25 0.73 0.71 0.91 1.06 0.93

6.3.4 PARAMETER B

In accordance with the determination (Eq. 6), the b parameter is a measure 
of the velocity gradient of hydrodynamic flow created by the working cyl-
inder rotation, influence on characteristic time *

vt  of g  action on the shear 
strain of the m-ball and its rotation movement. Own characteristic time *

mt  
of m-ball shear and rotation accordingly to Eq. (16) depends only on ρ , 
N and T via mτ .

It is follows from the experimental data (see Table 1) that the b pa-
rameter is a function on the all three variables ρ , N and T, but, at that, is 
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increased at T increasing and is decreased at ρ  and N increasing. In order 
to describe these dependences let us previously determine the angular rate 

0
mω  (s–1) of the strained m-ball rotation with the effective radius mm LR  of 

the working cylinder by diameter d contracting with the surface:

 0 /m m md R Lω = π ω  (35)

Here π  is appeared due to the difference in the dimensionalities of 0
mω  

and ω .
Let us determine the 0

vt  as the reverse one 0
mω :

 0 /v m mt R L d= π ω  (36)

Accordingly to Eq. (36) 0
vt  is a time during which the m-ball with the ef-

fective radius mm LR  under the action of working cylinder by diameter d 
rotation will be rotated on the angle equal to the one radian. Let us note, 
that the *

mt  was determined by authors [17] also in calculation of the m-
ball turning on the same single angle.

Since in our experiments the working cylinder had two rotating sur-
faces with the diameters d1 and d2, the value 0

mω  was averaged out in 
accordance with the condition d = (d1 + d2)/2; so, respectively, the value 

0
vt  was averaged out too:

 0
1 22 / ( )v m mt R L d d= π + ω . (37)

So, 0
vt  is in inverse proportion to ω ; therefore, through the constant de-

vice it is in inverse proportion to g : 10 −g~tv . However, as it was noted in 
Chapter 2.2, in m-ball due to the difference in linear rates of the polymeric 
chains links it is appeared the hydrodynamic interaction which leads to 
the appearance of the additional to g  local averaged upon m-ball velocity 
gradient of the hydrodynamic flow mg . This local gradient mg  acts not 
on the conformational volume of the m-ball but on the monomeric frame-
work of the polymeric chains (the inflexible Kuhn’s wire model [22]). That 
is why the endowment of mg  into characteristic time *

vt  depends on the 
volumetric part ϕ  of the links into the conformational volume of m-ball, 
i.e., ( ) 1−+ ϕm

*
v gg~t .
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Therefore, it can be written the following:

 0
v

mv

t g
g gt

∗
=

+ φ , (38)

that with taking into account of Eq. (37) leads to the expression

 ( )1 2

2 1m m m
v

m

R L gt
d d g

∗  ρ= + π + ω ρ 
. (39)

Combining the Eqs. (16) and (39) into (6) we will obtain

 ( )
2

2.4

1 2 0

7 1
2

mm

m m

gLab N
d d g

   ρρ= ⋅ +   π + τ ρ ρ    . (40)

As we can see, here the parameters mL  and mτ  are also inseparable and 
cannot be found independently one from another. That is why based on 
the experimental data presented in Table 1 it can be found only the nu-
merical values of the ratio ( )bmm L/τ . After the substitution of values a 
= 1.86×10–10 m, d1= 3.4×10–2 m, d2= 3.3×10–2 m we have

 
2

9 2.4

0
2.84 10 1m m

mm b

g
N b

gL
−     τ ρ ρ= ⋅ +    ρ ρ    . (41)

As it was marked in Chapter 2.2, we could not estimate the numerical 
value of g/gm  due to the smallness of the value 0

pmh  lying in the error 
limits of its measuring. That is why, we will be consider the ratio g/gm  as 
the fitting parameter starting from the consideration that the concentrated 
solution for polymeric chains is more ideal than the diluted one and, more-
over, the m-ball is less strained than the single polymeric ball. That is why, 

g/gm  was selected in such a manner that the factor of form mL  was near 
to the 1. This lead to the value g/gm  =25.

The calculations results of ( )bmm L/τ  accordingly to Eq. (41) with the 
use of experimental values from Table 1 and also the values g/gm  = 25 
are represented in Table 2. They mean that the ( )bmm L/τ  is a visible func-
tion on a temperature but not on a ρ  and N.

On a basis of the independent estimations of ( )hτ mm L/  and ( )bmm L/τ  
it was found the values of mτ  and mL , which also presented in Table 2. 
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An analysis of these data shows that with taking into of their estimation 
error it is discovered the clear dependence of mτ  and L on T, but not on 
ρ  and N. Especially clear temperature dependence is visualized for the 
values m

~
τ , obtained via the averaging of mτ  at giving temperature for the 

all values of ρ  and N (Table 2). The temperature dependence of m
~
τ  into 

the coordinates of the Arrhenius’ equation is presented on Fig. 6.

FIGURE 6 Temperature dependence of the average values of the characteristic time τ 
of the segmental movement of polymeric chain in coordinates of the Arrhenius equation

6.4 POLYSTYRENE’S MELT

6.4.1 EXPERIMENTAL DATA

Typical dependencies of the melt viscosity η on the angular rate ω (rota-η on the angular rate ω (rota- on the angular rate ω (rota-ω (rota-(rota-
tions per second) of the working cone rotation are represented on Figs. 7 
and 8.

In order to analyze the experimental curves of η(ω), the Eq. (5) with 
the same remarks as to the numerical estimations of parameters ηe, ηf and 
b was used.
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FIGURE 7 Experimental (points) and calculated in accordance with the Eq. (5) (curves) 
dependencies of the effective viscosity on the velocity of the working cone rotation. Т = 
210°С.

FIGURE 8 Experimental (points) and calculated in accordance with the Eq. (5) (curves) 
dependencies of the effective viscosity on the velocity of the working cone rotation. M = 
2.2×104 g/mole.
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As it can be seen from the Figs. 7 and 8, calculated curves of η(ω) ac-η(ω) ac- ac-
cordingly to the Eq. (5) with the founded parameters ηf, ηe and b describe 
the experimental data very well.

Results of the numerical estimations of ηf, ηe та b on a length of the 
polymeric chain at 210°C are represented in Table 3 and the temperature 
dependencies are represented in Table 4. Review of these data shows, that 
the all three parameters are the functions on the length of a chain and on 
temperature. But at this, ηe and ηf are increased at N increasing and are 
decreased at T increasing, whereas b parameter is changed into the op-
posite way.

TABLE 3 Optimization parameters ηf, ηe and b obtained from the experimental data at Т 
= 210°С.

M×10–4, g/mole ηf, Pа·s ηe, Pа·s b, s–1

5.1 18.49 7.09 0.0019

4.1 10.58 3.19 0.0025

3.3 6.50 2.65 0.0096

2.2 3.69 0.55 0.0169

TABLE 4 Optimization parameters ηf, ηe and b obtained from the experimental data for 
polystyrene with M = 2.2×104 g/mole

T, °C ηf, Pа·s ηe, Pа·s b, s–1

190 10.60 2.50 0.0045

200 7.76 1.40 0.007

210 3.69 0.55 0.0169
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6.4.2 FRICTIONAL COMPONENT OF THE EFFECTIVE 
VISCOSITY OF MELT

Results represented in Tables 3 and 4 show that the frictional component 
of the viscosity ηf very strongly depends on the length of the polymeric 
chains and on the temperature. The whole spectrum of the dependence 
of ηf on N and T will be considered as the superposition of the above ear-
lier listed three forms of the motion which make the endowment into the 
frictional component of the viscosity of melt, namely the frictional coef-
ficients of viscosity ηsm, ηpm and ηpz (see Chapter 2.2.).

Not the all listed forms of the motion make the essential endowment 
into ηf, however for the generalization let us start from the taking into ac-
count of the all forms. So, the frictional component of the viscosity should 
be described by the Eq. (19), but for the melt it is necessary to accept that 
ηs = 0, and φ = 1.

 f sm pm pzh = h + h + h . (42)

In a case of the melts ηpz is determined by the Eq. (30), but at 1=≅ mρρϕ

 
2.5

0 2

0
pz pzN

 ρh = h  ρ  . (43)

Here the coefficient of the proportionality 0
pzh  contains the ratio fm LL / , 

however, since the melt is the ideal solution for polymer, that is why it can 
be assumed that Lm = 1.

By substituting of the Eq. (43) into Eq. (40), we will obtain

 
2.5

0 2

0
f sm pm pzN

 ρh = h + h + h  ρ   (44)

Let’s estimate an endowment of the separate components into ηf. The re-
sults represented in Table 3 show, that under conditions of our experiments 
the frictional component of viscosity is changed from the minimal value 
equal to 3.7 Pа·s till the maximal one equal to 18.5 Pа·s. The value of the 
viscosity coefficient ηsm, which represents the segmental motion of the 
polymeric chains and estimated [20] on the basis of ηf for diluted solution 
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of polystyrene in toluene is equal approximately 5×10–3 Pа·s. Thus, it can 
be assumed that ηsm < ηf and to neglect by respective component in Eq. 
(44). Taking into account of this fact, the Eq. (44) let’s rewrite as follow:

 
2.5

0 2

0
f pm pzN

 ρh = h + h  ρ  . (45)

For the melts const=0ρρ , that is why the interpretation of the experi-
mental values of ηf as the function of N2 is represented on Fig. 9. It can be 
seen from the Fig. 9, that the linear dependence corresponding to the Eq. 
(45) is observed, and the numerical value of 

2.5
0

0
pz

 ρh  ρ 
 was found upon the 

inclination tangent of the straight line; under the other temperatures this 
coefficient was found using the experimental data from Table 4. For the 
estimation of 0

pzh  it was assumed that 61.05 10ρ = ⋅  g/m3, ρ0 was calculated 
in accordance with Eq. (11) at М0 = 104.15 g/mole, a = 1.86×10–10 m.
 Temperature dependence of 0

pzh  into coordinates of the Arrhenius 
equation is represented on Fig. 10.

FIGURE 9 Interpretation of the experimental values of ηf in the coordinates of the Eq. 
(45) at T = 210°C.
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FIGURE 10 Temperature dependence of the numerical estimations of 
0
pzh  in the 

coordinates of the Arrhenius equation.

So, an activation energy Еpz, of the relative motion of intertwined poly-
meric chains into polystyrenes’ melt consists of 106 ± 35 kJ/mole.

It can be seen from the presented Fig. 9 and from the regression equa-
tion, that the values of 

0
pzh  are very little and are within the ranges of their 

estimation error; this cannot give the possibility to estimate the value of 
gm/g.

So, as the analysis of the experimental data showed, the main endow-
ment into the frictional component of the effective viscosity of the polysty-
renes’ melt has the relative motion of the intertwining between themselves 
into m-ball polymeric chains. Exactly this determines the dependence of ηf 
on the length of a chain ( 2~ Nfh ).

6.4.3 ELASTIC COMPONENT OF THE EFFECTIVE VISCOSITY 
OF MELT

It can be seen from the Tables 3 and 4, that the elastic component of the 
viscosity ηе is strongly growing function on a length of a chain N and de-
clining function on temperature Т.
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The elastic component of the viscosity is described by the Eq. (43), but 
at Lm = 1.

 e mt
∗h = µ  (46)

Correspondingly, instead of the Eq. (34) we obtained

 

3.5
3.4

0 0
e m

RT
N

M
 ρh = ρ τ ρ   (47)

Using the Eq. (47) and the experimental values of ηе (see Tables 3 and 4) it was 
found the numerical values of the characteristic time of the segmental motion 
τm. The results of calculation ( )

em hτ  are represented in Tables 5 and 6. Despite 
the disagreement in numerical estimations, it is observed their dependence on 
Т, but not on the N; this fact is confirmed by the Eq. (47).

TABLE 5 Characteristic times of the segmental motion calculated based on the 
experimental values of ηe and b (M = 2.2×104 g/mole).

T, °C (τm)ηe×1011, s (τm)b×1011, s τm×1011, s

190 6.86 5.50 6.18

200 3.76 3.58 3.67

210 1.45 1.48 1.47

TABLE 6 Characteristic times of the segmental motion calculated based on the 
experimental values of ηe та b (T = 210°C).

M×10–4, g/mole (τm)ηe×1011, s (τm)b×1011, s τm×1011, s

5.1 1.11 1.70

1.48
4.1 1.05 2.25

3.3 1.84 0.99

2.2 1.45 1.48
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6.4.4 PARAMETER B

In accordance with the determination (Eq. 6), the b parameter is a mea-
sure of the velocity gradient of hydrodynamic flow created by the working 
cylinder rotation, influence on characteristic time *

vt  of g  action on the 
shear strain of the m-ball and its rotation movement. Own characteristic 
time *

mt  of m-ball shear and rotation accordingly to Eq. (16) depends only 
on ρ , N and T via mτ .

It is follows from the experimental data (see Tables 3 and 4) that the b 
parameter is a function of N and T, but at this it is increased at T increasing 
and is decreased at N growth. In order to describe of these dependencies 
let’s previously determine the angular rate 0

mω (s–1) of the rotation of m-
ball with the effective radius Rm, which contacts with the surface of the 
working cone with radius r

 
0 /m mr Rω = π ω  (48)

Here π is appeared as a result of the different units of the dimension 

)s(,m
10 −ω  and )s/rot(,ω . 

Let’s determine the 0
vt  as the reverse one to the 0

mω

 0 /v mt R r= π ω  (49)

In Eq.(49) 0
vt  is a time during which the m-ball with the conformational 

radius Rm under the action of working cone rotation with radius r will be 
rotated on the angle equal to the one radian. Let us note, that the *

mt  was 
determined by authors [17] also in calculation of the m-ball turning on the 
same single angle.

Thereby, 0
vt  is inversely proportional to ω, so via the constant of the 

device is inversely proportional to g: 10 ~ −gtv . However, into m-ball as a 
result of the difference in the linear rates of the links of polymeric chains 
under their rotation the hydrodynamic interaction is appeared, which leads 
to the appearance of the additional to the g local averaged upon m-ball 
gradient velocity of the hydrodynamic flow gm. This local gradient gm acts 
not on the conformational volume of m-ball, but on the monomeric frame 
of the polymeric chains (the inflexible Kuhn’s wire model [22]). That is 
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why the endowment of mg  into characteristic time *
vt  depends on the 

volumetric part ϕ  of the links into the conformational volume of m-ball, 
that is, ( ) 1−+ ϕm

*
v gg~t . Into the melt φ = 1, therefore, it can be written 

the following:

 0 ( )v v mt t g g g∗ = + , (50)

that leads with taking into account of the Eq. (49), to the expression

 1m m
v

R gt
r g

∗  = +  π ω . (51)

By combining of the Eqs. (16) and (51) in (6), we obtained

 
2

2.4

0

7 1
4

m

m

gab N
r g

   ρ= +    π τ ρ 
. (52)

As we can see, using the experimental values of b parameter (see Tables 3 
and 4) it can be calculated ( )bmτ . After the substitution of the values a = 
1.86×10–10 m, r = 1.8×10−2 m, we obtained

 ( )
2

6 2.4

0
3.78 10 1 m

m b
gN b
g

−  ρ  τ = ⋅ +    ρ 
. (53)

Numerical value of the ratio ggm  was considered as a parameter, which 
selected in such a way that calculated accordingly to Eq. (53) values of 
( )bmτ  corresponded to the calculated values ( )

em hτ  accordingly to Eq. 
(47). So, the obtained value of ggm  = 39.

The results of calculations of ( )bmτ  and ( )
em hτ , are compared in Ta-

bles 5 and 6. As the results show, ( )bmτ  and ( )
em hτ  is visible function on 

the temperature but not on the N. That is why based on the data of Tables 5 
and 6 it were calculated the averaged values of the mτ~  of the characteristic 
time of segmental motion of the macromolecule.

Temperature dependence of mτ~  into coordinates of the Arrhenius equa-
tion is represented on Fig. 11.
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FIGURE 11 Temperature dependence of the averaged values of characteristic time τ of 
the segmental motion of polymeric chain into coordinates of the Arrhenius equation

6.5 CHARACTERISTIC TIME OF THE SEGMENTAL MOTION OF 
POLYSTYRENE IN SOLUTIONS AND MELT

The presentation of values mτ~  into Arrhenius’ coordinates equation Figs. 6 
and 11 permitted to obtain the expressions for concentrated solutions and 
melt, respectively:

 ln 42.23 5950 /m Tτ = − + , (54)

 ln 58.05 16020 /m Tτ = − + , (55)

For diluted solution of polystyrene in toluene it was early obtained [20]:

 ln 44.07 6660 /f Tτ = − + , (56)

On a basis of the Eqs. (54)-(56) it was calculated the activation energies of 
the segmental motion of polystyrene in diluted, concentrated solutions and 
melt, which consists of 55.4, 49.4 and 133.0 kJ/mole, respectively.
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Characteristic time τ can be obtained by equation of the theory of ab-τ can be obtained by equation of the theory of ab- can be obtained by equation of the theory of ab-
solute reactions rates [16]:

 
* *

0
2

exp exp exp{ }
h S H

E RT
kT R RT

   ∆ ∆   τ = − = τ   
      

, (57)

where EH =∆ *  is an activation energy of the segmental motion; *S∆  is 
an activation entropy of the segmental motion.

By comparing the Eq. (57) and experimental data Eqs. (54)-(56), it was 
found for solutions at t = 30ºС and for melt at t = 200ºС the values of the 
activation entropy RS*∆  = 15.3, 13.5 and 28.8 respectively.

As we can see, the difference between energies and entropies of ac-
tivation in diluted and concentrated solutions is little and is in a range of 
the error of their estimation. At the same time, indicated parameters into 
melt of the polystyrene is approximately in two times higher. Besides, 
the growth of the activation entropy does not compensate the activation 
energy growth; as a result, the characteristic time of the segmental motion 
into melt is on 2−3 orders higher, than into the solutions (at the extrapola-
tion of τ on general temperature).

Let’s compare the values of the activation energies E with the evapora-
tion heats ΔНevap of styrene (-43.94 kJ/mole) and toluene (–37.99 kJ/mole). 
So, independently on fact, which values of ΔНevap were taken for styrene or 
toluene, it is observed a general picture: Eτm, Еτf > ΔНвип. It is known Ref. 
[23], that for the low-molecular liquids, viscosity of which is determined 
by the Brownian or translational form of the molecules motion, the activa-
tion energy of the viscous flow is in 3-4 times less than the evaporation 
heats. This points on fact, that the segmental motion, which is base of the 
reptation mechanism of the polymeric chains motion, is determined by 
their deformation−vibrational freedom degrees.

However, let’s mark another circumstance. During the study of the 
bimolecular chains termination kinetics [24] which is limited by their 
diffusion, in polymeric matrixes of the dimethacrylate TGM-3 (triethy-
lenglycole dimethacrylate), monomethacrylate GMA (2,3-epoxypropyl-
methacrylate) and their equimolar mixture TGM-3 : GMA = 1 : 1 in the 
temperature range 20 ÷ 70ºС it were obtained the following values of the 
activation energies: 122.2, 142.3 and 131.0 kJ/mole. Since the diffusion 
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coefficient of the macroradical is also determined by the characteristic 
time of the segmental motion, it can be stated that the presented above 
activation energies of the segmental motion in melt and polymeric matrix 
are good agreed between themselves. A sharp their difference from the ac-
tivation energy into solutions points on: 1) a great influence of the solvent 
as a factor activating the segmental motion of polymeric chain, and 2) on 
fact, that the dynamic properties of the polymeric chains in melt are very 
near to their dynamic properties in polymeric matrix.

6.6 DYNAMIC PROPERTIES OF POLYSTYRENE IN SOLUTIONS 
AND MELT

Dynamical properties of the polymeric chains are determined by charac-
teristic times of their translational motion ( *

tt ) and rotation ( *
rt ) motions. 

As it was noted earlier, the characteristic time of the shear strain is also 
equal to *

rt . Since the monomeric links connected into a chain, the all of 
these types of motion are realized exceptionally in accordance with the 
reptation mechanism that is via the segmental motion with the charac-
teristic time τs. That is why, let’s analyze and generalize once more the 
obtained experimental data of the characteristic times of the segmental 
motion of the chains of polystyrene in solutions and melts, which were 
estimated based on elastic component of the viscosity eh  and parameter b. 
Besides, let’s add to this analysis the characteristic times of the segmen-
tal motion, estimated based on coefficient of the frictional component of 
viscosity of diluted solution ( smh ), concentrated solution and melt ( 

pzh ).
The values sτ  will be used in the sequel for the estimation of the char-

acteristic time of the translation motion *
tt  and of the coefficient of the 

diffusion D of the polystyrene chains into solutions and melt. Accordingly 
to the experimental data the temperature dependence sτ , estimated based 
on the elastic component of the viscosity eh  and parameter b, is described 
by the equations:

in diluted solution (temperature range 20−35ºС)

 ln 44.07 6660s Tτ = − + , (58)
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in concentrated solution (temperature range 25-40ºС)

 ln 42.23 5950s Tτ = − + , (59)

in melt (temperature range 190−210ºС)

 ln 58.05 16020s Tτ = − +  (60)

Let’s write also the temperature dependencies of the coefficients of a fric-
tional component of the viscosity:

in diluted solution

 ln 29.04 7300sm Th = − + , (61)

in concentrated solution

 ln 16.67 4800pz Th = − + , (62)

in melt

 ln 27.65 12740pz Th = − + . (63)

Next, let’s use the proposed earlier expression for characteristic time of the 
segmental motion in the following form

 ln ln2 s s
s

S Eh
kT R RT

∆
τ = − + , (64)

where ln2
h

kT
= −28.78 and −29.22 at Т = 303 К and Т = 473 К cor-

respondingly.
Using of these values and comparing Eqs. (64) and (58)-(60), we will 

obtain the numerical estimations for the activation entropy of the segmen-
tal motion RSs∆ , which represented in Table 7.
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TABLE 7 Characteristic parameters of segmental motion of polystyrene in solutions and 
melt.

System Es, kJ/
mole

sS
R

∆ Epz,

kJ/
mole

pzS
R

∆
T = 303 K T = 473 K

sτ , s pzτ , s sτ , s pzτ , s

Diluted 
solutions 55.3 15.3 — — 2.5·10-10 — — —

Concentrat-
ed solutions 49.4 13.5 39.9 6.0 1.5·10-10 6.0·10-9 — 1.9·10-11

Melt 133.1 28.8 105.9 17.0
 5.6·10-

10* 1.5·10-2* 3.1·10-11 4.0·10-9

Note. *Data found by the extrapolation accordingly to the Eqs. (60) and (71) in the field of 
the glass-like state of melt

In Table 7 also the activation energies sE  of the segmental motion and the 
value sτ  at Т = 303 К and T = 473 K are represented too. Values sτ  at Т 
= 303 К in melt were obtained by the extrapolation of Eq. (60) on given 
temperature, at which melt is in the solid glass-like state.

It can be seen from the Table 7, that the numerical values both of sτ , 
and the thermodynamic characteristics ( RSs∆  and sE ) of the segmental 
motion into diluted and concentrated solutions are differed only within the 
limits of the experimental error of their estimations. In melt these values 
are essentially differed. At this, the growth of the activation energy (ap-
proximately from 55 kJ/mole till 133 kJ/mole) of the segmental motion is 
not compensated by the growth of the activation entropy (till 29sS R∆ ≈ ); 
as a result, the values of sτ  in melt are on two orders greater than in solu-
tions (at T = 473 K) and on six orders greater at T = 303 K.

Let’s assume, that the coefficients of the frictional component of the 
viscosity of polymeric chains are described by as same general expression 
[16], as the coefficients of the viscosity of low−molecular solution. At that 
time it can be written:
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 3sm sm
RT
V

h = τ , (65)

 3pz pz
RT
V

h = τ , (66)

where V is the partial−molar volume of the monomeric link of a chain.
smτ  and pzτ  are per sense, the characteristic times of the segmental 

motion of free polymeric chain into diluted solution and overlapping one 
with others polymeric chains into the concentrated solution and melt tak-
ing into account the all possible gearing effects, correspondingly.

Since the partial−molar volume V of the monomeric link of the poly-
styrene is unknown, then for the next calculations it can be assumed with-
out a great error to be equal to the molar volume of the monomeric link 
into the melt:

 0V M= ρ , (67)

where 61.05 10ρ = ⋅  g/m3 is a density of the polystyrene melt; М0 = 104.15 
g/mole is the molar mass of styrene. Let us write Eqs. (65) and (66) in 
general form:

 
0

ln ln3 lnRT
M
ρh = + τ . (68)

At this 
0

ln3RT
M
ρ = 18.15 and 18.59 at T = 303 K and Т = 473 К, correspond-Т = 473 К, correspond- = 473 К, correspond-К, correspond-, correspond-

ingly. Taking into account of this value and comparing the Eqs. (61)–(63) 
and (68), we will obtain the temperature dependences smτ  and pzτ :

for diluted solution

 ln 47.15 7300sm Tτ = − + , (69)

for concentrated solution

 ln 34.82 4800pz Tτ = − + , (70)

for melt
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 ln 46.24 12740pz Tτ = − + . (71)

On the basis of two last ones expressions the pzτ  have been calculated 
at Т = 303 К and T = 473 K. Taking into account a general Eq. (64) it has 
been found also the value of the activation entropy pzS R∆  (see Table 7).

Comparing the parameters of the Eq. (58) for sτ  and Eq. (69) for smτ
, it can be seen, that the difference between them is adequately kept within 
the error limits of their estimation. The values of sτ  and smτ  at Т = 303 
К, equal to 2.5×10–10 s and 1.0×10–10 s, respectively, prove of this fact. 
Thus, it can be assumed that s smτ τ≡ , and that is why the coefficient of 
the frictional component of the viscosity smτ  of the polymeric chains 
can be described by as same general Eq. (65) as for the coefficient of the 
low−molecular solution. The values of pzτ  calculated accordingly to the 
Eqs. (71) and (72) for concentrated solution at Т = 303 К and melt at T 
= 473 K correspondingly (see Table 7), are essentially differed from sτ : 

pz sτ τ> , approximately on two orders. An analysis of the parameters of 
the Eqs. (59) (60) and (70) (71) showed that the difference between sτ  
and pzτ  is caused by two factors, which abhorrent the one of the other: by 
insignificant decreasing of the activation energy ( pz sE E< ) that should 
be decreased the pzτ , and by a sharp decreasing of the activation entropy 
( )pz sS S∆ < ∆  that increases of pzτ .

As it was said, the coefficient of the frictional component of viscosity 
pzh  in concentrated solutions and melt caused by the motion of the over-

lapping between themselves polymeric chains relatively the one of the 
other and characterizes the efficiency of the all possible gearings. How-
ever, the mechanism of this motion is also reputational that is realized via 
the segmental motion. Correspondingly, between the times sτ  and pzτ  the 
some relationship should be existing. Let’s assume the thermodynamical 
approach for the determination of this relationship as a one among the all 
possible.

Let’s determine the notion “gearing” as the thermodynamical state of 
a monomeric link of the chain, at which its segmental motion is frozen. 
This means, that under the relative motion of the intertwining between 
themselves polymeric chains the reputational mechanism of the transfer at 
the expense of the segmental motion takes place, but under condition that 
the part of the monomeric links of a chain is frozen.
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Let the 

zG∆  is a standard free energy of the monomeric link transfer 
from a free state into the frozen one. Then the probability of the frozen states 
formation or their part should be proportional to the value exp{ }zG RT−∆  . 
That is why, if the sk  is a constant rate of the free segmental transfer, and 

pzk  is the rate constant of the frozen segmental transfer, then between them-
selves the relationship should be existing:

 exp{ }pz s zk k G RT= −∆  . (72)

Then pzk , additionally to sk , has a free activation energy equal to the 
standard free defrosting energy of the frozen state.

Since 1−= ssk τ , 1
pz pzk τ −= , we obtained

 exp{ }pz s zG RTτ = τ ∆  . (73)

By assigning

 z z zG H T S∆ = ∆ − ∆     (74)

and taking into account the experimentally determined ratios pz sτ τ> , pz sE E<  
and pz sS S∆ < ∆ , we conclude, that in Eq. (74) 0>∆ 

zG , 0<∆ 

zH  and 0<∆ 

zS , and 
besides the entropy factor 

zST∆  should be more upon the absolute value 
than the enthalpy factor 

zH∆ . These ratios per the physical sense are suf-
ficiently probable. A contact of the links under the gearing can activates 
a weak exothermal effect )H( z 0<∆  at the expense of the intermolecular 
forces of interaction, and the frosting of the segmental movement activates 
a sharp decrease of the entropy of monomeric link 0<∆ 

zS , but at this 


zz HST ∆>∆ . Let’s rewrite the Eq. (73) with taking into account of Eq. 
(74) in a form

 ln ln z z
pz s

H S
RT R

∆ ∆τ = τ + −
 

. (75)

Comparing the Eqs. (59), (60), (70) and (72) and taking into account Eq. 
(75) we obtained:

for concentrated solution
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 0.9=∆ 

zG  kJ/mole, 6.9−=∆ 

zH  kJ/mole, 4.7−=∆ RSz
 ,

for melt

 15.0zG∆ =  kJ/mole, 31.4zH∆ = −  kJ/mole, 8.11−=∆ RSz
 .

In connection with carried out analysis the next question is appeared: 
why in the concentrated solutions and melt the gearing effect hasn’t an 
influence on the elastic component of viscosity 

eh , and determined based 
on this value characteristic time of the segmental motion is sτ ; at the same 
time, the gearings effect strongly influences on the frictional component of 
viscosity, on the basis of which the pzτ  is estimated. Probably, the answer 
on this question consists in fact that the elastic component of the viscosity 
is determined by the characteristic time of the shear, which is equal to the 
characteristic time of rotation. Accordingly to the superposition principle 
the rotation motion of the m-ball of the intertwining between themselves 
polymeric chains can be considered independently on their mutual reloca-
tion that is as the rotation with the frozen conformation. As a result, the 
gearings effects have not an influence on the characteristic time of the 
rotation motion. Free segmental motion gives a contribution in a frictional 
component of viscosity, but it is very little and is visible only in the diluted 
solutions. That is why even a little gearing effect is determining for the 
frictional component of viscosity in concentrated solutions and melts.

Let’s use the obtained numerical values of the characteristic times of 
the segmental movement sτ  for the estimation of dynamical properties of 
the polystyrene chains that is their characteristic time of the translational 
movement *

tt  and coefficient of diffusion D into solutions and melt. Ac-
cordingly to Ref. [25], the values *

tt  and D are determined by the expres-
sions:

in diluted solutions

 * 8/5
t st N= τ , (76)
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2

3/5
2 s

a
D N−=

τ . (77)

in concentrated solutions and melt

 

2.5
* 3.4

0
t st N

 ρ= τ ρ  , (78)

 
2.52

2.4

02 s

aD N
 ρ=  τ ρ 

. (79)

In order to illustrate the dynamic properties of the polystyrene in solutions 
and melt in Table 8 are given the numerical estimations of the characteris-
tic times of segmental sτ  and translational *

tt  motions of the polystyrene 
and diffusion coefficients D. It was assumed for the calculations a = 1.86 
× 10–10 m, N = 103 and ρ = 0.5×106

 g/m3 for concentrated solution and melt 
correspondingly. As we can see, the characteristic time of the translational 
motion *

tt  of the polystyrene chains is on 4 and 6 orders higher than the 
characteristic time of their segmental motion; this is explained by a strong 
dependence of *

tt  on the length of a chain. The coefficients of diffusion 
weakly depend on the length of a chain, that is why their values into solu-
tions is on 2−3 order less, than the coefficients of diffusion of low-molec-
ular substances, which are characterized by the order 10–9 m2/s.

TABLE 8 Dynamic characteristics of polystyrene in solutions and melt.

System

T = 303 K T = 473 K

sτ , s *
tt , s

D, m2/sс
sτ , s *

tt , s
D, m2/s

Diluted solutions 2.0·10-10 1.3·10-6 1.4·10-12 — — —

Concentrated solutions 2.0·10-10 2.9·10-4 1.0·10-13 — — —

Melt 5.0·10-3* 7.2·103* 7.3·10-22* 3.0·10-11 4.3·10-5 1.2·10-13

Note: *Data found by the extrapolation in a field of the glass-like state of melt.
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A special attention should be paid into a value of the diffusion coeffi-
cient at Т = 303 К in a field of the glass-like state of melt D = 7×10–22 m2/s. 
Let’s compare of this value D with the diffusion coefficients of the macro-
radicals in polymeric matrixes TGM-3, TGM-3-GMA and GMА which es-
timated experimentally [24] based on the kinetics of macroradicals decay, 
which under the given temperature consist of 21 2210 10− −÷ m2/s.

Thus, carried out analysis shows, that the studies of the viscosity of 
polymeric solutions permits sufficiently accurately to estimate the charac-
teristic times of the segmental and translational movements, on the basis 
of which the coefficients of diffusion of polymeric chains into solutions 
can be calculated.

Investigations of a gradient dependence of the effective viscosity of 
concentrated solutions of polystyrene and its melt permitted to mark its 
frictional ηf and elastic ηe components and to study of their dependence on 
a length of a polymeric chain N, on concentration of polymer ρ in solution 
and on temperature Т. It was determined that the main endowment into 
the frictional component of the viscosity has the relative motion of the 
intertwined between themselves in m-ball polymeric chains. An efficiency 
of the all-possible gearings is determined by the ratio of the characteristic 
times of the rotation motion of intertwined between themselves polymeric 
chains in m-ball ∗

mt  and Flory ball ∗
ft . This lead to the dependence of the 

frictional component of viscosity in a form 5.52~ ρh Nf  for concentrated 
solutions and in a form 2~ Nfh  for melt, which is agreed with the ex-
perimental data.

It was experimentally confirmed the determined earlier theoretical de-
pendence of the elastic component of viscosity for concentrated solutions 

5.44.3~ ρh Ne , and for the melt 4.3~ Neh , that is lead to the well-known 
ratio 4.3~~ Ntme

∗h , which is true, however, only for the elastic com-
ponent of the viscosity. On a basis of the experimental data of ηе and b 
it were obtained the numerical values of the characteristic time τm of the 
segmental motion of polymeric chains in concentrated solutions and melt. 
As the results showed, τm doesn’t depend on N, but only on temperature. 
The activation energies and entropies of the segmental motion were found 
based on the average values of mτ~ . In a case of a melt the value of E and 

RS*∆  is approximately in twice higher than the same values for diluted 
and concentrated solutions of polystyrene in toluene; that points on a great 
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activation action of the solvent on the segmental motion of the polymeric 
chain, and also notes the fact that the dynamical properties of the polymer-
ic chains in melt is considerably near to their values in polymeric matrixes, 
than in the solutions.

An analysis which has been done and also the generalization of ob-
tained experimental data show, that as same as in a case of the low-mo-
lecular liquids, an investigation of the viscosity of polymeric solutions 
permits sufficiently accurately to estimate the characteristic time of the 
segmental motion on the basis of which the diffusion coefficients of the 
polymeric chains in solutions and melt can be calculated; in other words, 
to determine their dynamical characteristics.

KEYWORDS

 • activation energy 

 • effective viscosity 

 • frictional and elastic components of the viscosity

 • m-ball 

 • segmental motion 
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SUMMARY

The polyaniline (PAn)/nano-ТіО2-S nanocomposites were synthesized in 
the 0.5 M HCl aqueous solutions by oxidation of aniline in the presence of 
nanoparticles of mineral component (S-doped TiO2). The physico-chem-
ical properties of produced samples were studied with use of X-ray dif-
fraction phase analysis, FTIR and EDX spectroscopy, SEM microscopy, 
thermogravimetric and electrochemical methods. It was determined that 
the morphology of synthesized samples changes from aggregative (3D 
net structure) to thin polymeric layers on the surface of TiO2-S nanopar-
ticles with increasing of the mineral component content in the composite. 
In the last case a polyaniline is characterized by sufficiently ordering of 
macromolecules in the result of interfacial interaction, namely H-bonding 
between polymeric macromolecules and surface of TiO2-S nanoparticles. 
Besides, it was determined, that the increasing of content of the mineral 
component leads to the increasing of the thermal stability of the PAn/nano-
ТіО2-S composite in comparison with the individual polyaniline, but to the 
decreasing of electric conductivity of samples.

7.1 INTRODUCTION

Composites of conducting polymer (CP) and inorganic oxides are very at-
tractive and perspective materials for different branches of science, namely 
for chemistry, physics, electronics, photonics etc. due to synergetic effect 
which arises under the integration of the properties of oxide and CP [1, 2]. 
In the present time the titanium (IV) oxide (rutile and anatase crystalline 
modifications) is one among widely used inorganic oxides, which is ap-
plied for the chemical synthesis of such nanocomposites [3-7].

Nanosized TiO2 (anatase) is nontoxic, chemically inert and inexpensive 
material. It is actively studied and widely used in the electronics, pho-
tonics [1] and especially in the photocatalysis [8]. In recent years TiO2 
has been studied because it is also known as a photocatalyst [9], which 
accelerates the formation of the hydroxyl radicals under light. Hydroxyl 
radicals are powerful oxidizing agents that can disinfect and deodorize air, 
water, and surfaces in environmental-decontamination applications [10–
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13]. The features of nanosized ТіО2 induced with the presence of oxygen 
vacancies that leads to the occurrence of specific chemical and physical 
defects. However, the high-energy gap width of the nаnо-ТіО2 (3.2 еV) 
renders impossible its effective operation under irradiation by sunlight. 
The decreasing of ТіО2 energy gap width requires the ТіО2 modification 
by different photosensitizers. For this purpose sulfur is frequently used 
[14−17], because their energy gap width is 2.9 еV [18].

Other widely used in last time photosensitizer for nаnо-ТіО2 is the poly-
aniline (PАn) with energy gap width 2.8 еV [19]. Polyaniline is organic metal 
with high conductivity in the doping form (∼102 S×сm−1) [20], good stability, 
nontoxic, inexpensive and multifunctional polymer and also has the wide per-
spectives for usage [21−23]. These margins of polyaniline use develop con-
siderably if the possibility of change of main polyaniline forms in the result of 
effect of different factors will be taken into consideration [21−23].

The combination of the properties of nаnо-ТіО2 and polyaniline en-
ables to solve successfully the problems of the chemistry, physics and 
electronics. Specific electronic structures of the nаnо-ТіО2 (as the n-type 
semiconductor) and polyaniline (as the electron’s conductor in majority of 
the cases and as a р-type semiconductor under certain conditions) give the 
possibility to design the systems for different applications. For example, 
today such materials are equipped in the photocatalytic conversions of the 
different pollutants especially [14]. The modification of the surface of TiO2 
particles by polyanilines layers raises the catalytic activity of titanium (IV) 
oxide [5, 19]. Composite materials, which have integrated properties of 
S-doped nаnо-ТіО2 and polyaniline layers can be effective in the photo-
catalytic processes especially.

PАn/ТіО2 composites are produced mainly during the aniline chemical 
oxidation іn situ by different oxidants, for example (NH4)2S2O8 or Nа2S2O8, 
in the aqueous solutions of inorganic (HCl, H2SO4 etc.) or organic (for 
example salicylic, toluene sulfonic etc.) acids in the presence of produced 
previously micro or nanosized TiO2 particles [13, 22−26]. Polyaniline lay-
ers are applied on the surfaces of TiO2 both without previous modification 
of oxide particles surface [13] and after such modification, for example by 
g-amino-propyl-triethoxysilane [27]. Synthesis of the hybrid PАn/nаnо-
ТіО2 composites can be carried out also by one-step method [28−29], ex-
actly in the micellar solutions of surfactants [30].
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The composites particles on the basis of polyaniline and micro or nano-
sized ТіО2 can be characterized by different structure, namely core-shell 
type [5], microrods [31], microspheres [1−3, 5, 13, 23. 32], nanowires 
[28], nanonets [33], which content the individual ТіО2 particles and their 
aggregates, and also the polymeric films with different thickness and mor-
phology on the surface of the oxide nanoparticles [24]. The shape and 
size of the PAn/nano-ТіО2 composite particles are determined by synthesis 
conditions of the nanosized ТіО2 and composite on its base respectively.

The combination of polyaniline, nаnо-ТіО2 and other components 
[34−35] permits to produce the composites with improved physico-chem-
ical properties. Such nanocomposite materials are studied actively and are 
employed in the different branches of engineering and technics [31, 36], 
as cathodic materials in the chemical power sources [37], in the electron-
ics [7, 38], chemo- and biosensors [39–40], and also as the components 
of corrosion protection coverages [41] or protective shades of different 
assignments [42].

It can be expected that the PAn/nano-ТіО2-S composite also has the 
attractive features and also arrives at a wide use in the modern life. There-
fore the main aim of our work is the synthesis and study of physico-chem-
ical properties of such composite materials.

7.2 EXPERIMENTAL

7.2.1 MATERIALS

Aniline (Aldrich, 99.5%) was distilled under the reduced pressure of 4 
Torr and stored under argon. Other used in the work reagents were ana-
lytical grade and used without the additional purification. The solutions of 
chloride acid were prepared with use of the standard titers. For preparation 
of the all solutions the twice distilled water as used.

The nanoparticles of sulfur-doped ТіО2 (anatase) were synthesized by 
solid state method. In this case the initial metha-titanic acid Н2ТіО3 was 
dehydrated in the presence of sulfur (~1.5 mass percent) during its heating 
in the muffle furnace under the 500оС over the time of 2 h. The synthesized 



sample was cooled then in the exiccator to the room temperature. An anal-
ysis of SEM-images of the synthesized ТіО2-S particles indicated that they 
are characterized by an aggregative structure with the size of aggregates, 
which form the spherical individual nanoparticles by ∼20 nм size [33]. 

The samples of PAn аnd PAn/nano-ТіО2-S composites were produced 
by aniline oxidative polycondensation in the presence of sodium per-
oxydisulfate as an oxidant in the 0.5 M aqueous HCl solution under the 
temperature 2 ± 0.5oС. Aniline : Nа2S2O8 molar ratio was 1 : 1.1. During 
the synthesis the 0.01 mole of aniline dissolved in the 50 cm3 of 0.5 M 
aqueous HCl solution, introduced the batch of S-doped titanium (IV) ox-
ide (0.25−2.0 g), exposure this mixture by ultrasonic machining for 10 min 
for the disaggregation of nano-ТіО2-S particles and stood over the time of 
1 h. In this solution under the mixing adds (by the ~0.5 cm3 portions) 50 
cm3 solution of Nа2S2O8 (0.011 mole) in the cooled to the temperature 2 ± 
0.5oС 0.5 М HCl solution and mixes this reaction mixture further оС over 
the time of 1 h at the same temperature. The reaction mixture further held 
at room temperature for 24 h, filtered, washed off by 250 cm3 of distilled 
water to neutral value of рН and dried in the vacuum drier under the 60 ± 
1оС and under pressure 0.9 ± 0.05 kg⋅cm−2. Preparation conditions of syn-
thesized samples of PAn and composites shown on Table 1. 

The reaction of the oxidative condensation of aniline in the HCL aque-
ous solutions can be presented by following scheme [43]: 

TABLE 1 Preparation conditions of synthesized samples of PAn and PAn/nаnо-ТіО2-S 
composites.

Sample PAn C2 C1 C0.75 C0.5 C0.25

R
ea

ge
nt

s

Aniline / mol 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01

HCl / M 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5

Na2S2O8 / mol 0.011 0.011 0.011 0.011 0.011 0.011

nаnо-ТіО2-S / g − 2.0 1.0 0.75 0.50 0.25
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The synthesized product was a powder by green color that indicates 
about production of the emeraldine form of polyaniline, exactly emeral-
dine salt PАn-HCl. The produced samples of PAn/nаnо-ТіО2-S compos-
ites had more light tinctures; their intensities were decreased with the in-
creasing of the ТіО2 content in the initial reaction mixture.

7.2.2 INSTRUMENTAL

The physico-chemical properties of the produced samples of PAn, nano-
TiO2-S and its composites were characterized with the use of the follow-
ing experimental methods and instrumental supplies. X-ray phase analysis 
were carried out with use of DRON-3 diffractometer (Cu Ka radiation, l 
= 1.54 Å). FTIR spectra of synthesized samples were registered on the 
NICOLET IS 10 spectrometer (samples were pressed into a pellet together 
with KBr).

Paulic-Paulic-Erdei Q-1500 D derivatograph was used during studies 
of the thermal stability of synthesized samples. Measurements were car-
ried out in the 20-900oC temperature interval (dynamic mode with a heat-
ing speed of 10oK⋅min–1) in an air atmosphere and with use of corundum 
pots. The sample’s weight was 200 mg, reference substance - Al2O3.

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images and results of the energy 
dispersive X-ray (EDX) spectroscopy were obtained on the JEOL JSM-
6400 microscope. The parallel beam of electrons with energy 3 kV was 
used for SEM-image acquisition of the samples surface, while under the 
qualitative and quantitative determination of elements in the samples the 
energy of electrons (EHT) was scanned in the 0−10 kV interval. In the first 
case the distance from electron source to samples surface was 3–4 mm, 
while during EDX studies - 10 mm.

The cyclic voltammetry (CVA) measurements were carried out using 
a computer-controlled potentiostat / galvanostat 50–1 (Ukraine). Powders 
of synthesized polymer or composites were pressed into pellets with thick-
ness ~2 mm and diameter 10 mm under the pressure 150 atm⋅cm–2 and 
temperature 20oC over the time of 5 min and were used as the working 
electrodes. Platinum sheet was used as an counter electrode. The potential 
was scanned in the (−200 ¸ (+600) mV interval with a 50 mV·s–1 scanning 



rate. All experimental potential values are referred to the saturated silver / 
silver chloride electrode.

Conductivity of produced samples was measured under the 20oC with 
use of sandwich-type cell. In this case the pellets, which were produced 
analogously as working electrodes for voltammetry, were used during the 
conductivity measurements.

7.3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

7.3.1 STRUCTURAL STUDIES OF PАN/NANO-ТІО2-S 
COMPOSITES

The results of the X-ray phase analysis of the synthesized samples of nano-
ТіО2-S, PАn аnd PАn/nаnо-ТіО2-S composites are shown on Fig. 1. There 
are several sharp peaks, namely at 2q = 25.3, 38.1, 48.2, 54,9, 62.9, etc., 
on the diffractogram of nаnо-ТіО2-S sample (Fig. 1, curve 1), which cor-
respond to the crystalline structure of anatase [13, 28]. The diffraction 
peaks at 2q equal 9.6, 14.9, 21.4, 25.6, 27.6, 29.6 and 34.5о on the dif-
fractogramm of polyaniline (Fig. 1, curve 7) are typical for the high or-
dered structures of doped polyaniline PАn-HCl [30, 44] and corresponds 
to reflections of crystal planes (001) (011) (100) (110) (111) and (020) 
for PAn pseudoorthorhombic structure [45]. The presence of these seven 
peaks on the background of wide halo (Fig. 1, curve 7) indicated that the 
synthesized sample of individual polyaniline has a mixed amorphous-
crystalline structure [44]. The patterns exhibit sharp diffraction peaks at 
2q = 25.6° and 21.4°, which can be ascribed to periodicity parallel and pe-
riodicity perpendicular to the polymer chain, respectively [46]. The peak 
at 2q=25.3° is most intensive on the TiO2 diffractogramm (Fig. 1, curve 
1). It is agreed practically with PAn characteristic peak at 25,6°, which 
disappears during polymerization deposition of polyaniline on the surface 
of nаnо-TiO2-S particles, but accrues peak at 2q=25.6° (Fig. 1, curve 2-6). 
This fact indicates that majority of polyaniline molecules in the compos-
ites are deposited on the surface of TiO2-S nanoparticles whose crystalline 
structure to bring influence on the crystallinity of PАn [28]. The observed 
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high crystallinity and orientation of polyaniline macromolecules on the 
surface of nаnо-ТіО2 particles is promissory because such high-ordered 
systems show higher electric conductivity [44].

FIGURE 1 X-ray diffractogramms of nano-ТіО2-S (1), PAn (7) and PAn/nano-ТіО2-S 
composites: C2 (2), C1 (3), C0.75 (4); C0.5 (5), and C0.25 (6) samples.

There are FTIR spectra of synthesized samples of individual PAn, nаnо-
ТіО2-S and their composites on the Fig. 2. The form of FTIR spectrum 7 in 
the 400–4000 сm−1 interval and set observed characteristic bands, name-
ly at 3400−2880, 1560, 1470, 1290, 1110 and 793 cm−1, corresponds to 
polyaniline [28]. In particular, the peak at 3400−2880 сm−1 corresponds to 
so-called “Н-band” which is a visualization of H-bonding imine- (-NН-) 
and protonated imine-group (-NH+-) polyaniline macromolecules between 
itself [46]. Two characteristic bands at the 1560 and 1470 сm−1 are con-
nected with vibrations of quinoid and benzenoid rings and they are charac-
teristic features of the polyaniline. Intensive peaks at 1290, 1110 and 793 
cm−1, corresponds to the emeraldine salt and indicated on the high doping 
degree of PAn [46].



The slight shift of characteristic bands at 1560 and 1470 сm−1 observed 
for the samples of PAn/nano-ТіО2-S composites (Fig. 2, spectra 2–5). It is 
a result of the interfacial interaction which takes place between PAn mac-
romolecules and ТіО2-S nanoparticles. N-H…O and N…H−O H-bonding 
are realized in this case between imino-groups polymeric links and surface 
O= and НO- group of ТіО2, respectively [46]. The increasing of intensity 
of the wide band at 3 500−3 800 сm−1 with maximum at 3 700 сm−1 (Fig. 
2, spectra 2–5) is confirmation of this conclusion [3]. At once, the increas-
ing of ТіО2-S content in the composite leads to intensive absorption of IR 
radiation in the 200–800 сm−1 interval

FIGURE 2 FTIR spectra of the of nano-ТіО2-S (1), PAn (6) and PAn/nano-ТіО2-S 
composites: C1 (2), C0.75 (3); C0.5 (4), and C0.25 (5) samples.

7.3.2 MORPHOLOGY OF NАNО-ТІО2-S COMPOSITES

SEM images of the initial nаnо-ТіО2-S and synthesized composites (C1 and 
C2) are shown on the Fig. 3. The difference between images under the low 
ТіО2-S content is absent practically, while the morphology of samples under 
the high contents of mineral component is different. The analysis of SEM-
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image of synthesized ТіО2-S particles (Fig. 3, a−c) indicated that they are 
characterized by aggregative structure with size of aggregates from 200 tо 
800 nм. Analogous morphology is typical also for the synthesized PAn/nаnо-
ТіО2-S composites, however the size of aggregates is slightly smaller - from 
50 nм and they are looser (Fig. 3, d-i). The images which were obtained under 
the magnitude ×100.000 (Fig. 3, b−c) confirms that aggregates of ТіО2-S are 
formed by individual nanoparticles with size ∼20 nм [33]. Polyaniline in the 
C1 composite (Fig. 3, e, f) forms 3D net structure, which annexes individual 
ТіО2 particles and their fine aggregates. Under the higher ТіО2 content (Fig. 
3, h) polymer deposits as a thin layer on the surface of individual mineral 
nanoparticles that favors disaggregation of the formed particles of PАn/nаnо-
ТіО2-S composite. In this case the size of C2 composite particles is ∼25−30 
nm (Fig. 3, i). It is obvious that ТіО2 nanoparticles has an influence on the 
formation of the polyaniline layer because they are the centers of the polym-
erization [3] that leads, as it was noted above during analysis of the results of 
X-ray diffraction data, to the formation of more ordered polyaniline deposits.

7.3.3 EDХ SPECTROSCOPY RESULTS

Spectra of energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy in the chemistry of CP, in 
the case of nanostructured systems especially, are used for the confirmation of 
the composite formation and for the determination of the content of inorganic 
oxides or metallic particles components in them. EDX spectra of synthesized 
samples of nаnо-ТіО2-S and their composites with polyaniline are shown in 
the Fig. 4. Intensive peaks at 4.55 аnd 4.95 keV and weak-intensive peak at 
0.45 keV corresponds to titanium atoms while the peak at 0.52 keV to the 
atoms of oxygen (Fig. 4, a). The presence of sulfur as a doping agent in the 
TiO2 confirms weak intensive peaks at 2.31 and 2.47 keV, respectively (Fig. 
4a). There are additional weak-intensive peaks at 0.27 and 2.62 keV in the 
EDX spectra of PАn/nаnо-ТіО2-S composites (Fig. 4, b−c), in comparison 
with spectrum of individual TiO2, which corresponds to carbon and chlorine 
atoms (doping agent of PAn in the emeraldine form) respectively. Signal from 
nitrogen atoms (at 0.40 еV [47]) is absent in the measured spectra of compos-
ites. However, as it is known, it appears in the polyaniline EDX spectra not 
always [48–49], which is connected with special state of these atoms in the 
polyaniline macromolecules probably.



TABLE 2 Results of energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy of synthesized samples 
(respective spectra are shown on Fig. 4, a−c).

Ele-
ment

Samples

nаnо-ТіО2-S C1 C2

Mass 
fraction 
/ percent

Atomic 
fraction / 
percent

Mass 
fraction / 
percent

Atomic frac-
tion / percent

Mass 
fraction / 
percent

Atomic 
fraction / 
percent

C K − − 34.31 49.36 18.93 32.74

O K 44.53 68.86 36.96 39.91 36.62 47.57

S K 1.31 0.71 1.33 0.72 1.19 0.77

Cl K − − 1.03 0.50 1.03 0.60

Ti K 53.52 30.43 26.37 9.51 42.23 18.32

Σ 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00

	

FIGURE 3 SEM-images of individual nаnо-ТіО2-S (а−c), C1 (d−f) and C2 (g−i) PAn/
nano-ТіО2-S composites with ×20,000 (a, d, g), ×100,000 (b, e, h) and ×200,000 (c, f, i) 
magnification, respectively.
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FIGURE 4 EDX spectra of individual nаnо-ТіО2-S (а), C1 (b) and C2 (c) PAn/nano-
ТіО2-S composites

FIGURE 5 Dependence of the conductivity of synthesized samples of PАn/nаnо-ТіО2-S 
composites from the weight ratio nаnо-ТіО2-S : PАn in the reaction mixture during their 
synthesis.



The quantitative results of EDХ spectra analysis (Table 2) permitted 
to conclude about the contents of samples. The juxtaposing of the results 
of X-ray phase analysis (Fig. 1) and EDX spectra (Table 2) indicates that 
PAn/nano-ТіО2-S composites contains nanosized-ТіО2-S, polyaniline and 
Сl–-anions as its doping agent. Decrease of the carbon content in the com-
posite C2 in comparison with C1 even distribution is evidence of more 
even distribution of polymer in the composite in this case, exactly the 
formation thin polyaniline layer on the surface of mineral particles.

7.3.4 CONDUCTIVITY AND CYCLIC VOLTAMMETRY 
STUDIES

Results of conductivity studies of synthesized samples are shown on Fig. 
5. As it expected, the highest conductivity observes the polyaniline sample 
- 17.0×10–3 S сm–1 (Fig. 5, dot A). The introduction and further increasing 
of semiconductor ТіО2-S nanoparticles content in the composites leads to 
the exponential decreasing of the conductivity of samples.

The samples of PAn, C0.25 and C0.5 composites were tested as elec-
trode materials. The studies were carried out in the 0.5 M sulfate acid 
aqueous solution under the potential scanning in the (−200)-(+600) mV 
interval. The cyclic volyammogramms for the first five cycles of potential 
scanning (Fig. 6) demonstrates a good conductivity and reversibility of the 
produced samples. The higher conductivity, as it was noted above, charac-
terizes the polyaniline sample. In this case, there is hysteresis loop on the 
cyclic voltammogamm (Fig. 6, a), which is decreased with the introduc-
tion of mineral component in mineral matrix (Fig. 6, b) and for the C0.5 
composite the voltammogramm corresponds to Ohm’s law practically 
(Fig. 6, c). The values of cathodic and anodic currents are commensurate 
for the polyaniline (Fig. 6, а), while the higher values of anodic current in 
comparison with cathodic observes for the composite’s electrodes (Fig. 6, 
b−c), that can be explained by doping-dedoping processes of polyaniline 
component of composite during electrode cyclic polarization or less over-
voltage of hydrogen evolution in the presence of TiO2.
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FIGURE 6 Cyclic voltammogramms (5 cycles of potential scanning) of the individual 
PАn (а), C0.25 (b) and C0.5 (c) PAn/nano-ТіО2-S composites in the 0.5 M H2SO4 aqueous 
solution.

7.3.5 THERMOGRAVIMETRIC STUDIES

The results of thermogravimetric studies of produced samples, namely in-
dividual nаnо-ТіО2-S and polyaniline, and its composite are shown on the 
Figs. 7-8 and in Table 3. The character of obtained curves of mass loss 
∆m (TG), differential curves of mass loss (DTG) and differential thermal 
analysis (DTA) are different considerably (Fig. 8).

The sample of nаnо-TiO2-S is characterized by high thermal stability 
in the 20–900°C temperature interval, where the total mass loss (∆m900) 
is » 5% (Fig. 7, curve 7; Fig. 8, a, curve 1), while the total mass loss 
for the PAn sample is reached to » 95% (Fig. 7, curve 1; Fig. 8, b, curve 
1). Therefore, the main mass loss in the composites is connected with 
the thermal decomposition of polymeric component and values of total 
mass loss increases with increasing of PAn content in the samples (Fig. 8, 
curves 2-6). In the same time, the increasing of TiO2-S nanoparticles in the 
samples leads to the decreasing of thermodestruction rate of polyaniline 
component. It indicates the lower grade of TG curves in the 230–600°С 
temperature’s interval. Besides, temperature of the termination of Pan 
component thermal destruction in the composites samples is shifted in the 
side of lower temperatures, whereas the start temperature of composites 



destruction (liberation of doping agent) is shifted in the side of the higher 
values in comparison with the individual polyaniline. Such shifts indicate 
on the strong interaction between the particles of titanium (IV) oxide and 
the polyaniline molecules in the composites [50].

Three stages can be marks out on the thermogravimetric curves (Fig. 
8, a−c, curves 1) during the samples heating (results for C1 sample are 
presented as an example of thermal characteristics of synthesized com-
posites). Results of the quantitative analysis of these data are shown in 
Table 3. The first stage of mass loss (section A-B on the curves 1, Fig. 8) 
is connected with desorption of physically fixed water, while the second 
stage (interval B-C) – with liberation of the water, which H-bonded with 
PAn macromolecules, doping agent (НCl) and hydration water of doping 
Cl--anions [51-55]. The limited sulfur burning from TiO2-S particles takes 
place for sample of individual mineral component (Fig. 8, a) in the in the 
C-D interval on the TG curves, while oxidative destruction of polymer 
observes mainly in the same interval for the Pan and composites samples. 
The mass losses of the individual polyaniline sample for the noted inter-
vals averages ≈ 11.5% (Т ≈ 50–132°С), ≈ 2.5% (132–250°С) and ≈ 73.5% 
(250–900°С), respectively. 

Analysis of the results presented in Table 3 indicates that the increasing 
of ТіО2-S nanoparticles content in the composites leads to the certain de-
creasing of mass losses on the all marked out sections of curves 1 (Fig. 8, 
b−c), that confirms above noted explanations about nature of mass losses 
during oxidative destruction of Pan and composites samples. Temperature 
T1 (see Fig. 8) of first maximum on DTG curves decreases from 98°С tо 
66°С from PAn to nаnо-ТіО2-S individual samples. In the same time the 
value of temperatures T2 of second maximum increases from 285°С tо 
350°С under the introduction of mineral component in polymer matrix and 
with its further increasing of its content. The several discrepancies of T2 
values can be stipulated by inorganic oxide influence on the processes on 
the second stage of thermal destruction of samples. In particular, the hy-
drated state of the surface of ТіО2-S nanoparticles and, as a result, the par-
ticipation of terminated HO-groups in formation H-bonds with polymer 
macromolecules must be taken into consideration. Therefore the value T2 
= 129°C (Table 3) for the individual ТіО2-S samples can be connected with 
the process of dehydration of the surface of nanoparticles.
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FIGURE 7 Thermogravimetric (TG) curves of the polyaniline (1), nаnо-TiO2-S (7) and 
their composites: C0.25 (2), C0.5 (3), C0.75 (4), C1 (5) and C2 (6).

FIGURE 8  TG (1), DTA (1) and DTG (1) curves for the synthesized samples of nаnо-
ТіО2-S (a); PАn (b) and C1 composite (c).



TABLE 3 Results of the analysis of TG and DTG curves of studied samples.

Sa
m

pl
es

Mass loss of samples on the 
section of TG curve / percent

Total mass 
loss ∆m900 / 

percent

Temperatures that corresponds 
to maxima of mass losses / (±1.0)
оС

A - B* B - C* C – D* Т1* Т2* Т3*

PAn 11.5 2.5 73.5 95.2 98 285 554

C0.25 4.4 2.3 54.7 61.4 95 300 500

C0.5 4.2 2.7 39.2 46.7 85 325 485

C0.75 4.0 2.9 32.3 42.4 82 342 479

C1 3.4 3.2 28.0 34.6 81 290 470

C2 2.8 3.7 19.5 26.0 78 350 483

ТіО2-S 2.1 0.6 2.25 5.0 66 129 670

*See Fig. 8 (a−c) and comments in the text.

The temperature T3 is decreased with the increasing of TiO2 content in 
composites, but for the C0.5 - C2 samples it is constant practically. Such 
character of T3 change, in our opinion, is connected with the changes in 
morphology of produced samples - from aggregative (3D net structure 
in the C0.25 and C0.5 samples) to thin polyaniline layers on the surface 
of mineral nanoparticles (for the C0.5-C2 samples), that assured fuller 
oxidative destruction of polymeric component of composite under lower 
temperatures. However, the more detailed analysis of DTG curves of pro-
duced samples with high content of nаnо-ТіО2-S indicated that the third 
temperature interval (C-D, see Fig. 8) contains several successive steps 
of polymer destruction. Besides main step of polyaniline oxidative de-
struction, it are the steps of oligomeric fraction of polyaniline liberation, 
supplementary finish liberation of doping agent, final carbonization of in-
termediate chemicals [56] and limited sulfur burning from TiO2-S particles 
(with T3 = 670 °С, see Table 3), that confi rms the complicacy of the de-°С, see Table 3), that confi rms the complicacy of the de-, see Table 3), that confirms the complicacy of the de-
struction of composites samples.
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7.4 CONCLUSIONS

The PAn/nano-ТіО2-S composites were synthesized in the 0.5 M HCl aque-
ous solutions by oxidative oxidation of aniline in the presence of nanopar-
ticles of mineral component with size ~ 20 nm. The results of X-ray dif-
fraction phase analysis, FTIR and EDX spectroscopy, thermogravimetric 
studies indicates that polyaniline is deposited on the surface of mineral 
component particles and is characterized by sufficiently ordering of mac-
romolecules. The change of samples morphology from aggregative (3D 
net structure) to thin polymeric layers on the surface of TiO2-S nanopar-
ticles with increasing of mineral component content was detected under 
the analysis of SEM images.

The formation of composite, but not mechanical mixture of compo-
nents, confirms the results of EDX and FTIR spectroscopy. Moreover, the 
shift of characteristic bands in the FTIR spectra of composites samples 
confirms the presence of strong interfacial interaction between polymeric 
macromolecules and surface of TiO2-S nanoparticles in the result of H-
bonding. 

It was determined, that the increasing of content of the mineral compo-
nent leads to the increasing of the thermal stability of the PAn/nano-ТіО2-S 
composite in comparison with individual polyaniline, but to the decreas-
ing of electric conductivity of samples.

It is expected that the synthesized composites with the high contents of 
TiO2-S, when the thin polyaniline layer deposited on the mineral nanopar-
ticles, will be effective sensitizers in the processes of the photooxidation 
in consequence of the synergetic effect occurrence under the integration of 
the properties of S-doped TiO2 and polyaniline.
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SUMMARY

A corrosive dissolution model has been proposed for corrosive dissolution bi-
nary nanocluster surface of the formula PtnXm (where X – transition metals Cr, 
Fe, Co, Ni, Ru) of the core-shell structure in acid environment of low tempera-
ture fuel cells, which content molecules and ions of H2O, Cl–, OH–, H3O

+. This 
model is based on calculations of adsorption behaviors of the environment 
component interaction with surfaces and activation barriers of platinum atom 
dissolution by means of quantum-chemical methods PM6 and DFT. Physical-
chemical behaviors were established for structural and energy degradation of 
surfaces of platinum binary nanoclusters with core-shell structure Pt42X13 of 
different composition under the influence of H2O, Cl–, OH–, H3O+. It was 
shown that transition metals Cr, Fe, Co, Ni, Ru, which form the core of our 
binary nanoclusters influence sufficiently on their adsorption behaviors and 
stability to corrosive dissolution, For example, Pt42Co13 is resistant to chlorine 
hydrated ions influence Cl–(H2O) because of much lower adsorption heat (27.5 
kJ/mole) as compared with pure platinum nanocluster (195.8 kJ/mole), which 
should be explained by enhanced electron density in four-fold positions of the 
surface. It was discovered, that formation of a complex [Pt(OH) (H2O)4]

+ is 
possible on the surface of binary nanocluster surface in the environment of 
water molecules, oxygen atoms and hydroxonium ions, the activation energy 
of its departure from the surface being the highest for nanoclusters with cobalt 
and ruthenium in the row Pt55 < Pt42Co13 < Pt42Ru13. It was also shown, that 
local adsorption of chlorine ions on the hydrated surface of platinum nano-
clusters may induce blocking of catalytic centers of their surface due to high 
adsorption ability of such ions or due to dissolution of platinum atoms with 
the formation of complexes [H2O(PtCl)]n+, with lower activation energies of 
their departure from surface in comparison with pure Pt55 (more than in twice) 
with the exclusion of Pt42Co13, where an opposite effect was fixed (increase of 
activation energy in 60%).

8.1 INTRODUCTION

In last decades for purposes of effective nanocatalyst preparation in poly-
mer electrolyte membrane (PEM) fuel cells binary nanoclusters of platinum 
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have been considered as perspective materials. Their common formula is 
PtnMem (where Me – transition metals Cr, Fe, Co, Ni, Ru) and sizes range 
from 1 to 50 nm. Experimental [1–3] and theoretical [4–5] studies confirm 
the enhanced growth of their catalytic activity in comparison with pure 
metals. Besides, such nanoclusters cost much less. However, in practice 
effective exploitation time of such catalysts can be sufficiently reduced 
due to their degradation in the result of oxidation or corrosive dissolution 
in acid environment [6]. In other words, despite the high catalytic proper-
ties of binary nanoclusters, their stability and corrosive resistance is not 
available for a long period of work. The stability of catalytic layers is 
determined by the nature of catalysts, environment character, current den-
sities and others. The available experiments show that the main factors in 
destruction of functionality of PEM fuel cells are as follows: catalytic lay-
er degradation [7–8], corrosion (dissolution) of carbon sublayers [9] and 
degradation of membrane diffusive layers [10]. Among them degradation 
of catalytic particles is a main reason of catalytic activity reduction due to 
next factors: corrosion or dissolution of nanoclusters, their poisoning or 
passivation during surface segregation of harmful particles, which slow 
main reaction, surface layer composition changes after their interaction 
with solution and reagent, agglomeration of nanoclusters with reduction 
of their effective surfaces.

A big amount of experimental studies of stability of many component 
systems PtnMem (where Me – transition metals Cr, Fe, Co, Ni, Ru) indicates 
about the formation of nanoclusters with core-shell structures [11–13], 
where mechanisms of the processes (including corrosive) with the forma-
tion of such structures are described. Firstly this is a surface segregation 
during the process of multicomponent nanocluster preparation [14]. Due 
to such segregation nanocluster surface becomes enriched by one of the 
components, especially by platinum with the reduction of surface energy 
in segregated binary nanocluster [15]. In the process of corrosive influence 
(in model conditions or in tests of fuel cells) a prevailing dissolution of 
one component from basic metal Me and surface enrichment by platinum 
with the formation of a “core-shell” system.

Thus, in the work [16] corrosive stability of catalysts PtCo/C and 
Pt/C were compared in solution of 0.5 M H2SO4. Temperature has been 
increased periodically up to 60°C and tests were made in presence of 10% 
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H2O2 or air bubbles. Experimental data showed that amount of solved plat-
inum for PtCo/C (the alloy exists in two phases: Pt3Co і PtCo) is lower 
than for Pt/C and it never growth with corrosive activity of solution. How-
ever, in this paper exclusively corrosive test results without comparison 
of catalytic activity of prepared binary alloys are presented. Other works 
[17–18] also confirm stability of potential of platinum catalysts with co-
balt during their long exploitation, compared with pure Pt. Better proper-
ties of catalysts PtCo are conjugated with their atomic structure (for ex-
ample, shorter interatomic distance Pt-Pt) and other electronic behavior of 
surface, which cause decrease of adsorbed ion OH– number and catalytic 
active sites growth up on the surface.

However, the available experimental data about degradation or disso-
lution of nanocatalysts need theoretical explanation on atomic and mo-
lecular levels in different models, with their specific reactions on nanopar-
ticles and size effects in nanosystems. Unfortunately, modern theoretical 
approaches in simulations often lead to indefinite information about prop-
erties of nanoclusters, because of omitting quantum characters of interac-
tions in such systems.

Realistic models must account the structure of surface, shape and di-
mension of nanoclusters, as well as their chemical composition, which 
sufficiently change both their catalytic activity and corrosive resistance. 
It should be noted, that there are no theories of nanocluster stability im-
provements, developed up to date.

Studies of kinetics and mechanisms of metal cluster ionization in water 
solutions are of great importance for deepening of theory of catalyst and 
corrosion. In this respect the development of micromodels is very urgent, 
including elementary acts of this constituent process – development of 
structural, electron and energy changes on the way of ionized atom delay 
from the surface of metals with the formation of hydrated complex is of 
great importance.

The aim of the present work is to develop a model of corrosive dissolu-
tion of Pt binary nanocluster PtnМеm (Ме – Cr, Fe, Co, Ni, Ru) in working 
environment of low temperature fuel cells on the basis of quantum-chem-
ical methods application and deduction of physico-chemical peculiarities 
of Pt (with different structure and elementary content) surface destruction 
under the influence of H2O, Cl–, OH–, H3O

+.
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8.2. METHODOLOGY OF COMPUTATION

In present work processes of dissolutions are considered for stable plat-
inum nanoclusters and binary nanocluster PtnМеm (Ме is the transition 
metals, namely Cr, Fe, Co, Ni, Ru) with core-shell structure and n = 42, m 
= 13 atoms, as well as their surface interaction with particles of environ-
ment, i.e., H2O, O2, OH–, H3O

+, Сl–. So, we need examine reaction ability 
of binary nanoclusters in such environment, including prediction of the 
nanosystem properties. Evidently, to solve such task one must possess data 
about potentials of all particle interaction in a chosen system.

For successful theoretical simulation in this case we must pick up a 
correct model in physical aspect with realistic interaction potentials. As 
previous results in our works [19–20] and other authors’ [21–22] indicate, 
full description of interaction nanocluster – environment requires a com-
plex approximation. Thus we used an approximation of common applica-
tion of semiempirical quantum-chemical and functional density methods.

Theoretical consideration of platinum nanoclusters originates from the 
consumption that atoms in an nanocluster should be located at positions 
with minimal energy in the force field of surroundings. For this purpose 
we set definite positions of atoms with an approximate geometry and run 
optimization by molecular dynamics method to obtain minimal energy in 
dependence on internal coordinates.

References show the various statements regarding the reality of used 
methods by means of molecular mechanics with atom-atom potentials 
[23] to study chemical composition and structure of metallic clusters. 
Sometimes sufficient discrepancies exit between optimizes structures and 
experimental or ab initio calculated values.

Any structure may be constructed for binary nanoclusters of platinum 
with transition metals of fourth or fifth row, while in accordance with ma-
terial science solid solutions of substitution are easy formed. Our previous 
calculations [24] showed, that nanocluster forms, which are close to cubo-
octahedral with 13 and 55 atoms, are the least nanoclusters with maximal 
internal energy, are the most stable ones and familiar to relatively quick 
theoretical study by DFT methods on PC. Besides, such nanoclusters are 
able to exist in experiments, for instance during LASER evaporating of 
platinum and deposition of particles with mass spectrometric calibration 
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on sublayers. Cubo-octahedral structure allows different changes both 
composition and locations atoms, including the most real, which are close 
to experimental values even for much greater clusters with magic numbers 
of atoms.

Our cubo-octahedral structures were of the “core-shell” type with inner 
core, formed by second component atoms – transition metals, while the 
shell in just one atomic layer was constructed by platinum – active cata-
lyst of surface processes. Such structures in our own calculations [25] and 
others [26–27] are optimal in catalytic sense, because they cause effective 
way of surface reactions for oxygen reduction. On the other side such 
nanoclusters possess stability in aggressive acid environments, which lead 
to electrochemical corrosion of materials of catalysts.

It is known [28] that among random atomic formations with f.c.c. struc-
ture of Pt cubo-octaedron Pt55 is the most closed parked. It is constructed 
by eight f.c.c. lattices of platinum with account of symmetry and maximal 
surface. Two factors support such choice: 1) such size corresponds to four 
coordinate spheres of the f.c.c. structures; 2) nanoclusters with such sizes 
are the most stable both in quantum-chemical studies [29] and mass spec-
trometric measurements. The nearest neighbor number is the greatest one 
in comparison with similar fragments of crystal lattice. This is the reason 
of stability.

Nanocluster models were formed on the basis of Pt lattice with the 
principle of closed atom packing. Binary nanoclusters were built by sub-
stitution of Pt atoms by Co, Cr, Fe, Ni, Ru. Valence states in our DFT 
method were accepted as depicted in Table 1. In common case during the 
formation of 55-atomic cubo-octahedral Pt nanocluster from a metal spec-
imen a sufficient curvature take place for cluster geometry. Thus, equilib-
rium relaxed geometry was obtained molecular mechanics approximation 
as implemented in HyperChem 8.0 [30] software. After such calculations 
stable in energy 55 atomic clusters were fixed with distances, shown in 
Table 2. Calculated interatomic distances are less than app. 10%, if com-
pared with volume and satisfy other authors data [31].
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TABLE 1 Geometry and electron properties of transition metals in present study of binary 
nanoclusters.

Type of 
atom Type of lattice Lattice pa-

rameter, Å
Ionization 
potential, еV

Bind energy, 
еV/atom Valence state

Pt f.c.c 3.92 8.96 5.85 5d96 s1

Co h.c.p 3.56 7.86 4.38 3d74 s2

Cr b.c.c 2.88 6.76 4.10 3d54 s1

Fe b.c.c 3.64 7.90 4.29 3d64 s2

Ni f.c.c 3.52 7.63 4.43 3d84 s2

We have calculated binary nanoclusters Pt42Co13 with core-shell structure, 
where Pt is the only type of atom, while Co builds the core of nanocluster. For 
Pt42Co13 with core-shell interatomic distances Pt – Pt on its surface are slightly 
increased up to 2.95 A (Table 2). Bulk distances Co – Co are also enhanced and 
equal to a middle value of distances for crystal bulk in Pt and Co. Surface Pt 
atoms are separated from bulk Co atoms in the core-shell model to 2.61 A. The 
fact is explained by differences in atomic radii of Pt and Co (rPt/rCo = 1.112).

TABLE 2 Geometry of Platinum nanoclusters.

rPt-Pt, Å rPt-Co, Å rCo-Co, Å

Crystal platinum (experiment) 2.77 – –

Crystal cobalt (experiment) – – 2.50

Nanocluster Pt55, cubo-octaedron 2.52 – –

Nanocluster Pt37Co18, cubo-octaedron, “core shell” 2.95 2.61 2.64

FIGURE 1  Cubo-octahedral structure of Pt nanoclusters.
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For geometry optimization of nanoclusters we used firstly semiempiri-
cal method PM6 [32] of the MOPAC 2009 [33] code. The approximation 
PM6, as literature confirms [34], is widely used in calculations of reactiv-
ity for systems of transition metals. Although some mistakes in electronic 
structure studies, geometries are obtained with acceptable accurance and 
with shot computer time resources.

Electronic structure of optimized nanoclusters was calculated by the 
program StoBe 2009 [35] in DFT methods with GGA approximation 
[36] for exchange-correlation functional �88-LYP [37–38] and basis set 
double-ζ and valence polarization DZVP [39]. Basis sets 6–31G** were 
accepted for oxygen, chlorine and hydrogen. Relativistic effects were not 
accounted. The following valence states were taken for elements: O(2p42 
s2) Сl(3p53 s2), Со(3d74 s2) and Pt(5d96 s1).

For the gradient correction the B88 approximation for the exchange en-
ergy functional and the LYP approximation for the correlation functional 
were employed. The B88 exchange functional has the correct asymptotic 
behavior for the energy density. It reduces the error in the exchange energy 
by almost two orders of magnitude relative to the LSDA result, and thus 
represents a substantial improvement for a simple functional form con-
taining only one adjustable parameter. In order to increase the computa-
tional efficiency, the internal atomic layers are kept frozen for every atom 
of nanoclusters, since the internal electrons do not contribute significantly 
to the bonding. A double-zeta basis set of Slater type orbitals was used for 
valence electrons which include an additional set of functions for each ele-
ment, playing the role of polarization functions. The frozen core orbitals 
include up to 4d and 3d orbitals for Pt and Co atoms, respectively on the 
central part of the nanocluster that represent the metallic surface. For the 
other surrounding atoms, the frozen core orbitals include up to 4f and 3d 
orbitals for Pt and Co atoms, respectively.

Adsorption heat H was calculated as a difference between total energy 
of the system nanocluster-adsorbate and a summa of total energies nano-
cluster + adsorbat: H = WPt(PtCo)X- (WPt(PtCo) + WX). For simulation of nano-
cluster dissolution in water solution next assumptions were done. Plati-
num ionization process may occur in three consequent stages: 1) Platinum 
dissolution: Pt → Pt2+ + 2e–; 2) platinum oxide formation: Pt + H2O → 
PtO +2H+ + 2e–; 3) platinum oxide dissolution PtO + 2H+ → Pt2+ + H2O. 
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According to the theory [40], during ionization middle intermediate va-
lence ions concentration is very low. So, we accept that the only product 
of metal ionization is the ion in the highest valence.

Under the formation of double layer in interface Pt – water solution 
of NaCl a model was proposed that for positive charged surfaces an ionic 
parts of double layer are constructed of halohenide with effective radius 
1.33 A. Then effective thickness of the Helmholz layer d is equal to ion 
radii and the potential drops within this thickness.

FIGURE 2 A potential energy curve for adiabatic reaction Pt0 = Ptn+ + ne: EA – activation 
energy of platinum atom departure into solution; Ea – energy of desorption of hydrated 
platinum ion, yielding during anodic process.

For a correct description of energy changes we estimated adsorption 
energy of water, strength of chemical bonds for water solution ions with 
nanocluster surface, changes in surface atom bonds with the rest of cluster 
and the surface complex metal – chlorine ion was simulated with solvent 
effects.

Accounting high values of electron state densities on the Fermi level, 
we accepted that the ionization process for the surface of binary nanoclu-
sters has adiabatic character (Born-Oppenheimer approximation) and it is 
described by a smooth potential curve of transition from the initial state 
(atom in nanocluster) to final (ion in Men+ solution ) [41] (Fig. 2).
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8.3 CALCULATION RESULTS

8.3.1 ADSORPTION BEHAVIORS OF WATER MOLECULE 
INTERACTION WITH THE SURFACE OF PLATINUM BINARY 
NANOCLUSTERS

According to the Ref. [42], acid anions, such as Сl–, ClO4
–, HSO4

– par-
ticipate directly in the process platinum nanocluster dissolution in elec-
trolytes and change their rates. The ability to dissolution depends not only 
on the strength of chemical bond of surface atom and adsorption complex 
but also on the degree of adsorption weakening of bonds between surface 
atom and its nearest surroundings. In other words, a metal cation departure 
from the surface follows after specific ion adsorptions at electrodes. Metal 
surface atom, which interacts with an ion, chemisorbed from solution, do 
not belongs to the crystal lattice, but still has no stable bond with complex, 
more or less soluble.

To examine environment composition influence on interatomic bond 
alteration in the nanocluster, one needs calculations of interaction through 
adsorption for water molecules and chlorine ions at nanocluster surfaces. 
For this purpose from 4 to 7 water molecules should be adsorbed and con-
sidered. Water molecules prevail among environment components, where 
catalytic layers work in fuel cells. So, in cluster approximation adsorption 
model was constructed for these molecules on the surface (100) of pure 
nanocluster Pt55 and binary nanoclusters Pt42Ме13. The surfaces (100) pos-
sess the higher surface energy and have lower close-parking as compared 
with (111). Thus the surface (100) shows structural and energy changes 
first of all, and tends to more intensive dissolution. Calculation has been 
performed for adsorption heat of water on nanocluster surface, as well 
as its influence on surface charge alteration on individual atoms and in-
teratomic bond values for Pt – Pt and Pt – Me. At the initial stage water 
molecule is adsorbed on nanoclusters with oxygen atom, oriented to the 
surface (100) in atop positions (Fig. 3a). In this case addition positive 
charges on platinum surface atoms and energy decrease for interatomic 
bonds were observed for all situations (Table 3). 
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FIGURE 3 Adsorption position of water molecule on the surface of binary nanocluster 
Pt42X13 before (a) and after geometry optimization (b).

TABLE 3 Calculated behaviors of water molecule adsorption on the surface (100) of 
binary nanoclusters Pt42Х13: Δq1 – charge increase on Pt surface atoms, Δq2 – charge increase 
on the sublayer atoms (second component), ΔЕ – bond energy decrease for surface atoms 
Pt – Pt, H – water molecule adsorption heat, r – adsorption distances between hydrogen 
atoms in water molecule and nanocluster surface.

Formula of nanocluster

Pt55 Pt42Cr13 Pt42Fe13 Pt42Co13 Pt42Ni13 Pt42Ru13

Δq1/Δq2, % 8.5 10.4/5.3 10.8/5.4 12.5/10.7 18.1/12.8 9.3/3.6

ΔE, % 8.5 10.5 12.4 18.6 21.5 10.3

H, kJ/mole 56.25 75.6 98.8 130.5 143.2 65.84

r, nm 0.028 0.026 — 0.015 -0.023 0.056

Charges and energies change most significantly for nickel clusters 
while slightly for ruthenium clusters. Charge alteration on the second 
component atoms is below platinum atoms, indicating the local charac-
ter of water interaction with the surface. Table 3 includes also distances 
between hydrogen atoms of H2O and surface of Pt atoms. After geometry 
optimization (Fig. 3b) H atoms locate close to metal surface, almost at 
the middle of Pt – Pt bond at bridge site and even below the surface for 
nanocluster Pt42Ni13 
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No equilibrium was fixed with the accuracy of 0.001 convergences for 
eigenvalues (similar to all other nanoclusters) but only with 0.1 conver-
gences in the case of Pt42Fe13.

The results confirm surface changes by the influence of water mol-
ecule. Partly during its equilibrium chemisorption the electron charge 
grows up both for Pt surface atoms and second component atoms in the 
sublayer. Besides, adsorption heat for water molecule on the binary nano-
cluster surface increases in comparison with pure platinum. In the result 
bond energy is weakened for platinum atoms with maximum values for 
Pt42Co13 and Pt42Ni13. Thus, Pt42Co13 and Pt42Ni13 are the most hydrophilic 
among the structures, here considered.

8.3.2. PLATINUM NANOCLUSTER DISSOLUTION AND 
ENERGIES OF METAL IONS DELAY FROM THE SURFACE

Our former studies [25] showed, that atomic oxygen, emerged at the stage 
of molecular anion О2– decomposition during catalytic electrochemical re-
duction of molecular oxygen at cathodes of fuel cells, tend to strong chem-
ical bond formation with platinum surface and follows to quasi-chemical 
oxide because of electron charge transfer from Pt to O. The complex of Pt 
cation with environment components, partly stabilized, tends to departure 
off the surface into the solution, with the destruction of the structure itself. 
The catalytic activity of the binary nanocluster should be decreased. The 
same situation is observed in the case of carbon compounds oxidation, for 
instance methanol and ethanol. The surface poisoning occurs under the 
action of additional components in the environment, especially with the 
content of chlorine, sulfur and phosphorus. However, the largest problems 
induce atomic oxygen as extremely active agent in interaction with transi-
tion metal nanoclusters.

When curves of activation delay of platinum atoms from the surface 
were obtained, the following results were collected in the Table 4.
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TABLE 4 Activation energies ЕА (in kJ/mole) of Pt atom delay from the surface of binary 
nanoclusters Pt42Ме13 under the influence of water molecules, hydroxonium ions and 
dependences on incorporated charges.

Formula 
of nano-
cluster

Without 
environ-
ment

H2O H2O
+

H3O
+ +1 +2 +3 +4 +5

Pt42Cr13 213.015 16.266 15.336 14.402 12.551 11.628 10.445 9.625

Pt42Fe13 265.213 18.315 17.434 16.516 15.604 13.632 12.516 11.603

Pt42Co13 320.442 30.316 23.512 21.564 19.712 17.522 10.721 14.806

Pt42Ni13 286.046 19.522 17.610 8.325 15.829 14.514 10.712 10.828

Pt42Ru13 438.383 35.510 34.727 31.486 29.779 27.622 25.815 23.654

As one may conclude from the results, water molecules activate disso-
lution of platinum atoms. The incorporation of hydroxonium ions as well 
as positive charges in the system has no influence on the activation energy 
of platinum decomposition.

FIGURE 4 Calculation of change of energy interaction [Pt(OH) (H2O)4]
+ with binary 

nano-clusters Pt42Co13 depending on the distance from the surface.

It was shown previously, that oxygen presence is a main factor of pos-
sible structural and energy changes, which beside the direct electrochemi-
cal reaction may induce by-processes with the lost of catalytic activity of 
the materials of fuel cell electrodes. After the consideration of adsorption 
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of main molecules and ions from the environment, let’s estimate possibili-
ties platinum ion delay from the surface of our nanoclusters. To simplify 
the consideration we include exclusively water molecules (environment 
– solution) and hydroxonium ions (active acid environment in the destruc-
tion of nanocluster structure). Besides, we try to simulate the cathodic po-
larization by the known procedure of simple exclusion of addition number 
of electrons. Barrier activation estimation was realized by reaction way 
calculations for platinum ion interaction (in the form [Pt(OH) (H2O)4]

+ ) 
with binary nanoclusters (Fig. 4).

We considered energies of simple departure of Pt from the surface as 
cation by means of semiempirical method PM6. Activation energies are 
included into Table 5 in several possible species of complexes. These sur-
face complexes are formed and stabilized by Pt cation interaction with 
molecules and ions from the environment. Our calculation confirmed ex-
istence of prevailing compound [Pt(OH) (H2O)4]

+ (under the condition of 
exclusion of other harmful ions), while it is accompanied by the largest 
changes of Gibbse isobar-isotherm potential, whereas the activation en-
ergy of its departure is the lowest.

Other complexes were taken into consideration with the account of 
working environment and its possible harmful components.

TABLE 5 Calculated activation energies ЕА (in kJ/mole) of Pt ion departure from the surface 
(100) platinum nanocluster in different complexes. 

Formula of species

Pt+2 Pt(OH)+
[Pt(OH)

(H2O)4]+

[Pt(CO)

(H2O)4]+2
[PtCl4]–2

[Pt(CO)

Cl2]

[Pt(CO)

Cl2(H2O)]

ЕА 120.54 30.826 26.315 18.282 6.256 12.315 14.260

We calculated also activation energies of the complex [H2O(PtCl)]n+ 
departure from the surface of platinum binary nanoclusters (Figs. 5–6). 
The obtained results indicate the tendency of their surface destruction by 
the action of chlorine ions.

In summary the binary nanoclusters Pt42Cr13, Pt42Fe13, Pt42Ni13, Pt42Ru13 
should be unstable in the environment with the content of hydrated chlo-
rine ions. Their activation energies for surface platinum atom departure 
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are in two times lower, than for pure Pt nanocluster. An interesting result 
was obtained for Pt42Co13. Its activation energy is significantly increased.

Thus, in presence of chlorine ions, activation energy of platinum dis-
solution is sharply lowered. The same statement can be related to the case 
of carbon compound oxidation, for example methanol, where CO forms 
strong complexes with Pt ions with the low activation energy of desorp-
tion.

The form of cation departure influence on estimation of environment 
action on thermodynamics and kinetics of surface processes in oxidation 
– reduction reactions. So conclusions may be derived about the conditions 
of fuel cell exploitation and their efficiency.

FIGURE 5 Activation energy of [H2O(PtCl)]n+ complexes departure from the surface of 
Pt binary nanocluster.

FIGURE 6 Common view of [H2O(PtCl)]n+ complex on the surface of Pt binary nano-
cluster.
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Initial data were obtained for comparison purposes in a model vacuum; 
further calculation showed that inclusion of several water molecules to the 
system causes decrease in activation energies as much as ten times. The 
form of departure was picked up as stable [Pt(OH) (H2O)4]

+. As we notice, 
the most stable nanocluster contains ruthenium, followed by nanocluster 
with cobalt. Consideration of acid environment leads to partial reduction 
of activation barriers in all cases, while the exclusion of additional number 
of electrons from the system (simulation of cathode polarization), causes 
efficient decrease in activation energies. Such decrease indicates indirectly 
that fuel cell efficiency with the aim of maximal energy convergence must 
be regulated with account of accelerated decrease of catalytic activity of 
nanoclusters in materials of electrodes through their intensive catalytic 
corrosive destruction.

8.4 CONCLUSIONS

A model of corrosive dissolution of surfaces of platinum binary nanoclu-
sters PtnMem (Me is the transition metals Cr, Fe, Co, Ni, Ru) with shell 
structure in acid environment of low temperature fuel cells with the con-
tent of molecules and ions H2O, Cl–, OH–, H3O

+, based on calculations of 
adsorption of environment components with metal surface and activation 
barriers for dissolution of Pt atoms by means of quantum-chemical meth-
ods PM6 and DFT.

Physico-chemical regularities were established for structural and en-
ergy degradation of Pt binary nanocluster (with shell structure of Pt42 Me13 
in different composition) surface under the influence of H2O, Cl–, OH–, 
H3O

+. It was shown that Cr, Fe, Co, Ni, Ru in the core of Pt42 Me13 binary 
nanocluster influence sufficiently on its adsorption behavior and stability 
to corrosive dissolution, in particular:

– the increase of adsorption heats were depicted (15 – 150%) for water 
molecules and oxygen atom in the presence of H3O

+ ions in the series < Pt-
42Ru13 < Pt42Cr13 < Pt42Fe13 < Pt42Co13 < Pt42Ni13, with the possible blocking 
of catalytic centers on the surface of Pt nanoclusters with shell structures.

– formation of Pt(OH) (H2O)4]
+ complex is possible on the surface of 

Pt binary nanocluster, where the activation energy of its departure from 
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the surface has the largest values in nanoclusters with Ru and Co in the 
sequence Pt55 < Pt42Co13 < Pt42Ru13.

– local chemisorption of chlorine ions on the hydrated surface of Pt 
binary nanoclusters may block catalytic centers of their surface due to 
high reaction ability of these ions either to dissolution of Pt surface atoms 
with the formation of H2O(PtCl)]n+ complexes, which possess the lowest 
activation energy of departure from binary nanocluster surface as com-
pared with pure nanocluster Pt55 (more than in twice) with the exclusion 
of Pt42Co13, where an opposite effect was determined (activation energy 
increase till 60%).

Thus, the surfaces of nanoclusters Pt42Co13 and Pt42Ru13 with shell 
structures tend to less degradation in acid environment with the content of 
water molecules, oxygen atoms and hydroxonium ions, whereas nanoclu-
ster Pt42Co13 (in addition to similar degradation) is stable to the influence 
of hydrated chlorine ions in comparison with pure platinum nanocluster.
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 • corrosive dissolution 
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SUMMARY

Paper studied the physical properties and structure of the copolymers based 
on polyaniline (PANI) and amino naphthalene sulfonic acids (ANSA) 
with different mutual position of substituents in naphthalene ring, namely, 
1-аmino-naphthalene-4-sulfonic acid (1,4-АNSA), 1-amino-naphthalene-
8-sulfonic acid (1,8-ANSA), 1-amino-naphthalene-5-sulfonic acid (1,5-
ANSA) and 1-amino-2-naphthol-4-sulfonic acid. It shown that structure of 
isomeric ANSA has a significant effect on the thermal stability, magnetic 
susceptibility and conductivity of the PANI-ANSA systems. The field de-
pendence of magnetization confirms that obtained copolymers are the typ-
ical paramagnetic materials. In the interval of T = 4.2–300 K all samples 
demonstrate a stable EPR signal with g-value of 2.0025–2.0034 which is 
typically for aromatic cation-radicals (polarons). A highest concentration 
of paramagnetic centers is observed for the (PANI-1,4-ANSA) copolymer 
(1 : 1) when interaction between ANSA and PANI occurs in ortho-posi-
tion. In the case of 1,8-ANSA the para-coupling is prevails which causes a 
higher conductivity and thermal stability of copolymer.

9.1 INTRODUCTION

One way to extend the functionality of the organic materials with elec-
tronic conductivity is a chemical or electrochemical copolymerization of 
different classes of compounds, such as naphthalene derivatives, aromatic 
and heterocyclic monomers [1–3]. Thus obtained composite materials in 
the form of thin films or powders have a high electrochemical activity, 
magnetization, and nonlinear optical properties and can be used in mo-
lecular electronics, new sensors and chemical power sources [3–5]. Syn-
thesis the nanocomposites based on the conducting polymer and organic 
supramolecules such as heteropolyacids or aminonaphthalene sulphonic 
acids (ANSA) acting both as molecular dopants and surfactants, attracts a 
rising interest because the possibility to formation the nanotubes or nano-
fibers and polymer nanodispersions during polymerization [3, 5]. For the 
copolymer of polyaniline (PANI) and 2,5-amino naphthalene sulfonic acid 
a ferromagnetic behavior below T = 4 K is observed [6]. However the re-
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sults on the connection between structure and properties of copolymers of 
aniline (An) with other type of ANSA were received not enough.

The process of oxidative polymerization of aromatic amines, includ-
ing aniline and its derivatives, can occur under the influence of chemical 
oxidants (persulfate, permanganate, hydrogen peroxide), and anodically 
polarized electrode during electrochemical synthesis [7, 8]. The cation – 
radicals forming in result of the splitting of electron from the nitrogen 
atom subsequently undergo quinoid isomerization making it possible to 
connect with newly formed radical cations by a type “head-to-tail”. Rep-
etition of cycles of oxidation – condensation (coupling) results in a forma-
tion of conjugated polymer with electronic conductivity [7]. There is an 
assumption that cation-radicals of aniline are capable of initiating polym-
erization of nitro aniline [9] and some amino sulfonic acids, for example, 
meta-amino benzo sulfonic acid [10], but not participating in the forma-
tion of the final product. In the study of the electrochemical behavior of 
isomeric ANSA in aqueous solutions of sulfuric acid was found that these 
compounds may also undergo a process of oxidative coupling with the 
participation of amino groups by forming fairly stable radical cations, ac-
cording to the scheme proposed for the aromatic amines [11]. Given the 
fact that the potentials of the first wave of anodic oxidation of ANSA and 
aniline (E = 0.86–0.96 V, Ag/AgCl) are very close to each other [7, 11], we 
assume the possibility of formation of the coupling products in the form 
of copolymers during co-oxidation of these compounds. In this paper, we 
study the relationship between molecular and crystal structure and some 
physico-chemical properties of aniline copolymers with ANSA of different 
nature, obtained in the conditions of oxidative polymerization.

9.2 EXPERIMENTAL

For synthesis were used the ANSA with different mutual position of sub-
stituents in naphthalene ring, namely, 1-аmino-naphthalene-4-sulfoacid 
(1,4-АNSA), 1-amino-naphthalene-8-sulfoacid (1,8-ANSA), 1-amino-
naphthalene-5-sulfoasid (1,5-ANSA), 1-amino-2-naphthol-4-sulfoacid 
(EНT-acid) and aniline (An) in the form of sulfate salt. All reagents were 
high grade of purity, obtained from Aldrich, ANSA further were purified 
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by recrystallization [9], ammonium persulfate and sulfuric acid have a 
highest purity brand. Chemical structure of ANSA used for synthesis is 
presented on Scheme 1.

SCHEME 1 Chemical structure of amino naphthalene sulfonic acids

Synthesis and purification of the copolymers was carried out according 
to Ref. [12] in a molar ratio of ANSA and aniline 1 : 3 and 1 : 1 in 0.5 M 
solution of sulfuric acid in the presence of ammonium persulfate (molar 
ratio of amine and peroxide groups was 1 : 1.1).

Molecular structure of composites was investigated by IR spectros-
copy (KBr pellets, “Specord M-80”). For study a crystalline structure the 
method of X-ray diffraction was used by means of diffractometer HZG-4a, 
CoKα-radiation, λ = 1.7902 Å, in a discrete mode with step 0.05o 2Θ scan 
and scanning time 10 s at each point. The calculation of the structure and 
profile analysis of diffraction patterns were performed using a set of pro-
grams CSD [13]. Thermogravimetric measurements were carried out on 
the derivatograph Q-1500 D in the temperature interval 293–793 K with 
heating rate of 5 K/min using as a standard Аl2О3.

Magnetic properties were measured on the SQEID magnetometer at Т 
= 4.2 – 293 К as described in [14].

Electrical resistance measurements were performed on samples pressed 
into pellets in a two contacts mode, using a pulsed digital ohmmeter with 
a measuring range of 1–109 Ohms.

EPR spectra of powdered samples of copolymers placed in quartz am-
poules, were obtained on the X-band spectrometer at T = 293 K, used as a 
reference DPPH.
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9.3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Oxidative copolymerization of aniline with ANSAs was carried out under the 
influence of a chemical oxidant – ammonium persulfate at room temperature. 
We found that in the absence of aniline a rate of oxidative polymerization of 
ANSAs is very small, the yield of polymerization product for 72 h just over 
18%, while the polymerization of aniline in these conditions leads to almost 
84–86% conversion. When coupled with the oxidation of aniline and ANSAs 
yield of the product reaches 67–76% [12]. The products obtained in the form 
of fine-grained black powder were isolated, washed repeatedly with water and 
acetone and dried under dynamic vacuum for 12 h and analyzed with the a 
number of physical and chemical methods. According to the elemental and 
thermogravimetric analysis, the products were a combination of self-doped 
by sulfuric acid (i.e., doped during synthesis) polyaminoarenes containing 
chemically bounded sulfonic group. The degree of doping by sulfuric acid in 
all cases is 30–35 mol. %. We carried out the elemental analysis of de-doped 
samples (repeatedly washed with a solution of ammonia and water until re-
moved the sulfate groups) for products of copolymerization of ANSAs and 
aniline on the content of sulfonic acid groups. It is revealed that the composi-
tion of copolymer is almost identical to that of the original reaction mixture, 
and only slightly (5%) enriched by polyaniline moieties.

Structure characterization of PANI-ANSA systems confirms that all com-
posites consist of the polymerized ANSA and polyaniline. According to IR 
– spectroscopy of initial ANSA, their polymers and copolymers with aniline 
was found that in the oxidative polymerization of ANSA a main reaction cen-
ter involved in the initiation and growth of the chain, is the amino group. In 
the spectra of the monomer ANSA are observed absorption bands at 3380 and 
3520 cm–1, corresponding to the NH in primary aromatic amines [15]. As 
can be seen from the fragments of the IR spectra (Fig. 1), for the products of 
polymerization and copolymerization of ANSA with aniline these bands are 
transformed into a single broad band at 3400–3500 cm–1, characteristic of the 
secondary amino and imino groups. At the same time, the absorption band 
responsible for the α-substituted naphthalene ring (3015 cm–1) remains un-
changed. In the range of 2000–400 cm–1 the absorption bands for deformation 
vibrations in 1800–1200 cm–1 is smoothed, which is typical for the formation 
of polymers [15], and the absorption bands at 1150, 1540–1580 cm–1 confirms 
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the formation of secondary amines. For copolymer of 1,8-ANSA and aniline 
was detected the absorption bands which indicates the formation of the prod-
ucts with para-coupling (3080, 1150, 830 cm–1).

FIGURE 1 Fragments of IR spectra for polymer 1,8-ANSA (1), monomers 1,8-ANSA (2) 
and 1,4-ANSA (3) and poly (1,4-ANSA + An) copolymer (4).

According to the obtained data one may suggest that the process of 
oxidative coupling of isomeric ANSA and An leads to the formation of the 
copolymer products of different structure. In the case of 1,8-ANSA and an-
iline process may include formation of primary radical cations ANSA and 
aniline, their pair-coupling, the subsequent oxidation of the resulting prod-
uct in the radical-cation which is capable to further prolongation of the chain:
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For copolymers of 1,4- and 1,5-ANSA with aniline were recorded the 
absorption bands at 1150, 758, 778 cm–1 (ortho-substituted naphthalene 
cycle). In the region υ = 1608–1620 cm–1 observed bands corresponding to 
the deformation vibrations of the C–C bond, this bond causes also a pres-
ence of the bands with a maximum of absorption at 1450–1456 cm–1. On 
the basis of the electronic theory of organic reactions [16] and IR spectro-
scopic data, we can assume that the process of oxidative coupling occurs 
in the ortho position, including the formation of C–C bonds:

Thermogravimetric measurements showed that each of the resulting co-
polymer product exhibits a number of peaks in the DTA and DTG – curves 
which are not characteristic of individual polymers ANSA and aniline (Fig. 2).

In all cases the four major extreme are observed, whose position on the tem-
perature scale depends on the structure of the original ANSA taken for synthesis. 
Endothermic peak at T = 110–130°C associated with desorption of low molecular 
weight products, in the case of copolymers shifted to T = 150–180°C.

FIGURE 2 DTG curves for polymer and copolymers of ANSA and aniline (1 : 3): 1 
– poly(1,8-ANSA), 2 – poly(1,4-ANSA + An), 3 – PANI, 4 – poly(1,5-ANSA + An), 5 – 
poly(1,8-ANSA + An).
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Second exothermic peak at 220 – 240°C has a complex profile and 
corresponds to a series of chemical reactions, are not associated with sig-
nificant weight loss (oxidation of the amino groups, the formation of cross 
linked phenazine structures), at 300–320°C occurs an exothermic decom-°C occurs an exothermic decom-C occurs an exothermic decom-
position of copolymers. For products of coupling the peaks of weight loss 
shifted to higher temperatures than ANSA polymers. In the case of a co-
polymer of 1,8-ANSA with aniline, DTG peak position indicating a higher 
thermal stability of the copolymer in comparison with PANI.

In order to study the crystal structure of the polymers was used the 
method of X-ray powder diffraction. As can be seen from the general form 
of diffraction patterns, shown on Fig. 3, they are characterized by the pres-
ence of sufficient clear peaks of crystalinity over the entire range of scat-
tering angles particularly pronounced in the case of copolymers of 1,8-
ANSA and aniline. A presence of reflections in the range of small angles 
(6–10o 2Θ) is typical for systems with long-range order and may indicate 
the presence of regions with an ordered crystalline structure. With increas-
ing content of aniline in the initial reaction mixture is observed a decrease 
the degree of crystallinity of the copolymer and in the diffraction patterns 
along with the reflexes of a crystalline phase is observed well pronounced 
amorphous halo (Fig. 3b).

FIGURE 3 X-ray powder diffraction patterns of copolymers 1,8-ANSA and aniline, 
synthesized at a molar ratio of ANSA : An = 1 : 1 (a); 1 : 3 (b).
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Calculation of the parameters of the crystalline phase allowed to as-
sume the existence of an orthorhombic unit cell for a copolymer of 1,8-
ANSA + An (1 : 1), which is confirmed with the data on the structure of the 
crystalline phase of polyaniline doped with heteropolyacids [17], obtained 
by means a modified structural model [18]. Calculation of the structure of 
the copolymer 1.8-ANSA with An (1 : 1) allowed us to determine the unit 
cell parameters: a = 0.585; b = 1.174; c = 1.398 nm. The resulting calcu-
lated values of the scattering peaks and the interplanar distances for the 
most intense reflections showed good agreement with experimental data 
(Table 1).

TABLE 1 The experimental and calculated parameters of X-ray powder diffraction 
patterns of a copolymer of 1,8-ANSA and aniline.

№ 2Θexp., dgs 2Θcalcul., dgs h k l d.exp., Å Dcalcul., Å Δd–2

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

7,274

14,749

17,030

22,150

32,010

29,790

30,390

37,530

7,340

14,710

17,138

22,142

23,010

29,791

30,390

37,530

0

0

0

0

1

1

0

2

0

0

1

0

0

1

3

1

1

2

2

3

2

3

2

1

14,0873

6,9736

6,0452

4,6597

4,4878

3,4822

3,4150

2,7825

13,9841

6,9921

6,0075

4,6614

4,4878

3,4821

3,4150

2,7825

–0,00007

+0,00011

−0,00034

+0,00003

+0,00000

−0,00001

+0,00000

+0,00000

Based on the unit cell volume, the data on the density and molecular 
weight of the proposed elementary unit it was found that the unit cell cor-
responds to two formula units of the copolymer:

Features of molecular and crystalline structure of the obtained copo-
lymers are also reflected in their macroscopic properties. Influence of the 
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structure of the isomeric ANSA on the physical properties of the copoly-
mers obtained can be traced from the data presented in Table 2. As can be 
seen, for all copolymers of ANSA and aniline observed elevated values of 
conductivity (σ) compared with conductivity of polyaniline obtained in 
similar conditions. Such an increase in σ is probably due to the presence in 
copolymers structure of chemically bonded sulfonic group with relatively 
mobile protons. At the same time the highest value of conductivity is ob-
served for copolymer (1,8-ANSA + An). The value of σ is 6–8 times higher 
than was found for the copolymer products of 1,4- and 1,5-ANSA with 
aniline and an order of magnitude higher compared to the PANI. This co-
polymer has better thermal stability, characterized by high magnetic sus-
ceptibility, not only compared with other copolymers, but with polyaniline 
obtained in similar conditions.

TABLE 2 Physical properties of copolymers of aniline with amino naphthalene sulfonic 
acids (3:1).

Physical Properties 
PANI

Аn +

1,8-ANSA
Аn  + 

EHT
Аn +

1,4-ANSA

An +

1,5-ANSA

Magnetic susceptibility, 
χ.106, 1/gOe:

at T = 4.2 K

at T = 298 K

5

0.25

21

7.4

19

6.3

12

4.8

11

4.3

Conductivity, 10–3,

Сm/сm
0.71 6.4 0.85 1.1 1.4

Mass loss, %:

at Т = 473 К

at T = 493 K

at T = 573 K

6.9

14.6

36.0

6.9

14.2

22.9

11.3

18.4

29.0

16.5

22.5

36.5

13.8

19.7

30.4

The field dependence of magnetization for PANI doped with sulfuric 
acid and its copolymers with ANSA presented on the Fig. 4 confirms that 
obtained copolymers are the typical paramagnetics, and saturated magne-
tization in applied magnetic field does not achieves.
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FIGURE 4 Field dependence of magnetization at Т = 4.2 К: 1 – poly(1,8-ANSA+An), 2 – 
poly(1,5-ANSA+An); 3 – poly(EHT+An); 4 – poly(1,4-ANSA+An), 5 – PANI doped by H2SO4.

A magnetic susceptibility of ANSA-An copolymers and polyaniline can 
be seen from Fig. 4. A higher magnetic susceptibility of copolymers of 
aniline and ANSAs consistent with the fact that these compounds at room 
temperature give a stable in time EPR signals. We observed a line of asym-
metric shape with the lack of fine structure (Fig. 5), the values of g-factor 
leas in the range of 2.0020–2.0045 which is close to the g-factor of aro-
matic cation-radicals (polarons) [7].

FIGURE 5 EPR spectra at T = 298 K of poly(1,8-ANSA+An) (1, 3), poly(1,4-ANSA+An) 
(2) copolymers, a molar ratio is 1 : 3 (1) and 1 : 1 (2, 3).
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At the same time, a peak-to-peak distance of the signal (ΔHpp) and 
a concentration of paramagnetic centers (Ns) depend on the structure of 
the original ANSA and on the ratio of components in the copolymers (see 
Table 3). The broadest line shape is observed for copolymers of 1,8-ANSA 
and aniline, which, along with the increased conductivity of these materi-
als may be evidence of a strong delocalization of the charge compared 
to other copolymers. This fact is confirmed by electronic spectra of the 
films electrochemically obtained copolymers in which a wide band at λ = 
700–750 nm is responsible for the existence of delocalized polarons [19].

TABLE 3 Parameters of EPR spectra of the poly(ANSA+An) copolymers (Т = 293 К).

Copolymer Molar ratio g ± 0.0002 ∆Hрр, Oe Ns, g–1

Polyaniline 1 : 0 2.0034 3.1 5.5×1019

(1,4-ANSA + An)
1 : 1

1 : 3

2.0028

2.0028

3.1

3.1

1.2×1020

1.7×1019

(1,8-ANSA + Аn)
1 : 1

1 : 3

2.0026

2.0025

7.5

4.0

3.7×1019

7.2×1019

(ЕHТ + Аn) 1 : 3 2.0031 3.2 4.9×1018

However the highest concentration of paramagnetic centers Ns = 
1.2.1020 1/g is observed for (1,4-ANSA + An) copolymer (1 : 1) when in-
teraction between ANSA and An takes place into ortho-position. The Ns is 
higher by about one order of magnitude in comparison with PANI doped 
by sulfuric acid, which was synthesized in the same conditions. In the case 
of 1,8-ANSA the para-coupling is prevalent. This leads to some loss in 
spin density probably caused by spin-spin interaction with formation of 
bipolar on particles, which causes a higher conductivity of copolymers. 
The (EHT+An) copolymer is characteristic by the lowest spin density, 
which may be caused by the presence of radical-acceptor hydroxyl group 
in naphthalene rings. So, nature of isomeric ANSA has a significant effect 
on the structure, magnetic susceptibility and conductivity of the copoly-
mers ANSA with aniline.
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9.4 CONCLUSIONS

Comparison of the results on the structure and physico-chemical proper-
ties of copolymers of aniline and the ANSAs allows us to conclude, the 
main factor in determining both the structure and functional properties of 
these materials (conductivity, magnetic susceptibility, thermal stability) is 
the degree of delocalization of the charge and the length of the conjuga-
tion. It reaches its maximum in the case of a copolymer of 1,8-ANSA and 
aniline by allowing the coupling of functional groups in the para-position, 
which leads to the formation of linear chains, which are able to form suf-
ficiently ordered molecular crystals.

At the same time, the process of the oxidative coupling may occurs 
in the ortho-position, as well as the possibility of the formation of simple 
C–C and N–C bonds in process of oxidation of 1,4-, 1,5-ANSA acid and 
aniline leads to the formation of oligomer products of different structure, 
that reflects in their low thermal stability. The high concentration of un-
paired spins, characteristic of such products may be due to existence many 
dangling bonds, which contribute to the spin density at the expense of 
localized states [20], but do not lead to an increase in conductivity.
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SUMMARY

On a basis of the comparative analysis of the references the correlated de-
pendencies between the optical characteristics of aqueous sols of spheri-
cal nanoparticles and their diameter have been discovered. As a result, 
the empirical dependencies between the values of the square of wave fre-
quency in the adsorption maximum of the surface Plasmon resonance and 
average diameter of the nanoparticles were determined as well as between 
the values of the adsorption band width on a half of its height and silver 
nanoparticles distribution per size. Proposed dependencies are described 
by the linear equations with the correlation coefficients 0.97 and 0.84, 
respectively.

10.1 INTRODUCTION

An exponential growth in a field of the fundamental and applied sciences 
connected with a synthesis of the nanoparticles of noble metals, studies 
of their properties and practical application is observed for the last de-
cades. Such rapid development of the scientific investigations in the above 
said fields is caused first of all by the development of the instrumental 
and synthetic methods of obtaining and investigations of such materials 
in connection with their wide using in microelectronics, optics, cataly-
sis, medicine, sensory analysis and etc. Silver nanoparticles (Ag-NPs) are 
characterized by unique combination of the important physical-chemical 
properties, namely by excellent optical characteristics, by ability to am-
plify the signal in spectroscopy of the combination dispersion [1], and 
also by high antibacterial properties. Among the all metals possessing by 
the characteristic phenomenon of the surface Plasmon resonance (SPR) 
exactly the silver is characterized by the greatest efficiency of the Plas-
mon’s excitation that leads to the abnormally high value of the extinction 
coefficient of Ag-NPs [2]. Under conditions of modern tendency to the 
miniaturization and the necessity to improve the technological processes 
of the new materials obtaining based on Ag-NPs, there is a problem of 
their identification, which requests the cost equipment and causes a search 
of the alternative ways of their average size and size distribution determi-
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nation by others methods, in particular, by calculated ones with the use of 
the empirical equations and dependencies which are based on the property 
of the adsorption of the electromagnetic irradiation in UV/visible diapason 
by the sols of Ag-NPs [3].

10.2 THEORETICAL GROUNDS

Generally, for theoretical description of the SPR phenomenon of the me-
tallic little particles and for Ag-NPs, in particular, the solving’s of the Max-
well’s equation are used, which in 1908 have been proposed by Gustav 
Mi [4]. The extinction coefficient (Cext) of the spherical nanoparticles in 
accordance with Мі’s theory is described by the equation:

 
( )

2 3/2
2

2 2
1 2

24

2
M

ext
M

r
C

π ε ε=
λ ε + ε + ε

  
  (1)

where r is the radius of a particle, l is a length of a wave of the electromag-
netic irradiation, Mε  is the dielectric transmissivity of the solvent, 1ε  is 
a real part of the value of dielectric transmissivity of a part of the metal, 

2ε is the imagined part of the value of dielectric transmissivity of a part 
of the metal.

It is known [3, 5] that the position of SPR maximum adsorption de-
pends on a size of the Ag-NPs. Such phenomenon is explained by depen-
dence of real and imagined parts of the dielectric permeability of silver on 
size of the nanoparticle. In accordance with Drude’s model [6], 1ε  and 2ε  
can be described by the expressions:
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 F
r d

v
r

ω = ω + ,  (4)

where bulkε′  and bulkε ′′  are values of the real and of the imagined parts of 
dielectric permeability of silver mass, ω , pω  and dω  are correspond-
ingly the frequency of the electromagnetic irradiation, Plasmon frequency 
of the metal and decrement of electron gas extinction in the mass metal, 

Fv  is the Fermi rate.
However, calculated accordingly to such expressions adsorption spec-

tra of aqueous sols of spherical Ag-NPs are differed from the experimental 
ones, that can be explained by different reasons, in particular: firstly, in 
presented example of the calculations it was not taken into account the 
distribution of Ag-NPs per sizes, that has an influence on a value of the 
SPR adsorption band width on a half of its height and, secondly, in classi-
cal Drude’s model the adsorbed stabilizer on the surface doesn’t take into 
account; in turn, such stabilizer can influence on the value of the wave 
length in adsorption maximum of the Ag-NPs sol.

In order to determine the dependencies between the optical character-
istics and size of the nanoparticles we have done an analysis of the great 
data of references [5, 7–42] concerning to the synthesis and the investiga-
tions of Ag-NPs.

10.3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

It was determined (see Fig. 1), that a square of the wave frequency in ad-
sorption maximum of SPR (ω2) linearly depends on a value of the average 
diameter (d) Ag-NPs.
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FIGURE 1 Dependence between the square of the wave frequency in adsorption 
maximum of SPR and diameter of Ag-NPs.

Such dependence is described by the expression:

 ( ) ( )2 29 276,14 0,05 10 2,45 0,08 10ω = ± ⋅ − ± ⋅  (5)

with the correlation coefficient 0.97.
At the same time, it was not discovered the direct dependence between 

the width of the adsorption band of Ag-NPs on a half of its height (∆l) and 
nanoparticles distribution per size (∆d). Evidently, it is connected with 
the nonmonotonic change of the adsorption band of Ag-NPs at their size 
increasing [6]. However, the all analyzed data are satisfactory described 
by the linear equation:

 ( ) ( ) maxlog( ) 0,2 0,1 0,89 0,06 log( )d d⋅ ∆λ = ± + ± ⋅ ∆ ⋅λ  (6)

with the correlation coefficient 0.84 (see Fig. 2). Here maxλ  is a value of the 
wavelength in a maximum of the SPR.
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FIGURE 2 Dependence between the logarithms of compositions )log( λ∆⋅d  and 
)log( maxλ⋅∆d  for Ag-NPs.

It is necessary to notify, that in processed data Ag-NPs were obtained 
in aqueous solution with the use of different upon nature stabilizers of the 
surface and precursors. However, in spite of this fact, discovered by us de-
pendencies are good described with the respective correlation coefficients. 
It is clear, that for the explanation of nature for such dependencies the 
advanced theoretical analysis of the electron gas interaction with the elec-
tromagnetic irradiation is necessary, however, at the presented stage, such 
empirical dependencies can be used as the rapid method of the synthesized 
by different methods of Ag-NPs identification in laboratory and industrial 
conditions without the application of complicated, cost and often absent in 
Ukraine devices for their identification.

10.4 CONCLUSIONS

Empirical dependencies between the dimensional and optical characteris-
tics of silver nanoparticles were determined. Such dependencies can be 
used for estimation of value of the average diameter and distribution per 
size of Ag-NPs without application of complicated equipment.
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SUMMARY

The new methods of the nanosized inhibited pigments synthesis have been 
developed based on the zinc phosphate and/or (poly)phosphate. This per-
mits to create the new competitive materials for their application in paint 
and varnish industry under the industrial conditions. It was shown, that the 
acrylic monomers can be used as the effective modifiers of the zinc phos-
phate nanoplates surface [1]. At studying of the monomer nature and its 
concentration influence on a size and on a form of the obtained nanoplates 
it was determined, that at the butyl methacrylate using as the surface’s 
modifier the plates by the average size 200 ± 70 nm and by the thickness 
< 20 nm can be obtained. With the use of the electrochemical impedance 
spectroscopy the anticorrosion activity of the obtained pigment in compo-
sition of the undercoatings [2] was investigated. It was determined, that at 
the addition of 1% mass. of the zinc nanophosphate the efficiency of the 
undercoating is higher in comparison with the sample containing of 5% 
mass of the “Novinox PZ02” pigment.

11.1 INTRODUCTION

The metals, which are used by humanity in different fields of the industrial 
production and technics, and also the different prefabricated metals are 
always corroded, since there are factors in the environment which accom-
pany of the corrosion processes proceeding, in particular, the oxygen of 
air, humidity, dust, etc.

One among widely distributed methods of the metals and also the different 
prefabricated metals protection from the corrosion is an application of the an-
ticorrosive coatings. A role of the corrosion inhibitors in such coatings plays 
the pigments, which besides the protective functions give also the color and 
good covering ability to the coatings. A property of the pigments to brake the 
corrosive process at the boundary “metal-coating” is caused by the backing-up 
of the anodic, cathodic or simultaneously of the both processes of the electro-
chemical corrosion, which is achieved at the expense of the disengagement 
ions by the pigment, which form the passivation layers on the surface of met-
als, рН increasing at the boundary “film- substrate” and etc.
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Modern demands to the ecological safety of production at the simulta-
neous decreasing of the unit value during the obtaining of the protective 
coating possessing by the anticorrosive properties cause the necessity to 
search the new ecologically pure and cheaper pigments. The phosphates 
were the first compounds among those which were used for the decreasing 
of the toxicity of the anticorrosive coatings instead of the widely applied 
chromium- and stannum-containing ones. Zinc phosphates and chromi-
um phosphates, which represent by themselves the nontoxic crystalline 
hydrates [3] mainly were used as the phosphates-containing pigments. 
Zinc phosphate Zn3(PO4)⋅nH2O is characterized by a weak solubility in 
water, however it is easy dissolved in the acids. Chromium phosphate 
Cr(PO4)⋅nH2O is practically insoluble in water, is stable to the action of 
the acids and alkalies and it is not used as the self-contained anticorrosive 
pigment. It is used in the pigment compositions, in particular, in the chro-
mate ones, in which the synergistic result is observed, which is explained 
by the increase of the chromate solubility and by the intensification of 
their anticorrosive properties [4]. Besides of the listed above salts of the 
phosphoric acid, the anticorrosive properties demonstrate also the others 
salts, including the acidic phosphates of the Aluminum, Barium, Calcium, 
Magnesium, Manganese [5]. The condensed phosphates of metals are also 
used for the protection of metals from the corrosion [6], namely: diphos-
phates of Copper Cu2P2O7, Calcium Ca2P2O7, Magnesium Mn2P2O7; poly-
phosphates of Calcium Ca3(P3O10)2⋅1,5H2O, Zinc Zn3(P3O10)2×H2O, Alu-
minum Al3(P3O10)2⋅2H2O; cyclotetraphosphates of Iron Fe2P4O12, Copper 
Cu2P4O12, Nickel Ni2P4O12, Zinc Zn2P4O12, Magnesium Mg2P4O12, Calcium 
Ca2P4O12, Manganese Mn2P4O12. Condensed phosphates of metals possess 
by the better anticorrosive properties, since the ions which are formed at 
their hydrolysis are characterized by the well-defined expressed complex-
forming ability relatively to the ion Fe3+, than to the ion PO4

3–. The surface 
layer of compound, which is formed as a result of the complex-forming 
reactions, For example, by general formula FexAly(PO4)z, makes the sur-
face of steel by inert [7].

However, a general disadvantage of the phosphate pigments used in 
the anticorrosive coatings, is a low efficiency of the under-film corrosion 
process evolution on the initial stages, which is connected with their low 
water solubility, and, obtained accordingly to the described above meth-
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ods zinc phosphates particles represent by themselves the crystals by 
the micron size. Nanosized particles are characterized by the anomalous 
physical-chemical properties in comparison with the heavy simple of a 
compound by the same analogous chemical composition. In particular, at 
the transition to the ultra-dispersive particles there are changes in melting 
temperature, electronic, magnetic, optical, catalytic and others properties 
of the compound.

The main advantage of the nanosized anticorrosive pigments, in com-
parison with the traditionally existing ones by the micron size, is the ra-
tio of a high surface area to the volume, and the anticorrosive properties 
of the coating based on the nanosized pigments directly proportionally 
depend on a size of the particles. An application of the nanopigments 
permits to improve simultaneously the thermal stability, durability at the 
stroke, chemical stability, barrieric and anticorrosion characteristics. In 
connection with this fact, the actual is the search of the nanosized pig-
ments synthesis techniques, in particular, of the zinc phosphate nanosized 
crystals. In references there is separate information about the methods of 
the zinc phosphates nanosized crystals synthesis, which in general, has the 
episodical character. Evidently, this is connected with the complication of 
the nanosized inorganic salts in aqueous solutions obtaining, which is ex-
plained by the fact that in spite of the very low solubility of zinc phosphate 
in water, in accordance with the Kelvin’s equation 





=

rRT
V

C
C σ2exp

0

 the less 
crystals are dissolved and the big ones are aggregated.

That is why the aim of the presented work was to develop the methods 
of a synthesis of the nanosized pigments with anticorrosive properties on 
a basis of the zinc phosphates, which permit to create under the industrial 
conditions the new competitive materials for their using in varnished-paint 
industry, for protection of the metal construction from the corrosion, etc.

The nanosized pigments with the anticorrosion properties based on the 
zinc phosphates were used as the investigation object.

A synthesis of the nanosized pigments on a basis of zinc phosphates 
was the subject of the investigation with the use of the chemical methods 
of synthesis, electron microscopy and electrochemical impedance spec-
troscopy.
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11.2 EXPERIMENTAL

11.2.1 STARTING REAGENTS

The following starting reagents were used for the synthesis of nanosized 
pigments with the anticorrosive properties on a basis of the zinc phosphates, 
namely: zinc acetate Zn(CH3COO)2⋅2H2O (State standard specification 
4174–77) from the “Sfera Sim”™ with the content of the main substance ³ 
99.5% and ammonium phosphate (NH4)PO4 (State standard specification 
4174–78) from the “Sfera Sim”™ with the content of the main substance 
³ 99.0%.

For the modification of surface, for the stabilization and for the improve-
ment of the compatibility of zinc phosphate nanoparticles with the polymeric 
carrier (lacquer) the following reactive monomers were used, namely: 
butylmethacrylate (BМА) (H2C=C(CH3)COOC4H9 by specification: Mn 
142.2; Тboil. 436 К; d4

20 = 0.8950 and the content of the main substance 
99.0%) and butylacrylate (BА) (H2C=CHCOOC4H9 by specification: Mn 
128.17; Тboil. 420.4 К; d4

20 = 0.8935 and the content of the main substance 
99.0%), emulsifier Е-30 by formula which represents by itself the mixture 
of the linear alkansulfonates by general formula R-SO3Na (where R cor-
responds to the hydrocarbon chain by average length С15) (Mn 318; Тmelt. 413 
К; the content of the main substance 93.0%), and also the polyvinyl alcohol 
and polyethylene glycol as the stabilizers.

Synthesis of the phosphate pigments was carried out in reactive medium 
water / methanol at their volume ratio 50 : 50 (methanol CH3ОН was used by 
specification Mn 128,17; Тboil. 338 К; d4

20 = 0.7918 and the content of the 
main substance 99,0%).

11.2.2 METHODS OF THE EXPERIMENTS CARRYING OUT

Synthesis of nano- and ultradispersive particles of zinc phosphate was 
carried out accordingly to the ion change reaction 3Zn2+ + 2PO4

3– = 
Zn3(PO4)2×4H2O↓ in glass reactor under the room conditions in medium 
water / methanol at their volume ratio 50 : 50. For the reagents stirring the 
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magnetic or mechanical stirrer and / or ultrasonic bath “Crystall-2” has 
been used. The control of the рН medium was carried out with the use of 
the laboratory ion-meter “Expert-001”. Synthesized product was separated 
from the reactive mixture by filtration with the use of the Bunsen flask and 
Buchner bailer and was dried at 120°С.

Form, size and the elementary composition of the synthesized ultradis-
persive and nanosized zinc phosphates were estimated with the use of the 
scanning electron microscope EVO-40XVP with the system of the micro-
analysis INCA Energy 350.

Dispersive analysis of the anticorrosive pigments was carried out in 
accordance with the sedimentation method in the gravitational field [8].

Anticorrosion effectiveness of nanophosphate pigments in alkyd coat-
ings on D16T aluminum alloy were studied by electrochemical impedance 
spectroscopy (EIS). The samples were defected intentionally by drilling 
holes of 1 mm diameter in the coating to expose the underlying substrate 
and to reveal the effect of inhibitors on its under film corrosion. The mea-
surements were carried out close to corrosion potential using Gill AC 
potentiostat, a plexiglass tube cell glued to the surface of the sample, a 
saturated Ag/AgCl reference electrode and a platinum auxiliary electrode 
in the current frequency range from 1 kHz to 0.1 Hz and with the signal 
amplitude of 20 mV. The working area of the samples was 5.0 cm2.

11.3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

11.3.1 SYNTHESIS OF NANOSIZED ZINC PHOSPHATE IN 
AQUEOUS MEDIUM

The main problem at the synthesis of the salts metals nanoparticles is fact 
that in accordance with the Kelvin’s equation 





=

rRT
V

C
C σ2exp

0

 at the size of the 
particle of substance decrease its solubility is increased. This means that at the 
synthesis of the nanoparticles of weakly soluble salts it is necessary to block 
the transfer of the substance’s mass from the less particles to the larger ones. 
Usually, such problem is solved by the application of different surface-active 
substances, which are adsorbed on the surface of particles and blocks of it. We 
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have studied an influence of different upon nature surface-active substances 
(emulsifiers Е-30 and ТХ-100), and also the stabilizers (polyvinyl alcohol 
and polyethylene glycol) on a form and on a size of obtained crystals of zinc 
phosphate. It was determined (Fig. 1), that the obtained particles represent by 
themselves the plates by thickness of 0.1–1 μm and by the length of 3–10 μm.

FIGURE 1 SEM-images of the zinc phosphate samples obtained in the presence of Е-30 
(а), ТХ-100 (b), polyvinyl alcohol (c) and polyethylene glycol (d).

Obtained results mean, that such surface-active substances cannot ef-
fectively inhibit the process of the mass transfer between the particles. 
Probably this is connected with a good solubility of emulsifies in water.

11.3.2 SYNTHESIS OF NANOSIZED ZINC PHOSPHATES IN 
WATER-ORGANIC MEDIUM

One method among the all well-known ones to prevent the solubility of 
the zinc phosphates nanosized crystals is to carry out the reaction of their 
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synthesis in the mix of the organic solvents with water, that permits to de-
crease the solubility of zinc phosphate in reactive medium and also effec-
tively to block the mass transfer between the formed particles. That is why 
reaction was carried out in water-methanol mixture, and acrylic mono-
mers (namely, butylacrylate (BA) and butylmethacrylate (BMA)) have 
been used for the modification of a surface of the obtained crystals. Such 
monomers are characterized by insignificant surface-active properties, are 
weakly soluble in water, and that is why at the new phase formation their 
molecules will be adsorbed on a surface of zinc phosphate nanoparticles 
and additionally to inhibit the mass transfer of the substance from the less 
particles to the greater ones. At the same time, under drying of the ob-
tained product of the reaction at higher temperature the proceeding of the 
ion-coordinated polymerization of the adsorbed monomer is possible and, 
correspondingly, the formation of a thin polymeric film on the surface of 
zinc phosphate particles takes place. In order to confirm the presented as-
sumptions, the samples of zinc phosphate in the presence of BA and BMA 
and also in the absence of the modifiers [1] have been synthesized.

FIGURE 2 (Continued)
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FIGURE 2 SEM images of zinc phosphate nanoparticles obtained in water-methanol 
mixture without modifying agent of the surface (a, sample № 1), in the presence of BA (b, 
sample № 2) and in the presence of BMA (c, sample № 3).

As we can see from the presented Fig. 2, obtained nanoparticles repre-
sent by themselves the plates by thickness > 100 nm under their synthesis 
in absence of the modifying agent, by thickness < 50 nm in a case of their 
synthesis with the use of BA and by thickness < 20 nm in a case of their 
synthesis in the presence of BMA.

On a basis of the presented data the average linear sizes of the obtained 
zinc phosphate nanoplates were calculated (see Fig. 3).

FIGURE 3 Zinc phosphate particles distribution upon size: sample № 1 (a), sample № 2 
(b), sample № 3 (c).
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Less size of zinc phosphate nanoparticles obtained via their modifica-
tion by BMA, in comparison with BA, probably can be explained both 
greatly higher evaporation heat of BMA (near 75 calories/g for BMA and 
46 calories/g for BA), and some better solubility of BA in water (near 
0.08% for BMA and 0.2% for BA) [9].

An elementary analysis of the obtained samples showed, that the ratio of 
the elements Zn/P is equal to 3/2 that confirms the formation exactly of zinc 
phosphate. At the same time, in samples 2 and 3 it was discovered, respec-
tively, 1.1 and 2.3% of carbon; this points on the formation of polymeric film 
on the surface of nanoplates. Higher content of the carbon in sample № 3 can 
be explained both by the increase of the specific surface of the pigment at the 
stabilization of zinc phosphate nanoplates by butylmethacrylate and by the 
formation of more compact polymeric film, than in a case of the stabilization 
with the use of BA.

11.3.3 SEDIMENTATION ANALYSIS OF ZINC PHOSPHATE 
NANOPLATES

In order to study the stability of zinc phosphate suspensions in different 
media the sedimentation analysis of the synthesized samples in water 
and in butyl acetate was carried out. Butyl acetate has been chosen as the 
model solvent, since it is widely used at the preparation of the paints and 
varnishes compositions.

An analysis of the kinetic curves of the pigments samples sedimenta-
tion has been done in accordance with the method [8]. Calculated differen-
tial curves of particles’ aggregates distribution per sizes in water and butyl 
acetate are represented on Fig. 4.

FIGURE 4 Distribution function (F) per radiuses of particles’ aggregates 
for samples № 1–3 in water (а) and in butyl acetate (b).
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In spite of the fact that the used by us method of the sedimentation 
curves analysis is based on a range of the assumptions, carried out by us 
experiments permit to conclude that due to the modification by acrylic 
monomers the surface of the pigments became more hydrophobic. A sig-
nificantly less average radius of the zinc phosphate particles’ aggregates 
under sedimentation in organic solvent in comparison with their sedimen-
tation in water confirms of this fact. At the same time, the obtained results 
of the sedimentation analysis are in good agreement with the results of the 
electron microscopy and the elementary analysis.

11.3.4 PROTECTIVE ACTION OF NANOSIZED ZINC 
PHOSPHATE IN ALKYD COATING ON THE ALUMINUM 
ALLOY

With the use of the electrochemical impedance spectroscopy the bilayer 
alkyd coatings based on the lacquer PF-170 superimposed on the duralu-
min alloy D16T was investigated. Such alloy has a much wide applica-
tion in aircraft construction, transport, in building industry, etc. Typical 
protection scheme of the constructions in a case of such alloy application 
consists in the formation of the conversion layer on the surface of the 
metal, For example, at the expense of the oxidation, priming and upper 
varnish-and-paint layer.

In order to study the anticorrosive properties of the synthesized in the 
presence of BMA zinc phosphate nanoplates, the hinge of a pigment in 
quantity till 5% mass was added in priming layer of the alkyd coating 
PF-170 on the oxidized aluminum alloy. General thickness of the bilayer 
(inhibited coating + lacquer PF-170) coating was approximately 120 µm. 
In this same pentaphthalic coating the commercial zinc phosphate pig-
ment Novinox PZ02 was used for comparison. In order to discover the 
protective effect from the inhibited components the defects by diameter 1 
mm through the coatings have been done. It was determined (Fig. 5), that 
the both commercial and synthesized by us nanosized zinc phosphate es-
sentially increase the resistance of the charge transfer of aluminum alloy 
with the defect alkyd coating in corrosive medium. The interesting is fact, 
that the more anticorrosive effect is observed at the introduction into coating 
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of the nanosized zinc phosphate in quantity from 1 till 3% mass, than 
5% mass. Nanosized zinc phosphate is characterized by higher specific 
surface and that is why can possess by higher composition solubility and, 
correspondingly, will be characterized by better-inhibited properties. This 
indirectly means about the resistance decreasing for the corrosive solution 
contacting with the sample of coating having of zinc nanophosphate (Fig. 
5). Alkyd coating with zinc nanophosphate at concentrations of 1 and 3% 
mass is characterized by the better anticorrosive protective properties than 
the coatings containing of 5% mass of the well-known zinc phosphate 
pigment Novinox PZ02. Such data point on the possibility to decrease the 
content of the inhibited pigment in alkyd coating in a case of the new syn-
thesized by us nanosized pigment application on a basis of zinc phosphate.

FIGURE 5 Frequency impedance dependencies of aluminum alloy D16T with inhibited 
alkyd coatings after 48 h in the medium of the acidic rain. Coatings contained the through 
defects by diameter 1 mm.

11.4 CONCLUSIONS

Nanosized inhibited pigments based on the zinc phosphate nanoparticles 
with the average linear sizes 200 nm and by the thickness 20 nm have been 
synthesized via ion change reaction in water-methanol medium. It was 
shown the possibility of acrylic monomers using for modification of the 
nanoparticles surface. It was determined, that the obtained nanoplates are 
characterized by better affinity to the organic solvent, in comparison with 
water. It was shown also, that the nanosized zinc phosphate is characterized by 
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better-inhibited properties in comparison with the well-known phosphate 
pigment Novinox PZ02 that permits to develop under industrial conditions 
the new competitive materials for their using in paint and varnish industry.
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SUMMARY

Spherical silver nanoparticles (NPs) were obtained by silver ions reduc-
tion with hydrazine in the presence of sodium citrate as a stabilizer. It 
has been investigated the kinetic regularities of the silver NPs nucleuses 
formation and their propagation depending on the starting concentration 
of the hydroxide ions and silver ions. It was investigated the influence of 
the synthesis conditions on the average diameter of the obtained silver 
NPs. It was shown the dependence of the obtained silver NPs on kinetic 
parameters of the process.

12.1 INTRODUCTION

One among the priority directions of science and technology development 
is the creation of nanomaterials having the unique physical, electrochemi-
cal and catalytic properties [1–5], that gives the wider possibilities for 
development of the new effective catalysts, sensory systems, preparations 
with a high biological activity. Colloidal nanoparticles of the metals pos-
sessing by special properties differing from the isolated atoms and from 
the mass metal call an especial attention.

There are a number of methods for the synthesis of different upon na-
ture nanoparticles and nanomaterials, however the kinetic peculiarities 
and regularities of the formation (nucleation and propagation) of nanopar-
ticles studied insufficiently.

The aim of our work was to investigate the kinetic regularities of the 
silver nanoparticles synthesis via reduction reaction of silver nitrate by 
hydrazine in the presence of the sodium citrate depending on the concen-
tration of the hydroxide ions and of the silver ions.

12.2 EXPERIMENTAL PART

Synthesis of the silver nanoparticles was carried out in the glass reactor 
with the thermostated shell equipped with the magnetic stirrer and ther-
mometer at 20°C via the reduction reaction of the silver nitrate with hydra-°C via the reduction reaction of the silver nitrate with hydra-C via the reduction reaction of the silver nitrate with hydra-
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zine in aqueous medium in the presence of the sodium hydroxide. Sodium 
citrate was used as the stabilizer of silver nanoparticles.

Kinetic of the reaction was studied by potentiometry with the use of 
the ion-selective microelectrode ELIS-131 Silver. The concentration of 
the silver ions was determined continuous during the reaction proceeding 
per change of the potential of the ion-selective electrode regarding to the 
chlorine-silver comparison electrode.

The form and the average diameter of the silver nanoparticles were 
estimated with the use of the scanning electron microscopy EVO-40XVP 
(Carl Zeiss) with a system of the X-ray microanalysis INCA Energy, XRD-
analysis and also on a basis of the adsorption spectrum of the surface Plas-
mon resonance [5–7].

XRD-analysis was carried out with the use of XRD diffractometer 
DRON-3.0 with Cu-Kα irradiation (λ = 1.5405 nm). Data have been ana-
lyzed by full-profile revision in accordance with the Ritveld’s method with 
the use of the simulation package GSAS (General Structure Analysis Sys-
tem).

Investigations of the adsorption spectrum of surface Plasmon reso-
nance of the silver nanoparticles sols were carried out with the use of the 
single-beam spectrophotometer UV-visible range UVmini-1240 (P/N 206-
89175-92; P/N 206-89175-38; Shimadzu Corp., Kyoto, Japan).

12.3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In order to explain and to investigate the chemical process of the silver 
nanoparticles synthesis the kinetic characteristics have been investigated, 
namely the change of the concentration of the silver ions during the ex-
periment.

Typical kinetic curves of the silver concentration change are represent-
ed on Fig. 1.
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FIGURE 1 Kinetic curves of the reduction reaction of silver ions by hydrazine at different 
starting concentration’s of the silver nitrate.

As we can see, the starting section of the kinetic curve corresponds to 
the stage of the nucleus centers formation and the following sharp decrease 
of the concentration of silver ions corresponds to their growth stage.
The rates of the nucleus centers formation (W0 = 1/t0) of silver nanopar-
ticles were calculated on the basis of the time length (t0) of the starting 
section of the kinetic curve.

At the analysis of the experimental data it was discovered that the rate 
of the nanoparticles nucleation (W0) linearly depends on the concentra-
tions of sodium hydroxide and on the concentration of the silver ions (Fig. 
2 а, b). Such dependencies confirm the first reaction order for the silver 
nanoparticles nucleation reaction per hydroxide ions and per silver ions.

FIGURE 2 Dependence of the silver nanoparticles nucleation rate on the starting 
concentration of sodium hydroxide (а) and silver nitrate (b).
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Since the rate of the silver ions reduction will be maximal in the point 
of inflection of the kinetic curve, then on a basis of the experimental data 
(Fig. 1) it were found the values of AgNO3 concentration in this point 
([Ag+]max). Accordingly to the reaction equation the values of hydroxide-
ions concentration ([OH–]max) in point, corresponding to the maximal pro-
cess rate have been calculated. The values of maximal rate of the silver 
nanoparticles growth (Wmax) was estimated on a basis of the tangent line 
inclination to the kinetic curve in the point of inflection.

 4 AgNO3 + 4 NaOH + N2H4 = 4 Ag + 4 NaNO3 + 4 H2O + N2↑

It was determined that the rate of the silver nanoparticles growth can be 
also described by the linear dependence on concentration of ions hydrox-
ide and silver nitrate (Fig. 3, а, b).

FIGURE 3 Dependence of the silver nanoparticles growth rate on concentration of 
sodium hydroxide (а) and silver nitrate (b).

In order to identify the obtained silver nanoparticles, their spec-
tral characteristics were investigated (Fig. 4, а). The spectrum of silver 
nanoparticles adsorption is characterized by one maximum corresponding 
to their spherical form. Analyzing the references [5–7], it was discovered 
that the value of the square of wave frequency in adsorption maximum of the 
surface Plasmon resonance of silver nanoparticles linearly depends on their 
size (Fig. 4, b), that gives the possibilities to calculate an average diameter of 
the obtained silver nanoparticles. Calculated values of the average diameter of 
silver nanoparticles consist of 12 – 35 nm.
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FIGURE 4 Adsorption electron spectra of silver nanoparticles obtained at different 
starting concentrations of sodium hydroxide (а) and calibration plot for calculation of their 
average diameter (b) based on the references [5–7].

Silver nanoparticles obtained at 20 °С and starting concentrations of re-°С and starting concentrations of re- and starting concentrations of re-
agents [AgNO3]0 = 2.5 × 10–4 М, [NaOH]0 = 3.0 × 10–4 М, [N2H4]0 = 7.5 × 
10–5 М were investigated with the use of the SEM and XRD analysis meth-
ods for confirmation of the obtained calculations (Fig. 5).

FIGURE 5 SEM image (а) and XRD-spectrum (b) of silver nanoparticles.

On a basis of the XRD-analysis results, an average size of the silver 
crystallites was calculated; it consists of DV = 9.3 nm; respectively the di-
ameter of the spherical particle for monodisperse system is D = 4/3 and DV 
= 12.4 nm. Calculated accordingly to the location of the surface Plasmon 
resonance adsorption maximum of the sol silver nanoparticles (Fig. 4, b) 
value of average diameter of silver nanoparticles obtained under such con-
ditions consists of 12 nm.
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At the analysis of the experimental data it was found that the size of the 
obtained silver nanoparticles depends on the ratio of the nuclear centers 
formation rate and the nuclear centers growth rate (Fig. 6).

FIGURE 6 Dependence of an average diameter of silver nanoparticles on kinetic 
parameters of the process: ● – an average diameter of silver nanoparticles obtained at 
different starting concentrations of sodium hydroxide; ▲ – an average diameter of silver 
nanoparticles obtained at different starting concentrations of AgNO3.

Evidently, such dependence can be explained by fact that at the nuclear 
centers formation rate increasing not only the concentration of the nuclear 
centers is increased, but also their critical radius is decreased that leads to 
the decreasing of the average size of synthesized nanoparticles.

12.4 CONCLUSIONS

1.  It was determined that the rates of the nuclear centers formation 
and the nuclear centers growth are linearly depend on concentra-
tions of ions hydroxides and silver ions.

2.  It was established the linear dependence of average diameter of 
the obtained silver nanoparticles on the ratio of the nuclear centers 
formation rate and the nuclear centers growth rate in exponent ½.
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SUMMARY

The field of nanotechnology is one of the most popular areas for current 
research and development in basically all technical disciplines. This chap-
ter presents five case studies on nanopolymers and their chemicals com-
plexities.

For the first case study, the particulate filled nanopolymers is studied. An 
investigation on viscometric flow for particulate filled nanopolymers is pre-
sented as the second case study in this chapter. Application of synthetic or 
natural inorganic fillers is reviewed as the third case study. The next two case 
studies are devoted to description of a multiscale micromechanical model and 
application of cement materials reinforcement with nanoparticles.

13.1 INTRODUCTION

Polymer nanocomposites, a class of polymers reinforced with low quanti-
ties of well-dispersed nanoparticles offer advantages over conventional 
composites. It has been proved that when the sizes of nanofillers are very 
small (at least one of their dimensions is under 100 nm), the interface re-
gions are so large that they start to interact at very low level of loadings. 
Nanoparticles have great effect on the properties and morphology of poly-
meric nanocomposites due to their large specific surface and high surface 
energy [1–10] The interactions between polymer matrix and nanoparticles 
alter polymer chemistry, that is, chain mobility and degree of cure and 
generate new trap centers in the composite which brings about the signifi-
cant change in electrical properties. Where the size of the particle is close 
to that of the polymer chain length, the particles do not behave like foreign 
inclusions and space charge densities are small [1–15]. In this chapter, five 
case studies on different types of nanopolymers are presented.

13.2 CASE STUDY I—PARTICULATE FILLED NANOPOLYMERS

Particulate filled polymers are used in very large quantities in all kinds 
of applications. In spite of the overwhelming interest in nanocomposites, 
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biomaterials and natural fiber reinforced composites, considerable re-
search and development is done on particulate filled polymers even to-
day. The reason for the continuing interest in traditional composites lies, 
among others, in the changed role of particulate fillers. In the early days 
fillers were added to the polymer to decrease the price. However, the ever-
increasing technical and esthetic requirements as well as soaring material 
and compounding costs require the utilization of all the possible advan-
tages of fillers. Fillers increase stiffness and heat deflection temperature, 
decrease shrinkage and improve the appearance of the composites. Pro-
ductivity can be also increased in most processing technologies due to 
their decreased specific heat and increased heat conductivity. Fillers are 
very often introduced into the polymer to create new functional properties 
not possessed by the matrix polymer at all, such as flame retardancy or 
conductivity.

The properties of all heterogeneous polymer systems are determined 
by the same four factors: component properties, composition, structure 
and interfacial interactions.

Although certain fillers and reinforcements including layered silicates, 
other nanofillers, or natural fibers possess special characteristics, the effect 
of these four factors is universal and valid for all particulate filled materi-
als. 

The modern methods of experimental and theoretical analysis of poly-
mer material structure and properties allow not only the confirmation of 
earlier propounded hypotheses, but the obtaining of new results as well. 
This chapter considers some important problems of particulate-filled 
polymer nanocomposites, the solution of which advances substantially 
the understanding and prediction of these materials’ properties. Polymer 
nanocomposites multicomponentness (multiphaseness) requires the deter-
mination of their structural components quantitative characteristics. In this 
aspect interfacial regions play a particular role, as a reinforcing element. 
Therefore, the knowledge of interfacial layer dimensional characteristics 
is necessary for quantitative determination of one of the most important 
parameters of polymer composites in general (their degree of reinforce-
ment) [10–27].

The aggregation of the initial nanofiller powder particles in more or 
less large particle aggregates always occurs in the course of the technological 
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process of making particulate-filled polymer composites in general and 
elastomeric nanocomposites in particular. The aggregation process ex-
plains macroscopic properties of the nanocomposites. 

Nowadays, nanofiller aggregation process in nanocomposites has 
gained special attention. In general, nanofiller particles aggregate size ex-
ceeds 100 nm – the value, which is assumed (though conditionally enough) 
as an upper dimensional limit for nanoparticles. Therefore, at present sev-
eral methods exist, which allow the suppression of the nanoparticles ag-
gregation process. This also assumes the necessity of the nanoparticles 
aggregation process in quantitative analysis [15–37].

It is well known, that in particulate-filled elastomeric nanocomposites 
(rubbers), nanofiller particles form linear spatial structures (‘chains’). At 
the same time in polymer composites, filled with dispersed microparticles 
(microcomposites), particles (aggregates of particles) of filler form a frac-
tal network, which defines the polymer matrix structure (analog of fractal 
lattice in computer simulation). This results in different mechanisms of 
polymer matrix structure formation in micro and nanocomposites. If in 
the first filler, the particles’ (aggregates of particles) fractal network avail-
ability results in a ‘disturbance’ of the polymer matrix structure (that is ex-
pressed in the increase of its fractal dimension df) then for polymer nano-
composites as the nanofiller contents change the value df is not changed 
and is equal to the matrix polymer structure fractal dimension. As it has 
been expected, the change of the composites of the indicated classes struc-
ture formation mechanism change defines their properties, in particular, 
the degree of reinforcement. Therefore, nanofiller structure fractality is 
very important to study.

However, the scale effects in composites should be well known. The 
dependence of failure stress on grain size for metals or of effective fill-
ing degree on filler particles size for polymer composites are examples of 
such an effect. The strong dependence of elasticity modulus on nanofiller 
particles’ diameter is observed for particulate-filled elastomeric nanocom-
posites. Therefore it is necessary to elucidate the physical grounds of nano 
and micromechanical behavior scale effect for polymer nanocomposites.

At present a wide number of dispersive materials are known, which are 
able to strengthen elastomeric polymer materials. These materials are very 
diverse in their surface chemical constitution, but small size particles are a 
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common feature for them. On the basis of this observation the hypothesis 
was offered, that any solid material would strengthen the rubber at the 
condition that it was in a much-dispersed state and it could be dispersed in 
polymer matrix. It should be pointed-out, that filler particles of a small size 
are necessary and, probably, the main requirement for reinforcement effect 
realization in rubbers. Using modern terminology, one can say, that for a 
rubber’s reinforcement the nanofiller particles (for which their aggrega-
tion process is suppressed as far as possible) would be the most effective 
ones. Therefore, the theoretical analysis of a nanofiller particle’s size influ-
ence on polymer nanocomposites reinforcement is necessary.

The purpose of the present chapter is to describe the solution of the 
previously described problems with the help of modern experimental and 
theoretical techniques for the example of particulate-filled butadiene-sty-
rene rubber (BSR).

13.2.1 EXPERIMENTAL

BSR, which contains 7.0–12.3% cis- and 71.8–72.0% trans-bonds, with a 
density of 920–930 kg/m3 was used as a matrix polymer. This rubber is a 
fully amorphous one.

Fullerene-containing mineral shungite of Zazhoginsk’s deposit con-
sists of ~30% globular amorphous metastable carbon and ~ 70% highly 
dispersed silicate particles. Industrially made, technical carbon (TC) was 
used as a nanofiller. The TC, nano- and microshungite particles average 
size is 20, 40 and 200 nm, respectively. The indicated filler content is equal 
to 37 mass%. Nano and microdimensional dispersed shungite particles 
were prepared from industrially output material from the original tech-
nology processing. The size and polydispersity analysis of the shungite 
particles in the milling process was monitored with the aid of an analytical 
disk centrifuge (allowing the determination, with high precision, of the 
size and distribution by the size within limited range).

Nanostructure was studied using atomic force microscopes (AFM). 
AFM results were processed with the help of a specialized software 
package scanning probe image processor (SPIP). SPIP is a powerful pro-
gramme package for processing images, obtained from scanning probe 
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microscopy (SPM), AFM, scanning probe micrsocopy (STM), scanning 
electron microscopes, transmission electron microscopes, interferometers, 
profilometers, optical microscopes and so on. The software possesses the 
whole number function, which is necessary for precise image analysis, 
including:

• The possibility of obtaining three-dimensional reflecting objects.
•	 Quantitative analysis of particles or grains – more than 40 param-

eters can be calculated for each particle or pore found: area, pe-
rimeter, mean diameter, the ratio of linear sizes of grain width to 
its height, distance between grains, co-ordinates of grain center of 
mass can be presented in a diagrammatic form or as a histogram 
form.

The tests on elastomeric nanocomposites to determine their nanome-
chanical properties were carried out by a nano-indentation method (in 
loads of a wide range from 0.01 mN up to 2.0 mN). Sample indentation 
was conducted at 10 points with defined intervals. The load was increased 
with constant rate up to the greatest given load). The indentation rate was 
changed in conformity with the greatest load value counting – that load-
ing cycle should take 20 seconds. The unloading was conducted at the 
same rate as the loading. In this experiment the ‘Berkovich indentor’ was 
used with the angle at the top of 65.3° and a rounding radius of 200 nm. 
Indentations were carried out in the checked load regime with a preload 
of 0.001 mN.

For elasticity modulus calculation (obtained in the experiment by na-
no-indentation), coarse dependences of load on indentation depth (strain) 
at ten points for each sample at loads of 0.01, 0.02, 0.03, 0.05, 0.10, 0.50, 
1.0 and 2.0 mN were processed according to the Oliver-Pharr method.

13.2.2 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1.1 represents the elasticity moduli calculation for nanocomposite 
BSR/nanoshungite components (matrix, nanofiller particle and interfacial 
layers), derived from the interpolation process of the nano-indentation 
data. The processed SPIP polymer nanocomposite image with shungite 
nanoparticles allows experimental determination of the interfacial layer 
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thickness (lif), as steps on elastomeric matrix-nanofiller boundary. The 
measurements of 34 such steps (interfacial layers) width on the processed 
in SPIP images of the interfacial layer at various sections gave a mean 
experimental value of lif = 8.7 nm. The nano-indentation results showed 
that the elasticity modulus of the interfacial layers was only 23–45% lower 
than the elasticity modulus of the nanofiller (but it was higher than the cor-
responding parameter of the polymer matrix by 6.0–8.5 times). These ex-
perimental data confirm that for the nanocomposite studied, the interfacial 
layer is actually a reinforcing element to the same extent, as the nanofiller.

FIGURE 1.1 The processed by SPIP image of nanocomposite BSR/nanoshungite, 
obtained by the force modulation method, and mechanical characteristics of the structural 
components according to the data of nano-indentation (strain 150 nm).

Let us consider further the theoretical estimation of the value, lif, accord-
ing to the two methods and compare these results with the ones obtained ex-
perimentally. The first method simulates the interfacial layer in the polymer 
composites as a result of the interaction of two fractals – the polymer matrix 
and the nanofiller surface. In this case there is a sole linear scale l, which de-
fines the interpenetration distance of the fractals. Since the nanofiller elasticity 
modulus is essentially higher than the corresponding parameter for rubber (in 
this case – by 11 times, see Fig. 1.1), then the indicated interaction reduces to 
nanofiller indentation in the polymer matrix and then l = lif. 
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In this case it can be written: 

  (1.1)

where: a is a lower linear scale of fractal behavior, which is accepted 
for polymers as being equal to the statistical segment length (lst); Rp is a 
nanofiller particle (more precisely, particle aggregates) radius, which for 
nanoshungite is equal to ~84 nm; d is dimension of Euclidean space, in 
which the fractal is considered (it is obvious, that in our case d = 3); dsurf is 
a fractal dimension of nanofiller particle aggregate surface.

The value of the statistical segment length (lst) is determined as fol-
lows:

  (1.2)

where: l0 is the main chain skeletal bond length, which is equal to 0.154 
nm for both blocks of BSR; and C∞ is the characteristic ratio, which is a 
polymer chain statistical flexibility indicator, and is determined with the 
help of the following equation:

  (1.3)

where: Tg is glass transition temperature, equal to 217 K for BSR; and S is 
macromolecule cross-sectional area. 

As is already known, the macromolecule diameter quadrate values are 
equal: for polybutadiene (PB) – 20.7 Å2 and for polystyrene (PS) – 69.8 
Å2. Having calculated the cross-sectional area of the macromolecule, sim-
ulated as a cylinder, for the indicated polymers according to the known 
geometrical formulas, we obtain diameters of 16.2 Å2 and 54.8 Å2, for PB 
and PS, respectively. Furthermore, accepting as S the average value of the 
cross-sectional areas, we obtain for BSR S = 35.5 Å2. Then according to 
Eq. (1.3) at the indicated values of Tg and S we obtain C∞ = 12.5 and ac-
cording to Eq. (1.2), lst = 1.932 nm.

The fractal dimension of the nanofiller surface (dsurf) was determined 
with the help of Eq. (1.4):
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  (1.4)

where: Su is a nanoshungite particle specific surface, calculated as follows:

 
pn

u R
S

ρ
= 3

 (1.5)

where: ρn is the nanofiller particles aggregate density, determined accord-
ing to the following formula:

  (1.6)

The calculation according to Eqs. (1.4–1.6) gives dsurf = 2.44. Furthermore, 
using these equations and related parameters, from the Eq. (1.1) the theo-
retical value of interfacial layer thickness = 7.8 nm. This value is close 
enough to the one obtained experimentally (their discrepancy makes up 
~10%).

The second method of value estimation consists in using the following 
two equations:

  (1.7)

and 

  (1.8)

where: ϕif and ϕn are relative volume fractions of interfacial regions and 
nanofiller, respectively.

The combination of the indicated equations gives the following for-
mula for calculation:

  (1.9)

The calculation according to Eq. (1.9) gives for the nanocomposite consid-
ered = 10.8 nm, which also corresponds well enough to the experiment (in 
this case the discrepancy between lif and is ~19%).
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Let us note in conclusion an important experimental observation, which 
follows from the results of the surface scan of nanocomposite studied and 
processed by SPIP (Fig. 1.1). 

As one can see, at one nanoshungite particle surface from one to three 
(on average, two) steps can be observed, structurally identified as interfa-
cial layers. It is significant that in these steps, the step width (or lif) is ap-
proximately equal to the first (the closest to the nanoparticle surface) step 
width. Therefore, the indicated observation supposes, that in elastomeric 
nanocomposites on average two interfacial layers are formed: the first, at 
the nanofiller particle surface with the elastomeric matrix interaction, as 
a result of which molecular mobility in this layer is frozen and its state is 
a glassy-like one, and the second, at the glassy interfacial layer with the 
elastomeric polymer matrix interaction. From the practical point of view 
the most important question is whether one interfacial layer or both serve 
as nanocomposite reinforcing elements. Let us consider the following 
quantitative estimation. The degree of reinforcement (En/Em) of polymer 
nanocomposites is given by Eq. (1.10):

  (1.10)

where: En and Em are elasticity moduli of the nanocomposite and the ma-
trix polymer, respectively (Em = 1.82 MPa).

According to the Eq. (1.7) the sum (ϕn+ϕif) is equal to:

  (1.11)

if one interfacial layer (the closest to the nanoshungite surface) is a rein-
forcing element and:

  (1.12)

if both interfacial layers are a reinforcing element.
In its turn, the value ϕn is determined according to Eq. (1.13):

  (1.13)
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where: Wn is nanofiller mass content, ρn is its density, determined accord-
ing to Eq. (1.6).

The calculation according to Eqs. (1.11) and (1.12) gave the following 
En/Em values: 4.60 and 6.65, respectively. Since the experimental value En/
Em = 6.10 is closer to the value, calculated according to Eq. (1.12), then 
this means that both interfacial layers are a reinforcing element for the 
nanocomposites studied. Note: Eq. (1.1) in its initial form was obtained 
as a relationship with a proportionality sign, that is, without fixed propor-
tionality coefficient.

Thus, the previously used nanoscopic method allows the estimation of 
both special features in the interfacial layer structure in polymer nanocom-
posites and, its sizes and properties. For the first time it has been shown, 
that in elastomeric particulate-filled nanocomposites two consecutive in-
terfacial layers are formed, which are a reinforcing element for the indicat-
ed nanocomposites. The proposed theoretical method of interfacial layer 
thickness estimation, elaborated within the frameworks of fractal analysis 
in experimental works.

For theoretical treatment of nanofiller particles aggregate growth pro-
cesses and final sizes, traditional irreversible aggregation models are inap-
plicable, since it is obvious, that in nanocomposite aggregates a large num-
ber of simultaneous growth takes place. Therefore, the model of multiple 
growths was used for nanofiller aggregation description.

In Fig. 1.2, the images of the nanocomposites studied, obtained in the 
force modulation regime, and corresponding to them nanoparticles aggre-
gate, fractal dimension (df) distributions are shown. As it follows from the 
deduced values of ( ag

fd  = 2.40–2.48), nanofiller particles aggregates in the 
studied nanocomposites are formed by a mechanism of particle-clustering 
(P-Cl), that is, they are Witten-Sander clusters. The variant A, was chosen, 
which according to mobile particles are added to the lattice, consisting of a 
large number of ‘seeds’ with a density of c0 at the beginning of the simula-
tion. Such a model generates the structures, which have a fractal geometry 
of short scale length with a value of df » 2.5 (see Fig. 1.2) and homoge-
neous structure of large length scales. A relatively high particle concentra-
tion (c) is required in the model for uninterrupted network formation.
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FIGURE 1.2 The images, obtained in the force modulation regime, for nanocomposites, 
filled with: (a) TC (b) nanoshungite, and (c) microshungite, and corresponding to them 
fractal dimensions ag

fd .

For high concentration of c0 following relationship can be obtained:
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   (1.14)

where: Rmax is nanoparticles cluster (aggregate) greatest radius, N is 
nanoparticles number per aggregate, c is nanoparticles concentration, c0 
is ‘seeds’ number, which is equal to the number of nanoparticle clusters 
(aggregates).

The value N can be estimated according to Eq. (1.15):

   (1.15)

where: Sn is cross-sectional area of the nanoparticles of which an aggre-
gate consists; and h is a packing coefficient, equal to 0.74.

The experimentally obtained nanoparticles aggregate diameter 2Rag 
was accepted as 2Rmax (Table 1.1) and the value Sn was also calculated 
according to the experimental values of the nanoparticle radius, rn (Table 
1.1). 

TABLE 1.1 The parameters of the irreversible aggregation model of nanofiller particles 
aggregate growth.

Nanofiller Rag (nm) rn (nm) N
TRmax

 (nm) T
gR  (nm)

Rc (nm)

TC 34.6 10 35.4 34.7 34.7 33.9

Nanoshungite 83.6 20 51.8 45.0 90.0 71.0

Microshungite 117.1 100 4.1 15.8 158.0 255.0

In Table 1.1 are shown the values of N for the nanofillers studied, ob-
tained according to the indicated method. It is significant that the value N 
is a maximum one for nanoshungite despite it having larger values for rn 
in comparison with TC.

Equation (1.14) allows the greatest radius of nanoparticles aggregate 
within the frameworks of the aggregation model to be estimated. These 
values of are shown in Table 1.1, from which their reduction in a sequence 
of TC, nanoshungite, microshungite, fully contradicts the experimental 
data, that is, to change of Rag (Table 1.1). However, we must not neglect 
the fact that Eq. (1.14) was obtained from a computer simulation, where 
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the initial aggregating particles size are the same in all cases. For real 
nanocomposites the values of rn can be distinguished (Table 1.1). It is ex-
pected, that the value Rag or will be the higher, the larger the radius of the 
nanoparticles forming the aggregate, that is, rn. Then the theoretical value 
of the nanofiller particles cluster (aggregate) radius can be determined as 
follows:

   (1.16)

where: kn is proportionality coefficient, in the present work accepted em-
pirically as equal to 0.9.

The comparison of the experimental Rag and values of the nanofiller 
particles aggregates radius (calculated according to Eq. (1.16)) shows their 
good agreement (the average discrepancy of Rag and is 11.4 %). Therefore, 
the theoretical model shows good agreement to the experimental results 
only for the real characteristics of the aggregating particles and, in the first 
place, their size.

Let us consider two more important aspects of nanofiller particles 
aggregation within the frameworks of the model. Some features of the 
indicated process are defined by nanoparticle diffusion during nanocom-
posites processing. Specifically, the length, connected with a diffusible 
nanoparticle, is correlated to the length of diffusion x. By definition, the 
growth phenomena in sites, remote more than x, are statistically indepen-
dent. Such definition allows the value x to be connected with the mean 
distance between the nanofiller particle aggregates Ln. The value x can be 
calculated according to the equation:

  (1.17)

where: c is the concentration of nanoparticles, which should be accepted to 
be equal to the nanofiller volume contents ϕn, which is calculated accord-
ing to the Eqs. (1.6) and (1.13).

The values rn and Rag were obtained experimentally (see the histogram 
of Fig. 1.3). In Fig. 1.4 the relation between Ln and x is shown, which, as it 
is expected, proves to be linear and passing through coordinates origin. This 
means, that the distance between nanofiller particle aggregates is limited by 
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mean displacement of statistical spaces by which nanoparticles are simulated. 
The relationship between Ln and x can be expressed analytically as:

  , nm (1.18)

FIGURE 1.3 (a) The initial particles diameter (b) their aggregate size in nanocomposite 
and (c) distance between the nanoparticle aggregates for nanocomposites, filled with TC, 
nanoshungite and microshungite.

FIGURE 1.4 The relation between diffusion correlation length (x) and distance between 
nanoparticle aggregates (Ln) for the nanocomposites considered.
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The second important aspect of the model in reference to nanofiller 
particle aggregation simulation is a finite nonzero initial particles concen-
tration c or ϕn effect, which takes place in any real systems. This effect 
is realized at the condition ξ≈Rag, that occurs at the critical value Rag(Rc), 
determined according to the following relationship:

   (1.19)

The right side of Eq. (1.19) represents cluster (particle aggregate) mean 
density. This equation establishes that the fractal growth continues only, 
until the cluster density reduces up to a medium density, in which it grows. 
The values Rc, calculated according to Eq. (1.19) for the nanoparticles 
considered are shown in Table 1.1, from which follows, that they give 
reasonable agreement with this parameter’s experimental values Rag (the 
average discrepancy of Rc and Rag is 24%).

Since the treatment was obtained within the framework of a more 
general model of diffusion-limited aggregation, then its agreement to the 
experimental data indicated unequivocally that aggregation processes in 
these systems were controlled by diffusion. Therefore, let us consider 
briefly nanofiller particle diffusion. Statistically, Walker’s diffusion con-
stant (z) can be determined with the aid of the relationship:

   (1.20)

where: t is the time or duration.
For instance if in Eq. (1.20) for a constant t we can expect a z increase 

in the number of TC). At the same time diffusivity (D) for these particles 
can be described by the well-known Einstein’s relationship:

  (1.21)

where: k is the Boltzmann constant, T is the temperature, h is the medium 
viscosity, a is the numerical coefficient, which is accepted to be equal to 1.

In its turn, the value h can be estimated according to Eq. (1.22):

   (1.22)
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where: η0 and h are initial polymer and its mixture with nanofiller viscos-
ity, respectively.

The calculation using Eqs. (1.21) and (1.22) shows, that within the 
indicated nanofiller number, the value D changes from 1.32 to 1.14 to 0.44 
relative units (i.e., reduces each time, which was expected). This apparent 
contradiction is due to the choice of the condition t = constant (where t is 
the nanocomposite production duration) in Eq. (1.20). Considering real 
conditions the value t is restricted by the nanoparticle contact with grow-
ing aggregate and then instead of t the value t/c0 should be used, where c0 
is the seed concentration, determined according to Eq. (1.14). In this case 
the value z for the indicated nanofillers changes from 0.288 to 0.118 to 
0.086 elative units (i.e., it reduces in 3.3 times) which agrees fully with 
the calculation using Einstein’s relationship (Eq. 1.21). This means, that 
nanoparticle diffusion in the polymer matrix obey the classical laws of 
Newtonian rheology.

Thus, the dispersed nanofiller particles aggregation in elastomeric ma-
trix can be described theoretically within the frameworks of a modified 
model of irreversible aggregation particle-cluster. The obligatory consid-
eration of nanofiller initial particle size is a feature of the model’s applica-
tion to real systems. The particles’ diffusion in the polymer matrix obeys 
classical laws of Newtonian liquid hydrodynamics. This approach allows 
prediction of the nanoparticle aggregates final parameters as a function of 
the initial particle size, their content and other factors.

At present there are several methods of filler structure (distribution) 
determination in the polymer matrix, both experimental and theoretical. 
All the indicated methods describe this distribution by a fractal dimension 
Dn of the filler particle network. However, the correct determination of 
any object fractal (Hausdorff) dimension includes three obligatory condi-
tions. The first of them is the previous determination of fractal dimension 
numerical magnitude, which should not be equal to the object topological 
dimension. As it is known, any real (physical) fractal possesses fractal 
properties within a certain scales. Therefore, the second condition is the 
evidence of object self-similarity in this range. And the third condition is 
the correct choice of measurement scales itself. The first method of dimen-
sion Dn experimental determination uses the following fractal relationship, 
Eq. (1.23):
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   (1.23)

where: N is the number of particles with size r.
Particles sizes were established using atomic power microscopy data 

(see Fig. 1.2). For each of the three nanocomposites studied not less than 
200 particles were measured (the sizes of which were divided into 10 
groups and the mean values of N and r were obtained). The dependences 
N(r) in double logarithmic coordinates were plotted, which proved to be 
linear and the values of Dn were calculated according to their slope (see 
Fig. 1.5). It is obvious, that from such an approach that the fractal di-
mension Dn is determined in two-dimensional Euclidean space, whereas 
real nanocomposites should be considered in three-dimensional Euclidean 
space. The following relationship can be used for Dn recalculation for a 
three-dimensional space:

  (1.24)

where: D3 and D2 are corresponding fractal dimensions in three- and two-
dimensional Euclidean spaces, D is dimension of Euclidean space.

FIGURE 1.5 The dependencies of nanofiller particles number N on their size r for 
nanocomposites BSR/TC (1), BSR/nanoshungite (2) and BSR/microshungite (3).
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The method dimensions Dn calculated are shown in Table 1.2. As is 
shown from the data of this table, the values of Dn for the nanocomposites 
studied vary within the range of 1.10–1.36 (i.e., they are more or less a 
branched linear formation of nanofiller particles in an elastomeric nano-
composite structure). 

It should be remembered that for particulate-filled composites poly-
hydroxyether/graphite the value Dn changes within the range of approx. 
2.30–2.80 (i.e., for these materials, the filler particle network is a bulk 
object, but not a linear one).

TABLE 1.2 The dimensions of nanofiller particle structure (aggregates of particles) in 
elastomeric nanocomposites.

Nanocomposite Dn from Eq. 
(1.23)

Dn from Eq. 
(1.25)

d0 dsurf ϕn
Dn from 
Eq. (1.29)

BSR/TC 1.19 1.17 2.86 2.64 0.48 1.11

BSR/nanoshungite 1.10 1.10 2.81 2.56 0.36 0.78

BSR/microshungite 1.36 1.39 2.41 2.39 0.32 1.47

Another method of Dn experimental determination uses the so-called 
‘quadrat method’. In essence this consists of the following. On the en-
larged nanocomposite microphotograph (see Fig. 1.2) a net of quadrates 
with a quadrate side size of ai, changing from 4.5 mm up to 24 mm with a 
constant ratio of ai+1/ai = 1.5, is applied and then the quadrates number Ni, 
in to which the nanofiller particles hit (fully or partly), is added up. Five 
arbitrary net positions for microphotography were chosen for each mea-
surement. If the nanofiller particles network is a fractal, then Eq. (1.25) 
should be fulfilled:

  (1.25)

where: Si is the quadrate area, which is equal to 2
ia .

In Fig. 1.6, the dependencies of Ni on Si in double logarithmic co-ordi-
nates for the three nanocomposites studied, corresponding to Eq. (1.25), 
is shown. As one can see, these dependencies are linear, which allows the 
determination of the value of Dn from their slope. The values of Dn deter-
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mined according to Eq. (1.25) are also shown in Table 1.2, from which a 
good agreement of the dimensions of Dn, obtained by the two previously 
described methods, follows (their average discrepancy is 2.1% after these 
dimensions were recalculated for three-dimensional space according to 
Eq. (1.24)).

FIGURE 1.6 The dependencies of covering quadrates number Ni on their area Si, 
corresponding to Eq. (1.25), in double logarithmic co-ordinates for nanocomposites on the 
basis of BSR. The designations are the same as those given in Fig. 1.5.

In Eq. (1.25) the condition should be fulfilled as follows:

   (1.26)

In Fig. 1.7 the dependence, corresponding to Eq. (1.26), for the three 
elastomeric nanocomposites studied is shown. As one can see, this depen-
dence is linear, passes through the origin, which according to Eq. (1.26) is 
confirmed by nanofiller particle (aggregates of particles) ‘chains,’ which 
are self-similar within the selected αi range. It is obvious, that this self-
similarity will be a statistical one. It should be noted, that the points, cor-
responding to αi = 16 mm for nanocomposites: BSR/TC and BSR/micros-
hungite, do not correspond to a straight line. 
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FIGURE 1.7 The dependences of (Ni – Ni+1) on the value of corresponding to Eq. (1.26), 
for nanocomposites based on BSR. The designations are the same, as those in Fig. 1.5.

The electron microphotographs in Fig. 1.2 give the self-similarity 
range for nanofiller ‘chains’ of 464–1472 nm. For the nanocomposite: 
BSR/nanoshungite, which has no points deviating from a straight line (see 
Fig. 1.7), the αi range is 311–1510 nm, which agrees well enough with the 
self-similarity range indicated previously.

It should be noted that the minimum range of the measurement scales 
of Si should contain at least one self-similarity iteration. In this case the 
condition for the ratio of the maximum Smax and minimum Smin areas of 
covering quadrates should be fulfilled by this equation:

  (1.27)

Thus, accounting for the restriction defined previously, Smax/Smin = 
121/20.25 = 5.975, which is larger than values of for the nanocomposites 
studied, which are equal to 2.71–3.52. This means that the measurement 
scales is chosen correctly.

The self-similarity iterations number m, can be estimated from the in-
equality:

   (1.28)
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Using the values indicated in the inequality (Eq. (1.28)) parameters, m = 
1.42–1.75 is obtained for the nanocomposites studied (i.e., in these experi-
mental conditions, the self-similarity iteration number is larger than unity, 
which again confirms the correctness of the estimation of the value Dn).

In conclusion, let us consider the physical grounds of smaller values 
of Dn for elastomeric nanocomposites in comparison with polymer mi-
crocomposites (i.e., the causes of nanofiller particle formation in the elas-
tomeric nanocomposites ). The value Dn can be determined theoretically 
according to Eq. (1.29):

   (1.29)

where: ϕif is the interfacial region’s relative fraction, and d0 is nanofiller 
initial particle’s surface dimension.

The dimension d0 estimation can be carried out with the help of Eq. 
(1.4) and the value ϕif can be calculated according to Eq. (1.7). The results 
of the dimension Dn theoretical calculation according to Eq. (1.29) are 
shown in Table 1.2, from which the theoretical and experimental results 
show good agreement. Eq. (1.29) indicates unequivocally the cause of a 
filler’s different behavior in nano and microcomposites. The high (close to 
3, see Table 1.2) values of d0 for nanoparticles and relatively small (d0 = 
2.17 for graphite) values of d0 for microparticles at comparable values of 
ϕf will be more discussed in the following sections.

Thus, the results stated previously have shown, that nanofiller particle (ag-
gregates of particles) ‘chains’ in elastomeric nanocomposites are physically 
fractal within the self-similarity (and, thus, fractality) range of ~500–1450 nm. 
In this range their dimension Dn can be estimated according to Eqs. (1.23), 
(1.25) and (1.29). The cited examples demonstrate the necessity of choosing 
the correct range of measurement scales. As it has been noted earlier, the lin-
earity of the plots, corresponding to Eqs. (1.23) and (1.25), and the Dn nonin-
tegral value do not guarantee object self-similarity (and, thus, fractality). The 
low dimensions of the nanofiller particle (aggregates of particles) structure 
are due to the high fractal dimension of the initial nanofiller particle’s surface.

The histogram in Fig. 1.8 shows elastic modulus (E) change, obtained 
in nano-indentation tests, as a function of load on indenter P or nano-in-
dentation depth (h). Since for all three of the nanocomposites considered 
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the dependencies E(P) or E(h) are identical qualitatively, then the depen-
dence E(h) was chosen for nanocomposite, which reflects the indicated 
scale effect quantitative aspect in the clearest way.

In Fig. 1.9, the dependence of E on hpl (see Fig. 1.10) is shown, which 
breaks down into two linear parts. Such dependencies for elastic modu-
lus – strains are typical for polymer materials in general and are due to 
intermolecular bonds anharmonicity. It has also been shown that the de-
pendence of E(hpl) – the first part at hpl ≤ 500 nm is not connected with the 
relaxation processes and has a purely elastic origin. The elastic modulus 
(E) on this part changes in proportion to hpl as shown by this equation:

   (1.30)

where: E0 is ‘initial’ modulus, that is, modulus, extrapolated to hpl = 0, and 
the coefficient B0 is a combination of the first and second elastic constants 
(for the case B0 < 0). 

Further the Grüneisen parameter (gL), characterizing the intermolecu-
lar bonds anharmonicity level, can be determined as follows:

   (1.31)

where: n is the Poisson ratio, accepted for elastomeric materials as being 
equal to ~0.475.

FIGURE 1.8 The dependencies of reduced elastic modulus on load on indentor for 
nanocomposites using BSR, filled with (a) TC (b) micro and (c) nanoshungite.
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FIGURE 1.9 The dependence of reduced elasticity modulus (E), obtained in a nano-
indentation experiment, on plastic strain (hpl) for nanocomposites BSR/TC.

Calculation according to Eq. (1.31) has given the following values: gL 
is 13.6 for the first part and 1.50 for the second one. Let us note that the 
first of the gL values shown is typical for intermolecular bonds, whereas 
the second value of gL is much closer to the corresponding value of the 
Grüneisen parameter (G) for intrachain modes.

Poisson’s ratio (n) can be estimated by known values for gL (or G) ac-
cording to the following formula:

   (1.32)

The estimations according to Eq. (1.32) gave: for the dependence E(hpl) 
for the first part n = 0.462, for the second part n = 0.216. If for the first part 
the value of n is close to the value of Poisson’s ratio for non-filled rubber, 
then for the second part, the additional estimation is required. As is known, 
the Poisson’s ratio value (νn) of a polymer composite (nanocomposite) can 
be estimated according to the following equation:

   (1.33)
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where: ϕn is nanofiller volume fraction, νTC is the Poisson’s ratio of the 
nanofiller (TC), and νm is the Poisson’s ratio of the polymer matrix.

The value νm is accepted to be equal to 0.475 and the magnitude νTC is 
estimated as follows: the nanoparticle TC aggregates fractal dimension 
( ag

fd ) value is equal to 2.40 and then the value of νTC can be determined 
according to Eq. (1.34):

   (1.34)

Using Eq. (1.34) νTC = 0.20 and calculation of νn using Eq. (1.33) gives the 
value of 0.283, which is close enough to the value of n = 0.216 accord-
ing to the estimation of Eq. (1.32). A comparison of the values of n and νn 
obtained by the indicated methods demonstrates, that in the dependence 
E(hpl) (hpl <0.5 mcm), the first part of the nano-indentation tests, only the 
rubber-like polymer matrix (n = νm ≈0.475) is included and in the second 
part, taking the entire nanocomposite as a homogeneous system: n = νn 
≈0.22.

Let us consider further E reduction at hpl growth (Fig. 1.9) within the 
framework of density fluctuation theory, of which the value y can be esti-
mated as follows:

   (1.35)

where: ρn is nanocomposite density, k is Boltzmann constant, T is testing 
temperature, KT is the isothermal modulus of dilatation, connected with 
Young’s modulus (E) by the following equation:

   (1.36)

In Fig. 1.10, the calculation of the volume of the material deformed at 
nano-indentation (Vdef) using the Berkovich indentor is shown and in Fig. 
1.11 the dependence y(Vdef) using logarithmic coordinates is shown. As 
it follows from the data of this Fig., the density fluctuation growth is ob-
served as the value of Vdef increases. Extrapolating the plot of y(ln Vdef) to 
y = 0 gives ln Vdef ≈13 or Vdef(

cr
defV ) = 4.42 × 105 nm3. Having determined 

the linear scale lcr of transition to y = 0 as ( cr
defV )1/3, we obtain lcr = 75.9 nm, 
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which is close to the upper boundary of the nanosystem’s dimensional 
range which is equal to 100 nm. Thus, the results stated previously, sup-
pose that nanosystems are systems, in which density fluctuations are ab-
sent, whereas they are always taking place in microsystems.

FIGURE 1.10 The schematic image of a Berkovich indentor and nano-indentation 
process.
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FIGURE 1.11 The dependence of density fluctuation (y) on volume of deformed 
nanoparticles in the nano-indentation process material (Vdef) in logarithmic coordinates for 
nanocomposites – BSR/TC.

It follows from the data of Fig. 1.9, that the transition from nano- to 
microsystems occurs within the range hpl = 408–726 nm. Both the previ-
ously indicated values of hpl and the corresponding values of (Vdef)

1/3 = 
»814–1440 nm can be chosen as the linear length scale (ln), correspond-
ing to this transition. From the comparison of these values of ln with the 
distance between nanofiller particles aggregates (Ln) (Ln= 219.2–788.3 nm 
for the considered nanocomposites, see Fig. 1.3) it follows, that for transi-
tion from nano- to microsystems, ln should include at least two nanofiller 
particle aggregates and surrounding them layers of polymer matrix, that 
is, the lowest linear scale of nanocomposite simulation as a homogeneous 
system. It is easy to see that the nanocomposite structure homogeneity 
condition is harder to obtain from the criterion y = 0. 

It is obvious, that Eq. (1.35) is inapplicable to nanosystems, since ψ→0 
assumes that KT→∞, which is physically incorrect. Therefore, the value 
E0, obtained by the dependence E(hpl) extrapolation (see Fig. 1.9) to hpl = 
0, should be accepted as E for the nanosystems.

Thus, the results stated above have shown, that the elastic modulus 
change at nanoindentation for particulate-filled elastomeric nanocom-
posites is due to a number of causes, which can be elucidated within the 
frameworks of anharmonicity conception and density fluctuation theory. 
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In nanocomposites during the nanoindentation process local strain is real-
ized, affecting the polymer matrix only, and the transition to macrosystems 
means that nanocomposite deformation is an homogeneous system. Mean-
while it should be noted that nano- and microsystems differ by density 
fluctuation absence. The last circumstance assumes that for the nanocom-
posites considered, density fluctuations take into account nanofiller and 
polymer matrix density difference. The transition from nano- to microsys-
tem is realized, when the deformed material volume exceeds the nanofiller 
particle aggregates and the surrounding layers of polymer matrix, which 
give the combined volume.

Meanwhile the following formula can be used for determining the de-
gree of elastomeric nanocomposite reinforcement (En/Em):

   (1.37)

where: t is the index percolation, which in this case is equal to 1.7.
From Eq. (1.37) it follows, that the nanofiller particles’ (aggregates of 

particles) surface dimension (dsurf) is the parameter, controlling the degree 
of reinforcement of the nanocomposites. From Eqs. (1.4)–(1.6) it follows 
unequivocally, that the value of dsurf is defined only by the size of the nano-
filler particles (aggregates of particles) (Rp). In turn, it follows from Eq. 
(1.37), that the degree of reinforcement of the elastomeric nanocomposites 
(En/Em) is defined by the dimension dsurf only, or by the size Rp only. This 
means, that the reinforcement effect is controlled by the nanofiller particle 
(aggregates of particles) size only and this is the true nano-effect.

In Fig. 1.12, the dependence of En/Em is shown, which corresponds to 
Eq. (1.37), for nanocomposites with different elastomeric matrices (natu-
ral rubber (NR) and BSR, accordingly) and different nanofillers. Despite 
the indicated differences in composition, all the data shown are described 
well by Eq. (1.37).
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FIGURE 1.12 The dependence of degree of reinforcement (En/Em) on the value of the 
parameter (d-dsurf)

1/1.7 for nanocomposites: (1) NR/TC (2) BSR/TC and (3) BSR/shungite.

In Fig. 1.13, two theoretical dependences of En/Em on nanofiller particle 
size (diameter Dp), calculated according to Eqs. (1.4)–(1.)6 and (1.37), are 
shown. However, for the curve 1 calculation, the value of Dp for the initial 
nanofiller particles was used and for curve 2 calculation – the nanofiller par-
ticles’ aggregate size (see Fig. 1.3). As was expected, the growth of En/Em at 
Dp or decreased in addition the calculation using Dp (nonaggregated nano-
filler) gives higher En/Em values in comparison with using the aggregated one 
( ag

pD ). At Dp £50 nm faster growth of the En/Em at Dp reduction is observed 
than at Dp>50 nm, this was also expected. In Fig. 1.13, the critical theoretical 
value for this transition, calculated according to the previously indicated gen-
eral principles, is indicated by a vertical dotted line. In conformity with these 
principles the nanoparticles’ size in a nanocomposite is determined according 
to the condition, when the division surface fraction in the entire nanomate-
rial volume makes up about 50% or more. This fraction is estimated approxi-
mately by the ratio 3lif/Dp, where lif is interfacial layer thickness. As was noted 
previously, the data from Fig. 1.1 gave the average experimental value of lif = 
»8.7 nm. Furthermore from the condition 3lif/Dp = ≈0.5 we obtain Dp = »52 
nm, that is shown in Fig. 1.13 by a vertical dotted line. As was expected, the 
value Dp = »52 nm is for regions of slow (Dp >52 nm) and fast (Dp ≤52 nm) 
En/Em growth at Dp decreased . In other words, the materials with nanofiller 
particles of size Dp = ≤52 nm should be considered as true nanocomposites.
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FIGURE 1.13 The theoretical dependences of degree of reinforcement (En/Em) on 
nanofiller particles of size Dp, calculated according to Eqs. (1.4)–(1.6) and (1.37) (1) with 
initial nanoparticles (2) nanoparticle aggregates using size (3) the boundary value (Dp), 
corresponding to the true nanocomposite, the experimental data for nanocomposites (4) 
NR/TC (5) BSR/TC and (6) BSR/shungite.

Let us note in conclusion, that although the curves 1 and 2 of Fig. 1.13 are 
similar, nanofiller particles aggregation, which curve 2 represents, decreases 
as the degree of reinforcement increases. At the same time the experimental 
data corresponds exactly to curve 2, which was to expected because of the ag-
gregation processes, which always take place in real composites. The values 
of dsurf, obtained according to Eqs. (1.4)–(1.6), correspond well to the ones 
determined experimentally. So, for nanoshungite and two types of TC, the 
calculation by the method indicated gives the following dsurf values: 2.81, 2.78 
and 2.73, whereas the experimental values of this parameter are equal to: 2.81, 
2.77 and 2.73, respectively, that is, practically full agreement of theoretical 
and experimental results was obtained.

13.2.3 CONCLUDING REMARKS

The aggregation of the initial nanofiller powder particles in more or less 
large particle aggregates always occurs in the course of the process of 
making particulate-filled polymer composites in general and elastomeric 
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nanocomposites in particular. The aggregation process depends on com-
posites (nanocomposites) macroscopic properties. For nanocomposites, 
the nanofiller aggregation process gains special significance, as nanofiller 
particles aggregates size exceeds 100 nm. At present several methods ex-
ist, which allow the suppression of the nanoparticle aggregation process. 
Proceeding from this, in the present chapter, the theoretical treatment of 
dispersion of the nanofiller aggregation process in a BSR matrix within 
the frameworks of irreversible aggregation models was carried out.

A nanofiller disperse particle aggregation process in elastomeric ma-
trix was studied. The modified model of irreversible aggregation particle-
clusters was used for this process of theoretical analysis. The modification 
necessary is defined by the simultaneous formation of a large number of 
nanoparticle aggregates. The approach offered here, allows prediction of 
nanoparticle aggregates’ final parameters as a function of the initial par-
ticle size, their contents and a number of other factors.

The elastomeric particulate-filled nanocomposite based on BSR was 
used in the study. Mineral shungite, nanodimensional and microdimen-
sional particles and also industrially produced TC with mass contents of 
37 mass% were used as a filler. The analysis of the shungite particles re-
ceived from the milling process were monitored with the aid of an analyti-
cal disk centrifuge, allowing the determination of the size and distribution 
by sizes within certain ranges and with high precision.

• The nanostructure was studied on atomic force microscopy and by 
semicontact method in the force modulation regime. Atomic force 
microscopy results were processed with the aid of a specialized 
software package SPIP. This software processes the whole number 
functions, which are necessary for precise images analysis. Thus, 
the results, discussed previously have shown, that the elastomeric 
reinforcement effect is the true nano-effect, which is defined by the 
initial nanofiller particle size only. The indicated particle aggrega-
tion, which is always taking place in real materials, only changes 
the degree of reinforcement quantitatively, by reducing it. For the 
nanocomposites considered, the upper size limit of nanoparticles is 
~ 52 nm.

The experimental analysis of particulate-filled nanocomposites of 
BSR/fullerene-containing mineral (nanoshungite) was fulfilled with the 
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aid of atomic force microscopy, nano-indentation methods and computer 
analysis of the results. The theoretical analysis was carried out within the 
frameworks of fractal analysis. It has been shown that the interfacial re-
gions in the nanocomposites used are actually the same reinforcing ele-
ments as nanofillers. The conditions of the transition from nano- to mi-
crosystems were discussed. The fractal analysis of nanoshungite particles 
aggregation in the polymer matrix was performed. It has been shown that 
reinforcement of the studied nanocomposites is a true nano-effect.

Attempts have been made to improve the mechanical properties of 
polymer-based materials, by adding a percentage of selected filler par-
ticles. There has been considerable improvement of properties such as 
elastic modulus, fracture toughness, flexural strength and hardness with 
the increase of the filler volume. 

13.3 CASE STUDY II—VISCOMETRIC FLOW FOR PARTICULATE 
FILLED NANOPOLYMERS

Improving material properties and creating more specific tailored proper-
ties have become more important over the last decades. Combining differ-
ent materials to benefit from their usually very different properties creates 
better materials with the combined properties. Composite materials have 
been around for ages and have already proved their use.

In recent years an increasing interest has been shown in nanocom-
posites. By choosing fillers with at least one dimension in the nanometer 
range, the surface to volume ratio increases tremendously. Thus, the inter-
face between filler and matrix material increases, creating a bigger impact 
of the filler properties on the overall properties, such as higher stiffness, 
higher melt strength, lower permittivity, and improved barrier properties.

Due to the positive influence of these nanofillers in the nanocompos-
ites, an abundance of articles on different methods to quantify the influence 
of the nanofiller can be found in the literature. Many articles on assessing 
the clay dispersion in a polymer matrix by morphological and rheological 
studies have been published. Due to the relatively easy sample prepara-
tion and sample loading, rheology is often used to screen or characterize 
the nanofiller dispersion, or more generally determine the influence of the 
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nanofiller on the overall rheological behavior of (thermoplastic) nanocom-
posites. 

This brings in the need to study the behavior of polymeric liquid in 
simple flows and for simple systems, with the hope that the knowledge 
gained can be appropriately used in a complex flow pattern. The word 
rheology is defined as the science of deformation and flow. Rheology in-
volves measurements in controlled flow, mainly the viscometric flow in 
which the velocity gradients are nearly uniform in space. In these simple 
flows, there is an applied force where the velocity (or the equivalent shear 
rate) is measured or vice versa. 

Filled polymers exhibit a diverse range of rheological properties, vary-
ing from simple viscous fluids to highly elastic solids with increasing filler 
volume fraction. The effect of filling on rheology is well-known for the 
small volume fraction range, where the reinforcement could be attributed 
to hydrodynamic effects caused by the solid inclusions in the melt stream. 
For a high volume fraction where direct particle contacts dominate the 
deformation, a straightforward solution of hydrodynamic equations is dif-
ficult and theoretical models based on realistic structural ideas are so far 
missing [1–8].

However, filled polymers usually show strong flow as well as strain 
and temperature history dependent rheological behaviors. It is always im-
portant to determine the dynamic viscoelastic properties at a strain that are 
low enough not to affect the material response.

Small strain-amplitude frequency sweep is usually used to collect lin-
ear rheological data, which are reproduced for repeated measurements 
within a certain experimental error. Generally, rheology is used to assess 
the state of dispersion of fillers in the melt. 

In highly filled polymers, solid-like yielding can be observed even at 
temperatures above the quiescent melting temperature (Tm) or glass transi-
tion temperature (Tg) of the polymer [9–13]. 

It should be noted that dynamic rheology in the linearity regime is sen-
sitive to filler dispersion in polymers. However, a straightforward descrip-
tion of how linear rheology varies with volume fraction is still missing so 
far [14–20]. 

Inorganic nanofiller of various types’ usage for polymer nanocompos-
ites production have been widely spread. However, the nanomaterials melt 
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properties already mentioned are not studied completely enough. As a 
rule, when the application of nanofillers is considered, then a compromise 
between mechanical properties in solid phase melt viscosity at process-
ing enhancement, nanofillers dispersion problem and process economic 
characteristics is achieved. Proceeding from this, the relationship between 
nanofiller concentration and geometry and nanocomposites melt proper-
ties is an important aspect of polymer nanocomposites study. Therefore, 
the purpose of this chapter is an investigation and theoretical description 
of the dependence of nanocomposite, high-density polyethylene (HDPE)-
calcium carbonate (CaCO3) melt viscosity on nanofiller concentration 
[20–31].

13.3.1 EXPERIMENTAL

HDPE of industrial production was used as a matrix polymer and nano-
dimensional CaCO3 in the form of compound with a particle size of 80 nm 
and mass content 1–10 mass% was used as a nanofiller.

HDPE-CaCO3 nanocomposites were prepared by mixing (melting) the 
individual components in a twin-screw extruder. Mixing was performed at 
a temperature of 210–220 °C with a screw speed of 15–25 rpm over 5 min. 
Test samples were obtained using a casting under pressure method on cast-
ing machine at 200°C and a pressure of 8 MPa.

The nanocomposite viscosity was characterized by the melt flow index 
(MFI). The measurements of MFI were performed on an extrusion-type 
plastometer with a capillary diameter of 2.095 ± 0.005 mm, at a tempera-
ture of 240°C and a load of 2.16 kg. This sample was maintained at the 
indicated temperature for 4.5 ± 0.5 minutes.

Uniaxial tension mechanical tests were performed on the samples 
shaped like a two-sided spade with different sizes. Tests were conducted 
on a universal testing apparatus at a temperature of 20°C and a strain rate 
of ~ 2 ´ 10–3 s–1.
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13.3.2 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

For polymer microcomposites (i.e., composites with micron sized filler), 
two simple relationships between melt viscosity (h), shear modulus (G) 
in solid-phase state and degree of filling volume (ϕn) were obtained. The 
relationship between h and G has the following form:

 
0 0

G
G

h =
h  (2.1)

where: η0 is the melt viscosity of matrix polymer, and G0 is the shear mod-
ulus of matrix polymer.

The microcomposite melt viscosity increase can be estimated as fol-
lows (for ϕn <0.40):

 0
1 n

h = + φ
h  (2.2)

In Fig. 2.1, the dependencies of the ratios of Gn/Gm and ηn/ηm, where Gn 
and ηn are shear modulus and melt viscosity of nanocomposite, Gm and ηm 
are the same characteristics for the initial matrix polymer, on CaCO3 mass 
content (Wn) for nanocomposites HDPE-CaCO3. Shear modulus G was 
calculated according to the following general relationship:

 f

E
G

d
=  (2.3)

where: E is Young’s modulus, df is nanocomposite structure fractal dimen-
sion, determined according to the equation:

 ( )( )1 1fd d= − + ν  (2.4)

where: d is a dimension of Euclidean space, in which a fractal was consid-
ered (it is obvious, that in our case d = 3); s is normal stress, n is Poisson’s 
ratio, estimated by mechanical test results by this relationship:

 ( )
1 2
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Y
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σ − ν=

+ ν  (2.5)
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The data shown in Fig. 2.1 clearly demonstrates that for the nanocompos-
ites studied, Eq. (2.1) is not fulfilled either qualitatively or quantitatively: 
the ratio of ηn/ηm decay at Wn growth corresponds to Gn/Gm enhancement 
and ηn/ηm absolute values are much larger than the magnitude of the cor-
responding Gn/Gm.

FIGURE 2.1 The dependencies of (1) shear modulus Gn/Gm and (2) melt viscosity hn/hm 
ratios of the nanocomposite Gn, hn and matrix polymer Gm, hm on nanofiller mass contents 
(Wn) for nanocomposites of HDPE-CaCO3.

In Fig. 2.2, the comparison of the parameters ηn/ηm and (1 + ϕn) for 
nanocomposites of HDPE-CaCO3 is shown. The discrepancy between the 
experimental data and Eq. (2.2) is obtained again: the absolute values ηn/
ηm and (1 + ϕn) discrepancy is observed and (1 + ϕn) enhancement cor-
responds to the relative melt viscosity reduction. For the graph in Fig. 2.2 
the nominal ϕn value was used, which does not take into consideration the 
aggregation of the nanofiller particles and is estimated according to the 
equation:

 
n

n
n

Wφ =
ρ  (2.6)

where:  ρn is nanofiller particles density, which was determined according 
to the formula:
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 ( )1/3
0.188n pDρ =  (2.7)

where: Dp is CaCO3 initial particles’ diameter.
Thus, the data shown in Fig. 2.1 and Fig. 2.2 show that Eqs. (2.1) and 

(2.2) are well justified in case of polymer microcomposites are incorrect 
for nanocomposites. Let us consider this problem in more detail. Using Eq. 
(2.1) and Kerner’s equation for G and hn following equation is obtained:

 
2.5

1
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m n

h φ= +
h − φ  (2.8)

Since the value of h is inversely proportional to the MFI, then Eq. (2.8) 
can be rewritten as:

 
MFI 2.5

1
MFI 1

m n

n n

φ= +
− φ  (2.9)

where: MFIm is the MFI value for the matrix polymer, and, MFIn is the 
MFI value for the nanocomposite.

FIGURE 2.2 The dependence of nanocomposite and matrix polymer melt viscosities 
ratio (hn/hm) on nanofiller volume contents (1 + ϕn) (1) for nanocomposites HDPE-CaCO3. 
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Three methods can be used for the estimation of ϕn in Eqs. (2.8) and 
(2.9). The first of these was described previously, which gives a nominal 
value of ϕn. The second method is usually applied for microcomposites, 
when a massive filler density is used as ρn, that is, ρn = constant ≈2000 kg/
m3 for CaCO3. And lastly, the third method also uses Eq. (2.6) and Eq. 
(2.7), but it takes into consideration nanofiller particle aggregation and 
in this case in Eq. (2.7), the initial nanofiller particle diameter (Dp) is re-
placed by the particles’ aggregate diameter (Dag). The degree of aggrega-
tion of the CaCO3 nanoparticles and, thus, the Dag value can be estimated 
using the dispersive strength theory, where yield stress at shear (τn) of 
nanocomposite, is determined as follows:

 n B
n m

G bτ = τ +
λ

 (2.10)

where: τm is yield stress at shear of polymer matrix, bB is Burgers’ vector, 
and l is distance between nanofiller particles.

For the nanofiller particles’ aggregation Eq. (2.10) assumes:

 ( )
n B

n m
G b
k

τ = τ +
ρ λ , (2.11)

where:  k(r) is an aggregation parameter.
The parameters included in Eq. (2.10) and Eq. (2.11) are determined in 

the following way. The general relationship between normal stress (s) and 
shear stress (t) is :

 3
στ =  (2.12)

The Burger’s vector value (bB) for polymer materials is determined from 
the relationship:
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where: C∞ is the characteristic ratio, connected to df by the equation:
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And finally, the distance (l) between nonaggregated nanofiller particles is 
determined by the equation:
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From Eq. (2.11) and Eq. (2.15) k(r) growth is from 5.5 up to 11.8 in the 
range of Wn = 1–10 mass% for the nanocomposites studied. Let us con-
sider, how such k(r) growth is reflected on the nanofiller particles’ ag-
gregates diameter (Dag). Combining Eqs. (2.6), (2.7) and (2.15) gives the 
expression:

 ( )
1/31/30.251
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ag ag

n

D D
k

W

  π ρ λ = −      
 (2.16)

Calculation according to the Eq. (2.16) shows a Dag increase (correspond-
ing to k(r) growth) from 320 up to 580 nm in the indicated range of Wn. 
Furthermore, the real value of ρn for the aggregated nanofiller can be cal-
culated according using Eq. 2.7 and the real degree of filling (ϕn) can be 
calculated using Eq. (2.6). Figure 2.3 shows a comparison of the depen-
dencies of MFIn(Wn), obtained experimentally and calculated according to 
Eq. (2.9) using the values of ϕn, estimated by the three methods discussed 
previously. As one can see, the theoretical results obtained using Eq. (2.9) 
do not agree with the experimental data either qualitatively or quantita-
tively.
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FIGURE 2.3 The dependencies of the melt flow index (MFIn) on nanofiller mass contents 
(Wn) for nanocomposites of HDPE-CaCO3. (1) – Experimental data (2–4) – data calculated 
from Eq. (2.9) (2) average rate (3) normal rate (4) nanofiller particles’ aggregation at the 
condition ρn = constant (5) calculation according to Eq. (2.17).

The discrepancy indicated requires the application of principally dif-
fering approaches to the polymer nanocomposites’ melt viscosity descrip-
tion. Such an approach can be fractal analysis, within the framework of 
which, the authors used the following relationship for fractal liquid viscos-
ity (h) estimation:

 ( ) 2
0~ fdl l −h h  (2.17)

where: l is characteristic linear scale of flow; η0 is constant; and df is fractal 
dimension.

Since the indicated aggregate surface comes into contact with the poly-
mer, then its fractal dimension (dsurf) was chosen as df. The indicated di-
mension can be calculated as follows. The value of nanofiller particles’ 
aggregate, specific surface (Su) was estimated according to the equation:
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and then the dimension, dsurf, was calculated with the aid of the equation:
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As earlier, the value h was considered as the reciprocal value of MFIn and 
the constant η0 was accepted as being equal to (MFIm)–1.

Equation (2.17) allows us to make a number of conclusions. So, at 
the conditions mentioned previously, conservation Dag increase, that is, 
initial nanoparticles’ aggregation intensification, results to nanocomposite 
melt viscosity reduction, whereas dsurf enhancement, i.e., increasing the 
nanoparticles’ degree of surface roughness, raises the melt viscosity. At 
dsurf = 2.0, i.e., the nanofiller particles have a smooth surface, the melt 
viscosity for the matrix polymer and the nanocomposite will be equal. It 
is interesting that the extrapolation of the MFIn dependence, obtained ex-
perimentally, and for the one calculated using Eq. (2.19), dsurf values give 
the value of MFIn = 0.602 g/10 min at dsurf = 2.0, that is practically equal 
to the experimental value of MFIm = 0.622 g/10 min. The indicated fac-
tors, critical ones for nanocomposites, are not taken into consideration in 
continuous treatment of melt viscosity for polymer composites (Eq. (2.8)).

13.3.3 CONCLUDING REMARKS

Nanotechnology refers broadly to manipulating matter at the atomic or 
molecular scale and using materials and structures with nanosized di-
mensions, usually ranging from 1 to 100 nm. Due to their nanoscale 
size, nanoparticles show unique physical and chemical properties such as 
large surface area to volume ratios or high interfacial reactivity. Increas-
ing nanoparticles have been demonstrated to exhibit specific interactions 
with contaminants in water, gases, and even soils, and such properties give 
hope for exciting novel and improved environmental technology.

However, the small particle size also brings issues involving mass trans-
port and excessive pressure drops when applied in a fixed bed or any other 
flow-through systems, as well as certain difficulties in separation and reuse, 
and even possible risk to ecosystems and human health caused by the poten-
tial release of nanoparticles into the environment. An effective approach to 
overcoming the technical bottlenecks is to fabricate hybrid nanocomposites 
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by impregnating or coating the fine particles onto solid particles of larger size. 
The widely used host materials for nanocomposite fabrication include carbo-
naceous materials such as granular activated carbon, silica, cellulose, sands, 
and polymers, and polymeric hosts are a particularly attractive option, partly 
because of their controllable pore size and surface chemistry as well as their 
excellent mechanical strength for long-term use. The resultant polymer-based 
nanocomposite (PNC) retains the inherent properties of nanoparticles, while 
the polymer support materials provide higher stability, processability and 
some interesting improvements caused by the nanoparticle-matrix interaction. 
The nanoparticles generally used include: zero-valent metals, metallic oxides, 
biopolymers, and single-enzyme nanoparticles (SEN). These nanoparticles 
could be loaded onto porous resins, cellulose or carboxymethyl cellulose, chi-
tosan, and so on. The choice of the polymeric supports is usually guided by 
their mechanical and thermal behavior. Other properties such as hydropho-
bic/hydrophilic balance, chemical stability, bio-compatibility, optical and/or 
electronic properties and chemical functionalities (i.e., solvation, wettability, 
templating effect, and so on) have to be considered when selecting the organic 
hosts. 

The results observed in this chapter emphasize that the microcompos-
ites rheology description models do not give adequate treatment of melt 
viscosity for particulate-filled nanocomposites. The correct description 
of the nanocomposites rheological properties can be obtained within the 
frameworks of viscous liquid flow fractal models. It is significant, that 
such an approach differs principally from the used ones to describe micro-
composites. So, nanofiller particles’ aggregation reduces both melt viscos-
ity and elastic modulus of nanocomposites in the solid-phase state. For 
microcomposites, melt viscosity enhancement is accompanied by elastic 
modulus increase.

13.4 CASE STUDY III—APPLICATION OF SYNTHETIC OR 
NATURAL INORGANIC FILLERS

Conventionally, micro and nano-composites have been filled with synthet-
ic or natural inorganic particles in order to improve the material properties 
or simply to reduce the costs. The addition of these particles sometimes 
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imparts disadvantages to the resultant composites such as weight increase, 
brittleness and opacity. Nanocomposites are a new type of composite that 
are particle-filled polymers for which at least one dimension of the dis-
persed particles is in the nanometer range. In recent years polymer/layered 
silicate nanocomposites have been of particular interest, both in industry 
and in academia, as they often reveal notable enhancements in the mate-
rial’s properties at very low loading levels compared to virgin polymer or 
conventional composites [1–14].

In order to obtain good interfacial adhesion and mechanical properties, 
the hydrophilic clay needs to be modified prior to its introduction in most 
polymer matrices, which are organophilic. When nanometric dispersion of 
primary clay platelets is obtained, the aspect ratio of the filler particle is 
increased and the reinforcement effect is improved [15–25].

Polypropylene (PP) is one of the most interesting thermoplastic ma-
terials because of its low price and balanced properties. PP is the lightest 
polymer and has wide range applications such as packaging, fiber, auto-
motive industry, nondurable goods and construction materials. However, 
due to the low polarity of PP, obtaining the exfoliated and homogenous 
dispersion of the silicate layer at the nanometer level in the polymer matrix 
is difficult. This is principally due to the fact that the silicate clays layers 
have polar hydroxyl groups and are compatible only with polymers con-
taining polar functional groups [26–38]. 

Due to the nonpolar nature of PP, a third component known as a com-
patibiliser such as maleic anhydride-grafted-polypropylene (MA-g-PP) 
copolymer are introduced to compensate for the difference of polarity be-
tween the polymer matrix and the clay particles.

The exfoliation and dispersion of nanoclays in polyolefin matrices pre-
pared by melt compounding depend on the organic modifier of the nano-
clay, the initial interlayer spacing, the concentration of functional groups 
in the compatibiliser and its overall concentration in the composite, the 
viscosity of the plastic resin, and the operational conditions, such as screw 
configurations of extruders, speed (rpm), temperature, residence time, and 
so on [39–50].

Since Nylon-6/clay nanocomposites with excellent thermal and me-
chanical properties were reported by many scientists and polymer/clay 
nanocomposites have attracted much attention. The improvements in thermal, 
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mechanical and flammability properties of polymer/clay nanocomposites 
are significantly higher than those achieved in traditional filled polymers. 
To date, polymer/clay nanocomposites have been successful in several 
kinds of polar polymers. However, for polymers with low polarity, such as 
polyolefins, the current results are not satisfactory due to the low compat-
ibility between the clay and the polyolefins. PP is a highly hydrophobic 
and nonpolar polymer and cannot be used as a matrix for the dispersion 
of inorganic hydrophilic clays in order to prepare nanocomposites without 
a compatibilizing modification. As a result, a complete exfoliation in PP 
nanocomposites has not yet been obtained, and moreover, the decrease of 
tensile strength of PP nanocomposites still cannot be satisfactorily avoided 
[51–61].

The aim of this chapter is to evaluate the influence of compatibiliser 
and processing conditions on the dispersion behavior of nanoclays as filler 
in a fiber-formed PP matrix as well as the tensile strength of PP nanocom-
posites. 

13.4.1 EXPERIMENTAL

PP homopolymer, Moplen HP552R, having a melt flow rate of 25 g/10 
min, was used as-received. A polypropylene-graft-maleic anhydride (PP-
g-MA) with 0.1% of MA (PRIEX 20070), with a melt flow rate of 64 g/10 
min) was used as a compatibilizing agent. 

Preparation of the nanocomposite samples was done using a twin-
screw extruder and an internal mixer. The temperature of the twin-screw 
extruder was maintained at 160, 170, 180, 180, 190 and 190°C from hop-
per to die, and the screw speed was about 200 rpm. The reaction of an 
internal mixer was carried out at 180°C and 100 rpm for 15 min. Table 3.1 
shows the specification of the samples prepared.
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TABLE 3.1 Specification of prepared samples.

Sample Clay (wt%) PP-g-MA 
(wt%)

Method of preparation Number of 
extrusions

PP 0 0 Direct melt mixing in an internal mixer -

PPC 1 0 Direct melt mixing in an internal mixer -

PPCG 1 3 Direct melt mixing in an internal mixer -

PP1 0 0 Direct melt mixing in a twin-screw extruder 1

PP2 0 0 Direct melt mixing in a twin-screw extruder 2

PPS1–3 1 3 Direct melt mixing in a twin-screw extruder 1

PPS2–3 1 3 Direct melt mixing in a twin-screw extruder 2

PPS1–9 1 9 Direct melt mixing in a twin-screw extruder 1

PPS2–9 1 9 Direct melt mixing in a twin-screw extruder 2

The structure of layered silicates and the morphology of extruded com-
posites specimen were analyzed by wide-angle X-ray diffraction scatter-
ing (WAXD) and scanning electron microscopy (SEM). X-ray diffraction 
(XRD) data were performed with a diffractometer. The X-ray beam was 
CuKa radiation of wavelength 1 °A with a nickel-filter operated at 40 kV 
and 30 mA. Diffraction spectra were obtained over a 2θ range of 2–10° at 
a scanning rate of 0.02°/s and the interlayer spacing (d001) was calculated 
using Bragg’s equation, λ = 2dsinθ, where λ is the wavelength. The sample 
for WAXD measurement was prepared in film by compression molding at 
190°C and 1.5 MPa. The mechanical properties were evaluated by tensile 
modulus, tensile strength and maximum percentage strain measurements.

13.4.2 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

XRD is a rather simple and widely used technique for the characterization 
of a layered-clay dispersion in a polymer matrix. WAXS analysis was used 
to quantify the height between adjacent silicate platelets, and subsequently 
to prove the widening of this distance as the matrix polymer intercalates 
between the galleries. Changes in the value of 2θ reflect changes in the 
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gallery distance of the clay and allow the intercalated silicate fractions 
to be distinguished. Therefore, Fig. 3.1 shows the diffraction pattern for 
pristine OMMT, PPC and PPCG composites prepared in an internal mixer 
and PPS1–3, PPS2–3, PPS1–9 and PPS2–9 composites were prepared in 
a twin-screw extruder with a constant clay content, that is, 1 wt%. As ex-
pected, the layered-structure of nanoclay is evident. The resulting inter-
layer distances are shown in Table 3.1. The pristine OMMT exhibits a 
sharp peak (d001) at around 2.48°, corresponding to an interlayer d-spacing 
of 3.56 nm. The very broad feature in the 4–8° 2θ region possibly indicates 
ion-exchange, possibly due to high molecular weight of the surfactant. 
However, after melt mixing and extrusion molding, the characteristic peak 
is substantially weakened, denoting that delaminating or disordering of 
the clay may have occurred. Thus, the XRD traces suggest that the system 
contains both an immiscible component and a nano-dispersed component. 
Introducing the compatibilizing agent to the composites decreases the d001 
diffractions of the clay. However, the characteristic peak is not weakened 
by increasing the ratio of compatiblizing agent to clay. 

FIGURE 3.1 XRD patterns.
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TABLE 3.2 XRD results and composite samples.

Sample 2θ (°) d value (nm)

PP 2.48 3.56

PPC 2.93 3.01

PPCG 2.78 3.17

It is clearly observed that the (d001) base peak position shifts into high-
er angles passing from 2.48° for the pristine OMMT to 2.93° and 2.78° 
for the PPC (Table 3.2) and PPCG composites, which indicates that PP 
does not intercalate into OMMT, even for the composite sample contain-
ing MA-g-PP and the broad feature in the 4–8° 2θ regions remains. It 
means that the clay internal spacing has decreased. In these two samples, 
no dispersion of clay particles occurs. It suggests that the nanocomposite 
structure is not achieved. This is also confirmed by SEM images showing 
the agglomeration of clay particles in the surface of the PPC and PPCG 
composites, as shown in Fig. 3.2. It is also seen that there is no significant 
effect of compatibiliser on the dispersion of clay particles in the polymer 
matrix. However, the size of agglomerated particles decreases with the 
introduction of the compatibilizing agent. 

For the XRD patterns of PPS1–3 and PPS2–3 composites prepared in a 
twin-screw extruder, the broad feature in the 4–8° 2θ regions broadens with 
low intensity and shifts to lower angles. The d001 peak weakens, denoting 
that exfoliation or disordering of the clay may have occurred. The diffuse 
nature of the d001 peaks makes it difficult to estimate accurately their d-
spacing which suggests either a formation of intercalated nanocomposites 
or a mixed intercalated-exfoliated system (or simply a disordered system). 
Thus, the XRD traces suggest that the PPS1–3 and PPS2–3 composites 
contain an immiscible component (from the broad feature at 4–8°) and a 
nano-dispersed component. Figure 3.3 shows the SEM images of agglom-
erated clay particles in the surface of a PPS1–3 composite, which is much 
less than the microcomposites prepared in an internal mixer. Figure 3.4 
shows the SEM images of agglomerated clay particles in the surface of the 
PPS2–3 composite, which is less than in PPS1–3. 
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FIGURE 3.2 Surface SEM images of pristine polypropylene and composite samples 
prepared in an internal mixer.
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FIGURE 3.3 Surface SEM images of pristine polypropylene and composite samples 
prepared in a twin screw extruder.
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FIGURE 3.4 Surface SEM images of pristine polypropylene and composite samples 
prepared in a twin screw extruder.

The ability to exfoliate and disperse the layered silicate into a polymer 
matrix is related to a number of factors such as the exchange capacity of the 
silicate, the polarity of polymer and the chemical nature of the organic modi-
fier. Processing conditions are one of the factors affecting the dispersion of 
the silicate layers. The disappearance of the peak in the XRD patterns and 
the decrease of agglomerated particles in the SEM images indicate that the 
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dispersibility of clay particles is more pronounced in the composite samples 
prepared in a twin-screw extruder than in an internal mixer.

XRD investigations and SEM imaging was carried out to study the disper-
sion of clay in the matrix. Melt compounding in the twin-screw extruder and 
using the compatibilizing agent decrease the large-scale particle agglomera-
tion. However, there is no significant change in the tensile strength of compos-
ites as shown in Table 3.3. It can be concluded that tensile strength remains the 
same because of the existence of an immiscible clay component. Conversely, 
it is worthy to note that the increase of the strength can be observed. 

TABLE 3.3 Mechanical properties of the samples prepared in an internal mixer.

Sample Modulus (MPa) Tensile strength (MPa) Strain (%)

PP 1850 ± 54 39.9 ± 1.8 4.3 ± 0.5

PPC 1828 ± 98 38.8 ± 0.5 4.4 ± 0.3

PPCG 1780 ± 144 37.5 ± 2.8 3.8 ± 0.1

PP1 1772 ± 159 40.6 ± 1.9 4.8 ± 0.1

PPS1–3 1690 ± 228 40.2 ± 3.5 4.8 ± 0.6

PP2 1736 ± 176 38.6 ± 2.0 4.5 ± 0.1

PPS2–3 1872 ± 52 40.3 ± 1.2 4.4 ± 0.2

13.4.3 CONCLUDING REMARKS

PP/Montmorillonite (MMT) nanoclay based composite was prepared by melt 
compounding with MA-g-PP in a twin-screw extruder and an internal mixer. 
Test specimens were prepared by compression molding. Mechanical proper-
ties such as tensile modulus, tensile strength and maximum percentage strain 
were measured. The clay dispersion was investigated using WAXD and SEM. 

In this research the XRD patterns and SEM images show that introduc-
ing the proper compatibilizing agent ratio and suiTable processing condi-
tion like a twin-screw extruder decrease the immiscible clay component in 
the matrix. However, the increase of tensile strength is not achieved.
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13.5 CASE STUDY IV—A MULTISCALE MICROMECHANICAL 
MODEL

One of the desirable end-goals of materials science research is the de-
velopment of multifunctional materials. These materials are defined as 
compositions that bring more than one property enhancement to a particu-
lar application, thus allowing the material to replace more than one other 
material in an engineered object, or to replace entire classes of materials 
which alone, are only capable of addressing one end-use need [1–4]. 

The polymer nanocomposite field has been studied heavily in the past 
decade. However, polymer nanocomposite technology has been around 
for quite some time in the form of latex paints, carbon-black filled tires, 
and other polymer systems filled with nanoscale particles. However, the 
nanoscale interface nature of these materials was not truly understood and 
elucidated until recently [2–7]. Today, there are excellent works that cover 
the entire field of polymer nanocomposite research, including applications, 
with a wide range of nanofillers such as layered silicates (clays), carbon 
nanotubes/nanofibers, colloidal oxides, double-layered hydroxides, quan-
tum dots, nanocrystalline metals, and so on. The majority of the research 
conducted to date has been with organically treated, layered silicates or 
organoclays.

A traditional composite containing micron sized or larger particles/fi-
bers/reinforcement can best be thought of as containing two major com-
ponents, the bulk polymer and the filler/reinforcement, and a third, very 
minor component, or interfacial polymer. Poor interfacial bonding be-
tween the bulk polymer and the filler can result in an undesirable balance 
of properties, or at worst, material failure under mechanical, thermal, or 
electrical load. In a polymer nanocomposite, since the reinforcing particle 
is at the nanometer scale, it is actually a minor component in terms of 
total weight or volume percentage in the final material. If the nanoparticle 
is fully dispersed in the polymer matrix, the bulk polymer also becomes 
a minor, and in some cases, a nonexistent part of the final material. With 
the nanofiller homogenously dispersed in the polymer matrix, the entire 
polymer becomes an interfacial polymer, and the properties of the material 
begin to change. Changes in properties of the interfacial polymer become 
magnified in the final material, and great improvements in properties are 
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seen. Therefore, a polymer nanocomposite is a composite where filler and 
bulk polymer are minor components, and the interfacial polymer is the 
component that dictates the material’s properties. With this in mind, the 
design of the nanoparticle is critical to the nanocomposite structure, and 
careful understanding of nanoparticle chemistry and structure are needed.

At present nanocomposite polymer/organoclay studies attained very 
big wide spreading. However, the majority of work done on this theme has 
mainly been of an applied character and theoretical aspects of the poly-
mer’s reinforcement by organoclays have been studied much less. In this 
chapter we describe a multiscale micromechanical model.

This is based on the following percolation relationship application:
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E
E

= + φ  (4.1)

where: En is the elastic modulus of the nanocomposite; Em is the elastic 
modulus of the matrix polymer, and ϕn is nanofiller volume contents.

Let us consider that the model is based on the approach, which is prin-
cipally different from the micromechanical models: it is assumed that 
polymer composites’ properties are defined by their matrix structural state 
only and that the role of the filler consists in modification and fixation of 
the matrix polymer structure.

In this chapter experimental data for the nanocomposite: epoxy poly-
mer/Na+-montmorillonite (EP/MMT) is considered.

13.5.1 EXPERIMENTAL

As matrix polymer, an epoxy polymer based on 3,4-epoxycyclohexyl-
methyl-3,4-epoxycyclohexane carboxylate (epoxy monomer), cured by 
hexahydro-4-methylphthalic anhydride at a molar ratio of 0.87–1.0 was 
used. To this mixture a nanofiller, MMT (Cloisite 30B) was added. Before 
this the nanofiller was mixed with denatured ethanol for removal of any 
excess of surfactants from the silicate platelets’ surface. This mixture was 
then centrifuged at 5,000 rpm for 10 min prior to the decanting of the 
ethanol. After Cloisite 30B addition the mixture was stirred in a mixer at 
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a setting of 2,500 rpm for 45 seconds and then at 3,000 rpm for the same 
period of time.

The nanocomposite EP/MMT samples were prepared in three stages. 
The samples were first cured isothermally for up to 8 h at temperatures 
of 80, 100, 120 and 140°C, followed by 8 h at 180°C and finally 12 h at 
220°C under vacuum. The samples were cooled down at a rate of 1–2°C/
min and 20 ´ 5 ´ 1 mm3 pieces were machined for dynamic spectroscopy 
measurements. MMT contents in the studied nanocomposites were 2, 5, 
10 or 15 mass%.

The dynamical mechanical tests were carried out by using rheometer in 
torsional mode at a frequency of 1 s–1 in a nitrogen atmosphere.

The nanocomposite structure studies using wide-angle x-ray diffrac-
tometry were carried out on a general area diffraction detection system 
using copper irradiation with a wavelength (l) of 1.54 Å. The distance 
between MMT platelets (d001 interlayer spacing) was calculated according 
to these measurements.

13.5.2 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The model can be described in the following manner. Composite continu-
ous simulation found out that property improvement depends strongly on 
the individual features of the filler particles: their volume fraction (fp), 
particle aspect ratio (anisotropy) (L/t) and the ratio of particle and matrix 
mechanical properties. These important aspects of nanocomposite poly-
mer/organoclay require coordinated and precise definition. A multiscale 
simulation strategy can be used for calculation of nanocomposite hier-
archical morphology at a scale in the order of thousands of microns (the 
large particle aspect ratio within the matrix limits the structure. At a scale 
of several microns, the clay particle structure presents itself as either fully 
divided organoclay platelets with a thickness in the order of nanometers 
(or as organoclay parallel platelets packing, separated by interlayer gal-
leries with a thickness of nanometers. In this case, the quantitative struc-
tural parameters, obtained by x-ray diffraction and electron microscopy 
methods (silicate platelets number N in the organoclay bundle, spacing d001 
between silicate platelets) can be used for definition of the clay ‘particles’ 
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geometrical features including L/t and ratio fp to nanofiller mass content 
(Wn). These geometrical features together with silicate platelet stiffness 
estimations, can be obtained from molecular dynamics simulations, which 
gives a basis for the prediction of the effective mechanical properties of 
the organoclay particles. 

Unlike many mineral fillers, used for plastics production (talcum pow-
der, mica and so on), organoclays, in particular MMT, are capable of strati-
fying and dispersing into separate platelets with a thickness of about 1 nm.

The term ‘intercalation’ describes how small amounts of polymer pen-
etrate into galleries between silicate platelets, which cause these platelets 
to separate for ~2–3 nm. Exfoliation or stratification occurs at the distance 
between the platelets (in x-ray techniques, this distance is called the spac-
ing – d001) is of the order of 8–10 nm. A well-stratified and dispersed nano-
composite includes separate organoclay platelets, uniformly distributed in 
a polymeric matrix. Equation (4.1) used for the prediction of the degree of 
reinforcement of nanocomposites (En/Em) has shown the necessity of the 
following modification. First of all it has been found out that not only in 
the complete nanofiller (organoclay platelets), but also in the interfacial 
regions, formed on the platelet surface, a with relative fraction (ϕif) are 
the nanocomposite structure, reinforcing or strengthening elements. Such 
a situation is due to the higher stiffness of the interfacial layers in com-
parison with the bulk polymeric matrix by virtue of the strong interactions 
between polymer, organoclay and molecular mobility suppression in the 
layers mentioned. 

Now Eq. (4.1) can be rewritten as:

 ( )1.7
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Besides, within the frameworks of the fractal model of interfacial layer 
formation in polymer nanocomposites it has been shown that between ϕif 
and ϕn the following relationship exists:

 0.955if nbφ = φ  (4.3)

for intercalated organoclay and
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 1.910if nbφ = φ  (4.4)

for an exfoliated one, where b is a parameter characterizing the nanofiller 
– polymeric matrix interfacial adhesion level. Let us note that Eq. (4.3) 
and Eq. (4.4) were obtained by accounting for the strong anisotropy of the 
organoclay platelets. For example, for particulate (approximately spheri-
cal) nanofiller particles the similar equation has the following form:

 0.102if nbφ = φ  (4.5)

Combining Eqs. 4.2–4.4 allows us to obtain the final variant of the for-
mulae for nanocomposites polymer/organoclay degree of reinforcement 
determination:
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for intercalated organoclay, and
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for an exfoliated one.
Therefore, comparing the Eqs. (4.2)–(4.7), demonstrates that the model 

accounts for nanofiller volume contents, its particles’ degree of anisotropy and 
interfacial adhesion level, but does not account for nanofiller characteristics.

The nanofiller volume fraction (ϕn) can be estimated as follows. At it 
is known, the following interconnection exists between the nanofiller vol-
ume (ϕn) and mass contents (Wn):

 n
n

n

Wφ =
ρ

 (4.8)

where: ρn is the nanofiller density, determined according to the following 
equation:
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where: Su is the filler specific surface, which is equal to ~ 74 ´ 103 m2/kg 
for MMT, and Dp is its particle size. 

Since the MMT particle length is anisotropic and its length is ~ 100 
nm, and its width is ~ 35 nm and its thickness is ~ 1 nm, then the arithmeti-
cal mean of these sizes was chosen as Dp. Then the value ρn = 1790 kg/m3.

For the nanocomposite, EP/MMT with Wn = 2 and 5 mass%, the inter-
layer spacing value d001 ≥10 nm and for the same nanocomposites with Wn 
= 10 and 15 mass%, d001 = 6.3–9.8 nm. Therefore, according to the clas-
sification shown previously, nanocomposites with Wn = 2 and 5 mass% 
are to be defined as having exfoliated organoclay and those with Wn = 
10 and 15 mass% are defined as intercalated organoclay. In Fig. 4.1 the 
curves En(Wn), calculated for the previous cases according to Eqs. (4.6) 
and (4.7), at the condition b = 1 (perfect adhesion by Kerner) and also the 
experimental data for the nanocomposite, EP/MMT are shown. As one 
can see, there is good agreement of the data for EP/MMT with Wn = 10 
and 15 mass% and the calculation from Eq. (4.6) and with Wn = 2 and 
5 mass%. Therefore, above equations reflects well both the nanofiller con-
tents and the degree of stratification of its platelets and in addition it is 
much simpler and physically much clearer than the multiscale model.

FIGURE 4.1 The comparison of calculated according to Eq. (4.6) (1) and Eq. (4.7) (2) 
and experimental of exfoliated (3) and intercalated (4) organoclay dependencies of elastic 
modulus (En) on organoclay mass contents (Wn) for nanocomposite EP/MMT.
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One more aspect of the model, concerns the determination of parame-
ter b, which characterizes interfacial adhesion at the nanofiller – polymeric 
matrix level. The condition b = 1 was accepted for the value of En (Fig. 
4.1), but this parameter can also be estimated more precisely according 
to Eq. (4.6) and Eq. (4.7), using experimental values En, Em and ϕn. An 
independent estimation of the interfacial adhesion level for the nanocom-
posites studied, can be obtained with the aid of parameter A, determined 
according to the equation:
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where: tg δn is the mechanical loss angle tangent for the nanocomposite, 
and  tg δm is the mechanical loss angle tangent for the matrix polymer.

It is already known, that a decrease in A means an increase in the in-
terfacial adhesion level. In Fig. 4.2, the comparison of parameters A and b, 
characterizing the interfacial adhesion level is shown for the nanocomposites 
EP/MMT. As has been expected, a decrease of A according to the reasons 
indicated previously corresponds to growth of b (determined according to 
Eqs. (4.6) and (4.7)) and parameter b characterizes the real level of interfacial 
adhesion in the nanocomposite polymer/organoclay and is close to unity. 

FIGURE 4.2 The relationship of parameters b and A, characterizing the interfacial 
adhesion level, for nanocomposite EP/MMT with an organoclay mass contents (Wn) = 2 
(1), 5 (2), 10 (3) and 15 (4) mass%
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Let us further discuss the organoclay ‘effective particle’ characteris-
tics. We can calculate the dependencies of the silicate relative fraction (c) 
in an ‘effective particle’ and plot its dependencies on the ratio of d001/dpl for 
different N [where dpl is the silicate platelet thickness (dpl = 1 nm), and N 
is the platelet number in an ‘effective particle’]. In Fig. 4.3 the theoretical 
calculations are shown by solid lines for N = 1, 2 and 4, and experimen-
tal dependencies of ϕn/(ϕn + ϕif) in the EP/MMT – by points. As one can 
see, the similar trends of c and ϕn/(ϕn+ϕif) change as a function of d001/dpl, 
which indicates the identity of the ‘effective particle’ definition. The com-
parison of theoretical curves and experimental points in Fig. 4.3 shows 
that for the nanocomposites EP/MMT, the value of N is somewhat smaller 
than two (i.e., the organoclay in these nanocomposites is stratified).

FIGURE 4.3 The theoretical dependencies of an organoclay fraction in an ‘effective 
particle’ (c) for silicate platelets number (N) = 1 (1), 2 (2) and 4 (3) and parameter ϕn/(ϕn 
+ ϕif) for nanocomposite EP/MMT (points) on the value of the ratio d001/dpl are the same as 
those in Fig. 4.2.

In Fig. 4.4 the theoretical dependencies of the ‘effective particles’ vol-
ume fraction and the nanofiller mass content ratio (fp/Wn) on the ratio of 
d001/dpl, are shown by straight lines for N = 1, 2, 3 and 4. Also in Fig. 4.4, 
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the dependencies of the ratio of the sum (ϕn + ϕif), which in the model is 
analog to fp and Wn, obtained according to Eq. (4.6) and Eq. (4.7), for the 
nanocomposite EP/MMT are given. The similarity of trends of the ratios 
as a function of d001/dpl change is observed again, which confirms again ‘ef-
fective particle’ identity. And as earlier, for the nanocomposite EP/MMT, 
the value of N can be estimated as being somewhat smaller than N = 2.

FIGURE 4.4 The dependencies of organoclay fraction in ‘effective particles’ volume and 
mass fractions ratio (fp/Wn) in the model for silicate platelets number (N) = 1 (1), 2 (2), 3 
(3) and 4 (4) and (ϕn+ϕif)/Wn in the model for nanocomposites EP/MMT (points) on the 
ratio d001/dpl value.

13.5.3 CONCLUDING REMARKS

Polymer clay nanocomposites are already used in many applications to en-
hance existing properties of a particular material, and development should 
be focused on the true multifunctional materials. Certainly, clay nano-
composites will continue to be used for enhanced mechanical, flammabil-
ity, and gas barrier properties, but fundamental limits in clay chemistry 
prevent them from being used easily in applications requiring electrical/
thermal conductivity or optical properties. Similarly, combinations of 
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organoclays with other nanofillers to obtain a truly multifunctional mate-
rial are will likely to be used in the future. Combining an organoclay with 
carbon nanotubes, or quantum dots, could yield a very interesting nano-
composite with enhanced mechanical, flammability, thermal, and electri-
cal properties – allowing it to be a ‘drop-in’ replacement for many differ-
ent materials in a complex part. Alternatively, the clay could enhance the 
properties of some existing mechanically fragile systems while keeping 
the other properties intact. Some early initial research has been done on 
combining more than one type of nanofiller in a polymer matrix, but this 
approach has not yet been widely studied.

Polymer nanocomposites with organoclay fillers offer improved prop-
erties and performance, providing opportunities for commercial applica-
tions. The key to significant property enhancement is to exfoliate the in-
dividual organoclay platelets into the polymer matrix to utilize their high 
aspect ratio and modulus. The affinity between the polymer matrix and 
the organoclay is one of the most important factors for determining the 
exfoliation level. In this chapter the model of the organoclay ‘effective 
particle’ describes the nanocomposite’s polymer/organoclay structure and 
properties. However, the model has a clear physical significance and does 
not require the application of micromechanical models. 

13.6 CASE STUDY V—CEMENT MATERIALS REINFORCEMENT 
WITH NANOPARTICLES

Composite materials reinforced with nanoparticles have recently received 
tremendous attention in both scientific and industrial communities due to 
their extraordinary enhanced properties. However, from the experimental 
point of view, it is a great challenge to characterize the structure and to 
manipulate the fabrication of nanocomposites. The development of such 
materials is still largely empirical and a finer degree of control of their 
properties has not been achieved so far. Therefore, computer modeling and 
simulation will play an ever-increasing role in predicting and designing 
material properties, and guiding such experimental work [1–18]. 

The use of nanoparticles in developing materials has been introduced 
in the last few years [1–12]. It has been observed that the extremely fine 
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size of nanoparticles strongly affects their physical and chemical prop-
erties and enables them to be used to fabricate new materials with nov-
elty functions. Thus, integrating nanoparticles with existing cement-based 
building materials may enable the fabrication of new products with some 
outstanding properties [2–8]. Among the nanoparticles, nanosilica (nano-
SiO2) has been used to improve the properties of cement-based materi-
als. Some cement composites with nano-SiO2 having excellent mechani-
cal properties and microstructure have been reported. Scientists showed 
that incorporating nanoparticles into high-volume fly ash concrete can 
significantly increase the initial pozzolanic activity of fly ash. Scientists 
also concluded that nano-SiO2 can enhance the short-term and long-term 
strength of high-volume, high strength concrete. It should be noted that 
nano-SiO2 particles could potentially improve the negative influences 
caused by enhancing the compressive and flexural strength of cement con-
crete and mortar. As the rate of the pozzolanic reaction is proportional to 
the amount of surface available for reaction and because of the high spe-
cific surface of nanoparticles, they possess high pozzolanic activity. Nano-
SiO2 effectively consumes calcium hydroxide crystals (CH) which array in 
the interfacial transition zone between the hardened cement paste and the 
aggregates and produces hydrated calcium silicate (CSH) which enhances 
the strength of the cement paste. In addition, due to the nanoscale size of 
the particles, nano-SiO2 can fill the ultra fine pores in the cement matrix. 
This physical effect leads to a reduction in porosity of the transition zone 
in the fresh concrete. This mechanism strengthens the bond between the 
matrix and the aggregates and improves the cement paste properties. Fur-
thermore, it has been found that when the ultra fine particles of nano-SiO2 
uniformly disperse in the paste, they generate a large number of nucleation 
sites for the precipitation of the hydration products, which accelerates the 
cement hydration [12–32]. 

It has been demonstrated that rice husk ash (RHA) can be added to con-
crete mixtures as a substitute for the more expensive Portland cement to 
lower the construction costs. Compared to other agricultural by-products, 
RHA is high in ash and similar to silica fume – it contains considerable 
amounts of SiO2. Thus, RHA is not just a cheap alternative but a well 
ground rice husk with most of its silica in an amorphous form and with 
enough specific surface so that it is very active and considerably improves 
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the strength and durability of cement and concrete. Researchers have ap-
plied RHA and nano-SiO2 to improve cement-based materials and have 
achieved great successes. However, considering using nano-SiO2 particles 
in RHA mortar is an innovative approach. The main purpose of this chap-
ter is to study the mechanical properties of RHA mortar containing nano-
SiO2 in order to further improvements of Portland cement based materials 
[30–52].

13.6.1 EXPERIMENTAL

In this study, ordinary Portland cement (OPC) type I, standard graded 
sand, RHA, nano-SiO2 and tap water were used. The RHA used in this ex-
periment contained 92.1% SiO2 with an average particle size of 15.83 µm. 
The chemical compositions of RHA and cement were determined using an 
x-ray microprobe analyzer (Table 5.1). 

TABLE 5.1 Chemical composition of cement and rice husk ash.

Chemical
Chemical composition (%)

OPC RHA

SiO2 21 92.1

Al2O3 4.6 0.41

Fe2O3 3.2 0.21

CaO 64.5 0.41

MgO 2 0.45

SO3 2.9 -

LOI 1.5 -

In order to achieve the desired fluidity and better dispersion of nanopar-
ticles, the polycarboxylate ether based superplastisiser was incorporated 
into all mixes. The content of superplastisiser was adjusted for each mix-
ture to keep the fluidity of the mortars constant. Natural river sand was 
used with the fraction of sand, which passed through a 1.18 mm sieve and 
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was retained on a 0.2 mm sieve (conforming to ASTM C778 [53]). The 
specific gravity of the sand was 2.51 g/cm3. The basic material properties 
of the nano-SiO2 are given in Table 5.2.

TABLE 5.2 The properties of nano-SiO2 used in this experiment.

Item
Diameter

(nm)

Specific surface

(m²/g)

Density

(g/cm³)

Purity

(%)

Target 50 50 1.03 99.9

Ten different combinations as listed in Table 5.3 were cast. The com-
positions A-1 to A-6 were used to investigate the effect of substituting 
nano-SiO2 for cement in the mortar and to determine the optimum con-
tent of nano-SiO2 in cement mortar. The compositions A-7 to A-10 were 
made to study the effect of nano-SiO2 particles on the properties of cement 
mortar containing RHA. The amount of RHA replacement in the mortar 
was 20% by weight of cement which is an acceptable range and is the one 
most often used. The water/binder ratio for all mixtures was 0.5 where the 
binder weight is the total weight of cement, RHA and nano-SiO2. The ce-
ment/sand ratio was 1:2.75 for all the mixtures. Cubes (50 × 50 × 50 mm) 
were used for compressive and water absorption tests and beams (50 × 50 
× 200 mm) were used for flexural and shrinkage tests. The fresh mortar 
was placed into the molds and tamped using a hard rubber mallet. After 
24 h, the specimens were removed from the molds and cured in water at 
23 ± 2 °C until they were tested. The samples were tested using a hydraulic 
testing machine under load control at 1350 N/S for the compressive test 
(as per ASTM C109/C109 M [54]) and 44 N/S for the flexural test (as 
per ASTM C348 [55]). After the mechanical tests, the crushed specimens 
were selected for scanning electronic microscopy (SEM). The absorption 
test was carried out on two 50 mm cubes. Saturated surface dry speci-
mens were kept in an oven at 110°C for 72 h. After measuring the initial 
weight, specimens were immersed in water for 72 h, then the final weight 
was measured and the final absorption was reported to assess the mortar 
permeability.
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TABLE 5.3  Mix proportion for preparation of the specimens.

Batch

No
Sa

/B
b Wc

/B
% Content (by weight)

°C RHA NS

A-1 2.75 0.5 100 - 0

A-2 2.75 0.5 99 - 1

A-3 2.75 0.5 97 - 3

A-4

A-5

2.75 0.5 95 - 5

2.75 0.5 93 - 7

A-6 2.75 0.5 91 - 9

A-7 2.75 0.5 80 20 0

A-8 2.75 0.5 79 20 1

A-9 2.75 0.5 77 20 3

A-10 2.75 0.5 75 20 5

aSand.
bBinder (cement + RHA + Nano-SiO2).
cWater.

13.6.2 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 5.1 shows the variation in the compressive strength of ordinary and 
RHA cement mortars at various contents of nano-SiO2. It can be seen that 
the compressive strength of cement mortars with nano-SiO2 are all higher 
than that of plain cement mortar. Results indicate that the optimal content of 
nano-SiO2 for reinforcing a concrete/mortar should be about 7%. It is clear 
that increasing the amount of the nano-SiO2 from 7% to 9% doesn’t have a 
considerable effect on the compressive strength. Moreover, larger amounts 
of nano-SiO2 actually reduce the strength of composites instead of improv-
ing it. It was found that when the content of nanoparticles is large, they are 
more difficult to disperse uniformly. Therefore, they create a weak zone in the 
form of voids and consequently the homogeneous hydrated microstructure 
cannot be formed and a low strength is expected. From the results it is clear 
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that nano-SiO2 is more effective than RHA in reinforcement of cement mortar. 
Also it can be observed that the nano-SiO2 improved the compressive strength 
of RHA mortars and incorporating of nano-SiO2 particles by RHA in mortar 
can lead to further improvements in compressive strength and most likely to 
improvement of other properties of the cement mortar.

FIGURE 5.1 Compressive strength of the ordinary and RHA cement mortars at different 
content of nano-SiO2.

The flexural strength of 10 mortar mixtures of different ages is shown in 
Fig. 5.2. It can be seen that the flexural strengths of the specimens with re-
placement of cement by nano-SiO2 are all higher than that of plain mortar with 
the same water to binder ratio. The greatest increase in all ages is observed 
for batch A4 with 5% nano-SiO2. Using 5% nano-SiO2, the flexural strength 
at 28 days was 7.5 MPa whereas it decreased to 6.2 MPa with 9% nano-SiO2. 
It indicates that a high amount of nano-SiO2 (especially in excess of 7%) has 
a negative effect on flexural strength. It is clear that the nano-SiO2 particles 
are more effective than RHA in developing flexural strength and incorporat-
ing nano-SiO2 in cement mortars containing RHA can further increase the 
flexural strength. Two fundamental mechanisms can be deduced for strength 
enhancement by nano-SiO2. The first strengthening mechanism is the filler 
effect. The micro filling effect of nano-SiO2 is one of the important factors for 
the development of dense concrete/mortar with a very high strength, because 
it has been found that small amounts of air significantly decrease the strength 
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of the mortar. It has been reported that the size ratio between filler and the 
aggregates is one of the main parameters, which strongly affects the strength-
ening caused by the filling effect. Thanks to the high size ratio between nano-
SiO2 and aggregates, the filling effect of nano-SiO2 particles is more obvious. 
Furthermore, the microstructure of the transition zone between the aggregates 
and the cement paste strongly influences the strength and durability of the con-
crete. Absence of nano-SiO2 particles reduces the wall effect in the transition 
zone between the paste and the aggregates and strengthens this weaker zone 
due to the higher bond between those two phases. This mechanism also leads 
to an improvement in microstructure and properties of the mortars/concretes. 
The second strengthening mechanism is the pozzolanic activity. Two major 
products of cement hydration are CSH and CH. CSH which is produced by 
hydration of C3S and C2S plays a vital role in the mechanical characteristics of 
the cement paste, whereas calcium hydrate which is also formed by hydration 
of cement does not have any cementing property. It contains about 20–25% 
of the volume of the hydration products. Calcium hydrates due to their mor-
phology are relatively weak and brittle. Cracks can easily propagate through 
regions populated by them, especially at the aggregate/cement paste interface. 
Nano-SiO2 particles react rapidly with the calcium hydrates formed during 
hydration of cement and produce CSH with cementitious properties which is 
beneficial for enhancement of the strength of concrete/mortar. 

FIGURE 5.2 Flexural strength of the ordinary and RHA cement mortars at different 
content of nano-SiO2.
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The absorption characteristics indirectly represent the porosity through 
an understanding of the permeable pore volume and its connectivity. In 
order to investigate the effect of nano-SiO2 particles on cement mortar 
permeability, a water absorption test was carried out on various mixtures 
A-1 (plain cement mortar), A-5 (cement mortar with 7% nano-SiO2), A-7 
(cement mortar with 20% RHA replacement) A9 (cement mortar with 20% 
RHA replacement and 3% nano-SiO2). The final absorption of these mix-
tures are shown in Table 5.4. It can be seen that mixture A-5 (cement mor-
tar with 7% nano-SiO2) showed the lowest absorption of all the mixtures 
which shows that nano-SiO2 is more effective in reducing the permeability 
than RHA. Integrating nano-SiO2 into RHA mortar reduced the water ab-
sorption from 5.42% to 4.45%. Results showed that the presence of nano-
SiO2 particles in cement mortar could decrease the water absorption and 
the likely permeability of cement mortar. This impermeability increase 
can be attributed to two concomitant phenomena: 

1.  Nano-SiO2 particles generate a large number of nucleation sites for 
hydration products and induce a more homogenous distribution of 
CSH and thus, there are less pores, and

2.  Nano-SiO2 particles block the passages connecting capillary pores 
and water channels in the cement paste.

TABLE 5.4 Water absorption values of different mixtures.

Batch number Absorption (%)

A-1 6.12

A-5 4.23

A-7 5.421

A-9 4.458

Prismatic specimens with dimensions of 50 × 50 × 200 mm were pre-
pared. The specimens were cured in the laboratory environment. The aver-
age temperature in the laboratory was 27 ± 3°C and the relative humidity 
was 70%. The first measurement was taken using a length comparator with 
a precision of 2 µm after 24 h of mixing, while the rest of measurements 
were taken after 3, 7, 14, 21, 28, 35, 42 days. The shrinkage behavior of 
the mortars containing nano-SiO2 is shown in Fig. 5.3. 
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FIGURE 5.3 Shrinkage of mortars containing nano-SiO2 versus time.

From the results, it can be seen that the shrinkage during drying of 
mortars with nano-SiO2 is apparently higher than that of the control mortar 
and increases with increasing nano-SiO2 content. Fig. 5.4 shows the influ-
ence of nano-SiO2 on the shrinkage behavior of the RHA mortar. Results 
showed that RHA mortar experienced higher shrinkage than that of ordi-
nary cement mortar. An increase was observed in RHA mortar containing 
nano-SiO2 compared to the RHA mortar. 

FIGURE 5.4 Shrinkage of RHA mortar with and without nano-SiO2 versus time.
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The increase in the shrinkage during drying of mortar containing nano-
SiO2 might be due mainly to refinement of pore size and increase of meso-
pores, which is directly related to the shrinkage due to self-desiccation. 
Moreover, it has been found that nano-SiO2 due to its high specific surface 
serves additional nucleation sites for hydration products whereby chemi-
cal reactions are accelerated. Therefore, the degree of hydration increases 
as the amount of nano-SiO2 increases and the autogenous shrinkage re-
lated to chemical shrinkage also increases. 

Cement paste characteristics, for example, strength and permeability 
significantly depended on its nanostructure features in particular nanopo-
rosity. In recent years, electron microscopy has been demonstrated to be 
a very valuable method for the determination of microstructure. Numer-
ous studies on the influence of nano-SiO2 on the microstructure of plain 
cement mortar have been carried out. The results showed that nano-SiO2 
particles formed a very dense and compact texture in the hydrate products 
and decreased the size of big crystals such as CH. In this chapter in order 
to study the microstructure of RHA mortar, with and without nano-SiO2, a 
SEM was used. The microstructure of the RHA mortar with 3% replace-
ment of nano-SiO2 and without nano-SiO2 at a curing age of seven days 
are presented in Fig. 5.5 and Fig. 5.6, respectively. Results showed that 
the nano-SiO2 particles improved the dense and compact microstructure of 
RHA and generated a more homogenous distribution of hydrated products.

FIGURE 5.5 SEM micrograph of RHA mortar.
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FIGURE 5.6 SEM micrograph of RHA mortar with 3% nano-SiO2.

13.6.3 CONCLUDING REMARKS

The construction industry uses a large amount of concrete. Concrete is 
used in infrastructure and in buildings. It is composed of granular materi-
als of different sizes and the size range of the composed solid mix covers 
is large. The overall grading of the mix, containing particles from 300 nm 
to 32 mm determines the mix properties of the concrete. The properties in 
fresh state (flow properties and workability) are, for example, governed 
by the particle size distribution, but also the properties of the concrete in 
its hardened state, such as strength and durability, are affected by the mix 
grading and resulting particle packing. One way to further improve the 
packing is to increase the solid size range, e.g., by including particles with 
sizes below 300 nm. Possible materials, which are currently available are 
limestone and silica fines such as silica flavor, silica fume and nano-SiO2. 
However, these products are synthesized in a rather complex way, result-
ing in high purity and complex processes that make them nonfeasible for 
the construction industry.

A noticeable increase was observed in compressive and flexural 
strength of ordinary cement mortars upon adding nano-SiO2. Compres-
sive and flexural strength of RHA cement mortars improved with the 
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incorporation of nano-SiO2. Integrating nano-SiO2 with cement mortar 
containing RHA improved the microstructure of products in dense and 
compact forms. Nano-SiO2 had a significant impact on the drying shrink-
age of mortars. The mortar samples with nano-SiO2 experienced higher 
drying shrinkage. This effect was more prominent for larger amounts of 
nano-SiO2. According to the results there was a significant improvement 
in water absorption of mortars with integrating nano-SiO2. Nano-SiO2 par-
ticles decreased the water absorption of the cement composite by pore fill-
ing and pozzolanic effects. Also it was observed that nano-SiO2 particles 
were more effective in the reduction of permeability than RHA.
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NOMENCLATURES

A variant, Kuhn segment length
Ap dependence
a  lower linear scale of fractal behavior
AFM atomic force microscope
ASTM American Society for Testing and  Materials
bB Burgers vector value
BSR butadiene-styrene rubber
C∞  characteristic ratio
c  nanoparticles concentration
c0  “seeds” number [equals to nanoparticles clusters (aggre  
 gates) number]
CH calcium hydroxide crystals
CSH hydrated calcium silicate 
d  dimension of Euclidean space
df  fractal dimension 
dsurf  fractal dimension of nanofiller surface
D diffusivity 
Dn fractal dimension 
Dp particles diameter 
E Young modulus
Em elasticity moduli of matrix polymer
En  elasticity moduli of nanocomposite 
E0  initial modulus
EP/MMT epoxy polymer/Na+-montmorillonite
G Grüneisen parameter, shear modulus in solid-phase
G0 shear modulus of matrix polymer
HDPE high density polyethylene
k  Boltzmann constant
kn  proportionality coefficient
K bulk elasticity modulus 
KT  isothermal modulus of dilatation
Km  bulk elasticity modulus of polymeric matrix 
Kn bulk elasticity modulus of nonofiller
l a linear scale for fractals interpenetration distance 
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lif interfacial layer thickness
l0  the main chain skeletal bond length
lst statistical segment length

T
ifl  theoretical value of interfacial layer thickness 

Ln mean distance between nanofiller particles aggregates
MFI melt flow index
MPa megapascal 
N  nanoparticles number per one aggregate
Ni quadrates number 
NC’s nylon-6/clay nanocomposites 
NR natural rubbers
OSY oxinitride silicium-yttrium 
P load
P-Cl particle-cluster
PLSN polymer/layered silicate nanocomposites 
PP polypropylene 
PP-g-MA polypropylene-graft-maleic anhydride
PSD particle size distribution
rn nanoparticles radius 
Rag  average discrepancy 
Rmax  nanoparticles cluster
Rp  nanofiller particle radius
RHA rice husk ash 
S  macromolecule cross-sectional area
Si  quadrate area
Sn  cross-sectional area of nanoparticles
Su  nanoshungite particles specific surface, specific surface of   
 aerosil particles
SEM scanning electron microscopy
Sf silica flavor
SF silica fume
SPIP  Scanning Probe Image Processor
SPM Scanning Probe Microscope
STM Scanning Tunneling Microscope
t  duration, percolation index
T  temperature
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Tg  glass transition temperature
TC technical carbon
TGA thermo-gravimetric analysis
Wn  nanofiller mass content
WAXD wide-angle X-ray scattering 
XRD X-ray diffraction 
ai quadrate side size 
am thermal expansion coefficient of polymeric matrix 
an thermal expansion coefficient of nanofiller

m
na   thermal expansion coefficient of mixture

ρ particles size 
ρn  nanofiller particles aggregate density
ϕif  relative volume fractions of interfacial regions 
ϕn  relative volume fractions of nanofiller, nanofiller volume   
 contents
cAB Flory-Huggins interaction parameter
h  a packing coefficient, medium viscosity
h0 initial viscosity, constant
ϕden  relative fraction of nanocomposites densely packed regions
ϕn nanofiller volume contents, nanofiller volume fraction
a  numerical coefficient
x  correlation length of diffusion
ζ walker’s diffusion constant 
σ normal stress 
τ shear stress 
l  distance between nonaggregated nanofiller particles, wave  
 length
gL Grüneisen parameter 
n  Poisson ratio
νTC  nanofiller (technical carbon) Poisson’s ratio
νm  polymer matrix Poisson’s ratio
∆f Hausdorff dimension 
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